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PREFACE
In the seven years since EGS3 was released it has been used in a wide
variety of applications. As users have pushed it to new extremes, a broad range
of improvements and corrections have been made. Perhaps the greatest strength
of the EGS system is a structure which allows users to develop extensions and/or
implement improvements made by others. With the release of EGS4 we have
undertaken to re-establish a well defined version of the system so that we can
all benefit from each other’s efforts.
Within this report we document the many changes and improvements
which are based on the work of others, but we would like to take this opportunity to thank several people whose contributions are rather special. First, we
must acknowledge the original contributions of Dr. Richard Ford who, although
he no longer works with EGS, was a major contributor to the development of
EGS3 and, in particular, was a co-author of the original version of Chapter 2
(first published as part of SLAC210 in 1978). We must also thank Jim Cook,
who kept working on Mortran3 until it would do all the things needed for EGS4
(and much more besides!). One of us (D.W.O.R.) would like to thank his colleague Dr. Alex F. Bielajew, whose detailed understanding and extensive use
of the EGS system has been a great help in locating and removing many small
bugs. One of us (W.R.N.) would like to thank his colleagues Dr. W. S. Lockman
for working so diligently on the K-edge version of subroutine PHOTO and Dr.
H. Burmeister for help with charged particle transport in a magnetic field. The
constant help from the SLAC Publications Office is also very much appreciated.
With the exception of a few of the figures, this entire document was created
using the I$$ -based macro package called Pa*, developed at SLAC by Art
Ogawa. Needless to say, we appreciate the immense amount of help we got from
Dr. Ogawa-the qualtity of the finished product really speaks for itself.
We have had considerable difficulty in structuring this report since there
is so much to be said (and at least two of us are very verbose!). We have aimed
to present a self-contained guide to using the EGS4 Code System but we have
refrained from presenting any benchmark comparisons to experimental or other
data. These comparisons can be found in Chapter 3 of SLAC-210 and in the
many papers given in the annotated EGS bibliography presented in Appendix
7. Needless to say, the agreement is impressive although there are still many
improvements which are possible (see below).
* A. Ogawa, uP&

User’s Guide”, SLAC-268 (1986).
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This report consists of five chapters and seven appendices. Chapter 1 is’an
introduction to EGS4 and to this report in general. We suggest that you re+ad
it.
Chapter 2 is an update of a similar chapter in the old EGS3 report ,(SLACilO), where all the gory details of the physics are gathered together. b etailed
knowledge of the contents of Chapter 2 is not essential in order to use EGS, but
a sophisticated user should be aware of its contents. In particular, details of
the restrictions on the range of applicability of EGS are dispersed throughout
the chapter. The first-time user of EGS should skip Chapter 2 and come back
to it later if necessary.
With the release of the EGS4 version, we have made a deliberate attempt
to present more examples in order to help the user ‘get started”. These are
given as a series of tutorial User Codes in Chapter 3, which lead into several
more sophisticated User Codes in Chapter 4. The first-time EGS user should
glance through the “official” EGS4 User Manual provided in Appendix 2, and
then proceed to work through the tutorials in Chapter 3.
Chapter 5 presents a summary of the changes that were made in going from
EGS3 to EGS4. As such it provides a nice record for the authors. However, it
may prove useful to EGS3 users who want to know if the changes might affect
their previous understanding of a particular simulation.
Appendix 1 presents a detailed set of flow diagrams for the EGS4 code,
photocopies of which can be joined together to make each subroutine complete.
They have proven very useful to us during the changeover from EGS3 to EGS4.
Appendices 2 and 3 are detailed User Manuals for EGS4 and PEGS4,
respectively. They should be the most heavily used parts of this report and,
therefore, have also been placed on the EGS4 distribution tape. Great effort
was made to create these manuals such that they can be printed out on virtually
any printer (there are 60 lines per page and a ‘1 eject nnnn’ at the top of each
to facilitate page ejection). Admittedly the print is small in the appendices,
but the user can print better copies of the manuals if so desired.
Appendix 4 is a guide to Mortran3 for EGS4 users. We strongly urge any
serious user of EGS to make the investment in learning to use MortranS-it
will
not only save you time in the long run, but there are classes of problems that
really require that you use Mortran3 macros. To facilitate use of Mortran3, we
have included Appendix 5 which gives an overview plus all the details needed
to run the entire Mortran3, PEGS4, and EGS4 package. Appendix 6 describes
the contents of the EGS4 distribution tape.

Lastly, Appendix 7 is the annotated bibiliography mentioned above. Our
intention for presenting this is that it will point EGS users to other EGS
users.....who may have already solved a problem simliar to yours (don’t call
us, call them!).
What is nezt? . . . . . . . . The development of electron-photon

techniques is
strongly urge
philosophy of
benefit of all.
note that the

Monte Carlo transport
far from complete and hence EGS is far from complete. We
users who are making improvements to adhere to the overall
the EGS system so that their changes can be implemented to the
For those looking for projects which would be of general use, we
following areas need work:

Development of an efficient, general purpose geometry package tailored
to the EGS structure.
Implementation of more accurate bremsstrahlung and pair production
routines.
Implementation of a general purpose energy loss straggling algorithm
which properly handles energy cutoffs.
Development of an accurate, fast, user transparent and general purpose boundary crossing routine (of special importance in low energy
applications).
Development of an algorithm to account properly for the change in cross
section as a function of energy for low energy electrons (AE 5 80 keV).
Development of general purpose routines to handle fluorescent X-rays,
Auger electrons, and binding effects in Compton scattering.
Investigation of the double counting of scattering of electrons (via the
multiple scatter routines and discrete interactions).
We wish to thank all of our many colleagues
harassed us into getting this work done. Most
McCall, Ted Jenkins, and Hobey DeStaebler for
Takashi Maruyama for the EGS simulation of a
detector at SLAC (front page of this report).
W. R. N.
D. W. 0. R.
H. H.
December 1985
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particularly, we thank Dick
their generous support, and
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1.1

INTRODUCTION

INTENT OF THIS REPORT

The EGS* system of computer codes is a general purpose package for the
Monte Carlo simulation of the coupled transport of electrons and photons in
an arbitrary geometry for particles with energies above a few keV up to several
TeV. This report introduces a new, enhanced version called EGS4. In addition
to explaining and documenting the various enhancements and changes to the
previous version (EGS3), this document includes several introductory and advanced tutorials on the use of EGS4 and also contains the EGS4 User Manual,
the PEGS4 User Manual, and an EGS4 User Guide to Mortran3 (Appendices
2 through 4, respectively).
Our intention has been to make this document
wholly self-contained so that the user need not refer to the original EGS3 manual (SLAC-210’) in order to use the code. To this end we have taken the liberty
of rewriting Chapter 2 of SLAC-210 and including it as Chapter 2 in this report,
thereby documenting all the physics contained in EGS4.
On the practical side this report can be used in order to create EGS4
User Codes and to run both EGS4 and its data preparation code, PEGS4.**
However, we have purposely not included the original comparisons of EGS3
with experiments and other Monte Carlo studies--i.e.,
Chapter 3 of SLAC210. Instead, we simply state that all of the EGS3 comparisons reported in
SLAC-210 have been carefully verified with EGS4. (Note: The original EGS3
comparisons are also presented in Lectures 12, 16 and 17 of reference 2).
1.2

HISTORY PRIOR TO EGS4

The EGS Code System was formally introduced in 1978 as a package, most
commonly referred to as EGSJ, and the history of shower codes up to then
is described in the SLAC-210 documentation’.
EGS3 was designed to simulate electromagnetic cascades in various geometries and at energies up to a few
thousand GeV and down to cutoff kinetic energies of 0.1 MeV (photons) and 1
MeV (electrons). However, since the introduction of the code there has been an
increasing need to extend the lower energy limits--i.e.,
down to 1 and 10 keV
for photons and electrons, respectively. Essentially, EGS3 has become quite
popular as a general, low-energy electron-photon transport code that can be

* Electron-Gamma
** &eprocessor

1

Shower

for B’

used for a variety of problems in addition to those associated with electromagnetic cascade showers. It has many features that make it both general as well
as versatile, and it is relatively easy to use, so there has been a rapid increase
in the use of EGS3 both by those outside the high-energy physics community
(e.g., medical physics) and by those within. In Appendix 7 we have included
an annotated bibliography of papers in which EGS has been used and which
demon&rate various aspects of the code. Even though other low-energy radiation transport codes are available2, most notably ETRAN3and its progeny*,
there have been many requests to extend EGS3 down to lower energies and this
is a major, but not the only, reason for creating EGS4. Various corrections,
changes and additions, and new features of the EGS4 Code System will be
presented in this report.

1.3

SUMMARYOF EGS4 CAPABILITIES AND FEATURES

The following is a summary of the main features of the EGS4 Code System,
including statements about the physics that has been put into it and what can
be realistically simulated.
The radiation transport of electrons (+ or -) or photons can be simulated in any element, compound, or mixture. That is, the data preparation package, PEGS4, creates data to be used by EGS4, using cross
section tables for elements 1 through 100.
Both photons and charged particles are transported in random rather
than in discrete steps.
The dynamic range of charged particle kinetic energies goes from a few
tens of keV up to a few thousand GeV. Conceivably the upper limit
can be extended higher, but the validity of the physics remains to be
checked.
The dynamic range of photon energies lies between 1 keV and several
thousand GeV (see above statement).
The following physics processes are taken into account by the EGS4
Code System:
* Bremsstrahlung production (excluding the Elwert correction at
low energies).
* Positron annihilation in flight and at rest (the annihilation quanta
are followed to completion).
+ Moli&e multiple scattering (i.e., Coulomb scattering from nuclei).
The reduced angle is sampled from a continuous (rather than disThis is done for arbitrary step sizes, selected
crete) distribution.
randomly, provided that they are not so large or so small a~ to
2

14

invalidate the theory. 1
Mgller (e-e-) and Bhabh a ( ete-) scattering. Exact rather than
asymptotic formulae are used.
* Continuous energy loss applied to charged particle tracks between
discrete interactions.
o Total stopping power consists of soft bremsstrahlung and
collision loss terms.
o Collision loss determined by the (restricted) Bethe-Bloch
stopping power with Sternheimer treatment of the density
effect.
* Pair production.
* Compton scattering.
* Coherent (Rayleigh) scattering can be included by means of an
option.
* Photoelectric effect.
o Neither fluorescent photons nor Auger electrons are produced or transported in the default version of subroutine
PHOTO.
o Other user-written versions of PHOTO can be created, however, that allow for the production and transport of K- and
L-edge photons [see, for example, the discussion of the EGS4
User Code called UCEDGE in Chapter 4 (ADVANCED
EGS4 USER CODES)].
PEGS4 is a stand-alone data preprocessing code consisting of 12 subroutines and 85 functions. The output is in a form for direct use by
EGS4.
* PEGS4 constructs piecewise-linear fits over a large number of energy intervals of the cross section and branching ratio data.
* In general, the user need only use PEGS4 once to obtain the media
data files required by EGS4.
* PEGS4 control input uses the NAMELIST read facility of the
FORTRAN language (in Mortran3 form).
* In addition to the options needed to produce data for EGS4,
PEGS4 contains options to plot any of the physical quantities used
by EGS4, as well as to compare sampled distributions produced
by the UCTESTSR User Code with theoretical spectra.
EGS4 is a package of subroutines plus block data with a flexible user
interface.
* This allows for greater fiexibility without requiring one to be overly
*

l

l

familiar with the internal details of the code.
Together with the macro facility capabilities of the Mortran3 lahguage, this reduces the likelihood that user edits will introduce
bugs into the code.
*
Flow diagrams for the 13 subroutines of EGS4 are given’in Ap
pendix 1 of this report.
*
EGS4 uses material cross section and branching ratio data created
I
and fit by the companion code, PEGS4.
The geometry for any given problem is specified by a user-written subroutine called HOWFAR which, in turn, can make use of auxiliary
subprograms.
* Auxiliary geometry routines for planes, cylinders, cones, spheres,
etc., are provided with the EGS4 Code System for those who do
not wish to write their own.
* Macro versions of these routines are also provided in the set of
defining macros (i.e., in the EGS4MAC file) which, if used, generally result in a faster running simulation.
* The MORSE-CG Combinatorial Geometry package can be incorporated into HOWFAR (e.g., see the UCSAMPCG file on the
EGS4 Distribution Tape). However, experience indicates that a
much slower simulation generally results (of the order of at least
a factor of four).
* Transport can take place in a magnetic field by writing a specially designed HOWFAR subprogram, or in a more general manner (e.g., including electric field) by making use of Mortran3 macro
templates that have been appropriately placed for that purpose in
subroutine ELECTR.
The user scores and outputs information in the user-written subroutine
called AUSGAB.
* Auxiliary subprogram ECNSVl is provided in order to keep track
of energy for conservation (or other) purposes.
* Auxiliary subprogram NTALLY is provided in order to keep track
of the number of times energy has been scored into the ECNSVl
arrays (i.e., an event counter).
* Auxiliary subprogram WATCH is provided in order to allow an
event-by-event or step-by-step tracking of the simulation.
EGS4 allows for the implementation of importance
sampling and other
variance reduction techniques (e.g., leading particle biasing, splitting,
path length biasing, Russian roulette, etc.).
*

I
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Initiation of the radiation transport:
* An option exists for initiating a shower with two photons from
pi-zero decay (i.e., use IQI=2 in the CALL SHOWER statement).
* The user has the choice of initiating the transport by means of a
monoenergetic particle, or by sampling from a known distribution
(e.g., a synchrotron radiation spectrum).
* Transport can also be initiated from sources that have spatial
and/or angular distributions.

2.
i
; ,2.1

TRANSPORT

IN EGS4

DESCRIPTIONOF RADIATION TRANSPORT-SHOWERPROCESS

Electrons*, as they traverse matter, lose energy by two basic processes: collision
and radiation. The collision process is one whereby either the atom is left in
an excited state or it is ionized. Most of the time the ejected electron, in the
case of ionization, has a small amount of energy that is deposited locally. On
occasion, however, an orbital electron is given a significant amount of kinetic
energy such that it is regarded as a secondary particle called a delta-ray.
Energy loss by radiation (bremsstrahlung) is fairly uniformly distributed
among secondary photons of all energies from zero up to the energy of the
primary particle itself. At low electron energies the collision loss mechanism
dominates and at high energies the bremsstrahlung process is the most important. At some electron energy the two losses are equal and this energy coincides
approximately with the critical energy of the material, a paramenter that is used
in shower theory for scaling purposes 5. Therefore, at high energies a large fraction of the electron energy is spent in the production of high energy photons
that, in turn, may interact in the medium. One of three photo-processes dominate, depending on the energy of the photon and the nature of the medium.
At high energies, materialization into an electron-positron pair dominates over
Compton scattering and at some lower energy the reverse is true. The two processes provide a return of energy to the system in the form of electrons which,
with repetition of the bremsstrahlung process, results in a multiplicative process known as an electromagnelic
cascade shower. The third photon process,
the photoelectric effect, as well as multiple Coulomb scattering of the electrons
by atoms, perturbs the shower to some degree. The latter, coupled with the
Compton process, gives rise to a lateral spread. The net effect in the foward
(longitudinal) direction is an increase in the number of particles and a decrease
in their average energy at each step in the process.
Eventually, radiation losses can no longer compete with collision losses, and
the energy of the primary electron is dissipated in excitation and ionization of
the atoms. The so-called tail of the shower consists mainly of photons having
energies near the minimum in the mass absorption coefficient for the medium
since it is the Compton scattered photons that predominate at large shower
depths.

* In this report,
electrons.

5

RADIATION

we often refer to both positrons and electrons as simply

Distinguishing

features will be brought out in the context.
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Analytical treatments generatly begin with a set of coupled integro-differential equations that are prohrbrtively difficult to solve except under severe
approximation. One such approximation (e.g., Approximation A) uses asymp
totic formulae to describe pair production and bremsstrahlung, and all other
processes are ignored. The mathematics in this case is still rather tedious5, and
the results only apply in the longitudinal direction and for certain energy restrictions. Three dimensional shower theory is exceedingly more difficult, even
with modern computer techniques.
The Monte Carlo technique obviously provides a much better way for solving the shower generation problem, not only because all of the fundamental
processes can be included, but because arbitrary geometries can be treated.
In addition, other minor processes, such a8 photoneutron production, can be
added as a further generalization.
Another fundamental reason for using the Monte Carlo method to simulate showers is their intrinsic random nature. Since showers develop randomly
according to the quantum laws of probability each shower is different. For ap
plications when only averages over many showers are of interest, an analytic
solution of the average shower behavior, if it were available, would be sufficient. However, for many situations of interest (such as in the use of large
NaI crystal8 to measure the energy of single high energy electrons and gamma
rays), the shower-by-shower fluctuations are important. Analytic solutions for
applications such as these would require not just computation of mean values, but such quantities as the probability that a certain amount of energy is
contained in a given volume of material. Such calculations are much more difficult than merely computing mean shower behavior and are beyond our present
computational ability. Thus we again are led to the Monte Carlo method.

2.2 PROBABILITY THEORY AND SAMPLING METHODS-A
TORIAL

bility that E is true. We will call F the distribution
distribution function) of 2 if
!
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’

F(s)

(or cumulative
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When F(z)

is differentiable,
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In this case jl is called a continuous random variable.
In the other case that is commonly of interest, $ takes on discrete values
xi with probabilities pi and

J’(X)= C
We call P the probability
P(X)

SHORT Tu-

There are many good references on probability theory and Monte Carlo methods (viz. Halmos’, Hammersley and Handscomb7, Kingman and Taylor8,
Parzeng, LoevelO, Shreider il, Spanier and Gelbard 12, Carter and Cashwellr3 )
and we shall not try to duplicate their effort here. Rather, we shall mention
only enough to establish our own notation and make the assumption that the
reader is already acquainted with the elements of probability theory.
The primary entities of interest will be random variables which take values
in certain subsets of their range with specified probabilities. We shall denote
random variables by putting a*above them (e.g. 2). If E is a logical expression
involving some random variables, then we shall write Pr{E}
for the proba-

= Pr{

function

Pi -

(2.2.4)

function of j; if
= Pi
= 0

ifX=Xi

if x equal8 none of the xi .

Such a random variable is called a discrete random variable.
When we have several random variable8 xi (; = 1, n), we define a jo&
distribution function F by
q~l,...,

x,)=Pr{fl<x&

. ..8&~xn}.

(2.2.6)

The set of random variable8 is called independent if

Pr{
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If F is differentiable
given by
f(~l,...,

in each variable, then twe have a joint density function
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otherwise ,
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Then, if A is some subset of R” (n-dimensional
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. . . , ax,

.
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We assume, in what follows, that we have an unlimited number of u&form
variables available.
Now, suppose that 2 and c are related by $ = h(Z) (with h monotonically
increasing), and that j; and 5 have distribution functions F and G; then,

Euclidian Space),

A fW”x

.

F(x)

If El and E2 are expressions involvingrandom variables and Pr{ Ez } # 0,
we define the conditional probability of El given E2 by*
Pr{ EllEz

) = J’r{ El 8~ J% } /Pr{

Thus, we can define conditional

distribution

2 < x } = Pr{
= Pr{

h-‘(c)

Thus, we can find F given G and h. In particular,
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For continuous random variables, we define conditional
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then
G(Y) = Y

(2.2.12)

f3(xlr~~-~~j~~j+l~~~~~~~)~fl(~l~~~~~~~)/f2(~j+l~~~~~x~)~

and
h(x) = F(x) ,

With this preliminary introduction we move now to sampling methods. In
practice almost all sampling is based on the possibility of generating (using
computers) sequences of numbers which behave in many ways like sequences
of random variables that are uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. We shall
denote uniformly distributed random variables by 6, and values sampled from
the uniform distribution by <i. Clearly, if F and f are distribution and density
functions, respectively, of i, then they are given by
J’(S) = 0,

ifOl<<l,

= 1,

iflls;

Pr{

f < x } = G(h(x))

= F(x)

.

This is the basis of the so called direct method of sampling 2 in which we set

J’(x) = sand solve for z. The x-values so chosen will have the distribution F.
Another method involves evaluating a function of several variables using
uniform random variables for arguments. Thus we let

if(<O,

= s>

so that

(2.2.13)

;=h(il,

(2.2.16)

. . . . in),

then
* The notation Pr{ EllE2}
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reads “the probability

of El given E2.”

Pr (24x)

d” < .
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(2.2.17)
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This method has been used to find simple schemes for sampling many distributions. For example, suppose we pick n + m + 1 values of 5 and number them
such that
(2.2.18)
. . . < Sn+m+1
.
51 < $2 * ’ * -c sn I sn+1 < $n+2,
Then, let 2 = cn+r. Using Eqns. 2.2.16-18 it can be shown that
j(x)

= (n+ m + l)! zn(l - z)m/n!m!

,

good method of sampling from j. It can be shown that the mean number of
tries to accept a value is c ai. If all the g; = 1, we have the pure “composition”
method; and if n = 1, we have the pure “rejection” method. For short we will
! call this the “mixed” method. We shall sometimes use the mixed method for
! some of the ji also. In these cases we will use the notation (for example)

ze(O, 1) .

I

=2

j2tx)

O2j

f2j(X)

(2.2.23)

g2j(X) .

i=l

A method that we shall frequently use is a combination of the “composition” and “rejection” techniques (ButlerI
, Hammersley and Handscomb’ ,
Kahn15 ). Suppose j and j; are density functions, a; are positive real numbers,
and gi(z)c[O, 11. We now sample P as follows:
1.

and so on.
Finally, we consider the problem of sampling from a joint density function
z,). Define the marginal density functions
f( Xl,ZZ,*.*,
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We see that g,, = j. Now consider h,
b&&1,

g&1,

given by
22,
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We see that

Pick 53. Terminate the algorithm and accept value of z if
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L&nIw
~2, -..,
X,-I)
dxm = 1
I
from the definition of the g’s We see that h, is the conditional density function
for z m given the specified values for xi, x2, . . . , ~~-1. It can be easily seen
that j can be factored into a product of the h’s; namely,

Otherwise, go back to step 1.

The result of this algorithm

is that 2 will have the density function

ai

fi(X)
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xn)
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h3(23(~1,

22)
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(2.2.22)

i=l

Thus, if we have a function j which can be put in this form for which the
ji can be sampled easily and the gi evaluated relatively easily, then we have a

The procedure then is to get a sample value xi using density function hl.
Then use this value xi to determine a density function h2(x2jxl)
from which
to sample x2. Similarly, the previously sampled 21, ~2, . . . , x, determine
the density function h,+l(x,+l(xl,
x2, . . . , xm) for x,+1.
This scheme is

I
I
1

continued until all xi have been sampled. Of course, if the 5; are independent
random variables, the conditional densities will just be the marginal densities
and the variables can be sampled in any order.
There are other methods analogous to the one-dimensional sampling methods which can be used for sampling joint distributions. The reader is referred
to the references cited above for more details.

2.3

SIMULATING THE PHYSICAL PROCESSES-AN OVERVIEW

In some approaches, the Boltzmann transport equation is written down for a
system and from it a Monte Carlo simulation of the system is derived. This
method will give correct average quantities, such as fluences, but may not correctly represent fluctuations in the real situation due to variance reduction
techniques which have been introduced. The reader is referred to Chapter 3 in
the book by Carter and Cashwell’“for details of this particular method.
With the default version of EGS4 we have taken a different and more
simple-minded approach in that we attempt to simulate the actual physical
processes as closely as possible. We have not introduced any inherent variance
reduction techniques, so that fluctuations in the Monte Carlo results should
truly be representative of real-life fluctuations. For the design of high energy
particle detectors, this is an important consideration.
On the other hand,
fluctuations are not usually of interest in radiation shielding-type problems,
and the addition of optional variance reduction techniques would make some
calculations more efficient. The method used in the default version of EGS4
is generally called analog Monte, Carlo. Starting with EGS4, however, we have
added Mortran3 templates in key locations in order to facilitate the inclusion
of macros for variance reduction techniques.
The correct simulation of an electromagnetic cascade shower can be decomposed into a simulation of the transport and interactions of a single particle,
along with some necessary bookkeeping. A last-in-first-out (LIFO) stack is used
to store the properties of particles which have yet to be simulated. Initially, only
the incident particle is on the stack-or to put it more correctly, the properties
of the incident particle are stored in the first position of corresponding arrays.
The basic strategy is to transport the top particle until an interaction takes
place, or until its energy drops below a predetermined cutoff energy, or until it
enters a particular region of space. In the latter two cases, the particle is taken
off the stack and simulation resumes with the new top particle. If an interaction
takes place, and if there is more than one product particle, the particle with
the lowest energy is put on the top of the stack. This ensures that the depth of
the stack need not exceed log,(E,,,/E,,r)
where E,,,
is the largest incident
13

energy to be simulated and Ecut is the lowest cutoff energy. Actually, for the
1
i above to be strictly true the particle with the lowest “available” energy should
;)be put on top, where by “available” energy we mean E for photons, E - m
, for electrons, and E + m for positrons (E = total energy, m = electron rest
mass energy). When a particle is removed from the stack and none remain, the
simulation of the shower event (i.e., history) is complete.

2.4

PARTICLE TRANSPORT

The mean free path, X, of a particle is given in terms of its total cross section, at-r
alternatively, in terms of its macroscopic total cross section, Etaccording to the expression

x=$=&
t

(2.4.1)

aP t

where
N, = Avogadro’s number,
p = density,
M = molecular weight,
at = total cross section per molecule.
The probability

of an interaction
Pr{interaction

is given by
in distance dx} = dx/A.

In general, the mean free path may change as the particle moves from one
medium to another, or when it loses energy. The number of mean free paths
traversed will be
(2.4.2)

NA =

If &A is a random variable denoting the number of mean free paths from a
given point until the next interaction, then it can be shown that &,J has the
distribution function
Pr{fi~

< Ni}

= 1 - exp(-Nx)

for Nx > 0.

(2.4.3)
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Using the direct sampling method and the fact that 1 - < is also uniform
(0,l) if f is, we can sample Nx using

on

(2.4.4)

NA = -Inc.

This may be used in Eqn. 2.4.2 to obtain the location of the next interaction.
Let us now consider the application of the above to the transport of photons.
Pair production, Compton scattering (from a =free” electron), and photoelectric
processes are usually considered in EGS4 (Rayleigh scattering is included as a
These processes all have cross sections that are small
non-default option).
enough that all interactions may be simulated. This means that photons travel
in a straight line with constant energy between interactions. Thus, if the space
in which the simulation takes place is composed of a finite number of regions,
in each of which the material is homogeneous and of constant density, then the
integral in Eqn. 2.4.2 reduces to a sum. If xu, x1,. . . are the boundary distances
between which X is constant, then Eqn. 2.4.2 becomes

Nx$(‘j;;-‘)

+ (‘-c-l),

(2.4.5)

where x E (xi-r, xi). The photon transport procedure is then as follows. First,
pick the number of mean free paths to the next interaction using Eqn. 2.4.4.
Then perform the following steps:
1. Compute X at the current location.
2. Let tr = XN,.
3. Compute d, the distance to the nearest boundary along the photon’s
direction.
4. Let t;! equal the smaller of tl and d. Transport by distance t2.
5. Deduct t,/A from Nx. If the result is zero (this happens when t2 = tl),
then it is time to interact-jump
out of the loop.
6. This step is reached if t2 = d. Thus, a boundary was reached. Do the
necessary bookkeeping. If the new region is a different material, go to
Step 1. Otherwise, go to Step 2.
In regions where there is a vacuum, (T = 0 (X = co) and special coding is used
to account for this situation.
Now, let us consjer charged particle transport. The relevant interactions
considered in EGS4 are elastic Coulomb scattering off the nucleus, inelastic
scattering off the atomic electrons, positron annihilation, and bremsstrahlung.

Difficulties with charged particle transport arise from the fact that .the cross
sections for all of the-above processes (with the exception of annihilation) become infinite as the tranferred energy approaches zero (the infrared catastrophe,
!
etc.). In actuality, these cross sections, when various corrections are taken into
I account (i.e., screening for nuclear scattering, electron binding for electzon scattering, and Migdal corrections for bremsstrahlung), are not infinite, but they
are very large and the exact values for the total cross sections are not well
known, Therefore, it is not practical to try to simulate every interaction. On
the other hand, the low momentum transfer events which give rise to the large
cross section values do not result in large fluctuations in the shower behavior
itself. For this reason, they are lumped together and treated in a continuous manner. Cutoff energies are used to distinguish between continuous and
discrete interactions.
The electron and photon cutoff energies used by EGS4 (and set up by
PEGS4) are given by the variables AE and Ap, respectively. Any electron interaction that produces a delta-ray with total energy of at least AE, or a photon
with energy of at least Ap, is considered to be a discrete event. All other
interactions are considered continuous and give rise to continuous energy losses
and direction changes to the electron between discrete interactions. The energy losses are due to soft interactions with the atomic electrons (excitation
and ionization loss) and to the emission of soft bremsstrahlung photons. The
changes in direction are mostly due to multiple Coulomb scattering from the
nucleus, with some contribution coming from soft electron scattering.
The above considerations complicate charged particle transport in several
ways. First of all, due to continuous energy loss the cross section varies along
the path of the electron; in addition, the electron path is no longer straight.
The fact that the electron total cross section for discrete interactions decreases
with decreasing energy-and hence, decreases along the path of the electronmakes possible the following trick, which is used to account for the change in
A along the path. An additional fictitious interaction is introduced which, if
it occurs, results in straight-ahead scattering (i.e., no interaction at all). The
magnitude of this cross section is assumed to be such that the total cross section
is constant along the path. That is,
ot,fiet(Z)

=

Ut,rfd(X)

+

U/id(X)

= constant

=

Utpd(Xo).

(2.4.6)

The location of the next ‘interaction” is then sampled using Eqns. 2.4.4 and
2.4.2 along with the total fictitious cross section, gt,jict.
When the point
of interaction is reached, a random number is chosen. If it is larger than

ut,red (x)/at,,,d (xo), then the interaction is fictitious and the transport is continued from that point without interaction. Otherwise, the interaction is real
and is dealt with in the way,described later. It can be shown that this scheme
samples the distance between interactions correctly provided that the total
cross section decreases with decreasing energy. Unfortunately, this is not the
case for very low values of AE (e.g., for AE 5 580 keV for low Z materials).
This introduces a small systematic error in low energy problems as discussed
by Rogersm.
The remaining task in electron transport is taking into account correctly
the multiple scattering. This is a difficult problem to which we devote a section
later (see Section 2.14). For now, we give the following general explanation.
The transport of an electron between interactions is divided into smaller steps.
Along each of these steps the electron is assumed to follow a straight line, and
the multiple scattering is accounted for by changing the electron’s direction at
the end of the step. The angle between the initial and final direction is sampled
from the appropriate distribution and the azimuthal angle is selected randomly.
These steps must be kept small enough so that neglecting the lateral deflection
of the electron along a step does not introduce significant errors. A related
effect is that of path length correction. The steps must be kept small enough so
that the true electron path length is not much larger than the straight line path
length. Otherwise, a systematic error in the distance to the next interaction
will result.

2.5

PARTICLE INTERACTIONS

,

(2.5.1)
where oj is the cross section for the jth type of interaction and at is the total
cross section (= CT=, oj). The F( a‘) are the branching ratios. The number of
the interaction to occur, i, is selected by picking a random number and finding
the i which satisfies
F(i - 1) < < < F(i).
(2.5.2)

d”o = g(ji) dnp

(2.5.3)

with the total cross section being given by

u=
J

B(ji) d”P*

(2.5.4)

Then f (14 = g(C)/ j’g@) dnCris normalized to 1 and has the properties of
a joint density function. This may be sampled using the method given in a
previous section or using some of the more general methods mentioned in the
literature.
Once the value of F determines the final state, the properties of
the product particles are defined and can be stored on the stack. As mentioned
before, the particle with the least energy is put on top of the stack. The portion
of code for transporting particles of the type corresponding to the top particle
is then entered.
2.6

When a point of (real) interaction has been reached it must be decided which
of the competing processes has occurred. The probability that a given type of
interaction occurred is proportional to its cross section. Suppose the types of
interactions possible are numbered 1 to n. Then 5, the number of the interaction
to occur, is a random variable with distribution function
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Once the type of interaction has been selected, the next step is to deteri mine the parameters for the product particles. In general, the final state of
I the interaction can be characterized by, say, n parameters ~1, ~2, . . . , p,,. The
r
1 differential cross section is some expression of the form

GENERAL IMPLEMENTATIONNOTES

We have seen in the preceding sections how it is possible, given the total cross
sections, branching ratios, final state joint density functions, and an endless
supply of random numbers, to simulate electron-photon transport. Due to the
statistical nature of the Monte Carlo method, the accuracy of the results will
depend on the number of histories run. Generally, the statistical uncertainties
will be proportional to the inverse square root of the number of histories”.
Thus, to cut uncertainties in half it is necessary to run four times as many
histories. Also, for given cutoff energies, the computer time for a shower history
is slightly more than linear in the energy of the incident particle. The point to
be made here is that Monte Carlo calculations can be very time consuming. It
is for this reason that the computational task is divided into two parts. First, a
preprocessor code (PEGS4) uses theoretical (and sometimes empirical) formulas
to compute the various physical quantities needed and prepares them in a form
for fast numerical evaluation. Then another code (EGS4) uses this data, along
with user supplied data and routines, to perform the actual simulation.
18
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To aid in debugging and to help those interested in studying the various
interactions, the EGS4 Code System was expanded beyond the minimumcoding
necessary to simulate radiation transport.
With this in mind, PEGS4 was
written in a modular form with over 95 subprograms. These include functions to
evaluate physical quantities which are either needed by PEGS4 or are of interest
for other reasons. Other routines necessary for operation of EGS4 include the
fitting routines and the routine to write the data for a given material onto a
data set. Included among the PEGS4 subprograms not needed for the operation
of EGS4 itself are routines to plot the functions on the lineprinter or a graphic
device, and a routine to compare (on a lineprinter plot) the theoretical final
state density functions with sampled final state distributions. The latter may
be created most easily by means of UCTESTSR*, which is provided on the
EGS4 Distribution Tape. The main program of PEGS4 calls some once-only
initialization
routines and then enters an option loop. After reading in the
option that is desired, a NAMELI,ST read establishes other parameters which
may be needed. The action requested is then performed and control returns
to the beginning of the loop. This continues until the control input has been
exhausted.
The EGS4 code itself consists of two user-callable subroutines, HATCH and
SHOWER, which in turn call the other subroutines in the EGS4 code, some of
which call two user-written subroutines, HOWFAR and AUSGAB. The latter
determine the geometry and output (scoring), respectively. The user communicates with EGS4 by means of various COMMON
variables. To use EGS4, the user
must write a MAIN program and the subroutines HOWFAR and AUSGAB.
Usually, MAIN will perform any initialization needed for the geometry routine,
HOWFAR, and set the values of certain EGS4 COMMON
variables which specify
such things as names of the media to be used, the desired cutoff energies, and
the unit of distance (e.g., centimeters, radiation lengths, etc.). MAIN then calls
the HATCH subroutine which “hatches” EGS by doing once-only initialization
and by reading from a data set the material data prepared by PEGS4 for the
media requested. This initialization completed, MAIN may now call SHOWER
when desired. Each call to SHOWER results in the generation of one EGS
history. The arguments to SHOWER specify the parameters of the incident
particle. Therefore the user has the freedom to use any source distribution
desired. The flow of control and data when a user- written program is using
the EGS4 code is illustrated in Fig. 2.6.1 . The detailed information needed to
write such user programs is given in the EGS4 User Manual (Appendix 2). As
* User Code for Ming

Sampling Routines

a beginning introduction, however, the reader might.find it more useful to first
study the series of short tutorials provided in Chapter 3 of this paper.
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Figure 2.6.1. Flow control with user using EGS4.
Both EGS4 and PEGS4 use MeV for the unit of energy. The total energy
(i.e., kinetic plus rest mass) is associated with each particle being transported.
The CGS system of units is used primarily. However, PEGS4 scales its outputs
in units of radiation lengths for subsequent (internal) use by EGS4. By default,

1

the centimeter is the basic working unit of distance used in EGS4, but some
other transport distance unit may be chosen by setting the variable DUNIT before
calling HATCH ( see Appendix 2 for details).
Table 2.6.1 defines some of the mathematical and program symbols for
entities in EGS and PEGS, as well as other symbols used in our discussion. The
first column gives the item number, the second column shows the mathematical
symbol used for the entities, and the third column shows the FORTRAN name
for the same thing in the EGS or PEGS code. A ‘P’, ‘E’, or both in column
four shows whether the item is used in PEGS, EGS, or both. The fifth column
contains a definition, explanation, or name of the item.
A number of physical, mathematical, and derived constants are used by
the codes. W e have arrived at their values in a very mnemonic way by means of
the PEGS subroutine called PMDCON (phy sical, Mathematical, and Derived
CONstants). These are items 1 through 16 in Table 2.6.1. As illustrated in
items 17 through 27, cupped ( ” ) energy variables will be in MeV, cupped
distance variables will be in radiation lengths, and uncupped quantities will
denote CGS units.
A material is specified by giving its density, p, number of elements, N,,
atomic symbols of its elements, and the proportion of the atoms which are of
a given type, pi. PEGS maintains tables of atomic numbers, 2;) and atomic
weights, Ai, for elements 1 through 100. In case the material is a single element,
PEGS also has a table of densities. In case the material being used has nonstandard isotopes or density, the values supplied by PEGS may be overridden.
As an alternative to giving the atomic proportions by number pi, they may be
given by weight, pi. The parameters used to define a medium are summarized
as items 28 through 33 in Table 2.6.1.
The PEGS subroutine, MIX, takes the material parameters mentioned
above and uses them to compute some additional molecular parameters (items
34 through 53 in Table 2.6.1) which are useful in computing cross sections for
mixtures. The uses for these parameters will appear later when we discuss the
cross sections in detail.

Table 2.6.1
Symbols in EGS and PEGS

I
Math

FORTRAN

Program

1.
2.

?I
C

PI
C

::

3.

me

RME

P

'4.

h

HBAR

P

5.

eCGS

ECGS

P

6.

%IKS

EMKS

P

7.

NlZ

AN

P

8.

(1 Rad)[“]

RADDEG

P

9.

a

FSC

P

ERGMEV

P

10. (1 MeV)[erg]
11.

r0

RO

P

12.

m

RM

PE

13.
14.
15.

3
‘22.9’

RMT2
RMSQ
A22P9

E
P

16.

‘6680'

A6680

Definition
3.1415926536
speed of light
= 2.997925 x lOlo cm/set
electron rest mass
= 9.1091 x10-2sg
Planck’s constant/2s
= 1.05450 x10d2' erg-set
electronic charge (CGS units)
= 4 80298x lo-lo esu
electronic charge (MKS units)
= 1.60210 x lo-l9 Coul
Avogadro’s number
= 6.02252 x 1O23 mole-’
radian expressed in degree8
= 180/z
fine structure constant
Z!@~~pressed
in ergs
= eMKs x lo13
classical electron radius
~e$~~r!!%?ergy
in MeV
= m,c2/ERGMEV
2m
m2
constant in Nagel’s formula for
xc in degrees. Taken from
Molikre’s paper in which xc was
expressed in grads. So to get xc
in degrees, should really use 22.9
x360/400. Defined as A22P9=
= RADDEG ,/x
x e&-.,/ERGMEV
= 22.6960
constant in Bethe’s formula for
MO&e’s b
= 4rNa(A/m,c)2(0.885)2

20.
21

E, E,

/(1.167x 1.13) = 6702.33
photon energy in ergs
photon energy in MeV
electron total energy in ergs
electron total energy in MeV

;24
Table 2.6.1 (cont.)
Symbols in EGS and PEGS

Table 2.6.1 (cont.)
Symbols in EGS and PEGS
Math
21.
22.
23.
24.

T
It
t
i

25.

u

26.

27.

FORTRAN

C
P

c
RHO
NE

PE
PE

28.
29.

i.

30.

Zi

31.

Ai

32.

pi

33.

pi

RHOZ(1)

P

34.

M

WM

P

35.

CM

zc

P

36.

n

EDEN

P

37.

x0

RLC

PE

38.

2,

39.

ZB

40.

z,

41.

2,

42.

ZE

43.

zx

Z(I)
WA(I)
pm

ZT
ZB
ZF
zs
ZE
zx

Definition

Program

P
P
P

electron kinetic energy in ergs
electron kinetic energy in MeV
distance in centimeters
distance in radiation lengths
= t/X,,
cross section in cm* /(atom or
molecule)
macroscopic cross section
(probability of interaction /cm)
= N,paJM
macroscopic cross section
(in Xi’ units) = XoC
material density (g Jcm3)
number of elements in
the material
atomic number of the ith element
of the material
atomic weight of the ith element
of the material (g/mole)
proportion by number of the ith
element in the material a pi /Ai
proportion by weight of the ith
element in the material a pi Ai
molecular weight (g/mole)
= Czl piA
molecular charge (electrons J
molecule) = Cyzr pi&
electron density (electrons/cm3)

= N&M/M

radiation length
= (Nap4ar;(ZAB

Math

i

Pi&(&
piZi(Zi

+ Ci)
+ fi)tfl

Czl
Ql
Czl

Pi&(&
Pi&(&
pi&(&

+ C)fc(zi)
+ <MS)
+ &s)tn
2:“’

Cz,
Pi&(& + h4S)
Xh (1 + 3*34(oZi)*)

Zil”

ZA
zc

44.
45.
46.
47.
48. ,

P

Z,
&
Z,

Definition

Program
2~ h

183

i

zu

Note: The next four are used
PE
49.
b,
BLCC

‘6680' ~ZS exp(iE JZs) XO

JW exp(ZxJ-G))
Xro
bfs

TEFFO
XRO
$FUDGEMS

PE
PE
PE
P

54.

ci

XSI(1)

P

55.

fc(zi)

FCOUL(1)

P

56.

Bmin

BMIN

50.
51.
52.
53.

xcc
hffo

55;: A&,

xcc

E)

AP;IFh$I)
P

60.
61.
62.

U(x)
qhl11
6
#2 6
6i

F
P

63.

6’

P

59.

- &) JM)-l

Czl
Czl

FORTRAN

64.

Ap

AP

PE

65.

AE

AE

PE

@*

is ii,

(‘22.9’/RADDEG)

dm

(exp(Bmin)J&in) Jb
XCCJE

constant used to account for
multiple scattering of atomic
electrons
constant for bremsstrahlung and
pair production of atomic
electrons for element Z;
bremsstrahlung and pair
production Coulomb correction
constant for element Zi
mean free path
empirical bremsstrahlung
correction factor
unit step function
first screening function
second screening function
screening parameter for
element Zi
average screening parameter
for a mixture
low energy threshold for soft
bremsstrahlung production
low energy threshold for
knock-on electron production
uniform random variables and
sampled value

Table 2.6.1 (cont.)
Symbols in EGS and PEGS
Math

FORTRAN

Program

Definition

weight of ith element in
sampling method
Compton wavelength of electron
68.
x0
= 27rro/a = 2.4262 x lo-r0 cm
IEV
P
average adjusted mean
69. Iati
ionization energy
70.
6
DELTA
P
density effect correction
Note: The following are Sternheimer (density effect) fit parameters
AFACT
71.
a
72.
SK
;
73.
Y;
74.
x’:
::
75. -“t:
CBAR
P
Note: The following are used in the new definition of radiation length
76. ‘183’
Al83
P
constant in Lrd which used
to be 183, now 184.15
77. ‘1440’
A1440
P
constant in Lrd which used
to be 1440, now 1194.
ALRAD
P
a &a184 15Z-‘f3 for Z > 4
78. Lrad
b 1 tabulated value for Z 5 4
ALRADP
P
a) &1440Z-2/3
for Z > 4
79. LLad
b) tabulated value for Z 5 4
ZAB
P
80. ZAB
Czl
pi&(&
+ <i)Lrd(Zi)
67.

ai

2.7

BREMSSTRAHLUNGAND ELECTRON-POSITRONPAIR PRODUCTION

The bremsstrahlung and pair production processes are closely related, as can be
seen from the Feynman diagrams in Fig. 2.7.1 . In the case of bremsstkhlung,
an electron or positron is scattered by two photons, a virtual photon from the
atomic nucleus and another free photon which is created by the process. In
the cask of pair production, an electron traveling backward in time (a positron)
is also scattered by two similar photons, and one of the collisions scatters it
forward in time making it into an electron. The net effect is the absorption of
a photon and creation of an electron-positron pair.

,--I8

Bremsstrahlung

Pair Production

Figure 2.7.1. Feynman diagrams for bremsstrahlung
tion.

33JOA18

and pair produc-

The formulas we use for these processes are taken from the review articles
by Koch and Motz17 on bremsstrahlung and by Motz, Olsen and Koch” on pair
production. We also used some ideas from Butcher and Messellg for mixing the
cross sections for sampling of the secondary spectra. Below 50 MeV the Born
approximation cross sections are used with empirical corrections added to get
agreement with experiment. Above 50 MeV the extreme relativistic Coulomb
corrected cross sections are used.
The “shower book* by Messel and Crawford*’ takes into account the %uppression effect”21-23 which is expected to be important for energies > 1013
eV. We neglect this effect in the present version. One manifestation of the
suppression effect is that at these high energies the bremsstrahlung and pair
production cross sections are significantly decreased. In addition, an effect due
to polarization of the medium (which apparently is effective even at ordinary
energies) results in the cutoff of the bremsstrahlung differential cross section
at secondary photon energies below a certain fraction of the incident electron
25

26

27

28

energy. This enters in by means of the factor*’

FP =

1+

nr&

-1

G

nk2

>

where n is the electron density, ro is the classical electron radius, Xo is the
Compton wavelength of an electron, and EO and k are the energies of the
electron and photon, respectively. If we define a cutoff energy by
kc=

EodG

(2.7.2)

then we see that for k > kc, Fp goes to one; for k = kc, it is about l/2; and
for k << k, it goes as k * Jk,.* In the latter case, the k* factor multiplied by
the usual l/k dependence results ‘in an overall k dependence as k --t 0. Thus
we have finite differential and total cross sections and the infrared catastrophe
is averted. It can be seen that the ratio of the cutoff energy to the incident
electron energy is independent of energy, and depends on the medium only
through its electron density. For lead, the ratio is
kc JEo = ~nr,d~

Jx
(2.7.3)

= 1.195 x 1o-4
The natural log of the inverse of this ratio (- 9) is then approximately equal
to the total bremsstrahlung cross section in units of inverse radiation lengths
(if one takes da/dk [Xi’]
= l/k for k > k,, = 0 for k < k,).
We have not taken the time to study carefully and implement these corrections. We therefore now ask what is the expected error from this omission,
assuming the Migdal formulas are correct ? First, it is clear that at the very
high energies (m 10 l3 e V ) that the gross behavior of the shower will change as
a result of the reduced bremsstrahlung and pair production cross section. We
therefore set 100 GeV as a safe upper limit to the present EGS version. Next we
see that we are allowing production of photons below the cutoff kc. For example, a 10 GeV electron should not emit many photons below 1 MeV; whereas,
we would continue production down possibly as low as 1 keV. This should not
disturb the general shower behavior much, as there will be many more low
energy electrons than high energy, so that the few extra low energy photons

produced by the high energy electrons should be insignificant compared to the
low energy photons produced by the lower energy electrons. It should be clear,
however, that if the user were using EGS to find thin target bremsstrahlung
spectrum from high energy electrons, that the results would be in error below
the cutoff. An experimental verification of this cutoff, though it mightibe difficult, would be of interest and could be a strong confirmation of the theory of
Migdal (the soft photon cutoff was first obtained by Ter-Mikaelyan24). A future version of EGS could include these effects and the %hower book” describes
their implementation in some detail.
Neglecting possible crystal diffraction effects23v25, the macroscopic cross
section for bremsstrahlung or pair production is given in terms of the microscopic cross sections, oi, for the atoms of type i by

c = $

c

piai

= Nap

Ci PiOi .

(2.7.4)

Ci pi Ai

i

We see that the macroscopic cross sections do not depend on the absolute
normalization of the pi’s, only the ratios. With the exception of ionization
losses (where polarization’effects are important), Eqn. 2.7.4 is also valid for the
other reactions that are considered (e.g., Mgller, Compton, etc.).
For conciseness in what follows we shall use the notation

(E,

if B1,

. . . . En if Bn,

En+l)

(2.7.5)

to denote the conditional expression which takes Ei for its value if Bi is the
first true expression, and takes E,,+, for its value if no Bi is true. For example,
the Kroencker delta can be defined by

Sij = (1 if i = j, 0) .

Using this notation,

(2.7.6)

we start with the following formulas for the brems-

strahlung and pair production
~~Brcm(Z,fiO,~)

differential

= A'(&8o)r:

cross sections:*

az(z+
Y

di

as the #i(r) of Koch and Motz”(e.g.,
see their Fig. 1) provided =our 6” = g
: times “their 7.” For arbitrary screening, 41 and 42 are given by

t(z))

J
*

X { (I+

(fiJ20)‘)

[4,(a) :$n

Z - (4f,(Z)

if l?o > 5&O)]

42(b) - $

(q - A)“[1 - F(q, Z)]”

42(b) = ii

[q3 - 6A*q ha (i)

$

+ 4 + 4th Z ,

(2.7.12)

(2.7.7)
I

E
-- 2
3 ( g H

41(S) = 4/l

+ 3A*q - 4A3]

Z - (4 fc(Z) if lZo > 50,O)
x [l - F(q, Z)]”

II

f

+ y

+ g&a Z

(2.7.13)

and
dapai,(Z,

I, I?+)

d&+
X{

_ AL(Z)

I)6

aZ(Z+

C(Z))

g3

(J!Z~+E)

(2.7.8)

[h(6)-&Z-(4f,(Z)ifI>50,0)]

+~J?Z+E-

II

42(s)-+hZ-(4f,(Z)ifL>50,0)
[

#r(S) = (20.867-3.2426+0.6256*if

6 5 1, 21.12-4.184en(6+0.952))

(2.7.14)

and

where
6 = 136 Z-‘13

2A

(2.7.9)

and

A-!!&
0
Im

= 2l!?&

(for bremsstrahlung)
(for pair production)

(2.7.10)
.

(2.7.11)

To avoid confusion it should be noted that our 6 is the same as the 6 of Butcher
and MesselI but we use #i(6) to denote their r;(6). Rossi’ and Koch and
Motz” use a variable 7 = g6.
Also, note that our 4;(6) has the same value
* We also adopt the notation that cupped energy variables (e.g., p) are in
MeV and cupped distance variables (e.g., q are in radiation lengths. Uncupped
variables are in CGS units and constants are defined explicitly.
29

where 6 = 272 Z-‘f3A
as before, and where F(q, Z) is the atomic form factor
for an atom with atomic number Z. Following Nage126, we have used the
Thomas-Fermi form factors, for which 41 and 42 are Z independent and have
already been evaluated. Butcher and Messel lg have approximated the screening
functions to within l-2% by the formulas

&(6)

= (20.029 - 1.9306 - 0.0866* if 6 5 1, 21.12 - 4.184 Ln(6 + 0.952)).
(2.7.15)
The Thomas-Fermi screening is quite accurate for high atomic numbers, but at
low atomic numbers its accuracy decreases. The Hartree form factors are better
for low Z. Tsai*’ has given a review of bremsstrahlung and pair production
cross sections including best estimates of form factors and the screening functions, and Seltzer and Berger *‘**’ have reviewed and presented new cross section
data for bremsstrahlung production. EGS should be modified to reflect these
more accurate cross sections but we have not undertaken these modifications
except to redefine the radiation length and t to be consistent with definitions
by Tsai27 (see discussion of these changes below). We have also checked that,
for example, the values of 41 and 42, given by Eqns. 2.7.14 and 2.7.15, agree
with Tsai’s values within 0.4% for Z > 4 and within 5% for hydrogen.
The A’(Z,&)
in Eqn. 2.7.7 is an empirical correction factor. For & >
50, A’ = 1 since we use the Coulomb corrected formulas which are accurate to
about 3% in this energy range. For fro < 50 we use values interpolated in Z
from the curves of Koch and Motz” (e.g., see their Fig. 23). In view of the
30
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Tsai related changes mentioned above, these values are somewhat inconsistent,
but an improved treatment awaits some fresh, energetic user. A’ is evaluated
by the function APRIM in PEGS.
The empirical correction factor AL(Z, I) in Eqn. 2.7.8 is defined as:
AI,(Z, I) = (“Best Estimate of Total Pair Production Cross Section for given
Z, k) /(“Total P air Production Cross Section obtained by integrating Eqn.
2.7.8 with A; replaced by 1 over all allowed &+ values”). For i < 50, we
take this best estimate to be the data compiled by Storm and Israe130 and in
fact we use this data directly without resorting to Eqn. 2.7.8 whenever pair
production total cross sections are needed for i < 50. For 1 > 50, an integration of Eqn. 2.7.8 with A; = 1 is used for the pair production total cross
section. This agrees within a few percent with Storm and Israe130up to the
limiting energy for which they present data but it does lead SO a slight discontinuity in the photon cross section at 50 MeV. Thus Ab(Z, k > 50) = 1 as in
the bremsstrahlung case. Unlike the bremsstrahlung case, however, A6 is never
explicitly calculated since it is not needed for the total cross section calculation,
and, as will be seen later, it is not used in the secondary sampling either.
The f=(Z) in Eqns. 2.7.7 and 2.7.8 is the Coulomb correction term that
was derived by Davies, Bethe and Maximon3r (e.g., see their formula 36, p.
791)) and is given by

f&Y=(I2“Cl4/*:

a2)

(2.7.16)

where
a=aZ.

lightness of the electron, it may be ejected from the atom. In the bremsstrahlung
case what we really have is radiative M#ller or Bhabha scattering. In the case
1of pair production, if the atomic electron is ejected, we have three rather than
! two energetic electrons and the reaction is called triplet production. Because
1 &the electron exchange effects and the 7 - e interactions between the external
photon and the target electron, and also because the target can no longer be
treated as infinitely heavy, the cross section calculations for these interactions
are more complicated than for the corresponding nuclear cases and involve a
larger number of approximations (see p. 631 of Motz et all8 ).
As will be seen below, the ratio of cross sections for the interaction in the
electron fields to those in the nuclear field is of the order of l/Z. Thus, for
medium-low to high Z, the contributions of the atomic electrons are rather minor. On the other hand, for low Z, such as beryllium and certainly for hydrogen,
these interactions are very significant and a more accurate treatment of these
interactions is warranted. Nevertheless, we have not treated the bremsstrahlung
and pair production in the electronic fields in a special way, primarily because
most applications of interest do not involveonly very low Z elements, but rather
when low Z elements are involved, they have usually been mixed with higher Z
elements, in which case the pair production and bremsstrahlung in the low Z
elements are relatively unimportant. This does limit somewhat the universality
of the EGS code, however, and if an application that needed, say, an accurate
estimate of shower development in pure hydrogen arose, it might be advisable
to fix EGS to treat these interactions more completely in the future.
For very high energy incident particles the screening can be considered
complete. In this case, relatively simple formulas for the interaction in the
atomic field can be obtained (Bethe and Ashkin3* (formula 59 on p. 263 and
formula 119 on p. 332), Koch and Motz” (formula III-8 on p. 949)). The
relative values of the radiation integral

They also suggest a formula accurate to 4 digits up to a = 2/3 (which corresponds to Uranium); namely,
(2.7.18)
f,(Z)

= a* { (1 + a*)-’ + 0.20206 - O.O369a* + 0.0083a4 - 0.002a6}
(2.7.17)
which function FCOULC of PEGS uses to evaluate f,(Z).
e(Z) is a function which is used to take into account bremsstrahlung and
pair production in the field of the atomic electrons. Strictly speaking, these
interactions are different from the corresponding nuclear interaction not only
*because the mass and charge of an electron are different from the nuclear mass
and charge, but also because of the identity of the electrons. Because of the

can be used as an estimate of the relative magnitude of the interactions in the
electron or nuclear fields. In the completely screened nuclear field, the radiation
integral (formula 4CS of Koch and Motz17 ) is

4rd,nucleus

= 4arg

22

tn (183 Z-‘j3)

[.

+ k - fc(Z)

1
.

For &d in the completely screened electron field Koch and Motr17 (formula
III-8 on p. 949) give
&+lectrm

= 4arz Z ln (530 Z-*i3)

.

(2.7.20b)

Tsai’s work*‘has dealt with these problems more accurately. We have not
switched to his method but continue to define a single parameter, <, which is
used in a simple Z(Z+[)
correction to the cross sections to account for electron
effects. However, we have redefined c making use of Tsai’s radiation logarithms:
L:ad tz)
az)

= L&Z)

- fc(Z)

(2.7.21a)

where

L:ad =

L rad =

en1194 Z-*J3

if Z > 4

6.144

ifZ=l

5.621

ifz=2

5.805

ifz=3

5.924

ifz=4

en184.15 Z-‘i3

if Z > 4

5.310

ifZ=l

4.790

ifz=2

4.740

ifz=3

(2.7.216)

(2.7.21~)

1 4.710
ifz=4
These are the formulae used by function XSIF of PEGS4 to compute t(Z) for
use in Eqns. 2.7.7 and 2.7.8. These definitions replace the simpler en1440 Z-*J3
and en183 Z-‘i3 used in PEGSS. [Note that in the rest of this chapter, the
quantity 183 is a variable name representing the value 184.15 and similarly 1440
represents 11941.
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x,-~ _ N.pAar,l

[z%dZ)

(2.7.20a)

On the other hand, from the formulas of Bethe and Ashkin3* mentioned above,
one would expect

4 rad,ele&,,n = 4arg z .h (1440 z-*13) .

We have also changed the definition

of radiation

- f&q]

length to that of Tsai*‘i

+ zL:,(z)]

.

This change has a considerable effect on X0 for very light elements (a 9%
increase for hydrogen) but only a small effect for Z 2 5.
We have done a few overall comparisons between the pair production cross
sections used in PEGS4 and the more accurate results of Tsai. In general they
are in agreement within a few percent except for very low Z (< about 10)
elements at energies below 1 GeV.
Now that we have discussed all items appearing in Eqns. 2.7.7 and 8, we
mention some additional corrections to Eqn. 2.7.7 that have been neglected in
this version. First, the differential cross section given in Eqn. 2.7.7 goes to zero
at the maximum photon energy; whereas, in reality the bremsstrahlung cross
section, differential in photon energy, iz non-zero at the “high frequency limit”
(Koch and Motz17 (p. 933)). A more rigorous treatment would modify Eqn.
2.7.7 so as to smoothly approach the proper value at the high frequency limit
(bremsstrahlung).
Another correction for Eqn. 2.7.7 that we have ignored is the ‘Elwert factor”, which Koch and Motz” recommend be applied below ? = 2. For problems in which the bremsstrahlung from low energy electrons plays an important
role, this correction factor is necessary for accurate results. This is therefore
a restriction on the use of EGS4. However, radiative yield rises rapidly with
electron energy. For example, as an electron slows down from 20 MeV, it loses
about 8% of its energy through radiative loses, but of this, only 0.5% is lost
by electrons with energies below 5 MeV. Thus ignoring the Elwert correction
factor introduces a negligible error into most problems, especially those dealing
with high energy electrons.
We now discuss the methods we use to sample the secondary energies
for bremsstrahlung and pair production interactions. Our methods are based
on Eqns. 2.7.7 and 8 with a couple of approximations.
For the purpose of
our discussion let x and xo be the secondary and incident particle energies,
respectively. Then Eqns. 2.7.7 and 8 are of the form

d%mted(Zt
dz

According

to Eqn.

501x) _hmcorreeted(Z, 20, x)
A’(.% 20)
dx

2.7.4 the differential

(2.7.23)

macroscopic cross section, properly
34

35

36

weighted with the various constituent

materials, will be

or

dC(zo,x)
N.
dueorrected(Zi,20,
dC(xo, z)
Nap
dz
7 M
c Pi
dz
r=l

dz
X)

(2.7.24)

and the total macroscopic cross section will be

(2.7.25)

If the incident particle has undergone an interaction
probability density function for z will be

I

C(zo) -

4

dz

(2.7.27)
I

i=l

ffi = aiC(zo)

’(2.7.28)

.

But it can be shown (e.g., see Eqn. 2.2.7) that if all oi are multiplied by the
same factor, it will not change the function being sampled. We conclude that
to properly sample from the p.d.f. (Eqn. 2.7.26), it is not necessary to obtain
C(Q), but it is sufficient to decompose dC(zo,z)Jdz as shown in Eqn. 2.7.28
without bothering to normalize. We seek decompositions of the form

e ajfj(z.gj(z)= 2 pi d”unc~~re;~(Z,,
20, z) .
j=l

We now observe that any constant factors in the right hand side of Eqn. 2.7.24
will cancel out in Eqn. 2.7.26, and in particular, if there is only one element
then the correction factor A’(Z, zo) will be an overall factor, so that it may
be ignored. The first approximation which we now make (and which we could
avoid if we really wanted to) is that the A’(Z, zo) can be ignored for secondary
sampling purposes even when there is more than one element. As will be seen,
this will allow us to obtain energy independent screening factors. The way we
could avoid making this approximation is to have PEGS generate branching ratios among all the constituents as a function of particle energy so that whenever
an interaction took place, the first thing done would be to decide with which
type of atom the interaction occurred. For complex mixtures this would take
a significantly larger amount of data and running time and we have chosen to
make the above approximation instead.
Now suppose that the f(z) in Eqn. 2.7.26 is decomposed in a manner that
allows for a combination of ‘composition” and “rejection,, techniques (e.g., see
Eqn. 2.2.10); that is

+o,

t .where
1

of this type, then the

(2.7.26)

(2.7.28)
i=l

(2.7.29)

i=l

Let us now do this for the bremsstrahlung process (in a manner similar to
that of Butcher and Messellg ) using Eqn. 2.7.7 for dai/dz with A’(Zi, &,) = 1.
The first point to be noted33 is that dr(6) and &(6) -, 0 as 6 -+ 00, so that the
expressions in square brackets in Eqn. 2.7.7 go to zero, and in fact go negative,
at sufficiently large 6. As can be seen from Eqn. 2.7.15, #z(6) = #i(6) for
6 > 1. By checking numerical values it is seen that the value of 6 for which
the expressions go to zero is greater than 1, so that both [ ] expressions in Eqn.
2.7.7 go to zero simultaneously. Clearly the differential cross section must not
be allowed to go negative, so this imposes an upper kinematic limit S,, (Zi, &)
resulting in the condition (from Eqn. 2.7.14)
21.12 - 4.184 .!n(b,,

(Z, I$) + 0.952) - $tn Z - (4f,(Z)

if k. > 50,O) = 0.
(2.7.30)

Solving for S,,
S,,,(Z,~o)

(Z, &,) we obtain

= exp (21.12 - 5 en Z - (4f,(Z)
[

if to > 50,0))/4.184]

- 0.952.

(2.7.31)
In PEGS routines BREMDZ, BRMSDZ, and BRMSFZ, which compute
d ~~rem(Z,ko, I) J& as given by Eqn. 2.7.7, it may be seen that the result
is set to zero if 6 > 6,,,, (Z, &). Another way of looking at this is to define
#i(Z,

&0,6)

= (h(6)

if 6

I

hnaz

(Z,

to),

h‘(&naz(Z,

a)))

-

(2.7.32)

,,

--

3
8

II
cb’

II
E
z4,
‘9-u
%J

II

II
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f0

.

Now define

The &(A E ) a 1so are maximum at AE = 0 and, in fact (see Table 2.6.1),
NC
41(O)

=

C

pi&(Z

+

fi)#l(O)

=

4zA

(2.7.46)

9

:

i=l

&(O)= 2 pi&(&+ &i)&(O)

= 42A - f &

(2.7.47)

e

i=I
The maximum values of d and B are now given by

&&I!&)

= &,

&)

= 3(42A) -

42
(A5

- 2 z,

>

+ 8 (z” - (&

if &

(2.7.53)

B(6’) = &~‘/Ac,

(2.7.54)

~%)/&naz(&)

.

Then 4 and B have maximum values of 1 at 6’ = 0, and are thus candidate
*ejection functions.
We are now ready to explain the reason for introducing the paramtter 6’
and to introduce our final approximation; namely, we assume that the dj can
be obtained using

Jj(6’/A,)

= E

pi&(&

+ ti)4i(Zi,

&o, 136 Zc’/3

m6’/A,)

i=l

&&!&I)

= B(o, &)

= 4 (z” + &

- (&

if &-J > 50,o))

.

(2.7.55)

(2.7.49)
$3 #j(S))

5

Pi&(&

+

(ii)

=

#j(S’)zT

-

i=l

I.

Now define 6’ as the weighted geometric mean of the &i that is,
In order to justify the reasonableness of this approximation,
i that
1 < 136 Z.S1’
% 3 &‘/A,
ZF’ 2

= exp
1

pi&(&

i=l

= 136 mAE

exp

= 136 mAE

exp (ZB/&)

+ (i)-h

6i

< 6m,(Zi,

~$0) -

assume for all
(2.7.56)

(2.7.50)

I

Then using II+.

2.7.14 and 15 for the dj we obtain

N.

= 136 m ezcAE

C

.

piZi(Zi

+ ci)tij(136

2r”3
,

m6’/A c)

i=l

Or if we define
AC = 136 m eZG ,

(2.7.51)
= F

we have
6’ = ACAE

.

.,;

> 50,0))
(2.7.48)

=~&+8(ZA+Z~-(Z~if&>50,0)),

A @ ‘)= ii(6’/Ac, ~%)/-km,(&) ,

(2.7.52)

Pi&(&

+ fii) [21.12 - 4.184 & ((136 ZL1’3 m6’/A,>

N.
FJ C Pi&(&

+ (ii) [21.12 - 4.184 -!n (136 Zi-1’3 m6’/A,)]

i=l

i=l

+ 0.952)]

II
+

II

lea
+

I
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I

are the same as their a, b, p. Now ignoring the factor preceding the {} in Eqn.
2.7.62, noting that we require k > Ai (the photon energy cutoff) and alSo that
energy conservation requires i < & - m, we bbtain the factorization (see Eqn.
2.7.28)

,

(2.7.64)

(2.7.74)

1 .

glj(f)=

The frj are properly normalized distributions.
We sample f2(f) by selecting the larger of two uniform random variables
Isee Section 2.2); namely,
(2.7.75)
f = mu (a, (2) ,
,
where ~1 and (2 are two random numbers drawn uniformly on the interval (0,l).
To sample fl(f), we hrst select the subdistribution index
,
i = Integer Part (Nstem cl) + 1 .

flW

= j&

for &c(O, 1) ,

(7)

(2.7.76)

(2.7.65)
Then to sample from frj( f ), first let

m(f) = (-4(6’(f))

if f&

c (AP, & - m) ,O) ,

p = 2l-j

1
cQ=-,
2

if f&

(2.7.68)

1) ,

E (AP,&

- m),O) .

(2.7.69)

We notice that f2(f) is properly normalized, but that fr (f ) has infinite integral over (0,l). Instead we limit the range over which fl(f) is sampled to
@- Nercm, l), where Nsrcm is chosen such that
~-(NB,w~')

.

(2.7.70)

with h monatonic increasing (1) or decreasing (1). Then clearly

F(s) = Pr{ jz< z} = Pr{

h(c) < z}
if h 1, Pr{ g > h-‘(z)}

if h t, l-

G(h-‘(2))

)

C

alj

flj(f)

(2.7.71)

glj(f)

j=l

2 = h(y),

if h 1) .

y = h--‘(z)

)

F (h(y)) = (G(Y) if h t, 1 - G(Y) ifh 1) Olj=l

f c (2-j,

(2.7.80)

we have

where

;zi-1if f < 2-i

(2.7.79)

Letting

NB,.,

fli(f) = (&

g < h--‘(z)}

= (G(h-l(z))

To sample fl ( f ) we further factor it to

=

(2.7.77)

f’ = f/p.

We then relate the distributions of f and f’, as follows. Suppose f, 6 are random variables with probability density functions f(z) and g(y) and cumulative
distribution functions F(z) and G(y). F ur th er, suppose that 2 is related to 9
by
(2.7.78)
2 = h(i)

= (Pr{

“(‘1

,

(2.7.67)

f2(&) = 2f for fc(0,

92(f) = (B (b’(f))

(2.7.66)

1

?&i-5

2-++1) ,o) ,

(2.7.72)

1
(I - f2j-1)

f

Differentiating

(2.7.81)

with respect to y, we obtain,

if

(2.7.73)

f VW y

= (g(y) if h t, -g(y) ifh 1) -

(2.7.82)

II
4,

\“,,

.

(2.7.97)

d&air
_

&+a&-(&‘if~>50,0)
ZAB - ZF

df

X

i - 36

1PIW )
)I

Ln183[1+(& if i >50, Zp)]

(2.7.98)
dC Brtm,
’
Run-time
df

Zp)]
x

[12 (f

- ;,‘I

A,,,)

As with bremsstrahlung, we ignore the factor ahead of the {} in Eqn. 2.7.98
when sampling. This actually has the effect of giving some effective Coulomb
,i correction below 50 MeV, since the factor neglected would have to be larger
j than 1 for /c < 50
1
We summarize the “run-time” bremsstrahlung and pair production cross
sections:

183[1+(&
A(6’)

,

if a!&, > 50 &)]

]2f] B(6:) ,

+ ,;;

(2.7.108)
1

d&pair, Run-time
case,

(2.7.99)

16(& if 1 > 50, 2%)

(2.7.100)

= same as for bremsstrahlung

A(6’)

C(6’) = 341(6')+42(6')+
-$+(16

if i > 50, &))

h(183+(Zv

AC = same as for bremsstrahlung

df

3 - 36 tn 183[1+&

1

’

:+9Ln183[1+(Z&>50,2~)]
x [12(,-$1

(2.7.101)

case.

if ic > 50,&)]

A(P)

1
)I

PI W)

.

‘#

(2.7.109)
We sample Eqn. 2.9.98 by the following decompositions:
1

2
3 - 36&a 183[1+(&
flW

91(f) = (C(6)(f))

When these are divided by &

1

if i >50, Zp)]’
m),O)

,

1
3 + 9 .!h 183[1+ (ZU if k > 50, Zp)]

(2.7.104)
(2.7.105)

2
,
92(f) = (A(P(f))
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1) ,

if If e (m, I - m), 0) .

d&rem,

Run-time

di
(2.7.103)

= 1, WO, 1) I

if Ef c (m, I-

(2.7.102)

(2.7.106)
(2.7.107)

and I, respectively, they become

and

dbair,

Run-time
d&

which are computed by PEGS functions BREMDR and PAIRDR. In general
the letter R, as the last letter of a PEGS cross section function, means one of
these “run-time” functions. PEGS may be used to plot these for comparison
with the more exact BREMDZ and PAIRDZ which evaluate eqns. 2.7.7 and
2.7.8
It will be observed that the pair production formulas are symmetric about
f = l/2. One of the electrons will be given energy ibf and the other L(l - f).
The choice of which one is a positron is made randomly. Since we will want
to know which particle has the least energy so we can put it on the top stack
position, we may as well restrict the range of f sampled to (0,1/2) and double
fl(f)
and h(f).
We th en are guaranteed that the f obtained will be for the

I
minimum energy electron. We sample fl(f,)
f2(f)
by letting (see Section 2.2)

f

=

ij (1 -

ma

(fl,

by letting

52,

f = l/25 and sample

(2.7.110)

6))

where the c values are drawn uniformly on the interval (0,l).
A special approximation which has been carried over from previous versions
is that if the incident photon has energy less than 2.1 MeV, one of the electrons
is made to be at rest and the other given the rest of the available energy. One
reason for making this approximation is that the pair sampling routine becomes
progressively more inefficient as the pair production threshold is approached.
Perhaps a better approximation would be to pick the energy of the low energy
electron uniformly from the interval (m, i/2).
We now conclude this section on bremsstrahlung and pair production with
a few general remarks. We first note that for 6’ 5 1, that A(6’), B(6’) and
C(6’) are all quadratic functions of 6’. The three coefficients depend on whether
the incident energy is above or below 50 MeV. For 6’ > 1, A(d’), B(6’) and
C(6’) are equal and are given by

h(6’)
A, B,

C(6’)

+ 4 (2~

if &,

- (it),,,Brem
=IIpl (%F)dli

(2.7.112)

which will be referred to in Section 2.13.
2.8

INTERACTIONS WITH ATOMIC ELECTRONS - GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this section we consider some general aspects of the two body interactions
with the atomic electrons before considering the details of these interactions in
subsequent sections. The reactions we consider, Compton, Mgller, and Bhabha
scattering, and two photon positron-electron annihilation, are illustrated in the
Feynman diagrams in Fig. 2.8.1 .
P,= k’

i > 50, &)

p,

p4

p3

p4

p2

9

p2

PI

p3

p3

p2

PI

p4

(2.7.111)

=
41(o)+

4pv

if &I,

I>

50,ZG)

which will have the form cl +cp !n(6’+ca). The A, B, C must not be allowed to
go negative. PEGS computes a maximum allowed AE above which the A, B, C
are considered to be zero.
The various parameters needed to sample the secondaries’ energies for the
bremsstrahlung and pair production interactions are computed in the PEGS
routine DIFFER. The parameters are stored for each medium during execution
of EGS in COMMON/BREMPR/.
So far we have only discussed the selection of the energy of the secondaries.
Since these are interactions with three body final states, the polar angles of the
secondary particles are not uniquely determined by the secondary energies,
and a complete simulation would sample from some appropriate distributions.
However the angles at which products from these reactions are usually emitted
are small compared to angular deviations resulting from multiple scattering. We
therefore assume that the direction of an electron emitting bremsstrahlung is
49

unchanged, that a bremsstrahlung photon is emitted at an angle relative to the
; incident electron direction, 0 = m/l&, and that pair produced particles have
j production angles relative to the incident photon direction given by B = m/l*.
I The azimuthal angle for the first product particle is chosen randomly rind the
other product particle is given the opposite azimuth.
One other use for the bremsstrahlung cross section is for computing the
mean energy loss per unit length of an electron due to emission of soft photons
(i.e., those with energy below the photon cutoff energy Ap). This is given by

PI

x
Compton

l$tl&

p2

Annihilation

Bhabha

33JOA26

4-78

Figure 2.8.1. Feynman diagrams for two body interactions
trons.

with elec-

* In EGS4, as opposed to EGSS, these angles are implemented with the
macros $SET-BREMS-ANGLE and $SET-PAIR-ANGLE, respectively, thereby providing a mechanism for easily changing this approximation

in the User Code.
50
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The kinematics of these reactions is given by the four-vector equation

(2.8.1)

PI + P2 = 4 + P4 )

where we make the convention that PI is the incident particle, P2 is the atomic
electron (assumed free and at rest), P3 is the particle whose energy will be
sampled, and P4 is the other final state particle that will get what is left. Since
the reaction is a two body reaction it takes place in a plane. The scattering
angles are defined in Fig. 2.8.2, where we take the incident particle direction to
be the z axis and the reaction is in the z - z plane.

>z

Solving for cos 0s we obtain
I
.b
f

cost93

=

mz-m:-m2-

rnz + 2(E1+

m)E3

- 2Elm

2PlP3

Clearly by symmetry the equation will also be true if we interchange 3 and 4
and obtain a relation for cos 04. Therefore, the angles are uniquely determined
by the final energies. Once the polar angles have been selected, the azimuthal
angle for one particle is selected at random and the other particle is made to
have the opposite azimuth.
In the sections that follow we shall concentrate on the differential and total
cross sections for these processes and give the sampling methods used to get the
secondary energies. We shall also specialize Eqn. 2.8.8 to the specific reactions
and derive the form used in EGS to get the cosine of the scattering angle. In
most cases we get the sines using the formulas

PI

sine3 = dw

sine* = -dl
4 - 78

of scattering angles.

Letting q, Ei, pi denote mass, energy, and three-momentum
i, the four-momenta are then given by

of particle

PI = (JWNPI)

(2.8.2)

p2 = (m, 0, 0, 0)

(2.8.3)

J’3 = (E3,~3~~~3,0,~3~03~3)

(2.8.4)

Pr = (Eq,-pqsin84,0,pqcos~4)

- cos2 e4.

(2.8.10)

.

The reason for making sin84 negative is that this effectively achieves the op
posite azimuth within the frame work of the EGS routine UPHI, which will be
explained later. In the sections that follow we will drop the subscripts on the
angles for simplicity purposes.

2.9

= Pf + P2” + P3” - 2( PI + P2) * P3 + 2Pl . P2 .

(2.8.5)

(2.8.6)

df5 com,t(b)

- (El + m)E3 + PIPS cos83] .

di

= Xon C$m

ia

(2.8.7)

[($+C2)/f

.,+f]

where
Xu = radiation

NOW making use of the relation Pi” = rnz and Eqns. 2.8.2-5 we obtain
rni = rnf + m2 + rni + 2[Elm

COMPTON SCATTERING

The differential and total Compton scattering cross sections are given by
the formulas originally due to Klein and Nishina34

If now we want to find the scattering angle 63, assuming we have found all the
energy and momenta, we solve Eqn. 2.8.1 for P4 and take its invariant square
to get
Pi

(2.8.9)

3330A27

electron

Figure 2.8.2. Definition

(2.8.8) *
I

length (cm),

n = electron density (electron/cm3),
ro = classical electron radius (cm’),
m = electron rest energy (MeV),

(2.94

1

I 0=

incident photon energy (MeV),

k=

scattered photon energy (MeV),

&=

We see that for cosB = 1, -1, we obtain maximum
1
!
I

I.=
m’R

Cl = (W2,
b/m,

c2 =

1- 2(1+ k;)/(k;)2,

\ c, =

LnnJit,
Total
(b,)=

(1+ 2 k;)/(q2.

_ Xvri$
di-T

(2.9.6)

b
1+2&/m

*

kl(;-$)

c, Ln $ + f&33

Eqn. 2.9.2 with & = b,

& =

lo
1 + &r/m

. (2.9.7)

over some range we use

(2.9.2)
+

(2.9.5)
I

Thus

To obtain the Compton cross section integrated

La d%mpt(k)
di

x; namely,~

I mar =b,

WO,

+

and minimum

+ f2/2) - f&A

+ fJ2)]

PEGS functions COMPDM, COMPRM and COMPTM evaluate Eqns. 2.9.1,
2.9.2, and 2.9.7, respectively.
We now consider the sampling of the energy of the scattered gamma ray.
We sample the variable
(2.9.8)
f = i/&o.

Cl

Prom Eqns. 2.9.5 and 2.9.6 we see that f must be in the interval (fo, l), where
where
El = k/b

,

f2

*

=

B/b

fo=

To get the total cross section we use Eqn. 2.9.2 with iI and 12 set to the
minimum and maximum possible scattered photon energies. To see what these
are, we use Egn. 2.8.8, noting that ml = ms = 0, m4 = m, El = p1 = lo,
E3 = p3 = I, E4 = &, and p4 = 3.

We start with a form of the differential
Butcher and Mesself ; namely,
dt! CmPt _ Xonur,Zm
df
Lo

[;+f]

(2.9.9)

l
1+2t&/m’

cross section similar to that given by

[l-gg]

(2.9.10)

o(f(f)s(f).

(2.9.3)
We will sample f( f ) = & + f over (lo, 1) and use g( f ) = [1Solving for L we get the well-known

I=
5s

a rejection function.

formula

LJ
1 + (1 - cos fl)&,/m

(2.9.4)
.

~1

as

We factorize [ $ + f] over (Co, 1) as f&mS

f(f)

= $ + f = 2

Qifi(f)

(2.9.11)

i=l

54

where

Thus
Ql

=wwob)~

h(f)

=

e,c;;f

)

($),

f E(fO,

1)

(i.9.12)

0
02

=

(l-

f(f)/29

f2(f)

=

(1 rff2),

f@o,

1).

(2.9.13)

sin2 0 = 1 - cos2 0 = (1 - cos B)(l + co9 0) = t(2 - t) .
(2.9.21)
i
!
, When the value of f is accepted, then sin 0 and cos 0 are obtained via ’

0

We sample fr by letting

I

f = f0 ealC

(2.9.14)

where < is a random number drawn uniformly on the interval (0,l). We could
sample f2 by taking the larger of two random numbers if we were willing to
reject sampled values less than fo; but this would get very inefficient for low
energy photons. Instead we make a change of variable. Let

1.

g

=

Compute the parameters depending on ku, but not f; namely,
fo,

al,

~2

.

(2.9.15)

Then, in order to give f the proper distribution,
f2(f)

(2,9.23)

The sampling procedure is as follows:

2.

=

(2.9.22)

G,,

f’ = f - fo
Tq*

fzf’)

sin 9 = dsin2 0
cosB=l-t.

cq:l(f’)

f’ must have the distribution
+

cY:j;(f’)

Sample

in the following way: If o1 2 (al + a2)<r use f = co eaica .
Else, use f = fo + (1 - fo) f’ where f’ is determined from
f

f’ = ma (53,54) if kh 2 (kh + l)h

(2.9.16)
or from

where

f’ = $3 otherwise.
a’1 = &

, f:‘(f’)

= 2f’,

,&ye’)

= 1, f’e(O,l) .

cqo,

1)

3.

(2.9.17)

0

a2t- - &

(2.9.18)

0

Both of these subdistributions are easily sampled.
To compute the rejection function it is necessary to get sin2 8. Let
t = mu-

&f

6)

-

Then using Eqn. 2.9.3, we have

(2.9.20)

g(f). If 54(or 55) < g(f ), reject

After determining the secondary energies, Eqn. 2.8.8 is used to obtain the
scattering angles and UPHI is called to select random azimuth and to set up
the secondary particles in the usual way.
2.10

(2.9.19)

Calculate t and the rejection function
and return to Step 2.

MBLLER SCATTERING

The form of the cross sections and the sampling methods that we use for
MGller and Bhabha scattering follow those given by Messel and Crawford20
(e.g., see p.13-14 therein) except that various misprints have been corrected.
The differential M$llera5 cross section is given by

d&t,j,,d&) _ Xon2nr&
d&

-

B2C@

[c,+f

(;-c2)+~(~-c2)]

(2.10.1)

where

The integral of the MgIIer cross section over some energy range is given by

Eo =

d&ddgo)
dk

incident electron energy (MeV),

Cl(f2

fi=(&-m)/To,

f = P/Pi = fraction of kinetic energy to scattered electron,

E/=1-&,

Cl

=

c2 =

p

1 - f = fraction of kinetic energy remaining,
h/m,

$

1

f2C
G

i=l,2,

(2.10.3)

(2.10.4)
(2.10.5)

i=l,2,

‘

- l)/r2,

= 1 - 1/g

2~6,

= (lJ/c)2,

Ed

=(Qn.

2.10.3 with J!& = AE & & = (I&/2) + m

if & > i$f*,
and where other terms have been defined previously.
Because of the identity of the final electrons, the cross section is symmetric
with respect to the interchange of & with f’. Another consequence is that f
is restricted to lie in the interval (0,1/2).
It can be seen that Eqn. 2.10.1
is singular at C = 0 (also at f’ = 0 but the range of f’ is now restricted to
(l/2, l)), and the total M$ller cross section is infinite. We get around this by
only considering, in a discrete way, MdIIer scatterings for which the scattered
electron has at least the electron cutoff energy, AE (we ah define the cutoff
kinetic energy TJZJ= AE - m). Since the incoming energy is & + m, and the
minimum final energy is 2&, we see that the threshold for discrete MdIIer
scattering is
&$&=2AE-m=2TE+m.

(2.10.2)

Mprller scattering, in which the secondary electron (J-ray) has less energy than
AE, is treated as part of the continuous energy loss (see Section 2.13).
57

-

and other symbols are the same as in Eqn. 2.10.1.
The minimum and maximum energies for the scattered electron (i.e., the
one with the lower energy of the two) are AE and 9 + m, respectively. When
these limits are used for & and & in Eqn. 2.10.3, we obtain the total discrete
Mdler crosssection

I(7 - W712,
(27

&

where

f = kinetic energy of scattered electron (MeV),

7=

&)+

I

energy of scattered electron (MeV),

E’ =

-

82%
1
1
+ c - q - Cdn

PO = I.& - m = incident kinetic energy (MeV),
E=

dg =Xon2rr:m

(2.104

0).

PEGS functions AMOLDM, AMOLRM, and AMOLTM evaluate Eqns. 2.10.1,
2.10.3, and 2.10.6, respectively.
For the purpose of sampling, we use C = f/f0 as the variable to be sampled
and obtain
&4#dm
= xon2rrgm
j(f)g(f)
(2.10.7)
df
wo
where
f(f)

=

f”
1-2Eo

l
Ea’

f @oo, l/2),

g(f) = aI1 + sac2+ r(r -

93)],

(2.104
(2.10.9)

6 = T~jf’o,

(2.10.10)

91=

(2.10.11)

(I-

2fo)/P",

92 = (7 - 1)2/72,

(2.10.12)

93 = (27 - l)/r2,
r = f/(1 - f) .

(2.10.13)
(2.10.14)
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‘If Eqn. 2.ll.l’is

The sampling procedure is as follows:
1.

Compute parameters depending on ‘$0, but not f; namely
fo,

2.

integrated between 8, and ,?&, we obtain the formula

Sample f from f(f)

91, Q2, 93.

+ B&f2

by using

- fl) + f:(&B&

- k/2)

- f:(&&/3

- h/2)]
(2.11.2)

I
(2.10.15)

f = TE/ [PO - (PO - &$“er)<~]).

where
fi = (ti

3.

Compute r and the rejection function
return to Step 2.

g(f).

If $2 > g(f),

reject and

After determining the secondary energies, Eqn. 2.8.8 is used to obtain the
scattering angles and UPHI is called to select random azimuth and set up the
secondary particles in the usual way.
2.11

BHABHA SCATTERING
The differential

dt ~hbh~(fi0)

Bhabhas6, cross section, as formulated
= X0n2dh

@

da&

[;

(G-B’)

+&+f

in PEGS, is

(fB4-B3)]

(2.11.1)

rf;o = kinetic energy of incident positron (MeV),
/3 = u/c for incident positron,

c~hd,,~(&u)

(E-

- m)/Fo

(2.11.3)

= (Eqn. 2.11.2 with & = AE dc I& = &

PEGS functions BHA.BDM, BHABRM, and BHABTM
2.11.2, and 2.11.4, respectively.
For the purpose of sampling we use f = f-/Y&,
sampled, and obtain

7 = &0/m,
&- = energy of secondary electron (MeV),
f =

1,2

and other symbols are the same as in Eqn. 2.11.1.
In the case of Bhabha scattering, the particles in the final state are distinguishable, so the upper limit for f is 1. Note that f is the fraction of the
kinetic energy that the negative atomic electron gets. There is still a singularity
at f = 0 which is solved in the same way as for Mfiller by requiring that the
energy transfer to the atomic electron be at least TE = AE - m. It should
be noted that there is no singularity at f = 1 as there was for M#ller, and in
fact, the final positron energy may be less than AE (down to m). Thus, the
threshold for discrete Bhabha scattering is AE, and as long as the positron is
above the cutoff energy, it will have some non-zero Bhabha cross section. Using
the minimum and maximum &- for & and ,?& in Eqn. 2.11.2, we obtain the
total cross section

where
I& = energy of incident positron (MeV),

i=

- m)/!&,

dg Bh&ha(~O) = xon2+h

= P-/t&,

df

if &

> AE,

0).

(2.11.4)
evaluate Eqns. 2.11.1,
as the variable to be

j(qg(f)

wo

Y = l/(7 + 11,
BI=

235

where

B2 = (I-2~)(3+~2),
I33 =

B4 + (1 - 2~)~,

j(f) = &

$, W fo, 1) )
(2.11.7)

B4 = (1 - 2~)~.
s(f)

= (1 - loo) [ +

- f (B, - f (B2 - f (B3 -

f

B,,))]

,

Y= M7+

(2.11.9)

1) ,

[Note: EGS uses variable YY to avoid conflict with Y-coordinate

of particle.]

i
!
,

I=
I

(2.11.11)

= B4 + (1 - 2~)~,

(2.11.12)

B2 = (I- 2~)(3 + Y”),
B1 =2-y2.

(2.12.2)

J!& = energy of incident positron (MeV),

(2.11.10)

B, = (1 - 2y)‘,
B3

where

‘(2l1.8)

fo A TE/~o, ,

energy of secondary photon of lower energy (MeV),

7 = fi0/m,
A = 7 + 1 = (available energy)/m,
1 = (kinetic energy)/m,
q=7-

(2.12.3)

pb = $0/m = &G

(2.12.6)

(2.11.13)

(2.12.4)
(2.12.5)

= J@

(2.12.7)

k’ = X/m,
The sampling method is as follows:
1.

G(z)

Compute parameters depending on J& but not f; namely
Co, B, 7,

2.

Sample f from j(f)

B2,

B3,

J34.

by using
f = fo/[l-

3.

Bl,

(l-

(2.11.14)

fo)b].

Compute the rejection function g(f ). If ~2 > g(f),
Step 2.

reject and return to

The rest of the routine is similar to the MeIIer routine except that now the
delta ray may have the most energy, iu which case the contents of the two top
locations of the particle stack must be interchanged to ensure that the particle
of lower energy is on top.

=

q-1

Two

-

(2.12.8)

l/z)/z],

X0 nur~

-

C2=

A+2y/A.

AThm

(2.12.9)

’

(2.12.10)

We see that E&n. 2.12.1 satisfies, in a manifest way, the symmetry under
exchange of the annihilation photons.
In order to get the value of Eqn. 2.12.1 integrated between Er and 152we
integrate the Sr functions and obtain

” dCAnnih
JL1 dk dl = S2(k;)

- S2(k;) + S2(A - k;) - S2(A - k;)

(2.12.11)

where
ki = k/m,
&(y)dy

= m CI[-z

i

=

(2.12.12)

1, 2,

+ C2 Ln z + l/z]

.

(2.12.13)

PHOTON POSITRON- ELECTRON ANNIHILATION

The two photon positron-electron annihilation cross sections we have used
are taken from Heitler37 (see p. 268-270 therein). Taking Heitler’s formula (6)
(on p. 269), translating to the laboratory frame, integrating over azimuth, and
changing from angle to energy variable, we obtain the following form of the
differential cross section used in PEGS:

dCAnnih
(&I -_
dl
61

+(C2

cl=

L&(z) = m
2.12

i

s1 (k’) + SI (A - k’)

(2.12.1)

For the total cross section we use Heitler’s formula directly with appropriate changes to take into account units and notation. We have

c

h(r+dG)

I

PEGS functions ANIHDM, ANIHRM,
2.12.11, and 2.12.14, respectively.

and ANIHTM

(2.12.14)
evaluate Eqns.’ 2.12.1,

62

;64

fP
/

Now, due to the identity of the two photons, we restrict f < l/2; moreover,

We did not find any references in the literature for sampling schemes that
would sample this distribution exactly. We sample the parameter f defined by

(2.12.15)

f > fo, where

i
!
,
The cross section to be sampled is

To find the limits over which we sample f, let us compute the limits for k’. We
use Eqn. 2.8.8 with ml = m, El = &, pl = $0, ma = m4 = 0, E3 = pa = I,
so
case = (&o + m)E - k0m - m2
(2.12.16)
SOL
Solving for x and dividing by m we obtain
1

A
A-(&/m)cosB

‘=

= l-acose

’

I

dti An&h
df

= mA[Sl(Af)

.

(2.12.22)

Due to the symmetry in f, we can expand the range of f that we sample from
(fo, l/2) to (fo, 1 - Co) and throw away the second SI. Then if we get a
sampled f > l/2, we use 1 - f instead.
Thus the distribution to be sampled is given by

(2.12.17)
dfiAnnih = mAC 1 [-I+

(C+)/Af,]

df

Thus, setting cos6s = fl

+ S1 (A(1 - f))]

,fQo,

l-fo).

(2.12.23)

in Eqn. 2.12.17 we see that
Using the value of C2 and rearranging,
Knin

=

’

A

l+m=A+

k,,=

’
1-m==-

A

(2.12.18)

dgAnnih=

Xonxr~rn

df

(2.12.19)

ln

we obtain

I(1 - fo)/fol

j(f)g(f)

(2.12.24)

23

where
Also,

Knin + k~,

=

1+m+

j(‘)

1

’

1-m

= l-m+l+m=

1 - T;/A

= Ln[(l -lfo)/fo]

i

’

(2.12.26)

g(f)=bf+$
2A
7+1-(7--l)

(2.12.25)

(2.12.20)
To see that g(f)

= A.
That is, when one photon is at the minimum the other is at the maximum
the sum is the available energy (divided by m).

and

is a valid rejection function we find its extrema.

g’(f)

= -1+

-A&

=o=+
(2.12.27)

s”(f)

= -&

< 0.

Thus, we see that g(E) has a maximum at & = i 2 Co with maximum value

0
1

gYi

2

(2.12.28)

=l-wl.

The sampling procedure is then as follows:
1.

Compute parameters depending on &

Atomic e-

only; namely,

Figure 2.12.1. Feynman diagram for single photon e+e- annihilation.

.

2.

three or more photons, but these interactions are even less likely than one photon annihilation and will not be considered further.

Sample & using

2.13
f

3.
4.

=

loeexp

(q)]

Compute g(l). Th en reject & and return
Get larger and smaller f values using
f Bigger

hallcr

5.

[Qh

.

(2.12.29)

to Step 2 if (2 > g(E).

= frauz(f, 1 - f) ,

(2.12.30)

= 1 -

(2.12.31)

CBiggcr

.

Use these to set up the photons.

The polar angles are determined by the energies using E&n. 2.8.8 and UPHI is
called to select random asimuth.
A special case arises when a positron falls below the cutoff energy before
annihilating. In this case it is assumed that it comes to rest before annihilating.
Then each gamma has energy !c = m and the angular distribution is isotropic
with gammas going in opposite directions.
We should perhaps mention at this point that a positron can also annihilate and give off only one photon via the process in Fig. 2.12.1 . Messel and
Crawford20 make the point that the ratio of one photon annihilation to two
photon annihilation is small until higher energies are reached, at which point
the absolute value of the cross section is small. Thus, we ignore one photon
positron annihilation. It is also possible to have annihilation accompanied by

CONTINUOUS ELECTRON ENERGY Loss

We have made the distinction between discrete and continuous energy losses to
electrons and positrons. In the discrete case, secondary particles with energies
above their cutoff energies are created (taking some energy from the electron
or positron) and subsequently transported.
The continuous loss is the result
of interactions in which the energy transfer to the secondary particles is not
sufficient to put them above the discrete transport energy thresholds. The
secondary particles are either soft bremsstrahlung photons, or atomic electrons
which absorb some energy. The mean total continuous energy loss per unit
length is thus given by

d&
4 dz>

=-

SUbCUlOff

Atomicacdra,
(2.13.1)
where f denotes positive or negative electrons. The first term on the right-hand
side of Eqn. 2.13.1 is the same for electrons and positrons (to the accuracy with
which we treat bremsstrahlung) and is given by Eqn. 2.7.112.
The second term may be expressed as the integral of the differential voss
section for transferring a specified amount of energy, T, to an atomic electron,
times the amount of the energy transfer over the range of energy transfers which
still give rise to soft final state secondary electrons. That is
C2Yn”duouI

s&cutoff

T dCi
dT

dT

*

(2.13.2)

Atomic Eleclnnu

65

66

6r

68

For values of T on the order oftthe atomic excitation levels, the frequencies
and strengths of the atomic oscillators must be taken into account and the
On the other hand, for values of T large
integration is quite complicated.
enough that the atomic electrons may be considered free, the cross section can
be the M#ller or Bhabha cross section. Let Tmed be a value of T which is
sufficiently above the atomic excitation level, but is still small compared to
T ,,,=. Then

B=
T;
1
!
1

=lTmed

T f$

dT+L;;

T +

dT

= TE/m

= K.E. cutoff in electron mass units,

=

A=

(2.13.3)

dz)

= jgTmgd

T t?$

dT+

l;;

T dzy;bha

dE

(2.13.12)

(r if positron, r/2 if electron),
restricted maximum energy transfer
mW%,
T&J,
average adjusted mean ionization energy,

When certain appropriate approximations are made it turns out that Eqns.
2.12.3 and 4 are independent of T,,,=d. We use the formulas recommended
by Berger and Seltzers8 for restricted stopping power* which are based on
the Bethe-Bloch formula4Q-42 (Not e: we have corrected typographic errors in
Berger and Seltzer’s Eqns. 22-24 for F+(T, A)). Other references (used in double checking our formulas) are Rohrlich and Carlson43, Jauch and Rohrlichq4,
Turner4s, Sternheimer 46-51, Evanss2 (to check Bhabha and Meller cross sections)), Armstrong and Alsmillers3, and Messel and Crawford20 .
The formula that we use for the restricted stopping power (i.e., due to
sub-cutoff electrons) is

0-

“d”,f

=

1

where

Xon22rr~m

Atomic
Rectrond
SUbCUtOff

7 = &/m

82

&.& 2(r+
[

= usual relativistic

tj = 47” - 1 = @7 = &c/m,
* The concept of ‘restricted
by Kase and Nelson3Q

(Iwlrn)

2)

+

Ff(G 4

- 6

1

(2.13.5)
factor,

(2.13.13)
(2.13.14)
(2.13.15)

(2.134)
F-(r,A)=

-x

(2.13‘.9)
(12.13.11)

6 = density effect correction,
(

(2.13:8)
(2.13.19)

7- 1,
Y= (7 + 1)-r (See Bhabha formula),
T’maz = maximum energy transfer

and

(

= U/C for incident particle,

7=

I
(-2)

dp

-l-p2
+

q

+ fn[(r - A)A] + r/(r
+ (27 + 1)en

[
F+(r,

A) = Ln(rA)

- $

- (A - A3/3)yz

- A)
(2.13.16)

( >I
l-

{ 7+2A--

8

/7z

3A2y
2

- (A2/2 - rA3/3 + A4/4)y3}

.

Since EGS3 was released there has been considerable effort devoted to establishing accurate values for the parameters in the above equations and considerable changes have occurred, especially in the recommended I values. The values recommended in 1983 by Berger and Seltzers4 have also been recommend by
the International Commission on Radiation Units and Measurementss5. PEGS4
contains a table of I values for all elements and these are presented in Table
2.13.1 along with the default atomic weights and elemental densities used in
PEGS4 (any of which can be overridden by the user).
The values of I4 for mixtures and compounds are derived from

(2.13.6)
(2.13.7)

(2.13.18)

stopping power” is discussed further in the text
or taken from Table 2.13.2 for a select group of materials as discussed below.

1

Tab16 2.13.11
Default Atomic Numbers, Symbols, Weights,
Densities and .I Values for Elements in PEGS4
2
1
:
i
6

27
28

38
31
ii
it
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
69

Symbol

Atomic
Weight
1.00797
4.00260
6.93900
9.01220
10.81100
12.01115
14.00670
15.99940
18.99840
20.18300
22.98980
24.31200
26.98150
28.08800
30.97380
S2.06400
35.45300
39.94800
39.10200
40.08000
44.95600
4790000
50.94200
51.99800
54.93800
55.84700
58.93320
58.71000
63.54000
65.37000
69.72000
72.59ooo
74.92160
78.96000
79.80800
83.80000
85.47000
87.62000
88.90500
91.22000
92.90600
95.94000
99.00000
101.07000
102.90500
106.40000
107.87000
112.40000
114.82000
118.69000

Density
Wcm3)
0.0808
0.1900
0.5340
1.8500
2.5000
2.2600
1.1400
1.5680
1.5000
1.0000
0.9712
1.7400
2.7020
2.4000
1.8200
2.0700
2.2000
1.6500
0.8600
1.5500
3.0200
4.5400
5.8700
7.1400
7.3000
7.8600
8.7100
8.9000
8.9333
7.1400
5.9100
5.3600
5.7300
4.8000
4.2009
3.4000
1.5300
2.6000
4.4700
6.4ooO
8.5700
9.0100
11.5000
12.2000
12.5000
12.0000
10.5000
8.6500
7.3000
7.3100

104
19.2
41.8
40.0
63.7
76.0
78.0
82.0
95.0
115.0
137.0
149.0
156.0
166.0
173.0
173.0
180.0
174.0
188.0
190.0
191.0
216.0
233.0
245.0
257.0
272.0
286.0
297.0
311.0
322.0
330.0
334.0
350.0
347.0
348.0
357.0
352.0
363.0
366.0
379.0
393.0
417.0
424.0
428.0
441.0
449.0
470.0
470.0
469.0
488.0
488.0

Table 2.13.1 (cont.)
Default Atomic Numbers, Symbols, Weights,
Densities and I Values for Elements in PEGS4
Z

100

Symbol

FM

Atomic
Weight
121.75000
127.60000
126.90440
131.30000
132.90500
137.34000
138.91000
140.12000
14o.QO700
144.24001
147.OOOOO
150.35001
151.98000
157.25000
158.92400
162.50000
x4.92999
167.25999
168.93401
173.03999
174.97000
178.49001
180.94800
183.85001
186.20000
190.20000
192.20000
195.08000
196.98700
200.5QOOO
204.37000
207.1QOOO
208.98000
21o.OOOOO
21o.OoOOO
222.OOOOO
223.00000
226.OOOOO
227.OOOOO
232.03600
231.OOOOO
238.03000
237.OOOOO
242.00000
243.00000
247.OOOOO
247.OOOOO
248.00000
254.00000
253.00000

Density
kb4
6.6840
6.2400
4.9300
2.7000
1.8730
5.5000
6.1500
6.QOOO
6.7690
7.0070
::iE
5.1700
7.8700
8.2500
8.5600
8.8000
:*Ei
Sk00
9.8500
11.4000
16.6000
19.3QOO
20.5300
22.4800
22.4200
21.4500
19.3000
14.1QOo
11.8500
11.3400
9.7800
9.3000
:%z
1:0000
5.OooO
1.0000
11.0000
15.3700
18.QOoO
20.5000
19.7370
11.7000
7.0000
1.0000
:*Ez
l:ooOO

W)

.A
i

487.0
485.0
491.0
482.0
488.0
491.0
501.0
523.0
535.0
546.0
560.0
574.0
580.0
591.0
614.0
628.0
650.0
658.0
674.0
684.0
694.0
705.0
718.0
727.0
736.0
746.0
757.0
790.0
790.0
800.0
810.0
823.0
823.0
830.0
825.0
794.0
827.6
826.0
841.0
847.0
878.0
890.0
902.0
921.0
934.0
939.0
952.0
966.0
980.0
994.0
70

72
Table 2.13.2
Default Sternheimer Density Effqct Coefficients in PEGS4
LABEL
H2-GAS
HZ-LIQUID
HEGk
LI
:!2.265 g/cm3
i; l.J&g/cm3
02:GAS
NEGAS
iit

a

m

20

0.0353
0.0918
0.0114
0.3492
0.3518
0.5848
0.7154
0.2120
0.2666
0.1202
0.2204
0.1714
0.3346
0.3755
0.1902
0.3041
0.2 177
0.1782
0.1737
0.1996
0.2101
0.2229
0.2504
0.2557
0.3163
0.2809
0.2979
0.1519
0.1450
0.2228
0.3091
0.1853
0.2004
0.1898
0.1329
0.2214
0.2068

6.7900
5.8310
7.6250
3.2330
3.0340
2.3600
2.1910
3.0410
2.8250
3.3570
3.1030
3.2230
2,795o
2.7200
2.9820
2.6740
2.8740
2.9460
2.9350
2.8120
2.7710
2.7130
2.6190
2.6130
2.4680
2.6470
2.6350
3.0300
3.0780
2.8240
2.5630
2.8190
2.7900
2.8390
3.0200
2.7840
2.6860

1.864
0.476
2.202
0.097
-0.009
-0.009
-0.009
1.738
1.754
2.073
0.451
0.239
0.097
0.097
1.764
0.239
0.175
0.049
-0.009
-0.009
-0.009
-0.009
-0.009
-0.009
0.049
0.239
0.239
1.716
0.45 1
0.175
-0.009
0.049
0.175
0.239
1.563
0.451
0.049

z1
i::
4.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
4.0
4.0
4.5
2.8
2.8
2.5
2.5
i*:
3:o
3.0
3.0
3.0
I::
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
4.8
3.5
3.0
3.0
3.3
3.3
3.3
5.0
3.5
3.5

Table 2.13.2 (cont.)
Default Sternheimer Density Effect Coefficients in PEGS4

I(eV)

-C

19.2
21.8
41.8
40.0
63.7
78.0
78.0
82.0
95.0
137.0
149.0
156.0
166.0
173.0
188.0
190.0
191.0
233.0
245.0
272.0
286.0
297.0
311.0
322.0
330.0
350.0
348.0
352.0
363.0
424.0
470.0
469.0
487.0
488.0
482.0
488.0
591.0

9.584
3.263
11.139
3.122
2.785
2.868
3.155
10.540
10.700
11.904
5.053
4.530
4.239
4.435
11.948
5.642
5.040
4.445
4.266
4.270
4.291
4.260
4.312
4.419
4.691
5.141
5.321
12.512
6.478
4.879
5.063
5.273
5.517
5.534
12.728
6.914
5.874

f LABEL
!
1 ,TA
PWT
itis

’

Z~GAS
U
AIR-GAS
COZGAS
POLYETHYLENE
POLYPROPYLENE
XYLENE
TOLUENE
NYLON
VINYLTOLUENE
A150-PLASTIC
STILBENE
POLYSTYRENE
ANTHRACENE
LEXAN
LUCITE
H20
MYLAR
KAPTON
LIF
POLYVINYL-CL
PYREX-GLASS
s102
CAF2
PHOTOEMULSION
AGCL
NAI
LII
AGBR
--CSl

a
0.1663
0.1499
0.1465
0.1533
0.1824
0.1861
0.1130
0.1362
0.2466
0.1999
0.4875
0.2493
0.2755
0.2830
0.5345
0.3495
0.5462
0.2989
0.3670
0.5858
0.3865
0.3996
0.2065
0.3124
0.4061
0.1308
0.1873
0.2988
0.1440
0.3750
0.3416
0.1243
0.1560
0.1785
0.1351
0.1796

ma
2.8050
2.8700
2.9030
2.8810
2.7980
2.8140
3.0230
3.0340
2.8790
3.0220
2.5440
2.9750
2.9110
2.8900
2.4390
2.7490
2.4350
2.8510
2.7240
2.3640
2.6640
2.6060
3.0070
2.7820
2.6140
3.4760
2.9620
2.8050
3.2200
2.5920
2.4960
3.0020
2.9260
2.8450
2.9760
2.8400

20

21

I(eV)

-C

0.175
0.175
0.097
0.097
0.239
0.239
1.537
0.239
1.742
1.648
0.138
0.154
0.169
0.172
0.134
0.147
0.133
0.173
0.165
0.115
0.161
0.182
0.240
0.156
0.149
0.017
0.156
0.148
0.139
0.068
0.101
-0.014
0.120
0.089
0.036
0.040

3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
5.3
3.5
4.0
4.0
2.0
2.3
2.3
2.3
2.0
2.2
2.0
2.3
2.2
2.0
2.2
2.2
2.5
2.3
2.2
2.5
2.8
2.5
2.8
2.5
3.0
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5
3.5

718.0
727.0
790.0
790.0
800.0
823.0
794.0
890.0
85.7
88.7
57.4
59.2
61.8
62.5
63.9
64.7
65.1
67.7
68.7
69.5
73.1
74.0
75.0
78.7
79.3
94.0
108.2
134.0
139.2
166.0
331.0
398.4
452.0
485.1
487.2
553.1

5.526
5.406
5.473
5.575
5.961
6.202
13.284
5.869
10.595
10.239
3.002
3.126
3.270
3.303
3.063
3.201
3.110
3.367
3.300
3.151
3.321
3.330
3.502
3.326
3.342
3.167
4.053
3.971
4.003
4.065
5.332
5.344
6.057
6.267
5.616
6.281

The density effect has been treated extensively by Sternheimer46-so ,
Stemheimer and PeierI#r,
and recently by Berger, Seltzer, and Stemheimer54-5Q. According to Stemheimer the density effect is given by the formulae

6=

0

ifX<ZO

2(&r 10)x + C + a(xr - x)m*

if x e(xo,xr)

2(k

ifX>Xl

10)x + c

For a material not included in Table 2.13.2, or for which the density,
effect parameters are not input, the general prescription of Stemheimer and
PeierIs5’is used as follows:
/
‘1. The value of Id is determined as described above.
2.
3.
4.

(2.13.19)

where
5.
2 = logi&c/m)
c = -2 h(I&#wp)
up =

= k!rr v/en 10,

(2.13.20)

- 1,

(2.13.21)

plasma frequency =

(2.13.22)

and xo, xl, a, m, are parameters obtained by fits made to values of 6 as a function of energy which were explicity calculated from atomic oscillator strengths
for specific materials. There are two different sets of parameters avaiIable5q5s
which are both based on the same program to calculate 654. The stopping
power routines in PEGS4 were revised at a time when only the 1982 data was
available” and hence PEGS4 contains the parameters from this reference for
the 73 materials given in Table 2.13.2. The composition of the materials is
given elsewhere (e.g., Table 5.5 of Berger and Seltzers40r Table 7 of Seltzer and
BergerSQ). These parameters differ from those in the more extensive lit of 278
materials presented in 1984 by Seltzer and Bergers7. However, this is the result
of a different fitting procedure being used and does not lead to significantly
different values of 656.
Since there are such a variety of density effect parameters available, PEGS4
has been modified to allow the user to override the PEGS4 defaults and to
specify directly the six parameters needed for any material being considered. It
is also worth noting that these parameters merely parameterize 6 and thus the
stopping powers calculated with these values wiII be slightly different (-< f0.5%)
from those calculated directly from Berger and Seltzer’s original 6 values (e.g.,
see Fig. 1 of Seltzer and Bergerr”).

7s

6.

m, is always taken as 3.
C, is given by Eqns. 2.13.21 and 22.
For solids and liquids:
a. If 14 < 100 eV, then x1 = 2.0 and
x0 = 0.2 when -C < 3.681 or xo = -0.326C - 1 otherwise.
b. If 1~ > 100 eV, then zr = 3.0 and
x0 = 0.2 if -C < 5.215 or xu = -0.326C - 1.5 otherwise.
For gases:
a. If -C < 10.0
then xo = 1.6
and x1 = 4.0.
b. If 10.0 5 -C < 10.5 then xo = 1.7
and x1 = 4.0.
c. If 10.5 5 -C < 11.0 then xe = 1.8
and xr = 4.0.
d. If 11.0 5 -C < 11.5 then xo = 1.9
and xl = 4.0.
e. If 11.5 < -C < 12.25 then xo = 2.0
and xi = 4.0.
f. If 12.25 < -C < 13.804 then xo = 2.0
and xr = 5.0.
g. If -C 2 13.804 then xo = -0.326C - 2.5
and x1 = 5.0.
a = [-C - (Zen lO)xu]/(xr - x~)~.

The final stage in determining the density effect correction for gases is to
scale the results in terms of the gas pressure since the tabulated values are aII
given for NTP (O’C, 760mm Hg). If the pressure correction factor is
GASP = actual pressure/pressure

at NTP

then
C(GASP)

= C(NTP)

+ h(GASP)

and
ze(GASP)

= zo(NTP)

- ; Ioglo(GASP)

xr(GASP)

= xr(NTP)

- 3 logro(GASP)

.
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PEGS routine SPINIT initializes the stopping power routines for a particular medium: Routine SPIONB (20; Ax, P,OSITR) evaluates Eqn. 2113.5 for
a positron if POSITR is true, and for a electron if POSITR is false.
As a final comment on continuous energy loss, we mention that when an
electron is transported a given distance, it is assumed that its loss of energy
due to subcutoff secondaries is equal to the distance traveled times the mean
loss per unit length as evaluated using Eqn. 2.13.1. In actuality, the energy loss
over a transported distance is subject to fluctuations and gives rise to a Landau
distribution. In EGS4 we have provided a macro template ($DE-FLUCTUATION)
in order to allow the user the opportunity to include such fluctuations.
It
should be noted that the proper distribution would be a restricted Landau
distribution,
and not one determined by the full range of energy transfers.
Such an enhancement would probably not affect the overall shower development
significantly, but could give significantly different results for single electrons
passing through thin slabs (e.g., wire-gas regions, thin scintillators, etc.).
Of course, fluctuations due to discrete interactions are already properly accounted for in EGS4 (and EGSS) even though in most applications the charged
particle cutoff energy, for efficiency reasons, is simply chosen too high for the
Landau distribution to manifest itself. For example, for 20 MeV electrons passing through a thin slab of water, Roger@has shown that the energy straggling
caused by considering all secondaries down to 1 keV (i.e., AE=512 keV) is
in good agreement with the Blunck-Leisegang modification of the energy loss
straggling formalism of Landau (except for large energy loss events where the
modified Landau distribution appears to be wrong).
2.14

MULTIPLE

SCATTERING

When an electron passes through matter, it undergoes a large number of elastic
collisions with the atomic nuclei. These have the effect of changing the electrons’
direction, but do not significantly change its energy. To take into account these
scatterings we use Molikre’sGo theory of multiple scattering as formulated by
BetheG1. For the details of computing multiple scattering in mixtures, and for a
good introduction to the subject, we have made frequent use of the review article
by Scott‘j2. In Versions 1 and 2 of EGS the method of sampling scattering angles
was based on a scheme of Nagel’s whereby one of 29 discrete representative
reduced angles was selected and then used to obtain the real scattering angle.
EGS3 departed from this scheme to use a method similar to that of Messel and
Crawford20 , whereby the scattering angles are chosen in a truly continuous
way. This method also allows us to transport over variable step lengths while
still taking multiple scattering properly into account.

The cross section for elastic scattering off the nucleus is proportional to
22. Scattering from atomic electrons is taken into account by replacing Zz by
iZ(Z + [MS). Scattering from atomic electrons that results in discrete delta
;rays is already properly taken to account, so the (MS need only account foi
,the sub-cutoff scatterings. Scott G2 has outlined the procedures for taking into
account scattering from atomic electrons in a more rigorous way, but we have
not implemented it here. Instead we treat (MS more as a “fudge factor” to
get our multiple scattering as consistent with experiment as possible. In the
developments to follow we shall need the parameters

2.S = E

Pi&(&

+ fMS)

(2.14.1)

i=l

(2.14.2)

2X = 5
i=l

pi& (& + &fs)lYl

[ 1 + 3.34(oZi)2]

(2.14.3)

Suppose an electron is normally incident on a slab of thickness s(cm),
as shown in Fig. 2.14.1 . When the electron reaches the other side of the
slab, it will have traveled a total distance of t(cm), will have achieved lateral
displacements from its initial direction of AZ and Ay, and will be headed in a
direction specified by 8 and 0. That is, the final position is (AZ, Ay, s), and
the final direction is (sin 8 cos 4, sin 8 sin 4, cos0). We call s the straight
line distance and t the total distance traveled. In our simulation we neglect the
lateral deflections Ax and Ay, but correct for the difference between s and t.
In order to be able to do this without introducing significant errors we must
restrict the size of the electron transport steps to be less than certain limits,
which we will derive later. Our procedure then is to transport the electron in
a straight line a distance (step size) s along its initial direction. The scattering
angle 8 is sampled from a p.d.f. which depends on the material, the total
distance traveled, t, and on the particle energy. The azimuthal angle 4 is
then chosen randomly and the direction of the electron is adjusted using EGS
subroutine UPHI. We shall now discuss the probability density function (p.d.f.)
for 0, and then we will derive various limits on s and suggest possible future
improvements.

(~in8/8)‘/~
is less than one and is used
: the Moli&e distribution
at large angles.
! 8 > 180°. The p.d.f. fM(C3) is sampled by
ffrom its p.d.f., f,(e), and then using Eqn.
to saying that

h(e)de

as a rejection function to correct
In addition, we reject all sampled
first sampling 8, the reduced angle,
2.14.4 to get 8. This is equivalent

= f,(e)de .

(2.14.6)

’

For’ the reduced angle p.d.f. we use the first three terms of Bethe’s Eqn.
(25); namely,

f,(e)= [f’“‘(S)+ $f”‘(e)+ $

(2.14.7)

The general formula for the f@l is (Bethe, Eqn. (26))

f(n)(e)= (d)-1 lw

udu Jo(h)

x exp(-u2/4)

[l/4

Ln (u2/4)ln

u2

.

0

(2.14.8)

For n = 0 this reduces to
= 2~~'

f(o)(e)

Figure 2.14.1. Multiple

scattering diagram.

One of the advantages of Moli&e’s theory is that the energy-dependent
p.d.f. of 8 can be expressed in terms of an energy-independent p.d.f. of a
reduced angle
- 8, where
fl=

f(e) = fde)(sin e/W

e+w

This also implies that
iim
e-+00

,

and t.

f(2)(e)e4

(2.14.11)

= 0.

The ffil(0) f unc t ions are not needed in EGS directly,
needs the f(‘)(e) t o create data that EGS does use. Let

(2.14.5)

which is like Bethe’s formula (58) except that we define our Jo
to be their
f~(e)
times e; that is, we include the phase space factor in ours. The factor
77

Instead of using the somewhat complicated expressions when n = 1 and 2, we
have elected to use a) the numerical values presented in Bethe’s paper (for 29
selected values of B from 0 to 10 , b) the fact that f(‘)(e) behaves as 8-2i-2 for
large 0, and c) the fact that ffl 1 (6) g oes over into the single scattering law at
large B. That is,
(2.14.10)
rim f(Q(e)e4
= 2.

e
x,B1/2’

and where xc and B are parameters that depend on energy, material,
The p.d.f. of 8 is given by

(2.14.9)

.

Q =

but rather PEGS

(2.14.12)

i/e

and
$1 (II) = fti) (I/~)~-~

= fti)

(e(q))e(q)’

.

(2.14.13)
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..
2
$

Ill
c”

II
P

1

where

Dividing by Eqn. 2.14.26 and multiplying

by 2, we get

(2.14.31)

C = 0.577216 is Eulerls constant.
Scott’s formula (7.25) for xa is

i
!

ln xa =

Pi&(&

+ EMS) !!n&

(2j14.43)

2;‘.
I

X:(nxo=4nl

G

g

N;a+?nxa,+fy]

(2.14.32)

.

But using Eqns. 2.14.36-40,
I
where
fh x”,~ = h
k =

xi + tn [l.l 3 + 3.76(c12;)~]

,

(2.14.44)

(2.14.33)

PA

p = particle momentum,

N; = xpi
Nap

= densit y of atoms of type i,

(2.14.34)

ai = aZi/a

= Zie?/hV ,

(2.14.35)

.&axi = t!n

enZ,1213
, (2.14.45)

= th

xai = the screening angle for atoms of type i,
=
x0=

[x:(1.13 + 3.76c~$‘~

,

x0,

(2.14.37)

rTF

x0 = Ao/211.= h/p = wavelength of electron/2s,
rTF = Thomas - Fermi radius of atom

Hence,

(4.14.47)
(2.14.39)

ao = Bohr radius = tr2/tn,e2

(2.14.40)

so that

xt’ = screening angle for the atomic

2 _
Xa -

atoms of type i.
The next step is to let p = 1 in the Qi that are in the xai, to delete the term
with xtC, and to let Z,? -+ Zi(Zi+<Ms).
Recalling that p = E/3/c, Eqn. 2.14.32
now becomes
= g

49re4 5
1i=l

pi&(&

(2.14.46)

(2.14.38)

= 0.885 a0 Zi-‘13 ,

xPen xa

= ha 1.13 + &a[1 + 3,.34(oZi)2] .

ln [1.13 + 3.76(aZi)2]

(2.14.36)

+ <MS) h

Xai

0ZqF’
11
*

(2.14.41)

dt’

mqe4 1.13 ezxlzs
p2h2(0.885)2eZE/Zs

(2.14.48)

’

Now, recalling that Eqns. 2.14.23-25 are equivalent to

4?rriZd

(mzc2/E2p4)

,

(2.14.49)

and using Eqns. 2.14.28, 29, 48, 49, we obtain

Since e2 = romec2, and using Eqn. 2.14.27, we obtain

xZ en x Q =
81

N flP
4?rr;
M

z
i=l

Pi&(&

+ (MS)

h

Xa,

1&d4
m2t

.

(2.14.42)

(2.14.50)

= ‘6680’ [p;z/:]
= b&/p2

.

;
Q.E.D.

“’
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MoliSre’s B parameter is related to b by the transcendental Eqn., 2.14.16.
For a given value of 6, the corresponding value of B may be found using Newton’s iteration method. As a rough estimate, B = b + .!n b. It can be seen that
6, and hence B, increases logarithmically
with increasing transport distance.
The intuitive meaning of Go is that it may be thought of as the number
of scatterings that take place in the slab. If this number is too small, then
the scattering is not truly multiple scattering and various steps in Moli&e’s
derivation become invalid. In Moli&e’s original paper”, he considered his
theory valid for
(2.14.51)
no(hk nb) 2 20 ,

i
!

'I'I'I'I'I'II
f(qQ)=2e-e2

1

2.4

I'l'[l

1.6’

0.8

which corresponds to
B 7 4.5,

and

(2.14.52)

b T 3.

From Eqns. 2.14.50 and 2.14.51 we arrive at the condition
-0.8

t/P” 2 ‘Jo/b, = (t&o

.
- 1.6

Another restriction on the validity of Eqn. 2.14.5 is mentioned by Bethe’l;
namely,
(2.14.53)
xaB<l.
This means that the slab must not become so thick that e/19 = xcfi
becomes
larger than one radian. We must include Eqn. 2.14.53 in the list of restrictions
on the size of the transport step s, t.
Resuming our presentation of the method used to sample 8, we return
now to the problem of sampling ti from f,(e) given by Eqn. 2.14.7. It might
funcat first appear that f,(e) is already decomposed into sub-distribution
tions. However, f(l) (0) and ff21(e) are not always positive, and thus, are
not candidate distribution functions. Graphs of f(‘)(e) and ff21(0) are shown
in Fig. 2.14.2. We now adopt a strategy similar to that used by Messel and
Crawford20; namely, mix enough of ff”l(0) with f(‘)(e) and f(2l(e) to make
them everywhere positive. Unlike Messel and Crawford, who dropped the term
involving ff21 (e),we have been able to retain all of the first three terms in the
expansion.
The factorization we use is

f,(e)

= 2
i=l

aifi(Gi(e)

,

(2.14.54)
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Figure 2.14.2. Plots of f(O), f(r),
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and ft21.

where
(2.14.55)

a,=l-X/B,
f,(e)

= 2e+f?
de)

for

ec(o, 00) ,

(2.14.57)

= 1,

a2 = m,Norm/B

A(e) = VP

g2v)= -Ag2,Nmn

for

(2.14.58)

,

wu4

,

(W)(e) + f@)(e)+ f”)(e)@ ,
a3 = g3,am/2P2B

(2.14.56)

,

(2.14.59)
(2.14.60)
(2.14.61)

f3(e)

g3(e) = - e4

for l e+,

= 2/r2e-3

oo) ,

(#O)(e) + f(l)(e) + f(2)(e)/8)

(2.14.62)

.

(2.14.63)

g3,Norm

When the third sub-distribution function
using f&71) and As(r)) given by
ft~3ttl)

!hs(rl)

=

--!!--- -4
g3,Norm

=

2P2rl

(Xff”l(l/q)

is selected, we first sample Q = l/e

for v(O,l/p) ,

+ f”‘(l/~)

+ f”‘(l/s)/B)

(2.14.64)

.

(2.14.65)

Then we let B = l/q.
As presented above, this scheme contains four parameters, A, /J, gz,Norm
and C&Norm; the latter two are so chosen that gz(t9) and g,,s(q) have maximum values (over the specified ranges) which are not greater than 1. The first
sub-distribution
is the gaussian (actually exponential in e2) distribution that
dominates for large B (thick slabs). The third subdistribution
represents the
“single scattering tail.” The second sub-distribution
can be considered as a
correction term for central 0 values. The parameter p separates the central
region from the tail. The parameter A determines the admixture of f(O) in the
second and third sub-distribution functions. It must be large enough to ensure
that g2(e) and g,(e) are always positive. It will also be noted that al becomes
negative if B < A so that this case must be specifically treated. After studying
the variation of the theoretical sampling efficiency with the variation of these
parameters, the values
A = 2,

P = 1,

g2,Norm

= 1.80,

g3,Norm

= 4.05

(4.14.66)

were chosen. These values do not give the absolute optimum efficiency, but the
optimum /.Lvalues were usually close to one, so we chose /.J= 1 for simplicity. A
could not have been chosen much lower while still maintaining positive rejection
functions. Furthermore it was desired to keep X as low as possible since this
would allow Moli&e’s distribution to be simulated for as low values of B as
possible. Although Moli&re’s theory becomes less reliable for B < 4.5, it was
felt that it was probably as good an estimate as could easily be obtained even
in this range.
Since al < 0 for B < X, some modification of the scheme must be devised in
this case. What we have done is to use the computed values of B in computing
85

xefi,
but for sampling we set ‘l/B’ = ‘l/X’. This has the effect of causing
ithe gaussian not to be sampled.
Our next point is best made by means of Fig. 2.14.3 which is a graph of Eqn
!
*2.14.16, the transcendental equation relating B and b. It will be observed that
when viewed as defining a function of b the resulting function is double valued.
We of course reject the part of the curve for B < 1. We would, however, like to
have a value of B for any thickness of transport distance (i.e., any value of b).
In order to obtain a smooth transition to zero thickness we join a straight line
from the origin, (B = 0, b = 0), to the point on the curve (B = 2, b = 2-h
2).
B is then determined by
&b
B=

ifb<2-Ln2,

(2.14.67)

the B > 1 satisfying B - ln B = b,
ifb>2-h2.

I

For rapid evaluation, B has been fit using a piecewise quadratic fit for bc(2,30);
b = 30 corresponding roughly to a thickness of 10’ radiation lengths, which
should be sufficient for any application.
Actually, b = 0 does not correspond to t = 0, but rather to t w 2 x
10b6Xo. We nevertheless set 0 = 0 if b < 0. The case where bc(O,3) is not too
likely either, since b = 3 roughly corresponds to t = 1O-4Xo, and is not very
important since the scattering angles should be small. However, Roge@has
found that in low energy applications, it is possible to take too small a step,
thereby running into this constraint and effectively turning off the multiple
scattering.
To complete our discussion on sampling we note that f,(e) is sampled
directly by means of
(2.14.68)
e=dq.
The p.d.f. of f2(0) is sampled by merely choosing a uniformly distributed
random number. The p.d.f. of js(q) is sampled by taking the larger of two
uniformly distributed random numbers. Finally, g2(8) and gus(q) are divided
into “B-independent” parts

g2(e)
= g2de)
+ 922(e)/B
for w, 1),
sq3(e) = s3h)

+ g32(tWB

for

~((41)

.

(2.14.69)
(2.14.70)

The functions gzr, gz2, gsi, ,and gaz have been fit by PEGS over the interval
(0,l) using a piecewise quadratic fit. This completes our discussion of the
method used to sample f?.
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We now consider what limits should or must be placed on the size of’the
transport step. One condition is that x:B < 1. Another requirement might
:be that the difference between the straight line and total distance traveled by
!an electron be less than some fraction of t; that is, (t - s) < Et. The reason
for, this restriction is that we are using an approximate correction method so
‘we would like to keep the correction from getting too large. Another condition
might be that the expected lateral deflection over one step be kept below some
Other restrictions that are independent of
value; th,at is, AZ,,,
< AZ,,,.
multiple scattering are that the step must not exceed the distance to the next
interaction, or geometry boundary, or the range of the electron. Also, if the
material density were a function of position and the density override facility
were being used (see Appendix 2), or if the modifications necessary to simulate
showers in electric and magnetic fields were made and the electric and magnetic
fields were functions of position, then the transport step size should be kept
small enough to adequately take into account the inhomogenieties.
It is for
such reasons as these that the TMXS (i.e. maximum transport step) override
(see Appendix 2) h as b een provided to allow the user to decide on the desired
limits to the transport step length. We now consider the multiple scattering
restrictions on transport step size one at a time.
The maximum total step size consistent with Bethe’s condition, tg, is
determined by the condition

I

I
/

3

2

b
0

x:(tB)B(tB) = 1 .

Moliere’s
Limit

-I

(2.14.71)

From Eqn. 2.14.16 we can write
e* = eB/B,

(2.14.72)

and using Eqns. 2.14.17, 18, 23 with Eqns. 2.14.71 and 2.14.72, we have

-2

(2.14.73)
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Figure 2.14.3. Plot of Eqn. 2.14.16 (B -en
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B = b).

Solving for tB we obtain

(2.14.74)

It can be seen’that the energy variation of tB ,is dominated by the fiMs’ factor.
PEGS function TMXB evaluates Eqn. 2.14.74.
Now let tp(C) be the transport distance such that on the average

For the purposes of making corrections we now have
i

3’ = t’(1 -

!

1

t'

(b - -%4/b= c ,

(2.14.75)

where up is the average “straight line” distance traveled when the total distance
is tp. Since we are making a rough estimate, we shall use the Fermi-Eyges
scattering theory* . Messel and Crawford20 discuss the path length correction
(we use their correction method but not necessarily their limit). In analogy to
their equations we obtain
t
e”(t’)dt’

,

(2.14.76)

(2.14.77)

J??S= m/e

a

where

1')

= 3’[2/(1+

(2.14.83)

)
di=G)]

,

(2.14.84)

1
3’ = a/tb(E)

,

(2.14.85)

t’ = t/t&??)

.

(2.14.86)

Figure 2.14.4 shows a graph of Eqn. 2.14.83. It can be seen that, after a
distance t = t,, there has been so much scattering that according to our simple
model the electron has traveled a net distance of zero. It also can be seen that
the largest achievable s’ is l/4, which occurs for t’ = l/2. Thus we must at
least require t’ 5 l/2, and this part of the curve is a graph of Eqn. 2.14.84. We
fit Eqn. 2.14.84 with a piecewise quadratic fit for greater speed. Because Eqn.
2.14.84 is singular at s’ near 0.25, we restrict our fit to s’ < 0.22. We now also
select our path length restriction to be

= 21.2 MeV ,
(2.14.87)
(2.14.79)

(2.14.80)
Comparing

Eqn. 2.14.75 and 2.14.80 we see that
tp(E)=

b(Jw

,

(2.14.81)

where we have defined
(2.14.82)

where we select &pm- = 0.3 as default in EGS. But this may be overridden by
users to smaller (but not larger) values if desired.
PEGS could have functions to evaluate other path length restrictions. However, PEGS currently has only TMXB, and a TMXS which computes the minimum of TMXB and 10 radiation lengths. The latter restriction was used to
make TMXS easier to fit. PEGS fits TMXS(&) with a piecewise linear fit so
that the maximum recommended step size is easily evaluated.
The effect of using these path length restrictions needs to be studied further. The choice of path length restriction can be very important depending
on the problem. For the high energy experiments we have tested both EGS3
and EGS4 against, the path length limitation that has been most effective has
been a combination of the TMXB restriction and a requirement that the path
length be less than 200 (t,,f)o, the latter being the maximum step size used in
EGS2 as well.

* For a short review of Fermi-Eyges theory see Kase and Nelson3’.
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In many cases the default algorithm in EGS4 appears to work above
about 20 MeV.
Below 20 MeV, steadily smaller ESTEPE values are required until by
1.5 MeV and below, one needs ESTEPE about 1% for low Z materials
i
and about 0.3% for high Z materials.
Not all problems are sensitive to the ESTEPE parameter, even at low
energies (e.g., X-ray production from thick targets). In other cases, the
calculated results change by a factor of seven (e.g., the transmission of
2 MeV electrons through a 3 mm slab of Si).
Excessively small steps cause multiple scattering to be ‘turned off” as
discussed above in connection with Eqn. 2.14.67. Care must be taken
that this is not affecting the calculation. The variable NOSCA?has been
added to COMMON/MISC/ and reports how often this has occurred (see
Table A2.3.1 in Appendix 2).

Further work63 is currently in progress with the expectation that a much
more user-transparent algorithm for selecting the optimum step size can eventually be implemented within the EGS framework.

0.10

2.15

PHOTOELECTRIC EFFECT

The total photoelectric cross sections that we use are taken from Storm and
Israe130 and are available for elements 1 through 100. The data read from the
data file are in units of barns/atom. PEGS routine PHOTTZ computes

0
11.17

0

0.8

0.4

t’

1.0
,,3OAP

Figure 2.14.4. Plot of Eqn. 2.14.83 1s = t’(1 - t’)].
As one moves to lower (total) energies (5 20 MeV) the choice of step
size becomes more and more criticall‘jand
much smaller steps must be used.
A major reason for this is that the path length correction derived above is
inaccurate at low energies63. In the short term, the subroutine FIXTMX (which
is included on the EGS4 Distribution Tape) can be used to adjust the TMXS
arrays used by EGS4 to give a lixed fractional energy loss per step (called
ESTEPE). This algorithm for determining the step size is similar to that used
by ETRAN’. Unfortunately, shorter step sizes imply longer computation times
and the optimum choice of step size is problem dependent. As a rough guide,
the following observations hold16 :

Ept,oto,partid(Z,
k) = !$

XO

(’

.

’ 10-24cm2)

barn

~+,to(Z,

5)

(barns)

,

(2.15.1)
is
obtained
by
using
PEGS
function
AINTP
to
do
a
log-log
where uFphoto(Z,I)
interpolation in energy of the cross sections in the data base. The total cross
section, as computed by PEGS routine PHOTTE, is given by
(2.15.2)
i=l

This total photoelectric cross section is then used in the computation of the
photon mean free path and branching ratio.
The run-time implementation of the photoelectric effect is rather simplein fact, early versions of EGS dealt directly with the interaction within subroutine PHOTON. Starting with EGS3, however, subroutine PHOTO was created
in order to provide some flexibility for more complicated schemes.

At present the only data available at run-time to EGS is a weighted average
K-edge energy given by

In the default version of subroutine PHOTO one of two things can happen.
If the energy of the incident photon is below ,&~-~h~, it is merely discarded
(and subroutine AUSGAB is called with IARG=I). Otherwise, a photoelectron
is created with total energy

E=L-~~~cdpc+~,

(2.15.4)

and with the same direction as the incident photon. To preserve the energy
balance, a photon of energy &K-+~
is created and then forcibly discarded
(and subroutine AUSGAB is called with IARC=4).
A substitute PHOTO routine, which uses the EK-~+
of the highest K
constituent rather than a weighted average, has been w&tens4 . Again, if
the incident photon is below this edge, it is merely discarded. Otherwise a
photoelectron is created with the appropriate energy. The fluorescent yield and
branching ratios between K, and Kp photons are then consulted, resulting in
the decision to create either no photons, one average K, photon or one average
Kp photon. In any case, excess energy is tallied by creating a photon with the
leftover energy and forcibly discarding it.
An example similar to this scheme, but designed primarily for use with
elements, is provided in the EGS4 User Code called UCEDGE that is described
in Chapter 4 (ADVANCED EGS4 USER CODES).
2.16

COHERENT ( RAYLEIGH)

SCATTERING

The total coherent (Rayleigh) scattering cross sections which are used are from
Storm and Israe130and are available for elements 1 through 100. As with the
photoelectric effect cross sections, the data file is in units of barns/atom. The
PEGS routine COHETZ computes

cco,,er,portial(Z,
L)=s Xo(’’10-24cm2)
ww(Z,
I) (barns)
,

where
~~~~~~
(4 l)

is obtained by usiug the PEGS function AINTP to do a log,
fog interpolation in energy of the Storm and Israel cross sections. To obtain the
total cross section, we treat all the atoms as if they act independently. That is,.
‘6 PEGS routine COHETM we compute
i

(2.162)

The assumption of independent atoms is also made below to calculate the
form factors for coherent scattering. This assumption is used because it allows
the complete generality of the PEGS code to be maintained. However, as shown
in Table 2.16.1, this assumption is known to be poor since both the molecular
structure and the structure of the medium can affect coherent scattering*5*66.
Table 2.16.1
Total Cross Section (10w2’ cma/molecule)
for Coherent Scattering from Water(“)
Photon Energy
(w
20
60

lib

Free 0 +
2 I+ee H(*l

Pree Hz0
Molecule

Liquid
Water

2.65
0.417
0.161

2.92
0.444
0.170

2.46
0.392
0.151

(“1 From Johns and Yaffe66- note that effects on scattering angle are more dramatic than
for total cross sections.
(‘1 Value used in EGSIIPEGSI.
Rather than passing &,,,,cr(k) to the EGS code, PEGS passes the ratio
which EGS uses as a correction factor to include coherent
(Lt - Lhcr)/Lt,
scattering only if the user requests it.
Let us now develop a method for sampling the coherent scattering angle.
The differential coherent scattering cross section is given by

(2.16.3)

barn

(2.161)
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where re is the classical electron radius. FT (q) is the total molecular form factor
94
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calculated under the independent atoms assumption discussed above. That is,
(2.16.4)

lFT(q)12= 2 pi(F(q, zi)]”
i=l

where F(q, Zi) is the atomic form factor for element 2; and the momentum
transfer, q, is given by
q = Sk&l;

= &(l-

(2.16.5)

cosl9)‘/2 .

Using dn = 2nd(cosB), defining p = cos19, and with q2 = 2k2(l - p), we can
write
(2.16.6)
’
where

.

Using this decomposition, we :lke [FT(q)]2/A(q&(lt)
as a probability density function and (1 + pa)/2 as a rejection function (e.g., see Section 2.2). The
variable q2 is sampled from

4q2)
Cl= A(&,)

where (1 is a random number drawn uniformly on the interval (0,l)
value corresponding to the q2 value is obtained from
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OF SHORT

EGS4

TUTORIALS

’

EGS is a powerful system which has been used in order to produce some
‘very complex Monte Carlo simulations. In spite of this complexity the user’s,
,interface with the system is, in principle, very simple. In the followingf series
‘of tutorial programs we use various aspects of these user interfaces in what we
refer to as EGS User Codes. In these User Codes we will introduce some of
the basic scoring techniques and, at the same time, will demonstrate the power
of the Mortran3 language. Formal documentation in the form of EGS4 and
PEGS4 User Manuals can be found in Appendices 2 and 3, respectively. An
EGS4 User Guide to Mortran3 can be found in Appendix 4 and an overview of
the system considerations (e.g., IBM, VAX, etc.) is given in Appendix 5.
These tutorials are written on the assumption that the reader is generally
familiar with the contents of the user manuals, although a complete understanding of them isnot required. In fact, the purpose of these tutorials is to
make these manuals more understandable. Although the programs presented
here are very simple in construction, it should become clear that with various
extentions to them, generally of a bookkeeping nature, a wide range of important problems can be studied. In the following sections, sometimes only partial
listings of User Codes are presented. The complete source for each (and the
corresponding FORTRAN 77 code) is found on the EGS4 Distribution Tape* .
Note also that the results from these tutorial programs will be slightly different
on machines with different word lengths. Finally, please excuse some ugly coding which was necessary in places to ensure the tutorials run under FORTRAN
IV or FORTRAN 77 on a VAX or IBM/VM.

(2.16.8)
and the p

If a second random number, 52, is chosen such

l+ Cc2> $2

A SERIES

3.1

TUTORIAL 1 (PROGRAM TUTORl.MOR)

The geometry of the first seven tutorials is the same. Namely, a semi-infinite
slab of material is placed in a vacuum and a pencil beam of photons or electrons
is incident normal to the surface. The slab is in the X-Y plane and the particles
are incident at the origin traveling along the Z-axis. In the first problem, a
beam of 20 MeV electrons is incident on a 1 mm thick plate of tantalum. In
order to use EGS to answer the question “What comes out the far side of the
plate?b, we have created the User Code (TUTORl.MOR)
shown below.

’

then the value of p is accepted for the scattering angle. Otherwise p is rejected
and the sampling process is repeated. In PEGS4 the tabulated values of F(q, 2)
given by Hubbell and Overb@’ have been used.

* In this chapter we will use the VAX/VMS
file naming convention (e.g.,
TUTORl.MOR),
w h ereas on the EGS4 Distribution Tape we use the IBM/VM
equivalent (e.g., TUTOR1

MORTRAN)

Figure

3.1.1

Unc-ntod

lilting

of IUTORl.MOR

REPLACE WXMED) VITE {I)
REPLACE {$MXREO) VITR {3)
REPLACE W&STACK) VIIB {16)
BEpLm ~;coHIN/cEoM/;)
Vm <;C~MMON/CEOM/ZBOUND;)
REPLACE {;COMIN/RANDOM/;) VIIB ~;COt&lON/RANDOM/III;}
REPLACE <$RANDOMSET8;) VIIB
<1:x=1X:*663608941 ;{pl)=o.s
+ nx*0.23283064~-09;)
;COMIN/BOUNDS.GEOH,MEDIA,MISC,IIiRESE/;
$TTPE MEDARR(24) /$S’IA’.22*’
‘/;DO I=l.24[NEDIA~I.l~=HEDuuL~I~;l
/HED(1).Hm(3)/=0;~(2)=1;~1(2)=1.6;PCU1(2)=0.1;
;OUIPUI;(‘l
START TUTORi’//’
CALL HATCH 10 GET CROSS-SECTION DATA'/);
CALL BATCH;;OUIPUI AEW-0.611.
19(l);
(~OKNOCK-ONELECTBONS CAN BE CREATED AWD ANT ELEC~ON FOLLOVEO DOVN 10’.
MeV KINETIC ENERGY’/:
F3.3,'
BREM PHOTONSCAN BE CREATED AND’,
’ ANT PROTON FOLLOVED DOVN IO
',F8.3,'
MeV 'I);
ZBOIRSD=O.1;OUTPU~;(‘O’.IlQ,‘KIIJEIIC
ENEaCY(MeV)‘,I40.‘CII~GE’,148,
‘ANGLE V.R.I.
2 AXIS-DECREES’);
IqIN=-l;EIN=20.611;
/XIN.TIN,ZIN/=O.O;/UIN,VIN/=O.O;VIN=l.O;IRIN=2;V~IN=l.O;
DO 1=1,8 [OUTPUT I;(’ START HISTOBT’,I4);
CALL SHOvER~IQIN,EIN.XIN,rIII,ZIV,UIN,VIN,VIN,IBIN.VTIN);]
STOP;END;
SUBROUTINE AUSCAB(IARC) ;
COMIN/STACI(/;IF(I~G.E~.3)[ANCLE=ACOS(V(NP))*l80./3.14169;
IF(IQ(NP) .EQ.O)[EKINE=E(NP);]
USE [mINE=E(NP)-0.6ll;l
OUTPUT EKINE,IlJ@Pp),ANCLE;(T2l,F10.3,I33,IlO,T4Q,FlO.l);]
REIORN;EVD;
SOBROUTINEHOWFAR;
COMIN/STACK,EPCOUI,CEOM/;
IF(IR(NP).E~.3)[IDISC=l;REIORN;]ELSEIF(IR(NP).E~.2)[
IF~V~NP~.CT.O.O)[NAL=~ZBOUND-Z(WP)~/V(NP);IF(NAL.CT.USTEP)[BETURN;]
ELSE[USTEP=~AL;IRNEY=3;BETUBB;]]
FJ..SEIF(V(NP).Lt.O.O)[TVAL=-Z(NP)/V(NP);
IF(NAL.CT.USTEP)[RENRN;]
ELSE[USTEP=TVAL;IRVEV=l;RElWRN;]]ELSEIF(V(NP).EQ.O.O)[RETURV;]]
ELSEIF~IR~NP).E~.l)[IF(V(NP).GI.0.0)[USTEP=O.O;IRNEY=2;RETURN;]
ELSE1 IDISC=l;RETIJRN;]]
END;

Needless to say, the above User Code listing is somewhat difficult to read,
and therefore confusing, in spite of the fact that it is more or less complete. The
following is a heavily commented version of the same code, where the structure
and readability of the Mortran3 language clearly demonstrates itself.
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3.1.2

Conmented lirting

of TlJIORl.NOR

IINDENT M 4;
l INDEAI EACH MOBIRAN NESTIPC LEVEL BT 4.
IINDENT F 2;
“INDEIJI EACH FORTRANNESTING LEVEL Bl 2.
.*********************+Z*+Z***********************************************.
4.
.
**************
.
* TUTOR1.MOR *
I
**************
.
l
.

.
.

An ECSI mer cod.. It liete
the particler
of a 1 mm Ia Plato rben a pencil beam of
ir incident
on it normally.

i

ercaping from the back
20 MeV electrone

.
.
.
.
.
l

.
.
.
.
”
.

. The following
unitr ere ared: unit 6 for (terminal)
output
.
unit 8 to echo PECS input data
.
unit 12 ir PEGS crow-rection
file
.*********************************************************************.
.-------------------------------------_,------------------------------.
.
“Sm
1: USER-OVERRIDE-OF-ECSQ-M4CROS
I---------------------------------------------------------------------.
REPLACE C$MXMED) VITB {I)
“only 1 medium in the problem(defanlt
10).
REPLACEWWtEG) VIIH 13)
.only 3 geometric regione (default
2000)’
REPLACE WXSTACK) VIM {lS).l eee than 16 particler
on eta& at once.
‘DEFINE A COWON IO PASS INFORMAIIOU IO THE CEOMETRTROUTINE BOVFAR’
REPLY <;coMIN/cEoM/;)
Vm {;C~~~N/CEOM/ZBOUNDD;)
l
THE FOLOYINC RANDOMNIJNBERCEVERATORNEEDS IO BE USED ON A VAX.
. REMOVE MIS MACRODEFINITION ON AN IBM MACHIVE SINCE IRE EcS4 l
.
” DEFAULT VORKS THERE
REPLACE {;COMIN/RANDOM/;) VITR ~;COhWON/RANDOM/IXX;)
REPLACE <$RAVDOMSETI;) WITH
<Ixx=Ixx*663608941;~~1~=0.6
+ Ixx*0.23283064~-09;)

;COMIN/BOUNDS,CEOM,MEDIA.MISC.THRESH/;”NOTE ; BEFORE COMIN”
.
THE ABOVE EXPAVDS INTO A SERIES OF COMMONSTATEMEVTS*
.
BOUNDS CONTAINS ECU1 AND PCUT”
.
CEOM PASSES INFO TO OUR HOVFAR ROUTINE”
.
MEDIA CONTAINS THE ARRAY MEDIA.
I
MISC CONTAINS NED”
.
THRESH CONTAINS AE AND APm
I---------------------------------------------------------------------”
.
*STEP 2 PRE-BATCH-CALL-INITIALIZAIION
.----~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~”
tIYPE MEDARR(24) /$S’TA’.22*’
‘/; -PLACE MEDIuM NAME IN AN ABRAT”
.
$S IS A MORTRAN MACRO TO EXPAND STRINGS”

.
.

$TYPE IS INTEGER(F4) OR CHARACTER*4 (F77).
~EPENDINC ON IHE u;s4 VERSION BEING USED=
I
IN ORDER,I0 MATCH THE TYPE OF MEDIA"
DO I=l,24~~IA~I,l)=HEDARB(I);]"~IS
IS TO AVOID A DATA STATEMENTFOB.
.
A VARIABLE IN COMMON=
'NMED AND DUN11 DEFAULT TO 1, I.E. ONE KEDIUB AND BE YORK IN CM"
/HED(l).HED(3)/=0;~(2)=l;"VACuuH

;OPIPUI AEW-0.511,

19(l);
(‘OKNOCK-ON ELECTRONS CAN BE CREATEDAND ANY ELECTRONFOLLOWEDDOWNIO'
/~QO,F0.3.'
HeV KINETIC ENERGY'/
',
BREM PHOTONSCAN BE CBEAIEB MD ANY PBOIOY FOLLOUEBDOWNIO
HOV 'I);

"COMPION EVEUTS CAN CREATE ELECTRONSAUD PHOIOBS BELOY IBESE CUTOFFS.
I-------------------________,___________------------------------------.
.
%IEP 4 IKIIIALfZAIIOY-FOR-BOWFAR
.---------------------------------------------------------------------.
zBOUKD=O.l;~
PLATE IS 1 Ml IBICK"
.---------------------------------------------------------------------.
.
'STEP 6 IYIIIALIZAfION-FOR-AUSCAB
.---------------------------------------------------------------------.
l PRIBT BEADER FOB OUTPUT - WBICB IS ALL AUSCABDOES II IBIS CASE.
;OIIIPU~;~'O'.Tl9,'II~IIC
EawcT(E(eV)‘,~40.‘CBIPCE’.I4B,
'AIGLE I.R.1.
Z AKIS-DEGREES');
.---------------------------------------------------------------------"
.
YnEP 6
DEIERMIKATIOK-OF-INCIDENT-PARTICLE-PARAMETERS
I---------------------------------------------------------------------.
"DEFINE IKIIIAL
VARIABLES FOR 20 MEV BEAM OF ELECTRONSINCIDENTm
l PERPENDICULARIO IBE SLAB.
IpIll=-1;"
EIN=20.611;m
/IIN,YIN,ZIN/=O.O;*
/UIN,VIU/=O.~;VIN=~.O;.

IRIIi=2;'
YTIN=l.O;.

.---------------------------------------------------------------*--~--.

. +

'STEP 7
SHOWER-CALL
I----_--_-------_-----------------------------------------------------"

l INIIIAIE

THE SHOVER8 TIHESm

DO X=1.8 [OUTPUT I;('

i

START HISTOBY'.I4);

IN REGIONS 1 AND 3. IA IN REGIOU 2"

ECUT(2)=1.6;"
TERMINATEELECTRONEISTORIES AI 1.6 MEV IN THE PLATE.
TERMINATE PHOTONHISTORIES A1 0.1 MEV IN THE PLATE.
PcUT(2)=0.1;~
.
ONLT NEEDEDFOE REGION 2 SINCE NO TRANSPORTELSEWHERE"
.
ECU1 IS IOTAL ENERGY = 0.989
MEV KINETIC ENERGY"
"---------------------------------------------------------------------.
.
Yzw
3
BATCB-CALL
I---------------------------------------------------------------------.
;OUIPUI;('l
START IUIOEl'//'
CALL BAICB IO GET CROSS-SECTIONDATA'/);
CALL BAXB;m
PICK UP CROSSSECTION DATA FOR IAm
I
DATA FILE MUST BE ASSIGNED TO UK11 12"

;TQO,F8.3.*

I
I,

INCIDENT CBARCE - ELECTRONS.
20 BEV KINETIC ENERGY=
INCIDENI AT ORICIKm
MOVING ALONG z AXIS.
STARTS II REGION 2. COULDBE 1"
BEIGBI = 1 SINCE NO VARIANCE REDUCTIOKUSED=

I

I

CALL SHOUER(IqIN,EIN.XIN,YIN,ZIN,UIN,VIN,WIN,IRIN,UTIK);
I~~~~~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
.

STEP a
OUTPUT-OF-RESULTS
"-----------------------------------------------------------------.
.NOIE OUTPUT IS AT THE END OF EACB HISTORY IN SUBROUTINEAUSGAB.]

SIOP;END;
.******************************t**************************************.
.

.

SUBROUTINEAUSCAB(IARC);
.

.
.
. IN GEKERAL. AUSGABIS A ROUTIKE VBICB IS CALLED UNDER A SERIES
' OF UELL DEFINED CONDITIONS SPECIFIED BT TEE VALUE OF IARC (SEE THE'
" ECS4 MANUALFOR IRE LIST).
IBIS IS A PARIICULARILT SIMPLE AUSGAB:
'
' WHENEVERIBIS ROUTINE IS CALLED VIII4 IARG=J , A PARTICLE BAS
.
' BEEN DISCARDED BY TBE USER II BOWFAR
"
' VE GET AUSGAB10 PRINT THE REqUIRED INFORMATIONAT TEAT POINT
~*************t***************************~~*************************=
COHIN/SIACK/;
IF(IARG.Eq.3)[
ANGLE=AC0S(U@P))*180./3.14169;"ANGLE

V.R.T.

Z AXIS I1 DEGREES.

IF(Iq(IJP).Eq.O)[HIffi=E(~P);I
ELSE
~~INE=E~~P)-o.~~~;~=GE~
Kmmc
ENERGT.
OUTPUTH1IIE.1q~IIP).ANGLE;~121.F10.3,133,110.149,F10.1);1
REIURK;EKD;mEND OF AUSGABm
"****C***********t***************t*t**.
I
SUBROUTINEHOVFAR;
.
" IBE FOLLOVING IS A GENERALSPECIFICAIIOB OF BOBFAR
.
GIVEN A PARTICLE AI (1,Y.Z) IN REGION IP AND GOING II DIRECTION
I)
(U.V,V).
IBIS ROUTINE ANSBERS ME qUESTION, CAK IBE PARTICLE G O
I
A DISTANCE USTEP WITHOUT CROSSING A BOUNDART
.
IF YES, IT BERELT RETURNS
.
IF NO, II SETS USIEP=DISTANCE IO BOUNLMRTIN IBE CURRENT
.
DIRECTIOU AND SETS IRNEU 10 TBE REGION NUMBER ONIEE
"
FM SIDE OF THE BOUBDART(IBIS CAK BE MESST IN GENERAL!)

.
.
.
.
.
.
I
l

.
'

1

THE USEB CAN TBllNIIiATE A EISTORT B T SETTING IDISC>O. B E E E Y E
TERMINATEALL EISTOBIES VHICH ENTER BEGION 3 OB A B E GOING
BACKVABDSII BEG103 1

'
.
"

.
I
.
I
BECIOB 2
BECION 3
RECIOU 1
I
.
.
a- ~-mrr~rr~,
I
I .- or photon ====>
I
.
I
Ia
MCUIU
vacuum
I
~**t************t******************************************************"
CO~IU/SIAclr.EPCONI,CEOM/;
.
COt44ONSTACK CONIAINS I,T.Z.U.V.V,IB
AND NP(STACK POINTE6)m
.
COWON ElkON CONTAINS IRNEU. USTEF' AND IDISC.
.
COW4011 GEOH CONTAINS ZBOUND.

I
I
.
.
I
.

.

.
.

IF(IR(NPP).Eq.3)
[IDISC=~;RETUBN;~TE~MINATE THIS HISTORT: 11 IS P A S T THE PLATE.1
FLSEIF(IB@F+).EQ.2)[~YE
ARE IN THB Ia PLATS - CIlECI THE GEOMETBTm

This User Code produces the following output on the line printer [note: results
: may differ from one computer to another (e.g., VAX versus IBM) because of
!, the difference in machine precision].
I

Fipro
hr

3.1.3

ELSEIF(V(HP).E~.O.O)[~CANNOI
]"END OF BECION 2 CASE”

BATLEIGH DATA AVAILABLE FOR MEDIUM 1 BUT OPTION NOT BEqUESTED.
EGS SUCCESSFULLT'HATCHED' FOR ONE MEDIUM.
KNOCK-ONELECIBONB CAH B E CBEATEDAUD ANT ELECTBOll FOLLOWEDDOVN TO
0.989 WaV KIWXIC ENEBGT
B B M PHOTONSCA3 B E CBEATEUAND ANT PHOTO3 FOLLOVEDDOWNIO
0.100 Md

START HISTORT
START EISTOBT

START HISTORT

HIT BOUNDART'llENRII;l
START BISTOBT

ELSEIF(IB(NP).EQ.l)["IN
IlECIOU YITH SOURCE"
IF(Y(NP).CT.O.O)["THIS
M U S T B E A SOURCEPARTICLE ON Z=O BOUNDABT"
START HISTORT

uSTEP=O.O;IRNEv=2;RmJRN;l

ELSE['II
IS A REFLECTEDPABIICLE-DISCABD IT= IDISX;
]"END BECION 1 CASE.

TUIORl.WOB

CALL HATCH IO GET CBOSS-SECIIOII DATA

START HISTORT
ELSEIF(V(NP).LI.O.O)[mCOINC
BACK TOWARDS ORIGIN=
NAL=-Z(NP)/Y(NP);
'DISTANCE TO PLANE AI OBICINm
IF(NAL.CI.USSTEP)[BE~;"CAN
T A K B CUBEENTLTBEQUESTEDSTEP"]
ELsE[USTEP=NAL;IRHEY=l;BETUBN;l
Im E N D V(NP)<O CASE"

iron

m IOBl

START EISIOBT
IF(Y(NP).CI.O.O)[
nCOIIC FORWARD - CONSIDEB FIRST SINCE M O S T FBEQWNT'
NAL=(~Omoo-Z(arP))/U(~);.~AL
IS DIST TO BOUNDABT.
.
IN TXIS DIRECIIOIIm
IF(NAL.C1.USIEP)[REIUllH;"CAN
T A K E CURBENILT B E W E S T E D STEP.1
ELsE[USTEP=NAL;IBNEU=J;BET~;]
]=END OF U(NP)>O CASE.

Output

BETURN;]

END;"EUD OF SUBROUTINEHOUFAB"
START HISTORT

KINETIC ENERCT(NaV)
1
6.886
11.094
2
17.890
3
0.409
17.376
4
1.463
0.914
0.241
16.292
6
0.326
17.734
8
0.681
1.693
16.716
7
0.286
0.668
2.118
13.022
8
18.020

CHARGE. ANGLE 1.8.1.
0
-1

19.8
40.1

-1

33.2

0
-1

9.7
14.9

0
0
0
-1

7.6
23.6
14.8
22.4

0
-1

19.1
14.3

0
0
-1

0.0
11.6
16.0

0
0
0
-1

16.7
20.0
17.7
16.3

-1

8.8

Z AXIS-DECBEES

I
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By keeping track of many of these histories, we could answer a lot of
questions about what comes out the far side of the plate, but it should be recognized that these are all bookkeeping extensions to the problem-the
physics
itself is already accomplished with EGS and the relatively small amount of User
Code listed above. The scoring routine for this problem is the simplest possible; namely, it outputs on the line printer some of the parameters of the various
particles leaving the plate.
In addition, this User Code includes examples of the following items that
are discussed further in the EGS4 User Manual (Appendix 2).
Defining simple macro replacements for templates (e.g. the character
string $MXMED is replaced by 1 everywhere in the EGS4 system).
The use of COMIN statements (which is an EGS macro to allow easy
insertion of COMMONS).
The technique required in order to define the array MEDIA (in ANSI
FORTRAN IV).
The use of OUTPUTstatements (which are an easy way to output things
to FORTRAN Unit 6).
The definition of calling parameters for the SHOWER routine.
A very simple AUSGAB routine.
A simple HOWFAR subroutine (which does not calculate DNEAR and is
therefore not as efficient as possible).

3.i

TUTORIAL,

2 (PROGRAM

TUTORP.MOR)

: In this example we use the same geometry as above, but we want the fraction of
:, the incident energy that is reflected from, transmitted through, and deposited
, in the plate. The coding is essentially the same as in TUTOR1 except that
COMMON/SCORE/ and a new array ESCOFUZ
are defined at Step 1. The latter is
initialized to sero (Step 2) and subsequently printed out on the line printer
(Step 8). The AUSGAB routine is considerably different as shown below.

Figure

3.2.1

AUSCAS routine

for

NTOR2.WOB

.*****************************t***************************************.
.

.

SUBROUTINE AUSCAB(IARG);
.

.

” In thie AUSCAB routine
for
IUIOE.2. we ecore the energy depoelted
. in the varione rrgione.
Ihie emonntr to the total
energy
l
reflectrd,depoeited
and tranmltted
by the rlab.
”

.
”
”
.

”
g
g

For IARG=O. an electron
or photon step is about to occur and we
”
score the energy deposited,
if any. Noto that only electrons
”
depoeit energy during a atop, and due to our geometry, electrone
”
l
only take etepr in region
2 - however there ir no need to check.
.
IB For IARG=l,2 and 4. particler
have been dircarded
for falling
.
. belou varione energy cntoffr
and all their
energy ie depoeited
l
.
kinetic
energy).
’ locally
(in fact EDEP = particle8
.
” For IMC=J, we are diecarding
the particle
eince it ie in
.
l
region
1 or 3. eo ecore ite energy.
.********************************************************************.
CONIN/EPCONI.SCORE,S’IACK/; WE USE EUEP FROM EPCONI,IR(NP) FROM SIACP
I
ESCORE IS PASSED IN USEB DEFINED CONIN SCORE”
IF(IAliC.LE.4)
[IlU=IB(NP);”
PIcI( Up CURRENTREGION NUMBER.
EsCoRE(IRL)=ESCOBE~IRL)*EDEP;I
REIURN;SND;%ND OF AUSCAB”

AUSGAB is still very simple since all we need to do is to keep track of
the energy deposited in the three regions. The variable EDEP (available through
COMMON/EPCONT/)contains the energy deposited during a particular step for
a variety of different IARt%ituations, as described in the comments above and
further elaborated upon in Appendix 2. In this example, but not always, we can
sum EDEN’for any value of IARC up to 4. The following is the output provided
by TUTORP.

.;

Figure

3.2.2

Output

from

TUTOR2.MOR

Figaro

START TUTOR2

“STEP 7

3.3.1

Portion.

of YUUTOR3.NOR

SHOVFJ&-CALL

i

”

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

CALL HATCH IO GET CROSS-SECTION DATA
BAYLEICH
ECS

DATi AVAILABLE
FOR

MFDIUM 1 BUT OPTION NOT REqUESTED.

SUCCESSFULLT
'HATCHED'
FOR

ONE MEDIUM.

KNOCK-ON FJJXYRONS CAN BE CREAYED AND ANT ELECTRON FOLLOWEUDOWNIO
0.989 NeV KINETIC ENERCT
BBM PHOTONSCAI BE CREATED. AND ANT PHOTON FOLLOUEU DOWNTO
0.100 HeV

FRACTION OF ENERCT REFLECTED FROM PLATE=
FRACTION OF ENERCT DEPOSITED IN PLATE=
FRACTION OF EKERCT IRANSMIIYED TKROUCEPLATE=
TOTAL FRACTION OF ENERCT ACCOUNTEDFOR=

0.471X
12.420%
87.100%
loo. 000%

I
NCASE=6000; l INIIIAYE YHE SHOWERNCASE TIMES
”
DO I=l.NCASE [EHISI = 0.0; ‘ZERO ENERGY DEPOSITED IN THIS EIISYORT
’ CALL SHOvER(I~IN,EIN.AIN,TIU,ZIN,UIN,VIN,UIN,IRIN.VTIN);
“INCREMENI BIN CORRESPONDINGIO ENERCT DEPOSITED IN MIS HISTORT .
IBIN= MINO (IFII(ESISY/BVIDTI~
+ 0.999).
$EBIN);
IF(IBIN.NE.0)
[EBIN(IBIN)=EBIN(IBIN~+l;1l
“---~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
.
“STEP 8
OUTPUT-OF-RESULTS
.---------------------------------------------------------------------”
.
“PICI( Up HIIIt4UM BIN FOR NORMALIZATION
amux=o.o;
DO J=I.$EBIN
[BI~I=NIx(BI~x,EBIN(J));I
OUYPUI EIN.ZBOUND; (’ RESF’ONSEFUNCTION’/’ FOR A’,F8.2,
cm YEIcI( SLAB OF NAI’
’ MeV PENCIL BEAM OF PHOTONS ON A'.F7.2.'
/16, ‘ENERCT
COUNYS/INCIDENY PEOION’) ;
DO J11.48 [LIRF,(J)=’
’ ;]
“BLAIJI( ENTIRE OUTPUT ARRAT.
DO J=l,$EBIN
[ICOL=IFIX(EBIN(J)/BINtUI*48.0*0.999);
LINE(ICOL)=‘*‘;
“LOAD OUYPUI ARRAT AI DESIREU LOCATION”
OUYPUY BVIDTH*J.EBIN(J)/FLOAT(NCASE).LIRE;
(FlO.2.FlO.4.48Al);
LIRE(ICOL)=’
‘;aBEBLANKm]
SIOP;END;‘END OF TUTOR3 WIIY ROUTINB
.****L*********:********~**********~*********************k************.
.
BUBROUIINE AUSCAB(IARC);
.

3.3

TUTORIAL 3 (PROGRAM TUTORS.MOR)

The geometry in this example is similar to the previous two but the problem is
very different. Here we investigate the energy response function for a 2.54 cm
thick slab of NaI when a 5 MeV beam of photons is incident on it. In this case
the final scoring and binning is done at the end of each history (Le., after all
the descendants from each initial photon have been tracked completely). The
following shows the changes required (at Steps 7 and 8) and the new AUSGAB
routine.

105

I

In thir AUSCAB routine
for
TUIOR3. we acore the energy daporited
For IARC=O, an electron
or
n
in the detector
region,
region 2.
l
photon etep i. about to occur and ue more the energy
depoeited,
if
.
any.
Note that only electron.
deporit
energy daring a etep, and
. due to our geometry,
electrons
only take etep. in region 2. But
” there i. no need to check thi. here.
For IARC=l,f
and 4, par” ticle.
have been diecarded
for falling
below varion.
energy cat” off. and all their
energy i. deposited
locally
(in fact EDEP i. the
l
particle’.
K.E.).
Yhir only happen. in region 2. For IARC=3, YB
” are diecarding
the particle
rince it i. in region 1 or 3, eo we do
l
not acore it6 energy.
EHISI keep. track of the total
energy deponIn the main routine
it i. zeroed at the
” ited daring each hietory.
’ etart of each hietory
and binned at the end of each hirtory.
“*******t*********************************:***************************.
CONIN/EPCONT.SCORE/; ‘WE USE EDEP FROM EPCONI AND MIST FROM SCORE
IF(IARC.LE.2
.OR. IARC.Eq.4)
[EEISI=EHISI
l
EDEP;]
RETORN;END;“END OF AUSCAB.
l

.
.
.
”
l
l

m
”
l

”
l
l

”
”
”
I
”

106
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I
The following is the output provided by TUTORS.

Figure

3.3.2

Output

108
3.4

from IUTOR3.HOR

START TUTOE3

CALL BITCH TO GET CROSS-SECTIONDATA
RATLEICH DATA AVAILABLE FOR MFDIUM 1 BUT OPTION NOT REQUESTED.
ECS SUCCESSFULLY 'HATCHED' FOR ONE MEDIO?.l.
KNOCK-ON ELECTRONSCAN BE CREATED AND ANT ELECTRON FOLLOWEDDOWN10

0.180 NeV KINETIC EKERCT
BREM PHOTONSCAN BE CREATED AND ANT PHOTON FOLLOVED DOWNIO
0.010 NeV
RESPONSEFUNCTION
FOR A
6.00 MeV PENCIL BEAM OF PHOTONSON A
2.64 cm THICK SLAB OF NAI
ENFiRCl COUNTS/INCIDENI PHOTON
0.0063
*
0.20
0.40
0.60
0.80

0.0061
0.0063
0.0042

1.00
1.20

0.0048
0.0046
0.0062

*
*
*

0.0061
0.0040

*
*

0.0040
0.0064
0.0066

*

1.40
1.60
1.80
2.00
2.20
2.40
2.60
2.80
3.00
3.20
3.40
3.60
3.80
4.00
4.20
4.40
4.60
4.80
6.00

0.0060
0.0061
0.0070

*
*

TUTORIAL

4

(PROGRAM

TUTOR4.MOR)

This problem is very similar to that used in TUTOR1 except that we consider
! the transmission of 2 MeV electrons through a 2 mm plate of silicon. How’ ‘ever, here we present an example where the effect of the step size plgorithm
’ is dramatic. It has been shown l6 that low energy transport calculations are
very sensitive to the step size algorithm used and that the default algorithm
used in,EGS is inadequate when electron transport below 20 MeV is important.
This tutorial program (TUTOR4) gives an example of the use of the auxiliary
subroutine FIXTMX. With smaller step sizes, EGS is capable of very accurate
results.
This code has also been written using relational and logical operators such
~~>=(.cE.),B(.AND.),
-= (. NE. ) and 1 (. OR.). The only warning is not to mix
modes since this will generate errors (e.g., don’t use IF (A=B . AND. C=D>) . Steps
6 through 8 of the main routine, plus the AUSGAB and FIXTMX routines, are
given below.

Figure

3.4.1

Portion.

of TUT0R4.N0R

.-~~------~~---~~~~~--~------__----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

*

*
*
*
*
l

0.0080

*

0.0081
0.0006
0.0120
0.0261
0.0184
0.0174
0.0361
0.0233
0.0346

*

YXEP 6
DEYERMINATION-OF-IKCIDFKY-PARTICLE-PARAMEYERS
.-~~-----~~~----~~~~-----___------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.

.

"DEFINE INITIAL VARIABLES FOE 2 ME7 BEAM OF a- NORMALLT INCIDENT
.ou THE SLAB"
IQIN=-I;'
IBCIDENT CHARGE - FJECTRONS
EIli=2.611;=
2 t4F.V KINETIC ENERGY
/xIN,TIN.zIN/=~.o;~
INCIDENT AI ORIGIN
/U1N.V1N/=0.0;V1N=1.0;.
MOVING ALONG Z AXIS
IRIN=2;.
STARTS IN REGION 2. COULD BE 1
VIIN=l.O;"
WEIGHT = 1 SINCE NO VARIANCE REDUCIION USED

.
I
.
I
I
"

&DO THE CALCULATION NICE.

"

WITH DEFAULT ESYEPE. THEN WITH ESTEPE=lX

.

DO ISTEP=O,l [ESYEPE=ISTEP/lOO.;
CALL FIXTNX@STEPE.l);"FOR
ESYEPE=O, MIS DOESN'T CHANGE STEP-SIZE"
'NOTE, SINCE THERE IS ONLY ONE MEDIUhl, YE CALL FIIIMX ONLY ONCE l
I
DO 1=1,3 [ISCORE(I)=O;]
"ZFRO SCORING ARRAY FOR EACH PASS

*
*
*
*

“-------------------_____-______-_______--------------------------.

*
*
*
*

7
SBOUER-CALL
.---------------,---____,---____-------------------------------------------.

.

NCASE=lOOO; l INITIAYE

.

“STEP

IHE SHOVER NCASE TIMES

DO I=l.NCASE[
CALL SIIOYEB(I~IN,EIN,XIN,YIN,ZIN,UII,VIN,VIN,IRIN,VSIN);]

1
- - - - - - - -.

._____________--------------------------------------------

.
OUTPUT-OF-RESULTS
'
TXEP 8
---------.
.____________-------------------------------------------ANORM = lOO./FLOAT(NCASE); "NORMALIZE TO % OF INCIDENT PARTICLES l
OUTPUT NCASE,EIN-0.6ll,ZBOUND;(//'
FOR',IB,'
ELECTRONSOF EKERCT',
HeV INCIDENT ON A',F4.1,'
cm SI SLAB'/);
F6.1,’
'IF(ESIEPE = 0) [
OUYPUI;(' WITH THE DEFAULT ECS STEP-SIZE ALCORIYBM:');]
IF(EsTEPE -=O.O) [OUTPUT FSTEPE*lOO;
(' WITH MAXIMUMF.NERCTLOSS PER ELECTRON STEP OF'.F7.1,'
%');I
OUTPUT ANORM*ISCORE(l),ANORM*ISCORE(3);
(1~8.2,'
x OF ELECTRONSARE RFmxm,*,F8.2,~
X ARE YRAN~~IYYED');
] %ND OF LOOP OVER ISTEP=
.

STOP;END;.END OF YUTORQMAIN ROUTINE
w*********************************************************************a
I

.

SUBROUIINE AUSCAB(IARC);
.

.

In thi.
AUSCAB routine
for YUTOR4 we count the electron.
which
l
have been reflected
or transmitted
by the eilicon
plate and then
. had their hirtorie.
terminated
in AOUFAR with IARC=J.
-*********************************************************************.
COHIN/SCORE,STACK/; "YE USE ISCORE FROM SCORE AND IR(NP) FROM STACK

.
"
.

IF(IARC = 3 A Iq(Kp) = -I) IIRL=IR(RP);.
ISCORE(IRL)=ISCORE(IRL)*l;l
RETURN;END;"EKD OF AUSCAB

u

l

PICK Up CuBREwT REGION NO.

=*********************************************************************.
.
**********
"
* FIIIMX *

.

**********

SUBROUTINE FIXMX(ESTF.PE,MEOIUM);
.
n

u
"
l
l
I

THIS ROUTINE CHANCES YHF, STEP SIZE ALGORITHM USED IN ECS SO IHAY
THE STEP SIZE ARRAYS FOR YMXS CORRESPONDIO AN ARBITRART,BUT
FIXED FRACTIONAL EKFRCY LOSS ESTEPE.
It IS ONLT NECESSARYFOR LOW WERCT F.LECYRONPROBLEM SINCE
YTPICALLT THE 2OO*TFaFFO RESTRICTION ON YMS IS MORE STRINGENT
FOE
ELFsCIRONS
VITA ENERGIES ABOVE A FEW MEV

109
I

I

.

"
(I
I
"
'
.
"
l

.

”

l

"
I

NOYE THAI THE $IMXS-OVER-RIDE MACRO IS STILL IN FORa IN ECS.

'
"
.

IRE ROUTINE CHANCES THE VALUES ONLY FOR YHE MEDIUM 'hlF.DIUt4'
AND II SHOULD PROBABLY BE USED FOR ALL MEDIA IN A PROBLEN.

l

'

IBE ROUTINE MUST BE CALLED AFTER HATCH HAS BEER CALLED AND BEFORE

"
I
.
"
I

"
.
.
.
.
"
"
l

.
.

.
.

THE SIMULATION IS BEGUN.

'

YHE ROUTINE IS INDEPENDENT OF WA1 UNITS ARE BEING USED, AS LONG
AS WET ARE CONSISIENT( E.G. CM, RL OR C/CM**2 )

' :
I
I
.

IF CALLED VIYH EsYEPE=O, YHE CURRENTALCORITBM IS USED
FOR A DETAILED DISCUSSION OF IHF, USE OF MIS ROUTINE, SEE
'Lou Energy Electron
Transport
with ECS' in Nuclear In&r.
and
D.V.O.
Rogerr
Nethod. A227 (1084)636-643.

"
.
I

.

.
I

DEC 10,1081 DAVE ROCERSNRCC
8 VOI
DEC 1084 ECSI VERSION
" vo2
m*********************************************************************m
;CONIN/MEDIA,ELECIN/;
IF(MEDIUM > $HXMED)['ERROR. OUYPUI MEDIUM;
~IEDIQU=‘,I~,’ IN FIIYMX IS TOO LARCE');REIURS;l
(///'o*e**W*~
IF(ESYEPE = 0) [RFTURN; n 1.E. USE YBE CURRENT ALCORITIDi 'I
"SET Up SOME VARIABLES FOR FIRST PASS THROUGHLOOP.
EI =EXP( (I.-EKEO(MEDIUM))/EKEl(MEDIUM));*EKERCT
OF FIRST TABLE ENYRT.
LEIL=l;
EIL = ALOC(E1);
l YHIS IS EqUIVALENI IO SSEIINYERVAL EIL,EKE; BUT AVOIDS ROUNDOFF"
$EVALUAYE FDEDI USING EDEDI(EIL);"CET
THE ELECTRON SIOPPPINC AI EI"
“NOW CALCULATE SYEP REqUIRED TO CAUSE AN FSTEPE REDUCTION IN ENERCT”
SI=EFJEPE*EI/EDEDX;
"TABULATED ENERGIES ARE IN A FIXED RATIO - CALC LOG OF THE RATIO"
ERATIO=-l./EKEl(MEDIUM);
NEKE=MEKE(MEDIU?4);"NUh5EROF ELEMENTS IN STORAGEARRAY"
DO I=l,NEKE-11
EIPl=F.XP((FLOAI(I+l)-EKEO(MEDIUM))/EKEl(MEDIUM));"EKERCT
AI I*l.
EIplL=ALOC(EIPl);LEIPlL=I+l;"DEsICNED
THIS VAY=$SETINTERVAL"
$EVALUATE EDEDI USING EDEDI(EIPlL);SIPl=ESTEPE*EIPl/FDEX;
.

“NOW SOLVE THESE EqUAIIONS

.
e
I

= TMXSI * EIL
SI
SIP1 = IMXSI * EIPIL

.
l

TNXSO

l

YMXSO

"
.

YMXSl(I,MEDIUho=(SI-S1P1)/ERA110;
YMXSO(I.MFDIUM)=SI-YMXSl(I,MEDIUM)*EIL;
"YRANSFER VALUES FOR NEXT LOOP.
EIL=EIPlL;SI=SIPl;]
“NOW PICK Up LAST TABLE ENTRT WHICH APPLIES ONLT IO LAST ENERGY'
YhlXSO(NEKE,MEDIUM)=TMXSO(NEKE-IJEDIUM);
TMXSI(NEKE.~OIUM)=~XSI(NEKE-1,t~mI.m0;
RETURK;F.RD;

l
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The following output for TUTOR4 clearly demonstrates the importance
use of the more accurate step size algorithms.

Figure

3.4.1

Ontpnt

of the

from TUTOIt4.HOB

START nJTOR4
CALL HATCH TO GET CROSS-SECTIONDATA
BAYLEIGH
ECS

DATAAVAILABLE
FOR

MEDIUM 1 BUT OPTION NOT REQUESTED.

SUCCESSFULLT
'HAICED' FOR

ONE MEDIUM.

KNOCK-ON ELECTRONS CAN BE CREATED AND ANT ELECTRON FOLLOWI DOWNIO

0.189 HeV KINETIC ENERGY
BBM PHOTONSCAN BE CBEAIED AND ANT PHOTONFOLLOUED DOVN TO
0.010 WeV

The program also demonstrates the use of the IAUSFL array of flags. (in
COMMON/EPCONT/). By setting the appropriate flags, the user can cause <the
: EGS4 system to call the AUSGAB subroutine in any combination of 25 well
! specified situations (see Appendix 2). By default, EGS calls AUSGAB only for 5
f ‘out of the possible 25 situations. Here, by setting IAUSFL(l8) and IAYSFL(24)
from 0 (default) to 1 in the main program, we cause EGS to call AUSGAB with
IARG=17 and IARG=23 (i.e., just before a Compton or a Rayleigh scattering
event, respectively).
We make use of these calls to set some flags associated
with each photon rather than for scoring any variables. The AUSGAB routine
also makes use of a few simple local macros in order to make the logic of the
coding more transparent.
Perhaps the greatest strength of Mortran3 is this
ability to create readable and hence more accurate coding. A complete listing
of TUTOR5, except for the HOWFAR routine which is similar to the other
examples, is given below.
Fignro

FOR

1000

VITB TIE

ELECTEDIS
OF ENERGY
1.0
DEFAULT
EGS STEP-SIZE

MeV

3.5

49.20

% ARE IBANSMITIED

FOR

1000 ELECIBONS OF ENEBCT 2.0 NeV INCIDENT

ON A 0.2

VIM

WXIMUN ENEBCT LOSS PER ELECIBON STEP OF

1.0 x

6.40

% OF ELECTRONSAlE REFLECTED,

Canted

lieting

of IlJTOB6.MO8

INCIDENTONA 0.1 CBSI SLAB

ALCOBIIlO4:

1.30 % OF ELECTRONSARE REFLECTED,

3.6.1

61.30

cm SI SLAB
I

% ABE IBANSHITIED

TUTORIAL 5 (PROGRAM TUTOR5.MOR)

In this program we give an example that includes Rayleigh scattering and
which makes use of a variable called LATCH (contained in COMMON/STACK/),
implemented via two overrides of the EGS4 macros. LATCH can be set for any
particle on the “stack” of particles being transported, and it is passed on to all
its progeny. This provides a simple procedure for keeping track of the history of
a particle. In this case we make use of LATCH to keep track of how often photons
from an incident 50 keV beam are Compton or Rayleigh scattered while passing
through a 0.5 cm slab of water.

IINDFJI W 4;
.INDENI MOMBAN LISTING 4 PER NESTING LEVEL"
IINDENT F 1;
.INDENI FORTRAN OUTPUT 2 PEB NESTING LEVF.L"
~*****************t***************************************************.
.
I
**************
I
*
*
I
* IuUfOn5.HOB *
.
*
*
.
**************
.
”
. An EGSO ueer code which ecoree the number and average energy of the
l
primary,
Rayleigh ecattered
and Compton scattered
photon0 paering
. through a 0.6 cm thick elab of water when a 60 keV pencil beam of
. photono ie incident
normally
I
l

.
.

For SLAC-366:
D.V.O.R.

Example of including
to facilitate
logic

m

i9as

Rayleigh
scattering.
wing
and nee of the LATCH feature

I
~*********************************************************************~

I
I
.
.
.
.
I
.
"
"
l

I
.

mecroe"
.

.
.

I,’
,

REPLACE WXREG)
VITV {3)
#bnIy 3 geometric
regione (default
2000).
REPLACE <$MXSTACK) VITH {i6}wless
thah 16 particle0
on etack at once.

"DEFINE A COMMONTO PASS INFORMATION TO THE GEOMETRYROUTINE HOVFAR.
mLAcE
{;COMIN/CEOH/;) WITH {;CO~ON/CEOM/ZBOUND;)
"DEFINE A COMMONFOR SCORING IN AUSGAB"
REPLACE {;COMIN/SCORE/;} VIIH {;COHMON/SCORE/COUNT(3),ENTOT(3);}
. IN COuNT(l),(2),(3)
AUSCAB VILL COUNT THE NUMBEROF TRANSMITTED '
" PRIMARIES. RAYLEIGH SCATTEREDOR ONLY COMPTONSCATTEREDPHOTONS "
" ENTOT ADDS up THE TOTAL ENERGY OF EACH OF THESE COMPONENTS
=
.
I
*THE FOLLOVINC TV0 MACROSWILL IMPLEMENT THE LATCH FEATURE IN WHICH THE.
"VALUES OF THE PARAMETERLATCH ARE PASSED TO ALL SUCCEEDINGGENERATIONS"
"OF PARTICLES. THUS, FOR EXAMPLE, IF LATCH IS SET FOR A PARTICULAR
"
l INCIDENI ELECTRON YHICH GENERATESA PHOTONWHICH CREATES AN ELECTRON .
"WHICH THEN CREATES A KNOCK-ON ELECTRON, THE FINAL ELECTRON (AND ALL
"
"OTHEX DESCENDANTSOF THE INITIAL PARTICLE) VILL HAVE THE SAME VALUE OF"
.
"LATCH

ECUT(2)=1.6;"
TERMINATE ELECTRON HISTORIES AT 1.6 MEV IN THF, SLAB.,
PCU1(2)=0.010;~
TERMINATE PHOTONHISTORIES AI 0.01 MEV IN THE SLAH.
IRAYLR(2)=1;"
TURN ON RAYLEICH SCATTERING IN THE SLAB n
"NOTE, ABOVE THREE PARAMETERSNEED TO BE SET FOR ALL REGIONS IN YIlICH d
i
m
"THERE IS PARTICLE TRANSPORT- JUST REGION 2 IN THIS CASE
.---------------------------------------------------------------------.

.

'STEP 3
HATCH-CALL
1 "---------------------------------------------------------------------"
;OUTPUT;('lSTART TUIOR6'//'
CALL HATCH TO GET CROSS-SECTION DATA'/);
PICK UP CROSS SECTION DATA FOR H20"
CALL HATCH;.
I
DATA FILE MUST BE ASSIGNED IO UNIT 12"

;OUTPUT AE(l)-0.611,
AP(1);
ELECTRONSCAN BE CREATED AND ANY ELECTRON FOLLOYED DOWNTo'
MeV KINETIC ENERGY'/
' BREM PHOTONSCAN BE CREATED AND ANT PHOTON FOLLOYED DOVR 10'
/T40,F8.3.'
MeV ');.NOTE,
AF, VALUES CAN OVER-RIDE ECU1 VALUF.S*
(‘OKNOCK-ON
/TdO,F8.3,'

"---------------------------------------------------------------------"

nmm
{;C~MIN/STACK/;)
WITH
~;co~~N/STACK/$LGN(E,X.Y,Z,U,V.V,DNEAR.VT,
Io.IR,LATcH($MXSTACK)),LAICHI,NP;
$ENERCY PRECISION E;)
.NOTE THIS MACROADDS THE VARIABLE ARRAY LATCH AND ITS INITIAL"
" VALUE LATCH1 TO THE COMMONSTACK IN EVERY ROUTINE IN EGSI "
REPLACE <$TIMWFER PROPERTIES TO t FROM*;) VITH
<X~Pl~=X~P2~;Y<Pl}=Y~Pl~;Z{Pl~=Z~Pl};IR<Pl~=IR{P2};~T{Pl}=~I{P2};
DNEAR<Pl~=DNEAR{Pl~;LATCH~Pl)=LATCH{Pl>;)

I

"STEP 4 INITIALIZATION-FOR-HOvFAR
.---------------------------------------------------------------------.
ZBOUND=0.6;.
PLATE IS 6 cm THICK.
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"

.

"STEP 6 INITIALIZAIION-FOR-AUSGAB
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"
DO 1=1.3

" THE FOLOYINC RANDOMNUMBERGENERATORNEEDS TO BE USED ON A VAX"
l
REMOVETHIS MACRODEFINITION ON AN IBM MACHINE SINCE THE EGSO "
*
.
DEFAULT VORKS THERE
REPLACE <;COMIN/RANDOM/;) VIM <;c~MM~N/RAND~M/IXX;)
RF.PLACE {SRANDOMSETN;) VITH
l
IXX*O.l32B3064E-09;)
{IXX=IXX*66360B94l;<Pl}=O.6

[ COUNT(I)=O.O;ENTOT(I)=O.o;~"ZERO

SCORING ANRAT AT START.

l

.

"

l

YE VAN1 IO SET FLAGS IN AUSCAB EVERTTIME A RAYLEICH SCATTERING
OR COMPTONSCATTERING OCCURS. SET THE FLAGS IN IAUSFL(COMIN
l
EPCONI) TO SIGNAL THF, ECS SYSTEM TO MAKE THE APPROPRIATE CALLS
/IAUSFL(lB),IAUSFL(24)/=1;

'

"---------------------------------------------------------------------"
;CONIN/BOUNDS,EPCONT,CEOH,MEDIA,MISC,SCORE,THRESH/;
.
THF, ABOVE EXPANDS INTO A SERIES OF COMMON STATEMENTS'

DETERMINATION-OF-INICIDENI-PARIICL.E-PA
=SIEP 6
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
"DEFINE INITIAL VARIABLES FOR 20 MFJ BEAM OF ELECTRONS INCIDENT.
"PERPENDICULAR TO THE SLAB'

I----------------_----------------------------------------------------"
"STEP 2 PRE-HATCH-CALL-INITIALIZAIION
I--__----------___----------------------------------------------------"

"

STYPE MEDARR(24) /$S'H20'.21*'
'/; *PLACE MEDIUM NAME IN AN ARRAYDO I=l,24[MEDIA(I,l)=MEDARR(I);]"THIS
IS TO AVOID A DATA STATEMENTFOR"
I
A VARIABLE IN COMMON"
"NMED AND DUNIT DEFAULT TO I. I.E. ONE MEDIUM AND YE WORK IN CM"
/MED(l),MED(3)/=O;HED(2)=1;
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IQIN=O;~
EIN=O.OSO;"
/XIN,YIN,ZIN/=O.O;~
/UIN,VIN/=O.O;VIN=I.O;~
IRIN=2;"
VTIN=l.O;.
LATCHI=O;"

.

INClDENT PHOTONS'
60 KEV"
INCIDENT AT ORIGIN"
MovINc ALoNc z AxIsu
STARTS IN REGION 2, COULD BE I"
YEICHI = 1 SINCE NO VARIANCE RFDUCTION USED.
LATCH SET IO ZERO AT START OF EACH HISTORY"

"REGIONS 1 AND 3 ARE VACUUM. REGION 1. H20"

114

"STEP 7

9

.SHOUER-CALL

m________-___-_-__------______________-------------~---------------------------m

NCASE=lOOOO;l INITIATE THE SHOVER NCASE TINES”

REPLACE <~SET+LAC~; 1 VITB {LATCH(NP) =LATcH(NP) +1000; 1
BEPLACE I$FLACI) VITS {MOD(LATCH(NP),~~~))*T.IL
UNITS DIGIT OF LATCH.
REPLACE {$FLAGl) VTTH {MOD(LATCH(NP),lOOOO)-$FLAGlj
l THOUSANDSDIGIT.
;COHIN/SCORE,STACK/;

DO I=l.NCASE [
CALL SIIOYEB(IQIN,EIN,XIN,YIN,ZIN,UIN,VIN,VIN,IRIN,VIIN~;~

.
.

“VE USE IR(NP)

FROM STACK”

FIRST SET FLAGS VHEN SCATTERING
=TS
OCCUR - IAUSFL VAS SET ”
IN STEP 6 OF MAIN IO EVSURF, AUSCAB VAS CALLED AI THESE POINTS ’

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_-_-_---------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rn

OUTPUT-OF-RESULTS
.STEP a
.---------------------------------------------------------------------rn
ANORM= lOO./FLOAT(NCASE); .NORMALIZE TO w OF PHOTON NUMBER”
DO 1=1,3[

.

IF(fARC=l7)
[
"A COM’TON SCATTER IS ABOUT IO OCCUR. $SET-FLAGI;]

IF(COUNI(I)-=O)[ENTOT(I)=ENTOT(I)/COUNI(I);lmCETAVF.RAGE
ENERGIES"]
OUTPUT EIN*lOOO.,ZBOUND.
keV
(//'
FOR',Fb.l.'
’ VIIH PCUT=‘,F6.3.’

PCUT(S),

PHOTONS
INCIDENTON'.F4.l,'an

OF

H20'/

” IF A HISTORY HAS TERMINATED BECAUSE LEAVING THE SLAB, SCORE 11.

STOP;END;%ND OF TUTOR6 MAIN ROUIINEm

.*******t**************************************************************.
.

.

SUBROUIINE
AUSCAB(IARG);
.

.

m In thin AUSCAB routine
for TUTOR6 we both ret flaga whenever there iam
.
n
a ecattering
event and then count hietorier
rhen they have come
”
according
to
what
kind
of
scattering
they
have
l
through the elab ,
.
” undergone.
.
.The logic ie ae folloue
.
” l et FLAG1 if a compton event occnre
.
l
l et FLAG2 if a Rayleigh event occure
” The FLAGS ue the unite and thonaande digite
in the parameter LATCH ”
.
.
increment variona countere according
” Vhan a hietory
ie terminated.
FLAG2ir l et.
l
to whether no flage ue eet - i.o. ita a primary,
m i.e. it hae Rayleigh l cattered
or FLAG1 ie set and FLAG2ie not eet
i.e. only
compton ncantering
hae occnred.
l
.
Firet

l

thoreforo verify

a few macroe

ue

defined

to make the logic

simpler

to read and

.
"***************************t*+*t******************************************"
BEPUCE MET-FUGI;)

$SET-FLAGI; I

(ANORM*COUNT(I),EKTOT(I),I=1.3);

NeV’
AVE ENFRCY=‘,FlO.3,’
MeV’//
//’ TRANSMITTED PRIMARIES=’ ,T30.F8.1.'%
’ FRACTION RATLEIGH SCATTERINC=‘~,I30,F3.1,‘%
AVE ENERCl=‘,FlO.3.’
MeV’
//’ FRACIIOV COHPTONSCATTERING ONLY=‘, T3O,FB.l,'% AVE ENERCT=‘,FlO.3,
’ MeV’//)

l

ELSEIF(IARC=23) [
.A RAYLEICH SCATTER IS ABOUT TO occw

VITB ~LAICH(~P)=~T~H(~~P~+~;~

l
l
n

.
.
l

.
.

ELSEIF(IARG=3) [ ‘PARTICLE HAS LEFT SLAB”
IF(IR(NP)=3)
[
“If IS TRANSMITTED (RATHER THAN REFLECTED IN REGION I)’
.SO SCORE II ACCORDING TO VHAT HAPPENED IN IBE SLAB’
IF(LATCH(NP)=O)
[
JJ=l;]
.NO SCATTERING - A PRIMART’
ELSEIF($FLACP-=O)[
JJ=2;3
“AT LEAST ONE RAYLEICH SCATTERm
F.LSEIF($FLACl-=O)[
‘AT LEAST ONE COMPION SCATTER VIIHOUI RAYLEIGH” JJ=3;]
COUNT(JJ)=COUVT(JJ)

l

ImEND RECION 3 BLOCK.
]‘F,ND IARG 3 BLOCK.
RETURN;END;mF.NDOF AUSGAB.

1.;

EVIOI(JJ)

= ENTOI(JJ)

l

E(NP);

3.6

The following is the output provided by TUTORS.

Figure

3.6.2

Outpot,from

TUTOR6.HOR

1

START TUTORS
CALL HATCH IO GET CROSS-SECTION DATA
RAYLEIGH OPTION RE@STED FOR MEDIUM NUMBER 1
ECS SUCCESSFULLY 'HATCHED' FOR ONE MEDIUM.

FOR 60.0 keV PHOTONSINCIDENT ON O.Scm OF ES0
VITH PCUI=O.OlO NeV

FRACTION RAYLEICH SCATTERING=

89.37%

AVFaENERGY=

0.060

MeV

1.04%

AVEF.NERGY=

0.049

HeV

AVE ENERGY=

0.046

MeV

FRACTION COMPTONSCATTERING ONLY= 8.06%

One of the important features of the EGS4 Code System is that the user has
direct control over the geometry in which the radiation transport takes place,
and rather complex geometries can be described in a very simple manner with
the aid of geometry subprograms and macros. Subroutine HOWFAR, in the
previ,ous examples, was made more detailed than necessary for demonstration
for the simple slab
purposes. One can greatly simplify things, particularly
geometry case, as shown in the following excerpts from TUTORG.

Figure

KNOCK-ON ELECTRONSCAN BE CREATED ANDANY ELECTRON FOLLONED DONN TO
0.010 MeV KINETIC ENERGY
BREM PHOTONSCAN BE CREATED ANDANY PHOTONFOLLOVBD DOWNTO
0.010 MeV

TRANSM1TTF.DPRIMARIES=

TUTORIAL 6 (PROGRAM TUTORG.MOR)

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

3.6.1

Portione

of TtJTOR6.klOR
**************
*
*
* TUTOR6.WOR *
*
*
**************

NOTE: Tbie program ie the
geometry l nbrontine
the general pnrpoee
CHGTR (eee conuuente

.
.
.
.
.
.

"
came ae TUTORl.MOR except that the
"
(EONFAR) ir rimplified
by the ueo of
geometry rebrootinee
PLANlp, PLANEI, and "
.
in oabprogreme for detaile).
.

;CONIN/BOUNDS.MEDIA.MISC,PLADIA,THRESH/; 'CEOM DELETgD/PLADTA ADDED "
.
"
PLADSTAPASSES COORDINATE AND NORMALVECTOR DATA OF EACH
.
PLANE INTO HOWFARAND THE AUXILIARY GEOMETRYSUBPROGRAMS. "
.
.
PLADTA IS DEFINED IN THE EGSI MACROSAND CONTAINS:
.
"
PCOORD(1.J): I-TH COORDINATE OF A POINT ON PLANH J
.
"
PNORM(1.J):
I-TH COORDINATEOF A UNIT VECTOR NOBHAL
.
.
TO PLANE J

rn~-~~~~~~~~~__~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rn

9TEP 4 INITIALIZATION-FOR-HONFAR
.-~~~~~~~~~~__~~__~~~~~~~-~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~m

.

"
"DEFINE THE COORDINATESAND THE NORMALVECTORS FOR THE TWO PLANES.
"INFORMATION REQUINED BY HOYFAR (AND AUXILIARY CEOMFXllY SUBPROGRAMS) "
.
"AND PASSED THROUGHCOMMON/PLADTA/
*
.
.
"FIRST PLANE (THE X-Y PLANE IHROUGH THE ORIGIN)
I
PCOORD(l,l)=O.O;
PCOORD(2,1)=0.0;
PC00RD(3,1)=0.0;'C00RD1NA1ES
PNORM(l,l) =O.O; PNORkl(l,l) =O.O; PNORM(3,1)= l.O;'NORMAL VECTORS
"SECOND PLANE (NOTE: SLAB IS 1 M M THICX STILL)
PCOORD(l,2)=0.0;
PCOORD(2,2)=0.0;
PCOORD(3.2)=0.l;"COORDINATES
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"
.
I
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I.’
,

119'

120
PNORM(l,2) =O.O; PNORH(l,l) =O.d; PNORM(3,2)= l.O;"NORMAL VECTORS

‘**********************Sf**********************************************”
.

"

.

SUBROUTINE
HOVFAR;
.

.

" THE FOLLOVINC IS A GENERALSPECIFICATION OF HOVFAR. ESSENTIALLY
"
.
" IT IS THE SAME AS THAT GIVEN IN TUTORl.MOR VITH THE FOLLOWING
" EXCEPTIONS: 1) PARTICLES MUST INITIALLY BEGIN IN REGION 2 AND ARE "
.
DISCARDED VHEN THEY ENTER BEGIONS 1 OR 3 (NO CHECK "
.
.
IS MADE ON V(NP)).
.
2) THE CODING IS MUCH SIMFLIFIED (I.E.,
MODULAR)
"
.
AS A RFSULI OF USING AUXILIARY GEOMETRYSUHPROCRAM "
.
PLAN2P (VHICH CALLS PLANE1 AND CHCTR VHICH REQUIRE "
.
.
COEMONSEPCONI, PLADIA, AND STACK).
.
.
.
THE USER CAN TERMINATE A HISTORY BY SETTING IDIS00.
HERE VE
"
.
.
TERMINATE ALL HISTORIES VHICH ENTER REGIONS 1 OR 3.
.
NOTE: STARTING VIM TUIOR6, THE INCIDENT PARTICLES MUST START
"
.
.
IN REGION 2 (VITH ZIN=O.O).
'*********************************************************************"
COMIN/EPCONI,SIACK/;
.
COhN4ONSACK CONTAINS X,Y,Z.U,V,V.IR
AND NP(SIACK POINTER)
"
.
.
COhNdON EPCONI CONTAINS IRNEV, USTEF AND IDISC

TUTORIAL

i (PROGRAM TUTORII.MOR)

,i TUTOR7 is essentially the same as TUTORG, but now instead of “calling” subroutine PLAN2P, the corresponding code is ‘inserted” into subroutine HOW*FAR during the Mortran-to-FORTRAN
conversion by means of a macro. In
order for this to work properly, COMMON/PLADTA/must now be defined in subroutine HOWFAR ( as opposed to subroutine PLAN2P).
I

Figure

3.7.1

HOUFAR routine

for

"SET LOCAL VARIABLE"
[IDISC=l;
'TERMINATE THIS HISTORY IF NOT IN PLATE']
ELSE I'VE ABE IN THE IA PLATE - CHECK THE GEOMETRY
"
CALL PLAN2P(IRL,IRL*l,l,IRLd.IRL-1,-l);
IF(IRL.HE.2)

.

The actual HOWFAR code is now less than 10 lines long, the rest consisting of comments. For a complete understanding of how PLAN2P, PLANEl,
and CHGTR are called and used, the reader should refer to comments in the
appropriate subroutine (distributed with the EGS4 Code System).

.

SUBROUTINE HOYFAR;
.
.*********************************************************************"
COMIN/EFCONI,PLADIA,STACK/;
.
COMMON STACK CONTAINS X,Y,Z,U.V,V,IR
AND NF(STACK POINTER)
.
COMMONEPCONI CONTAINS IRNEV, USTEP AND IDISC
.
COhR4ONPLADTA CONTAINS PCOORDAND PNORM
IRL=IR(NF);
"SET LOCAL VARIABLE'
IF(IRL.NE.2)
[IDISC=l;
"TERMINATE THIS HISTORY']
ELSE ['YE ARE IN THE IA PLATE - CHECK THE GEOMETRY
$P~NzP(IBL.IBL*l.1,IBL-1,IBL-l,-l);

END;" END OF SUBROUTINE HOVFAR

I
RETURN;

TUTOR7.MOR

.**********************tt***********************************************"
.

I
RETURN;

IRL=IR(NP);

END;" END OF SUBROUTINEHOVFAR

3.7'

.

"
.
.

"

.

4.

ADVANCED

EGS$

USER

CODES

In this chapter we present several User Codes in order to demonstrate
some of the more advanced’features and capabilities of the EGS4 Code System. In particular, we will show how to transport charged particles in a magnetic field and how to produce and transport fluorescent photons following a
photoelectric interaction.
A generalized multi-cylinder,
multi-slab geometry
is presented in which both splitting and leading particle biasing macros are
used in order to reduce the variance and speed up the calculation of energy
deposition in accelerator targets and surrounding devices. We show how to
incorporate into EGS4 the combinatorial geometry subprograms that are used
with MORSECG. Finally, we discuss how we have recently coupled EGS4 with
a hadronic cascade program called FLUKA82.
All of the User Codes presented here are provided on the EGS4 Distribution
Tape and the reader should study’ the appropriate program listings themselves
in order to gain a more complete understanding of what they have been designed
to do. However, a word of caution is in order. These User Codes represent real
attempts to solve difficult problems in physics and engineering at the Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center and they contain many features that are dependent
on the VM environment associated with the IBM-3081 facility at SLAC. For
example, it is common to plot a few Upictures” of particle trajectories in an
EGS simulation in order to provide a look at the geometry that the User Code
is supposed to be describing, as well as to provide some feeling for what is
physically taking place in the radiation transport. Often times such graphics
will suggest ideas for improvement in the simulation attempt, or will point out
extremely important features that might not have been ‘seen” under a more
conventional running of the code where results are presented in the form of
histograms and plots.
Therefore, although these User Codes may not run as is on computers
other than SLAC’s, our primary objective in this chapter is to demonstrate
a few of the more advanced uses of EG,S4. The User Codes will also suggest
ways of using various utilities that are generally available in some form at most
computer installations (e.g., timing routines, graphics utilities, histogramming
packages, etc.).
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4.1
UCCYSL
PLING

4.1.1

- CYLINDER-SLAB

Generalized Multi-Cylinder,

GEOMETRY AND IMPORTANCE SAM-

Multi-Slab

Geometry

The User Code UCCYSL provides an example of how to set up a geometry consisting of multiple cylindrical shells that are orthogonal to mutiple slabs. The
groundwork for this generalized scheme was provided in Tutorials 6 and 7 of
Chapter 3, where the geometry subprograms PLANE1 and PLANZP (and their
macro equivalents $PLANEl
and $PLAN2P) were presented. Several other
geometry routines are required in the present case, including CYLNDR (or
$CYLNDR), which is the cylinder analog to PLANE1 (or $PLANEl).
Needless to say, there is nothing unique about the techniques that are employed
in this HOWFAR subprogram, and one could as well use the MORSECG
combinatorial geometry (or any other package). However, it is our experience
that the simulation is more efficient if each subprogram is placed within, instead of being called from, subroutine HOWFAR. The EGS4 geometry macros
provide an easy way to put the coding in-line such that modularity is still
maintained for purposes of logic and readibility.
The main purpose of this section, however, is to demonstrate how to incorporate importance sampling into an EGS4 problem, so we will not discuss the
geometry techniques any further. Instead, those interested in the cylinder-slab
generalization are referred to the commented Mortran listing of UCCYSL, as
well as to the EGS4MAC file, both of which are included on the EGS4 Distribution Tape. The reader uninitiated to Mortran3 macros might benefit by first
studying the subprogram equivalents that are also included on the tape (e.g.,
subroutine PLANE1 is more descriptive than $PLANEl).
4.1.2

Particle

Splitting

.

UCCYSL was used in order to answer a number of questions about energy
deposition in a positron production target, as well as regions surrounding such
a target. Two of these questions are: what is the temperature rise in the
target and what is the radiation damage to nearby vacuum O-rings, when 1013
electrons/set with energies of 33 GeV strike the target?
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One of the first things observed during initial EGS4 runs was that the
statistics in the (backward) region designated as an “O-ring” were quite low
(even with 30 minute runs on the IBM-3081) because
1.
2.
3.

the region of interest’was too small,
the majority of the shower was forward-directed
and only low energy
radiation headed backwards towards the region, and
there was too much shielding material separating the the region of interest from the source.

However, by studying the energy deposition block diagrams (from ECNSVl)
and the associated event counters (from NTALLY), obtained during the initial
computer runs, we were able to make the following observations and recommendations:
Most of the charged particles depositing energy come from photons
interacting in the region of interest-not from charged particles entering
from surrounding regions (i.e., the ‘cavityR is fairly big).
The region (Qavity”) is small enough, however, that only a fruction
of
the photons traversing the region interact (verified by simple calculation) .
Suggestion: Every time a photon first enter8 the region, split it into 10
identical photons, each carrying a weight of 5 to the progeny; include
the weight in the EDEP (and any other) scoring.

[

where IRL is a local variable (=IR(NP>= region of interest), IRSPLT(IRL) is a
flag telling us that splitting is “turned on”, and IRL. NE. IRLOLD provides us
with a way of doing the splitting only when the photon (Iq(NP)=O)
first enters
the region.
The macro pattern $PARTICLE-SPLITTING; is eventually replaced by code
defined by the following macro located near the beginning of the User Code:
RmucE
($PARTICLE-SPLITTING;)
WITH
<;IF(LsPLT.NE.o)
[WT(NP)=WT(NP)/LSPLT;
$TMNSFER PROPERTIES ~0 (Np+IspLT)

U(NP+ISPLT)=U(NP)
E(NP+ISPLT)=E(NP);
3
.

‘REPLACE <;COMIN/USER/;] WITH
( ; COMMON/USER/IRSPLT($MXREC) , LPBIAS , LSPLT, NSPLT ; ]
was also included in the User Code (NSPLT=LSPLT-1, and LPBIAS relates to the
leading particle biasing problem that we will discuss shortly).
The result of this effort was an increase in the number of energy deposition events in the important region of interest and, as a result, a decrease
in the variance (as judged by batch-run statistics). Of course there are other
ways of introducing splitting, such as making use of the $PARTICLE-SELECTIONtemplates that are located after each interaction in both subroutines ELECTR
and PHOTON. But, for the problem at hand it was more convenient to insert
the proper code within HOWFAR itself, and we did it by means of a macro so
that it could be made generally available for other problems.
4.1.3

This was accomplished by placing the following statement in HOWFAR:
IF(IRSPLT(IRL).E~.l.AND.IRL.NE.IROLD.AND.I~(NP).E~.O)
$PARTICLE-SPLITTING;]

Most of the variables above are associated with the current (i.e., NP) particle on
the ‘stack” (i.e., COMMON/STACK/),and with the number ofsplits (LSPLT=ld in
,i UCCYSL). The STRANSFERPROPERTIES macro is a standard one used through;, out EGS4 in order to pass certain properties from one particle to another (e.i.,
1 see the EGS4MAC file).
For convenience, the macro

DO ISPLT=~,NSPLT
FROM (NP);
; V(NP+ISPLT)=V(NP) ; W(NP+ISPLT)=W(NP)
ICJ(NP+ISPLT)=IQ(NP);]
Np=Np+NSpLT;]

[
;

Leading

Particle

Biasing

The second application of importance sampling that we will discuss primarily
concerns the deposition of energy in an electromagnetic shower initiated by a
high energy electron (or photon). The analog approach that is used throughout
EGS4, in which each and every particle is generally followed to completion (i.e.,
energy cutoff), guarantees that high energy shower calculation8 will take lots
of time. For the most energetic particle energies under consideration at present
day accelerator8 (> SO GeV), one can barely manage to simulate showers in this
fashion because of computer time limitations (note: execution time per incident
particle grows linearly with energy). Fortunately, a certain class of problems
involving the calculation of energy deposition are well-suited for a non-analog
treatment known a8 feading particle biasings8 . Examples that come to mind
involve radiobiological dose, heating effects, and radiation damage, although
some care must be taken in not being too general with this statement (more on
this later).
As a rule, variance reduction techniques of this type should only be used
when there is some prior knowledge of the physical processes that are the most

(or least) important to the answer one is looking for. Leading particle, biasing is
a classic example of this. The mosi import’ant processes in the development of
an EM shower, at least in term8 of total energy deposition, are bremsstrahlung
and pair production.
Furthermore, after every one of these interactions the
particle with the higher of the two energies is expected to contribute most to
the total energy deposition.
Leading particle biasing is very easily implemented within the framework
of EGS4 by means of the following macros:

the stack (NP-1) is thrown away. Otherwise the higher energy particle (N&l)
is selected and the current particle (NP) is tossed out. Obviously the particles
i in the shower with the highest energy will preferentially be selected by such a
J scheme and, to assure that the Monte Carlo game is “played fairly”,, we have
I
’ imposed two necessary requirements:
l

l

REpLAcE f$pARTIcLE-SELECTION-BREMS;)
WITH
(;IF(L~BIAS.NE.O)
[
EKE=PEIE-PRM;$RANDOMSET
RNNOPS; EKENP=E(NP);
IF(Iq(Np).
NE..O) [EKENp=E(Np)-Rhi;]
IF(RNN~PS.LT.EKENP/EKE)
[E(Np-~)=E(NP)
;I~(NP-I)=I~(NP);
U(NP-l)=U(NP);V(NP-1);V(NP);W(NP-l)=W(NP);]
EKENP=E(NP-l);IF(ICj(NP-l).NE.O)
[EKENP=E(NP-l)-RM;]
WT(NP-l)=WT(NP-l)*EKE/EKENP;
NP=NP-l;])
REPLACE ($PARTICLE-SELECTION-PAIR;)
WITH
~;IF(LPBIAs.NE.o)
[
$RANDOMSET RNNOPS; EKG=EIG-P.O*RM;
EKENP=E(NP)-RM;
IF(RNNOPS.LT.EKENP/EKG)
[
E(NP-l)=E(NP);Iq(NP-l)=IIJ(NP);
U(NP-l)=U(NP);V(NP-l)=V(NP);W(NP-l)=W(NP);]
EKENP=E(NP-l)-RM;
WT(NP-l)=WT(NP-l)*EKG/EKENP;
NP=NP-l;])

The macro templates $PARTICLE-SELECTION-BREMS
and -PAIR have already
been permanently included in EGS4 at the proper locations within subroutines
ELECTR and PAIR, respectively. The COMIN/USER/ replacement macro (or one
like it) that was presented in the previous section is now needed in order to pass
the LPBIAS flag (l=on, O=off)
into ELECTR and PHOTON. The $RANDOMSET
macro is explained in the EGS4 User Manual (see Section A2.4.1 of Appendix
2). The other quantities are best understood with the help of the EGS4 Flow
Diagrams for ELECTR and PHOTON (see Appendix 1).
Either macro can be explained a8 follows. An interaction of the proper
type occurs and the flag ha8 been turned ‘on”. A random number, uniformly
distributed between 0 and 1, is drawn and compared with the fraction of the
kinetic energy that was assigned to the current particle-i.e.,
the lower energy
particle of the two produced in the interaction. If the random number is less
than this fraction, the lower energy (NP) particle is kept and the one below it on
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The lowest energy particles must be selected some of the time (which
we have done by sampling).
’ The proper weight must be assigned to whichever particle chosen.

‘To complete the process, one should make use of the particle
scoring information in subroutine AUSGAB. Namely,
l
l

weight when

Sum particle weights (WT(NP)) when “counting” particles.
Sum the weighted energy deposition (WT(NP) *EDEP).

The easiest way to see that the weights have been properly assigned in the
macros above is by example. Assume that the incident particle ha8 a kinetic
energy of 1000 MeV and that one of the progeny ha8 energy 100 MeV and the
other has 900 MeV. Then clearly the 100 MeV particle will be chosen 10% of
the time and will have a weight of s,
whereas the 900 MeV particle will be
chosen 90% of the time and will have a weight of $$$. But the total particle
= 2).
count will average out to two (i.e., 0.1 X $$#! + 0.9 x e
This scheme ha8 been found to increase the speed of shower calculations by
a factor of 300 at 33 GeV. However, because the biasing can be somewhat severe
at times during the calculation, the weights that are assigned tend to become
rather large, and the net result is that the overall efficiency (varianctXtime) is
not usually 300 times better. Nevertheless, factor8 of 20 or more are generally
obtained for many problems6g and this technique can be invaluable.
As an example, it takes about one minute of CPU time on the IBM-3081 to
completely generate one 50 GeV shower in a large absorber. If one attempts to
simulate a ‘real beam” of particles having a spatial and/or angular distribution,
then an analog EGS4 calculation will only give 60 incidents events in a one hour
run, and this will probably be inadequate. A factor of 300 in speed will give
18,000 events/hour, and this could be significant.
As a final note, it should be understood that leading particle biasing, or
any importance sampling scheme for that matter, should not be attempted in
an arbitrary manner. For example, one should not use leading particle biasing
for the “O-ring” problem above since, even though many more incident shower
event8 will certainly be generated, the weights that are assigned to the low
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energy particles heading in the direction of the ‘O-ringD region will tend to be
quite high, and no significant reduction in the variance will result. ,Quite the
contrary, biasing of this sort can lead to very erroneous results, and one should
really have a full grasp (i.e.,
pre-knowledge) of the important aspects of the
radiation transport before attempting to apply any of these variance reduction
methods with EGS4 ( or any Monte Carlo program for that matter).

where
a = Al/R,
i
!
*

R = radius of curvature
p = particle

= qp/B,

momentum,

B = magnetic field unit vector,
4.2
UCBEND
FIELD

- CHARGED

PARTICLE

TRANSPORT IN A MAGNETIC

co = particle direction

unit vector (before)

= u,3 + v$ + wok,
0 = particle direction

Charged particle motion in a magnetic field is governed by the Lorentr
equation

lLqsx&z~

force

(4.2.1)

where B is the magnetic field strength vector, v’is the velocity vector, and q
is the electric charge of the particle. This equation can be expanded into its
Cartesian components to give

m?i = q(fjB,

- iB,)

mji = q(iB,

- ciBz)

mZ = q(iBy

- CB,)

(4.2.2)

where i: and 3 (for example) are the x-components of velocity and acceleration,
respectively. No attempt is made to solve these coupled differential equations.
Instead, in the example User Code called UCBEND, we use a simple vector
expression for the change in the direction of motion after a very small translation, Al, in a constant magnetic field strength, B, in which the particle energy
is assumed to remain constant. Namely,

ir=B(OO.B)+[OO-B(~o-B)]cos*-~oxBsincr

(4.23)

unit vector (after)

=u;+v;+wi.
The problem that we attempt to solve with UCBEND relates to a series of
spectral measurements recently performed at SLAC 70. An RF cavity was tested
and found to emit high levels of radiation. Because the cavity was subjected to
very high power levels, surface electrons were found to be produced from two
locations within the structure and were accelerated to kinetic energies of 8.5
and 3.5 MeV, respectively, depending on their point of origin. Upon exiting the
cavity they passed through a 0.015 inch copper window, where they lost energy
primarily by ionization and were multiple scattered. The experimentaliits
attempted to measure the spectrum of the electrons using a magnet, a lead slit,
and a Faraday cup. A strong peak corresponding to the 8.5 MeV group was
observed, but the 3.5 MeV peak was not observed. The object of the EGS4
simulation was to try to understand these observations, particularly with the
help of graphic8 showing particle trajectories.
Subroutine HOWFAR of UCBEND was designed using the diagram shown
in Fig. 4.2.1 . Electrons start from the origin (at plane l), transport through
the copper window (Region 2), emanate out into the air (Region 3), and pass
through the magnetic field, which is constant and along the positive y-direction
(in Region 4 only). They are then bent in the direction of the lead wall (Regions
6 and 8) where some of them pass through the slit (Region 7) and get scored
(at Plane 10). By varying the field strength of the magnet one should be able
to re-create the observations for both 3.5 MeV and 8.5 MeV.
In order to gain a more complete understanding of the geometry, it is
suggested that the reader study the listing for UCBEND, which is included on
the EGS4 Distribution
Tape. What is of interest here is the method that we

where
F = unit vector renormalization
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['MACHEIIC FIELD-C?IABCED PABTICLES"

IF(PSq.LI.O.0)
PSq=l.OE-9;
P=sqar(Psq);
v4oMEmJM olEV/C)~
POVEBB=P/(BFIELD*0.3);
gBFIF.LD (KGAUSS).
lJO=U(KP); VO=V(NP); YO=V(NP);
"SIAKIIUC DIKECTION COSINES"
llCUBV=-Iq(NP)*POVEBB; "RADIUS OF CUBVATUBE (CM)"
IF(USIEP.CI.O.l)
[USTEP=AM~l(USIEF',O.l*ABS(POVEBB));1
LOOP [usIEPo=usIEP;IKNEv=IBL;
ALPBA=USIEP/ECUBV;
aElsOaF=l./SqRT(l.+ALP~*AIPBI);
r(~)=(UO-UO*ALPHI)*RENOBF;
U(#p)=(UO+YO*ALp~)*~OBF;
V(NP)=VO;
"CHECK PLAHES 6 AND 3"
"CHECK PLANES 7 AND 11"

IF (IBNKV.NE.IBL.AND.USIEP.LE.l.OE-3)
[USIEP=l.OE-3;1
IF((IIlNEV.Eq.IRL).OR.(ABS(USIEPO-USSTEP).LI.O.l))
EKII;

(not to scale).

U = (Uo + aWo)F
v=v,,

BECIOK 4 (YIIB

$PLAN2P(6,11,1.3,3,-1);
$PLAN2P(7,6,1,11,12,1);

44UiA4’)

Al/R

(4.2.5)

PSQ=E(NP)*E(IW)-RMSQ; 'HOMENIUt4SQWLEDm

X

employ in order to transport the electrons through
Using Eqn. 4.2.3 with
<< 1, we obtain

[.AIB

IF(IFIELD.KE.O.AHD.Iq(NP).NE.O)

-

Vat

Figure 4.2.1. Diagram used with UCBEND
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ELSEIF(IEL.Ep.4)

06
A

0

= (1+ cr2)-1/2 .

The following code listing, which pertains only to that HOWFAR section relating to pegion 4, should be fairly self-explanatory (Note: USTEP has been limited
to 0.1 cm in this example, but this can be changed by the user).

0II

voc

factor

the magnetic field region.

1 .LOOP-- CHECK ACAIK
] WiD

FOR KEV USIEP"

OF MAGNETIC FIELD-CHARGED PARTICLES SECIIOP"

F.L~E IT~~-M~I~TIc-FI~
sEcTIoN*
$PLAN2P(6,11,1,3,3,-1);
l CHECK PLANES 6 AND 3"
$PLAN2P(7,6,1,11,12,1);
"CHECK PLANES 7 AND 11"
"END OF NO-MAGNETIC-FIELD SECTION" 1
"END OF AIR BEGION 4.1

(4.2.4)

The result of running UCBEND at 8.5 and 3.5 MeV is shown in Fig. 4.2.2
and Fig. 4.2.3 , respectively, for 100 incident electrons (the solid lines are electrons and the dotted lines are photons). It becomes clear from pictures such
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I
as ‘these that it is easier to focus the 8i5 MeV electrons through the slit than
the 3.5 MeV,ones. A number of EGS4 Yexperimentsn can be performed rather
easily now that the basic geometry and magnetic field transport is established.
For example, one can replace the air regions and/or the copper window with
vacuum in order to determine what effect they have. What was discovered by
doing this is that the copper window has the greakst effect on the transmission through the slit. Figure 4.2.4, incidentally, illustrates what happens when
the magnetic field is turned off. (Note: Users interested in charged particle
transport in an electric field should see paper Ra84 listed in Appendix 7).

q2

!
!
’
I

Figure 4.2.4. UCBEND
4.3
UCEDGE
PHOTONS

-

simulation

PRODUCTION

at 8.5 MeV (B=O kG).
AND TRANSPORT

OF FLUORESCENT

As pointed out in Chapter 2 (Section 2.15), the default version of subroutine
PHOTO is quite simple, and is described as follows. A photoelectric interaction
hp occurred. If the energy of the incident photon is below the binding energy
(,??~-~dg~ =F.BINDA), it is discarded and subroutine AUSGAB is called with
IARC=I. Otherwise, a photoelectron is created with total energy
Figure 4.2.2. UCBEND

simulation

at 8.5 MeV (B=2.6 kG).
lQ=I-Ld#c+na,

(4.3.1)

and with the same direction as the incident photon. To preserve the energy
balance, a photon of energy &K-~,+
is created and then forcibly discarded
(and subroutine AUSGAB is called with IARG=4).
UCEDGE, on the other hand, has a PHOTO routine (listed below) that
can be used in place of the default subprogram in order to account for the
production and subsequent transport of fluorescent photons in elements.

Figure 4.2.3. UCBEND

simulation

at 3.5 MeV (B=l.O

kG).

.***********************t*t****+****************************************
.
STANFORD LIIDZAR ACCELERATORCFJfW”

sUBRouIINE PHOTO;
I
K-EDGE VERSIOH -3 JUN 1984/1330’
.****t********************t*****************************************.
l *******
SPECIAL VERSION FOR YREAYINC K-EDGE FLUORESCENCE**********
~******************************************************************.
.
l
Programuerr:
W. R. Rolron and I. H. Jenkinr
(SLAC)
=********t*********************************************************.
e Ihie ie a epecial K-edge verrioa
of au ECSQ rubroutine
that ia
l
patterned
after a method developed in 1978 by A. Clark (LBL)
l
e
l
with the help of V. E. Nelron (SLAC).
It require6
eabroatine
l
” EDCSEI (or equivalent)
for retting
up the branching ratior
aud
”
.
l
flnoreecent
photon energiee.
~******************************************************************.
;CONIN/DEBUC,EDCE,EPCONY.HmIA,PBOIIN,SIACX,~HIOY,U~UL/;
$ENERCT PRECISION PEIC;
COMIN/RANDOH/; l LOCAYE0 BERE IO AVOID FORTRAN 77 DIACNOSIICm

IF(E(NP).LE.EBINDA@lEDIUM))
[EOEP=PEIC; IBLOBE=l; ‘BELOW K-EDGE.]
ELSE 1’ ‘X-EDGE P.E. IS POSSIBLE’ LOOP=
IF(IEDGFL(IR(NP)).NE.O)
[’ ‘FLUORFSCENI OPTION ON’ LOOP”
~RANDOMSETBR; l SAHPLE 10 DECIDE X-EDGE PHOTONm m s
EITHER=
.
AUGERELECTRONOR L-EDGE P.E. INYERACTION”
IF(BR.CI.BXRl@tEDIUM))
[EXEU=O.O; “K-EDGE PHOTONNO1 SELECTED”]
ELSE [’ ‘X-EDGE PHOTONVAS SELECYEO’LOOP”
“DETERMINE K-ALPHA OR K-BETA MODE NEIT”
IF(BR.LE.BXR2(MEDIW))
[FKEY=EXALPH@lEDIUM);]
ELSE [EXEW=EXBEIA&lFDIUM) ; 1
“END OF ‘K-EDGE PEOION VAS SELECTED’ LOOP”]
“END OF ‘FLUORESCENTOPIION ON’ LOOP”]
ELSE [EXEU=O.O; “FLUORESCEKI OPTION OFF”]
EDEP=FBINDA(MEDIUbi)-EKEW;
E(NP)=FDEP;
IBLOBE=O; “FLAG INDICATING ‘NOT’ BELOWBINDING ENERGY”
P.E.

IS POSSIBLE’ LOOP.]

BAUSCALL($PHOTIAUS);
IF(IBLOBE.Eq.1)
[E(NP)=PXERO; “BELOV K-EDGE FLAG IS ON”]
ELSE [’ ‘SET Up PARTICLE(S) LOOP.
IP(Np)=-1;
“PHOYOELECTRON(ALWAYS SET Up)”
E(NP)=PEIC-EBINDA(MEDIUM)+PRB;
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[“SET Up FLUORESCENTPHOTON”
[REYURK; ‘HOWEVER. K-EDGE NOT CHOSENABOVE.1

“PHOTON COMESOFF ISOYROPICALLTv
$plDOMsET RXISO;
cosIHF,=2.o*RNIso-l.o;
SINYBE=S9RY(l.O-COSTHE*COSIRE);
WAKES YBINGS F&TIER IN UPHI”
U(KP)=O.o; V(NP)=O.O; U(XP)=i.O;
CALL UPHI(2,i);
SYRANSFERPROPERTIES IO (NP) FROM @P-i);
“EKD OF FLUORESCENTPHOTONSET UP’]
‘END OF ‘SET Up PARTICLE(S)’ LOOP”]
LFmlRN;
‘EtiD OF SUBROUTINEPHOIOe END;

The following macro is also required and is located ahead of the first COMIN
statement in UCEDGE:

PEIC=E(NP) ;

‘EIID OF 'K-EDGE

IF(IEDCFL(IR(NP)).RE.O)
IF(BR.CJ.BKRl(MEDIUM))
KP=NP*l ;
E(NP)=ENEU;
Iq(NP)=o;

mmux

(;COMIN/EDGE/;~
wm
<;C~M~ON/EDGE/IEDGFL($MXREG),
$LGN(EKALPH,EKBETA,BKR~,BKR~($MXMED))
;>

This version, which was originally designed for K-edge fluorescence in highZ materials’l, has been modified to treat the first 30 elements in the periodic
table72 . The auxiliary subroutine EDGSET (listed below) sets up the necessary
branching ratios and fluorescent photon energies used by PHOTO.
.**********************************t********************************~
.
STANFORDLINEAR ACCELERATORCENW”
SUBROUTIKE EDCSET;
”
K-EDGE VERSION -- 6 DEC 1986/0316.
.******************************************************************~
l ******
SUBROUTINE 10 SET UP PARAMEYERSFOR K-FLUORESCENCE
********,
n **********
TRANSPORTIN EI&WNTS VIIH Z=l YHROUCH30 *:***********e
=******************************************************************~
I
” Programmere:
V. R. Nelron and I. H. Jenkinr
(SLAC)
”
I
V. S. Lockman (0. C. Santa Crux)
.******************************************************************=
v The flag IEDCFL(IR) contain6 the atomic number of the medium for
l
zero in order to disable K-edge ”
” each region (IR), or it contains
The cross sections and energies
l
’ fluorescence
for that region.
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* ‘ue

from:

I

E. Stem end H. I. Israel,
Tables 7 (1970) 666.
’

*Average
.

yields

Data

l

I

Lederqr et al, Zable of the m
.
Isotopes
(6th Edition).
”
~******************************************************************.
;COMIN/FDCE,MEDIA.PHOTIN,MISCE;
DIMENSION EALF(30),EBET(30),0MEC(30).PH0101((30),PKA(30);
.~~~~_~~~~_~~~~~~~~~___________,____,___~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
l

K-edge flnorercent

‘At. Data and Noel.

are from:,

energiee
(EALF(keV)) (L -> K electron
transitions):
(Table 6 of Storm and Ierael)
DATA EILFIO.
, 0.
, 0.064. 0.109, 0.184, 0.297. 0.393. 0.624.
0.876. 0.849, 1.041. 1.266. 1.487. 1.739, 2.014. 2.307.
1.622. 9.967, 3.312, 3.690, 4.088. 4.608. 4.949, 6.411.
6.896, 6.400, 6.926, 7.471, 8.041, 8.631/;
I,-~~~,-,~~-~~~~,~~~_,--__,_________,-__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
.Avorago
.

photon

photon

energies
(Iable

(EBET(keV)) (H -> K electron
6 of Storm and Israel)

I

tranritions):
.

l Flnorercent
yielde
(OMEC) = probability
to get fluorercent
photon
l
per K-ehell
vacancy.
(Table 10 of Ledrrer
et al)
DATA OMEGIO.
,O.
,O.
,O.
,O.
,O.
.O.
,O.
,
0.
,o.
.o.
,o.
,0.0367,0.0470,0.9894,0.0761,
0.0941.0.116
,0.138 ,0.163 ,0.190 .0.219 ,0.260 .0.282 ,
0.314 .0.347 .0.381 .0.414 .0.446 .0.479/;
.--------------------_---__---__---__--_---------------------------.
*Probability
for the removal of a K-electron
by PE effect
(PHOTOK)
l
=(X-shell
PE crose eection)/(total
PE crose eection).
.
(Table 8 of Storm and Israel)
DATA PBOIOK/l.
,I.
,I.
,I.
,I.
.I.
,I.
,l.
,
1.
.I.
,0.928.0.922,0.916,0.911,0.907.0.903.
0.900,0.896.0.893,0.890,0.888.0.886,0.883,0.880,
0.878,0.876,0.874,0.872,0.871,0.870/;
I-------------------____________,____,__---------------------------.
“Relative
probability
of a K-alpha photon emieeion (PKA)
” =(K-alpha
inteneity)/(K-alpha
intensity
+ K-beta intensity).
.
(Tablo 6 of Storm and Israel)
,I.
,I.
,I.
.I.
,I.
,0.966
,0.898 ,0.8966,0.896
.O.SSO/;

l
The following
are in COMMON/EDGE/(see macro definition):
I_,-----------------__,____,____,_______---------------------------”

. EXALPH ir the
l
EKBETA ie the

energy
energy

of the X-alpha X-ray.
of the K-beta
I-ray.

EXRI

BKA

”
”
’
I

n EBINDA ie
the energy of the K-edge (in COMMON/PEOIIN/).
.___,~~~_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--.

DUIPUI , ; (’ OUTPUT FROM SUBROUTINEEDCSEI:‘/
’ REGION MEDIll? NAME
K-EDGE
EXALPE
EKBEIA

’
l

BXR2’j);

DO JJ=l,$M.IREG

DATA EBET/O.
, 0.
, 0.
, 0.
, 0.
, 0.
, 0.
, 0.
,
0.
, 0.
) 0.
, 0.
, 0.
, 1.838, 2.142, 2.468,
2.817. 3.191, 3.689, 4.012. 4.469, 4.931, 6.427, 6.947,
6.492, 7.069, 7.649, 8.266, 8.907, 9.6721;
.-----,----,--------_,--__,-___,--___-__---------------------------”

DATA PXA/l.
,l.
,l.
.l.
,I.
1.
,l.
,I.
.I.
.I.
0.940 ,0.924 .0.914 ,0.904 ,0.901
0.894 ,0.893 ,0.8926.0.891
.0.891
.-------------------------_-----------------------------------------”

ie the probability
for
a K-ehell
emission time6 the
probability
for a fluorescent
photon emission due to an
.
electron
transition
from thr X -> K shell.
is BKRI times the probability
that thr fluorescent
photon
.BXR2
.
ie due to an electron
transition
from thr L -> K #hell.
.___--___---__--_---____---__---__,-___----------------------------.
n

.

l

[IZ=IEDCFL(JJ);
IMED=MED(JJ);
IF IMED.CI.0.
[
IF IZ.CI.0
[
BKRl(IMED)=OMEC(IZ)*PHOTOK(IZ);
BKR2(IMED)=BXRl(IMED)*PKA(IZ);
EXALPH(IMED)=E.ALF(IZ)*l.E-3;
FXBEIA(IMED)=EBEI(IZ)*l.E-3;
OUTPUT JJ.IHEP.(HFSIA~I,I~),I=l.24~.EBINDA~IHED~.EI(ALPH~INED~.
~EIA(IHEn),BKRl(IHm),BKa3(IHED);
(2(lX,I6),lI,24Al.lX,lP6ElO.2);

.

1
ELSE 1
OUIPUI JJ,IHED.~~IA~I,IMm~,I=l,24~;
(2(lI,16),11,24Al,’
-- K-EDGE FLUORESCENCEOPTION NOT ENABLED’.
’ FOR MIS REGION --‘I;

11
m
I
.

I
”
.
,
,
,

I
.

ELSE [OUIPUT JJ,IMED;

(2(1X,16).’

VACIJOM’);l]

lEmRN;
‘END OF SUBROUTINE EDCSET. END;

With the help of the flow diagram in Fig. 4.3.1 (see Appendix 1 also), the
algorithm can be explained as follows. A photoelectric interaction is selected in
subroutine PHOTON and subroutine PHOTO is called. If the IEDGFL flag is
zero, or if the energy of the photon is below the binding energy (EBINDA), everything proceeds in the normal (default) fashion as described at the beginning
of this section. However, if IEDGFL is non-zero, a random number uniformly
drawn on the interval (0,l) is compared with BKRl-that
is, the combined
probability that:
l

I
l

The photoelectric interaction involves the K-electron
the L-electron, and
Fluorescence occurs instead of the Auger process.

instead of (say)

Failure to meet either test results in the immediate deposition of the binding
energy. However, if both conditions are met, then a decision is made as to
whether the transition results in the emission of a & or a K,g photon (a little
thought will reveal that it is proper to use the same random number twice in
this situation).
The direction cosines are then determined by sampling from
an isotropic distribution,
and the fluorescent photon is added to the ‘stack”
of particles subsequently to be followed. The result of running UCEDGE to
obtain the number of photons backscattered from an iron slab as a function of
incident energy is shown in Fig. 4.3.2 together with a theoretical model.
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Figure 4.3.2. Gamma-ray reflection coefficient in iron-comparison
of a simple theoretical model and an EGS4 simulation.

Figure 4.3.1. Flow diagram for a K-edge version of PHOTO.
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Both K-edge fluorescence and Rayleigh scattering have been accounted
for in the model as well as in the EGS4 simulation.
The model is based on
integrating over depth the product of:
l
l

l

the probability that
the probability that
duce a photon into
the probability that

a photon will penetrate a distance e into the slab,
a K-edge fluoresence (or Rayleigh scatter) will proa solid angle in the backward direction,
the photon then escapes the slab.

Single elastic (Rayleigh) scattering is shown as a dashed curve and the Kedge fluorescence as a solid curve in Fig. 4.3.2. No secondary interactions
(e.g., multiple scattering) are considered in the model, which agrees reasonably
well with the EGS4IUCEDGE
simulation (circles) except very near the K-edge
energy. The agreement can be made better (or worse) by choosing a finer (or
coarser) mesh of fitting intervals around the K-edge in the PEGS4 data set.
4.4

UCSAMPCG

- USING COMBINATORIAL

GEOMETRY WITH EGS4

In this section we will describe how to create a HOWFAR routine that will allow
the user to make use of the combinatorial geometry package associated with
the Monte Carlo program called MORSECG73 . We assume that the reader is
already very familar with MORSECG and the combinatorial geometry routines
that are used with that program. Those of you who are not are advised to skip
this section entirely.
The User Code called UCSAMPL4, which is used as an example in the
EGS4 User Manual (see Appendix 2), has been modified in order to demonstrate
how to use the combinatorial geometry (CG) package, and the resulting code is
called UCSAMPCG. It is included on the EGS4 Distribution Tape along with
a few of the necessary MORSECG routines.
The entire coupling of the CG package can be accomplished within subroutine HOWFAR. Even though the actual boundary checking is no longer
done in the routine itself, HOWFAR must be present in order to provide the
proper interface with the EGS4 particle transport subprograms, ELECTR and
PHOTON. A once-only initialization is done at the beginning of HOWFAR by
calling the CG routine, JOMIN, which reads in the necessary geometry input
data. This is shown in the following listing taken from UCSAMPCG:

SUBROUTINEBOYFAR;
COMIN/EPCONI,STACK.USEFUL/;
COHNONGNS(20000) ;

"COMMONNEEDED IN HOWFAR"

DATA IST/O/ ;

I

IF(IsI.Eq.0)

[UINIIIALIZEU
NCEOH=l; CHS(l)=NCEOH;
IN=S;# 10=6;
l COMBINATORIAL CEOMETRTINPUT DATA READ'
CALL JONIN(NCEOH.IN,IO);
OUTPUT NCEOH; (' CEOH REqUIRES '.IlO,'
LOCATIONS');
IF (NCE0t4.~~.20000)
[STOP; 1
IST=l; IKY=O;
1 "END OF HOYFAR INITIALIZATIONS
IF(IR(NP).NE.S)
:cmxK:
Il=X(NP);

[IDISC=l;

Yl=Y(RP);

RENRlu;]

Zl=Z(NP);

tYZDUM=i.E-4;

UNP=U(NP); VNP=V(NP); VKP=Y(NP);
I2=Il*UNP*XTZDUM;
Y2=Yl*VNP*XYZDUM;
22=21+YNP*1(YZDUM;
:ALL COMSOR(X2,T2.Z2.IRPRIH.BLZ);

DNEAR(NP)=O.O;
IF(IRPRIH.NE.IR(NP))
[
IRNEU=IRPRIN;
USTEP=O.O ;
IF (Iq(NP).NE.O)[USTEP=-lE-66;l
REIURN;l
I2=Xl+UNP*USTEP;
Y2=Yl*VNP*USTEP;
I2=Zl+VNP*USTEP;
3LZOLD=BLZ; IROLD=IR(NP); MARK=l;
:ALL coNPBP(Xl.Yl,Z1,UNP.VNP.YNP,IBPRIH,BLZ,~,US'ZEP,S,X2,Y2,Z2~;
[F (NP.NE.NPOLD) [IKY=o;l
IF

(IKY.LE.300)
Nla=uMK*3;

[

IqoLD=Iq(NP);
NPoLD=NP;
IF (NMK.Eq.l.OIl.NMK.Eq.2)
[
OUYPUT; (' ERROR 111 GEOMETRYCALCULATION*);
STOP;1

ELSEIF (dhlK.Eq.3)
[IJSTEP=S;
IF (USTEP.LE.XYZDUM) [USYEP=XTZDUM;I
IRNEU=IRPRIM;l l BU;ION CHANCE OCCU'RKD.

1

aEm;

X(#P)=X(NP)+UNP*XYZDUM;
T(NP)=Y(NP)*VNP*XTZDUM;
Z(NP)=Z(NP)*VNP*XYZDUM;
OUIPUT ; (' APPEARS IO BE BUNG-UP X.T.Z
IKT=O;
co10 : CHECK: ;
:HOVFAR-END:

the MORSE combinatorial geometry package and the UCSAMPCG
should help them in their efforts.
! 4.5
INCREASED BT l.E-4');

In order to actually run this program a data file will be required. The following
is the data that we have used in order to obtain results that agree with the
non-CG implementation (i.e., UCSAMPL4).
The format should be obvious to
MORSECG
users.

1
2
3
4

-1000.0
-1000.0
-1000.0
-1001.0

VAC 1000

IRO
AIR
NUL
END
1111
12

1000.0
1000.0
1000.0
1001.0

0.0
2.0
-10.0
-11.0

3.0
10.0
1.0
11.0

-1

+3
l1
l2
+4

3

UCSAMPIE GEOMETRY
1000.0
-1000.0
1000.0
-1000.0
1000.0
-1000.0
1001.0
-1001.0

-1
-3

-2

WITH FLUKA82

,

Recently, the hadronic cascade code FLUKA8274 has been coupled successfully with EGS4 in order to allow for more complete solution to a number of
outstan’ding problems of interest in high energy physics. We will not go into
any detail here, other than to point out some of the capabilities that now exist because of this joiut effort between SLAC, CERN, Karl-Marx University
(Leipzig), and Helsinki Technical University. Most notably, the following has
been accomplished:

RFJURN;
END;

RPP
WP
RPP
RPP
END

COUPLING OF EGS4

User Code

-1

4

Even though this HOWFAR routine has been written specifically for the example problem treated by UCSAMPCG
(i.e., UCSAMPL4), a little thought
should reveal the essential things that are necessary in order to make a more
general EGS4-CG coupling.

FLUKA82, which can completely simulate the development of a hadron
cascade, has been limited to some degree in a proper treatment of the
electromagnetic cascade (e.g., initiated by a AO meson). The option now
exists to call EGS4 directly rather than to rely on a parameterization
of the EM cascade as formerly done.
The study of hadron calorimeters can now be done since EGS4 will
provide proper treatment of statistical fluctuations.
EGS4 can be called within FLUKA82 in order to initiate EM cascades
that are followed using the geometry package provided by FLUKA82.
This geometry package is faster than the one in MORSECG
and it is
structured in such a way as to make it likewise rather easy to use (e.g.,
data card entry).
An option now exists in FLUKA82 that allows for the photoproduction
of high energy particles (e.g., pions, kaons, etc.) which can then be
transported by means of FLUKA82. This should provide an interesting
tool for the design of secondary beam lines, as well as providing an
enhanced capability for solving a variety of shielding problems around
high energy electron accelerators.
Although we have not gone into any detail on how this was done, suffice
it to say that the structure of EGS4 is such that it is fairly easy to couple
electron-photon transport processes to other computer codes, and FLUKA82EGS4 provides such an example.

We have not made a great effort to use the combinatorial geometry package
with EGS4 because we have found it to be significantly less efficient than the
macro-geometry methods that we have discussed previously, and because the
problems that we work on many times involve geometries that are simply too
complex. We realize, however, that there are many users who prefer to use
141
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5.

5.1

MAJOR

CHANGES

SUMMARY OF EGS3

AND

TO EGS4

ADDITIONS
CONVERSION

As with any widely used code, there have been many extensions made to
EGS3 and many small errors found and corrected as the code was used in new
situations. This chapter describes the major changes between EGS3 and EGS4.
It is primarily of concern to those who have been actively using EGS3 and
want to determine if and how the changes affect their previous EGS3 results
and thinking. New users can and probably should ignore this chapter.
To facilitate in this effort, flow diagrams of all thirteen subroutines of EGS
were created and are presented in Appendix 1. The addition of these flow
diagrams to the EGS documentation should provide the EGS user with a much
better understanding of how the program works. They will also make it easier
to explain the various changes and additions that are summarized below.
l

l

l

l

Major Changes and Additions to EGSS.
* Conversion from Mortran2 to Mortran3.
* Corrections to logic and coding errors in EGS3.
* Extension of electron transport down to 10 keV (kinetic energy).
* Improved Sternheimer treatment of the density effect.
* Improved definition of the radiation length at low atomic numbers.
New Options and Macros.
* Macro templates for introduction of weighting and biasing techniques.
l
Pi-zero option.
+ Rayleigh scattering option.
* Compton electron stack position preference (macro).
* Positron discard option (macro) for creation of annihilation gammas.
Auxiliary Subprograms and Utilities.
* Geometry subprograms and corresponding macro packages.
* Miscellaneous energy conservation and event counter utility routines.
* Fixed fractional energy loss subroutines.
New Applications and Examplest .
* Leading particle biasing macro to increase efficiency.

t See Chapter 4 (ADVANCED
of these items

*
*
*
*

TO EGS3

EGS4 USER CODES) for a discussion of each

i
!

Fluorescent photon transport capability.
Charged particle transport in magnetic fields.
Combinatorial geometry package.
Coupling of hadronic and electromagnetic cascade codes.

The most significant changes have been
correct problems which occurred when lower
was done. It is also worth noting that data
used by EGS4 as long as coherent (Rayleigh)
5.2

CONVERSION FROM MORTRAN2

made to subroutine ELECTR to
energy charged particle transport
sets generated by PEGS3 can be
scattering is not being used.

TO MORTRAN3

Starting with Version 2, the EGS Code System has been written in an
extended FORTRAN language known as Mortran275 (the reasons for using the
Mortran language are given in the EGS4 User Manual (Appendix 2) and will not
be repeated here). Starting with EGS4 we have converted to the latest version
called Mortran376 and this section describes some of the new features that are
important for EGS users. We also point out a couple of minor changes that will
have to be made to existing EGS3 User Codes in order to make them compatible
with EGS4. An “EGS4 User Guide to Mortran3” is given in Appendix 4.
5.2.1

Change of Angle Bracket Delimiters

A Mortran2 block is a sequence of Mortran statements enclosed in special characters < and >, called angle brackets. In Mortran3, however, these characters
are used as relational operaton and blocks are now delimited relational operator
by the square brackets [ and 1.
5.2.2

Relationd

and Logical Operators

The following operators are available for use in Mortran3:
l
Relational operators: <, <=, =<, =, =>, >=, and >.
l
Logical operators: & (and), 1 (or), and - (not).
l
It is also still permissible to use the standard FORTRAN operators:
.LT., .LE., .GT., .GE., .EQ., and .NE., as well as .AND., .OR., and
. NOT.. [Note, however, that one must not mix relational and standard
FORTRAN operators in the same statement].

5.2.3

?2ansformation

Rules (Macro’,Expressions)

One of the problems with Mortran2 has been that the more complex macros
can be difficult to read, primarily due to the use of the single quotation mark
as a delimiter. With Mortran3 this problem is avoided. For example, with the
aid of braces (“curly brackets”) the Mortran2 macro

is now written
REPLACE {$EVALUATE#USINC#(#);)
WITH
<fPl)=<P231(L<P3),MEDIUM)*(P3)
+ (P2)O(L(P3),MEDIUM);).

5.2.5

Necessary Changes to EGS3 User Codes

i Most EGS3 User Codes can be changed rather easily in order to run under
! EGS4, primarily by changing all angle bracket delimiters to square brackets
(those that are part of comments or format statements are excluded from this
change). If override (or other) macros are included in the User Code they
should, for clarity, be put into the new style (using curly brackets) as described
above, allthough this is not absolutely necessaj.
Some users have made use of geometry macros, such as $PLANE2 and $CYLNbR, which are now a part of the EGS4 macro set (i.e., EGS4MAC MORTRAN
on the EGS4 Distribution Tape) and do not have to be included at the beginning
of the User Code. However, the user may still override the default definitions.
Mortran3 does not support tabs so users must remove them from their
Mortran codes. Furthermore, one must remove the %% from the end of all files
except the very end of the Mortran3 source.

The advantage of this notation will be even more apparent for the very complex
macros in EGS4.
A general explanation of macros, including examples, is given in the Mortran3 User’s Guide7‘j section called “TRANSFORMATION
RULES” and in
Section 4.5 of Appendix 4 of the present report.
5.2.4

Processor Control and Directives

Directives are instructions to the Mortran processor and do not involve transformation of notations. In Mortran2, all directives must begin in column one
and only one directive per line is recognized, examples of which are IF for
setting the FORTRAN mode and XM for returning to the Mortran mode. In
Mortran3 we have the additional feature of free-form directives, any number of
which may appear on a line and in any location. One of the new directives that
should be of particular interest is !TFtACE n, which can be used as a debugging
tool. For example, insertion of ! TRACE 2 ; will cause the printing of template
and parameters each time the rule is applied, such as
$EVALUATE GBR~ USING GBR~(GLE);
MATCHED $EVALUATEpUSINGp(p);
ARC 1 GBRl
ARC 2 GBRl
ARG 3 GLE
REDUCED GBR1=GBRll(LGLE,MEDIUM)*GLE+GBRlO(LGLE,MEDIuM);
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5.3

CORRECTIONS TO LOGIC AI~D CODING ERRORS IN EGS3

Since EGS3 was formally introduced in 1978 a number of coding and logic
errors have been found and corrected. For most applications that we are aware
of these errors probably have not caused any serious problems due to the fact
that the processes involved were not significant to the total shower picture that
was being simulated. Nevertheless, depending on the problem, incorrect results
could be obtained with some versions of EGS3. Even though many of the
changes have already been made in copies sent out by SLAC and CERN, each
user should check his version and verify whether or not they are included. All
of the corrections to date have been incorporated in EGS4 and we recommend
simply switching over to it at this time, particularly since very little effort
should be required in order to make existing User Codes applicable.
In this section we give a list of these corrections, as well as some changes
and additions that should make EGS even more versatile and useful. Some of
the items will be discussed in detail in other sections that will follow. We include
them here for completeness, and because they do show up in the flow charts
for the EGS4 code (see Appendix 1). Some of the changes have corresponding
changes in PEGS4, and these will be pointed out whenever necessary. The
statements and macros that are listed here are in the Mortran3 language. We
have purposely excluded many of the comments that appear in the EGS code
listing in order to save space.
5.3.1

ANNIH:

Correction

of a Typographic

The statement indicated below (-->)
corrected.

error that was

LOOP[$RANDOMSEIRNNOOl;
Ep=EpO*EIp(BNNOO1*ALOC~~i.O-EpO~/EpO~~;
--> REJF=l.O-EP*AI*AI*(P.O*G-l.O/EP);
IUNTIL RRNOO2.LE.BEJF;

RETDRN;
END; %ND OF SUBROUTINEANNIH.

E(NP*l)=PESE2;
--> Hl=(PEIP*PRM)/PEKIN;
--> DCOSTH=Hl*(PESEl-PRM)/(PESEl+pRhl);
--, sINTHE=DSQRT(l.DO-DCOSYH); COSyHE=DSQRT(DcosTH);
CALL UPHI(2.1);
NP=NP*l;
--> DCOSYH=Hl*(PESE2-PRM)/(PES~*pRhl);
--> SINTHG-DSQRI(l.DO-DCOSYH);
COSTHE=DsqRT(DcosYH);
CALL UPHI(3.2);
REmlN ;
END; "END OF SUBROUTINEBHABHA.

ELECTR:

Major Changes in the Logic of the TSTJZPLoop

The TSTEP loop in subroutine
following reasons:

2.

tRANDOMSE1RNNOO2;

Double Precision Changes (for Small Angles)

SUBROUTINEBHABHA;
, CONIN/DEBUC,RANDOH,STACK,THRFSH,UPHIOI,USEFUL/;
$ENF.RCYPRECISION PEI~,~E~sE~,PE~E~,PF.~E~;
--> $ENERCYPRECISION PEKIN,Hl.DCOSTH;
PEIP=E(NP); "PRECISE ENERGY OF INCIDENT POSITRON*
EIP=PEIP; *ENERGY OF INCIDENT POSITRON"
--> PEKIN=PEIP-PRM; 'PRECISE K.E. OF INCIDENT POSITRON.
EKIN=PEKIN;

1.

SUBROUTINEANNIH;
COHIN/DEBUC,~NDOH.SIACK,UPHIOI,US~UL/;
$ENFJLGYPRECISION PAVIP.PESCl.PESC2;

BHABHA:

,i In order to treat small angles correctly certain calculations must be performed
:,in double precision 77 . Changes to subroutine BHABHA are indicated with -+
I
irrthe following listing:

5.3.3

Error

contained a typographic

5.3.2

3.

ELECTR

has been extensively modified for the

To allow charged particles to be followed down to kinetic energies of 10
keV (whether the MoliGre multiple scattering model and the restricted
stopping powers are still valid at such low energies remains a question).
To allow for different cutoff energies in each region of a geometry (Note:
this was not correctly implemented in EGS3 even though SLAC-210
indicates otherwise).
To scale distances correctly when the density of a region is redefined in
EGS from the default value given by the data created by PEGS.

All three have been responsible at one time or another for specific difficulties
encountered using EGS3, usually resulting in negative USTEP looping. The
current ELECTR routine not only solves these problems, but is more parallel
to its counterpart routine, PHOTON.

In order to avoid confusion, we will not detail these logic changes that
have been made in ELECTR. Those interested are referred to the flow diagrams given in Appendix 1. However, a number of additional changes have
been made which will be presented in the following sections. One major change
has been the elimination of subroutine RHOSET and the substitution, as its
replacement, of the macro template $SET-RHOF (which has the default replacement RHOF=RHUR(IRL) /RHO (MEDIUM) ). Al so, we have moved certain variables,
such as BETA2 and TSCAT, inside the USTRP loop in order to correct the logic.
This causes the program to run somewhat slower at low energies (i.e., a few
MeV), but does not noticably affect the performance of high energy shower
calculations. However, BETA2 was not updated correctly in EGS3, a factor that
caused difficulties at low energies. It should also be noted that BETA, which was
included along with BETA2 in COMMON/RPCONT/in EGS3, has been removed in
EGS4.
5.3.4

ELECTR:

Addition

of the SSET-TUSTRP Macro

A $SET-TUSTRP template (i.e., pattern) was inserted immediately in front of
the $SET-USTRP template in order to avoid an infinite loop problem caused by
negative USTRP values. The problem occurred in EGS3 when an attempt was
made to lower the cutoff for charged particles from a kinetic energy of 1 MeV
to 10 keV. Looking at the macro
RRPI~R

($SET-USTEP;)

WITH (USTRP=TUSTIZP*(~.-TUSTEP/TSCAT);)

it was determined that under certain circumstances TUSTBP had values that were
larger than TSCAT, in clear violation of Eq. 2.14.87 of SLAG210 which requires
TUSTF.P/TSCAT to be less than 0.3. This requirement had been inadvertantly
left out of the EGS3 program. Adding the macro
REPLACE ($SET-TUSTEP;)

WITH (TUSTRP=AMINl(TUSTRP,0.3*TSCAT,RANGE);)

solves the problem. We elected to make this change by means of the $SETTUSTEP template, as opposed to hard coding it in ELECTR, in order to make
it easier for the user either to revert back to the EGS3 situation, or to select a
completely different restriction.
5.3.5

ELECTR:

Addition

of the Scaling of TSCAT

Related to the above problem with negative USTRP is the fact that TSCAT has
not been properly scaled in EGS3 78, Normally, EGS3 is run using the density
149

values assigned to each region by default (i.e., the ones created by PEGS).
The user, however, has had the option of changing the density in any region
by means of the array RHOR, provided that it is done before calling subroutine HATCH. In EGS3 the user could also let the density vary continuously’by
rewriting subroutine RHOSET (see Table 4.3.1 of SLAG21O), which has now
been replaced by a macro (see above). In either case all cross sections, stop
ping powers, and distances were supposed to have been scaled automatically
in ELEGTR, but somehow the variable TSCAT was overlooked in EGS3. The
problem is solved in EGS4 by simply adding the statement
TSCAT=TSCAT/RHOF;
after the original defining statement for TSCAT. Because of the insertion of the
$SET-TUSTEP macro described above, negative USTBP values can no longer occur
as a result of improper scaling of TSCAT anyways. However, TSCAT is also used
in the path length correction macro, $SET-TWSTRP, so that the above correction
is still required. The net effect of this change is difficult to assess, but should
only concern those who have overriden the default densities normally assigned
by HATCH.
5.3.6

ELECTR:

Addition

of the Variable FLIP

In a study involving the transport of low energy positrons7’ it was observed
that the first of the two annihilation quanta created following an ECUT discard
always had a polar angle less than 90 degrees, whereas the second had one
greater than 90 degrees. The problem was due to the fact that both quanta
have the same energy but the first one on the stack got assigned the smaller
polar angle. The problem was solved by inserting the statements
@ANDONSET FLIP;
IF(FLIP.LE.O.~)
[COSTHE=-COSTIiR;]
immediately after the 6rst occurance of $RANDOMSET COSTHE;, thus forcing
the first quanta to have a first or second quadrant polar angle chosen on a
50/50 basis. This change should only affect those situations where correlations
between the two annihilation quanta are being studied (e.g., positron emission
tomography).
150
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5.3.;

ELECTR:

Change in the MO&L&R

us BREMS Logic

An infinite loop situation occurred in subroutine BREMS when the charged
particle kinetic energy cutoff was lowered from 1 MeV to 10 keV. This was found
to be caused by a logic error’ in the bremsstrahlung versus MeHer branching
section of subroutine ELECTR. Specifically, in EGS3 when a Mgller interaction
ha8 been selected over a bremsstrahlung, the total energy of the electron is
then checked to see if it is greater than the threshold energy, THMOLL(MEDIUM).
For those cases where the Mgller interaction is kinematically impossible, EGS3
forces the interaction back to a bremsstrahlung one.
However, at very low energies a condition can be reached whereby EBRl is
effectively zero 80 that the Mptller interaction is first chosen and this is followed
by a forcedbremsstrahlung
that is not kinematically possible either, thus setting
up an infinite loop. The solution to the problem is to replace the statement
IF(E(NP)

.LR.THMOLL(kfF.DIUM))

IF (E (NP) . LE. THMOLL(MEDIUM) ) [
IF (RHRl . LE. 0.0) [GO TO : NEWRLRCTRON
: ;]
GO TO :EBREHS:;

1.
ELECTR:

Addition

DE=DEDX*TVSTRP;
in ELECTR.

[GO TO :EHRRNS: ;]

with

5.3.8

dataobtained from the shower and written onto tape or disk. In either,cask, the
shower simulation itself should not be affected by the sampling/scoring methods
employed.
i
An alternate method is to include the fluctuations directly within the
!
shower simulation, which could result in a much slower running program. Furthermore, among the various fluctuation models available (i.e., Gaussian, Landau, Vavilov, etc.), no single universal method can be chosen to handle the
multitude of geometries envisioned. We have, therefore, decided to install a
macro template called $DE-FLUCTUATION at the location immediately following
the statement

of the $DE-FLUCTUATION Template

fluctuations Charged particle ionization loss in any given region is usually determined by scoring the quantity EDRP in subroutine AUSGAB whenever a simple
transport ha8 taken place (i.e., IARG=O). The user can (and usually does) add
in the EDRP value corresponding to the remaining IARG values (1 through 4) as
well, but the determination of EDRP for the simple transport case is what concerns U8 here. This is done in subroutine ELECTR by multiplying the transport
distance, TVSTEP, by the average (restricted) stopping power, DEDX, to obtain
the quantity DE-which is later assigned to EDRP. This is a reasonable thing to
do in order to simulate the general behavior of electromagnetic cascades, but
may give unsatisfactory results in certain cases. For example, for thin detectors
located within a shower device it is usually quite important to include Landau
fluctuations. Generally, this is done by additional sampling and scoring within
subroutine AUSGAB, or by a separate offline analysis using charged particle

The default macro is the null macro. Namely,
REPLACE ($DE-FLUCTUATION;]

WITH (;I.

It is then left up to the discretion of the user to create an override macro in order
to account for energy loss fluctuations. Of course, as was discussed in Section
2.14, fluctuation8 due to discrete interactions are already properly accounted
for in EGS4 (and EGSS) even though in most applications the charged particle
cutoff energy, for efficiency reasons, is simply chosen too high for the Landau
distribution to manifest itself.
5.3.9

ELECTR:

Addition

of the $PARTICLE-SELECTION Templates

In order to facilitate the introduction of importance sampling and other variance reduction techniques (e.g., splitting, Russian rouletting, leading particle
biasing, etc.), we have placed the macro templates
$PARTICLE-SELECTION-ANNIH
$PARTIcLE-SELECTI~N-ANNIH~ST
$PARTIcLE-SRLRCTION-HHAHHA
$PARTICLE-SELECTI~N-B~MS
$PARTICLR-SELECTION-MOLLRR
at appropriate locations in ELECTR (i.e., following calls to ANNIH, etc.).
The default macro for each of these is the template $PARTICLR-SELRCTIONELRCTR, which in turn default8 to the null macro. With this scheme the user

I

can introduce importance sampling’for all interactions or for any particular
interaction.
This is demonstrated in Chapter 4 (ADVANCED
EGS4 USER
CODES) where we give a macro for leading particle biasing that can result in
very large savings in computer time.
5.3.10

ELECT&

Addition

of the $SELECT-ELECTRON-MFP

Macro

W e have replaced those statements in ELECTR that select the number of
mean free paths with the template $SELECT-ELECTRON-MFP. The default macro
for this template is
mmx
($sELEcT-ELECTRON-MFp;>
WITH <$RANDOMSET RNNEI;
IF(RNNEl.EQ.O.0)
[RNNEl=l.E-30;]
DEMFP=-ALOG (RNNE~) ; 3

which accomplishes the same task as before, but which prevents the logarithm
from becoming ill-defined. However, the real purpose for changing over to a
macro is to allow the user some flexibility in determining the selection of the
next interaction location, such as in the biasing technique commonly referred
to as path length stretching.
5.3.11

ELECTR:

REPLACE ($POSITRON-ECUT-DISCARD;)

HATCH:

Addition

of $HATcH-USER-INPUT-INIT

Template

In order .to allow the user the opportunity to introduce data into EGS after
HATCH has first been called, the template $HATCH-USER-INPUT-INIT
has been
placed at the appropriate location in the subprogram, with null as the default.
5.3.14

MOLLER:

Double Precision Changes (for Small Angles]

As discussed under Subroutine BHABHA, in order to treat small angles correctly certain calculations must be performed in double precision77. Changes
to subroutine MOLLER are exactly parallel to those in BHABHA.
5.3.15

MSCAT:

Addition

The $MSCAT-OVER-RIDE

of the $MSCAT-OVER-RIDE
template

has been inserted

Macro
near the beginning

of sub-

program MSCAT as shown below (-->):

-->

SUBROUIINE MSCAT;
CONIN/DEBUC.ELECIN,EPCONT,MISC,MULTS,RANDOH,
STACK,IHRFSH,UF'HIIN,UPHIOI,USEFUL/;
VSTEFF=NSIEP*RHOF;
OKECAO=BLCC(MEDIUhl)*VSTEFF/BETA2;
$MSCAT-OVER-RIDE;
BLC=ALOG(OMECAO);
IF(BLC.LE.1.30686)[B=1.630394*BLC;~

REIuRN;
END; "END OF SUBROUIINE t&CAT"

I

The purpose for this addition is to allow the user more control in choosing the
scheme for multiple scattering, particularly when BLC 5 0 (i.e., OMEGA05 1.0).
The default macro for this template is

Rayleigh Scattering Additions

W e have added the capability of including Rayleigh scattering in EGS4 by
placing macro templates in subroutine PHOTON and by adding some code
153

5.3.13

WITH (EDRP=PEIE-PRM;)

together with several additions to that part of the code. The EGS3 algorithm
is recovered by the user by redefining the macro with EDEP=PEIE+PRM;. Note
that annihilation photons are not created whenever a user discards a positron
in HOWFAR.
HATCH:

I

Change in the ECUT Logic for Positrons

In EGSJ, whenever the energy of the positron falls below ECUT but is greater
than AE, the entire available energy (i.e., PEIE+PRM) is deposited locally. However, in EGS4 we produce two annihilation quanta as the default via the macro

5.3.12

to HATCH (with corresponding additions in PEGS4). Also, improvements
have been made to the normal status messages that are output to the line
i printer, The user should be aware that various changes have also been made
!to,COMMON/MEDIA/
and COMMON/PHOTIN/.

wLAcE
($MscAT-OVER-RIDE;)
WITH
{;IF(OMRGAO.LE.~.O)
[SINTHE=O.O;C~STHR=~.O;THETA=~.~;
NOSCAT=NOSCAT+l ; RETURN ; ] >
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thereby eliminating a similar in-line code that was in EGS3. It was found“j that
if too small steps are used, it is possible that this code effectively ‘turns off”
multiple scattering. This can lead to incorrect results and hence the variable
NOSCAT has been added to CBMMON/MISC/ and is incremented here whenever
the step is too short for multiple scattering to occur. In low energy problems
this can be a useful diagnostic to print out. Also, a conditional statement was
added following the evaluation of the random number BBS2 in order to set its
value to 1 .E-30 should it ever take on the value of 0.0.

5.3.16 PAIR: Addition

to Avoid Occasional Division

LVL=LVLO*S; BB=BN11G30*0.6;1
IF (BR.EQ.O.0) #BIT;
DEL=1.O/(EIG*BB+(l.O-BB));

ItEm;
END;

5.3.17 PHOTO: Changes and Additions

!
!

to Avoid Negative EDEP

The lowest photon cutoff energy (AB) in EGS3 was originally set at 100 keV,
which is higher than the largest K-edge for the 100 elements that PEGS considers. As synchrotron radiation problems have become more prevalent this limit
has been reduced to the current level of 1 keV. This has led to a number of
problems including the generation of a serious error in subroutine PHOTO in
which negative energy values are assigned to the variable EDEN. The following
subprogram replaces subroutine PHOTO in its entiretyso :

'I

1

by Zero

Because some pseudo-random number generators may include either zero or
unity in the range of values, there exists a possibility that the branching ratio,
BR, may take on the value of zero and result in a divide check error. To avoid
this difficulty in a general way, the statement below (-->) has been added to
subroutine PAIR:

-->

SUBROUTINE PHOTO;
COHIN/DEBUG,EPCON'I.PBOTIH.SIACB[,USEFUL/;
SEXEBGT PBBCISIOl PEIG;
PEIG=E(NP);
I
IF(E(IIP).LE.EBIIYDA(NEDIULI))
IED~=PEIG;
IBLOBE=I;I
ELSE [*ASSUNE ELECIILOY BENT 111 DIRECIIOI OF TBE PHOTOUYIIB IX9
.
EUEBGY. LESS IBE BINDING EUEBGT:
SDEZp=EBIM)A(t4F,DIOM); "BINDING ENEBGT YILL BE DEPOSITED LOCALLY"
E(NP)=EDEP; .SST Up PHOTON TO BE DISCARDED'
.FLAG IIiDICAIIBG UHEIBER ENEBGY BELGY BINDING EISFJIGY~
IBiGBE=O;
$AUSCALLOPB~IIAU~);
IF(IBLoBE.EQ.I)
[E(NP)=PZERO; aEmu;
V3EI ELECTROll CBABGE‘
IPurP)=-1;
%ET ELECTBOll ENEBGY"
E@P)=PEIG-EDEP*PBM;
aEImln;
END; "EUD OF SUBBOUIINE PHOTO"

I

This solution is not the best one for very low energy photon radiation because
the effects of the K- and L-edges are not properly treated. The user can, of
course, override subroutine PHOTO with one that includes the production and
transport of fluorescent photons, and an example (WEDGE) is given in Chapter
4 (ADVANCED
EGS4 USER CODES) to illustrate how this can be done.
In the above subroutine we have also introduced a new variable, IBLOBE,
that has been added to COMNON/USEFUL/. IBLOBE normally takes on the value
0, but occasionally gets set to 1 in order to provide information to the user
that the energy of the photon was below the binding energy for the medium in
question.
5.3.18

PHOTON: Major Changes in Logic of the PNEWMEDIUM Loop

For reasons similar to those given above in the ELECTR case, we have made a
number of changes in subroutine PHOTON. The reader is again referred to the
flow charts in Appendix 1 for details. New additions are given in the sections
that follow.

5.3.19 PHOTON: Addition of $PARTICLE-SELECTION

Templates

In order to facilitate the introduction of importance sampling and other variance reduction techniques, we have placed the macro templates

at appropriate locations in PHOTON (i.e., following calls to COMPT, etc.).
The default macro for each of these is-the template $PARTICLE-SELECTION
PHOTON, which in turn defaults to the null macro. With this scheme the user
can introduce importance sampling for all interactions or for any particular
interactions. We demonstrate how to do this in Chapter 4 (ADVANCED EGS4
USER CODES) w h ere macros for both leading particle biasing and particle
splitting are given.
5.3.20

PHOTON:

Addition

of $SELECT-PHOTON-MFP

Macro

For reasons similar to those described for ELECTR above, we have replaced
those statements in PHOTON that select the number of mean free paths with
$SELECT-PHOTON-MFP. The default macro for this template is
REPLACE '<$SELECT-PHOTON-MFP;)
WITH &$RAND~MSET~~~035;
IF(RNN035.Et.J.O.O) [RNN035=l.E-30;]
DPMFP=-JUOC(RNN035) ; 3
which accomplishes the same task as before (note that a conditional statement
has been added in order to assure that the logarithm is not ill-defined). This
macro allows the EGS user to choose alternate schemes for the selection of the
next point of interaction.
5.3.21

PHOTON:

Addition

of Rayleigh Scattering

5.3.22

Elimination

of Subroutine

RHOSET

,i Subroutine RHOSET has been removed from the EGS code entirely and, at
1 the two locations where it was called (i.e., in ELECTR and PHOTON), ,we
have inserted the template $SET-RHOF. The default macro for this template is
REPLACE (@ET-RHoF;)

WITH (RHoF=RH~R(IRL>/RH~(MEOIUM);)

lf one doesn’t use the RHOR(IRL) feature, one can speed the code up somewhat by redefining the macro to be null and the value RHOF=l .O (defined
in the BLOCK DATA (e.g., EGS4BLOK MORTRAN)
and passed in CONMON/EPCONT/) is used. In hindsight, we should not have included subroutine
RHOSET in EGS3 to begin with since it only wasted computer time making an
extra external call (in fact, it was not even included in Fig. 2.6.1 of SLAG210
which shows the ‘Flow Control with User Using EGS’). Those who want to have
RHOSET added back in, however, can do so by simply inserting the macro
REPLACE <$SET-RHOF;)
WITH
(CALL RHOSET(RHOL);
RHOF=RHOL/RHO (MEDIUM);3

at the beginning of their User Code and including
version of the subroutine.

the original EGS3 (or other)

Templates

As was mentioned earlier in the discussions involving changes in subroutine
HATCH, this new version of EGS allows for the inclusion of Rayleigh scattering in the transport of photons. Two macro templates, which are used in
conjunction with one another, have been added to subroutine PHOTON in order to accomplish this task in a way that is compatible with previous versions
of EGS. The $RAYI.EIGH-CORRECTION template can be used in order to modify the photon mean free path, whereas the $RAYLgIGH-SCATTERING template
located further on in PHOTON can be used for doing the necessary sampling.
However, the reader should be aware of possible conflicts that may occur if the
SSELECT-PHOTON-MFPmacro (described above) has also been redefined (this is
most easily understood by looking at the flow diagram for subroutine PHOTON
given in Appendix 1). An example of the use of this Rayleigh scattering feature
is presented in Section 3.5.
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SHOWER:

Addition

of the y&zero

Option

The user can invoke this options1 by calling SHOWER with IqI=2, whereby
two annihilation quanta are placed on the stack with appropriate energies and
angles. The sampling scheme that is used is shown in the following code additions to SHOWER (indicated by -->):

5.3.‘24

Changes

in the COMIN Macros

The following table lists the COMIN macros in the file called EGS4MAC MORsome of which have been changed from those in the corresponding
;j EGS3MAC MORTRAN:
/
I
COMIN/name/
Changed?

i TRAN,

SUBROUTINE SHOUER(IqI,EI,XI,YI.ZI,UI,VI,YI,IRI,YTI);
--> DOUBLE pRECISION DEG,DPGL.DEI,DPI.DCSTB.DCOSTH.PIOMSq;

BOUNDS
BREMPR
ELECIN
EPCONT
MEDIA
MISC
MULTS
PATHCM
PHOTIN
RANDOM
STACK
THRESH
UPHIIN
UPHIOT
USEFUL

I

COHIN/DEBUG,SIACI(,UPHIOI.RIINDOH/;
--> DAYA PIOMSQ/l.8216418D4/;

"PI-ZERO MASS (HEV) squARED

PROPERIIES IO (1) FROM I;
IF (IqI.EQ.2)
["PI-ZERO OPTION"
IF (IqI.EQ.2)
["PI-ZERO OPTION"

$IRAlSFEE

-->
-->

--> IF(EI.LE.PIOMSq) [OUTPUTEI;
--) (f/.' STOPPED IN SUBROUTINE SHOWER---PI-ZERO OPTIONINVOKD'.
-->
/,' BUY IRE TOTAL ENERGYWAS TOO SMALL (EI='.GiS.S,'
MEi')');
--> SIOP;]

--> $RANDOMSEI
CSIH;
--> DCSTH=CSM; DEI=EI; DPI=DSqRY(DEI*DEI-PIOMSq);
--> DEG=DEI*DPI*DCSTH; DPGL=DPI*DEI*DCSYH; DCOSYH=DPGL/DEG;
--> COSTHE=DCOSTH;SINTHE=DSqRI(l.DO-DCOSYB+DCOSYH);

--> IG(l)=O; E(l)=DEG/2.;
--> CALL UPHI(2,l);
--> NP=2;
--> DEG=DEI-DPI*DCSTH; DPGL=DPI-DEI*DCSYH; DCOSM=DPGL/DEG;

-->
-->
-->
-->

COSTIIE=DCOSM;
SINTHE=-DSQRT(l.DO-DCOSM*DCOSTH);,
IG(2)=0; E(I)=DEG/I.;
CALLUPEI(3,2);
"ENDOF PI-ZEROOPTION"1
:TOPSIACK:
LOOP["DECIDE UHAI IS ON TOP OF STACK.

REXURN ;

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No

USER

We have also removed certain macros that were not really being used in EGS,
but had originally been created for possible future improvements that never
materialized.
5.4

COMPATIBILITY

WITH FORTRAN

77

The EGS3 Code System was written in FORTRAN IV, whereas EGS4
and PEGS4 have been designed to be reasonably compatible with FORTRAN
77 as well (at least on IBM and VAX computers). The following macro has
been added to EGS4MAC MORTRAN and to PEGS4 MORTRAN in order to
facilitate switching between the two language standards:

END; "END OF SUBROUTINE SHOWER.

REPLACE ($FORTVER) WITH (1977)
In the replacement part one simply inserts 1966 to switch to FORTRAN
The template $FORTVER is used primarily with macros like
REPLACE ($TYPE3 WITH
(<SETR F=$FORTVER3
[IF]
(COPY F3=1977

[CHARACTER*41

[ELSE]

[INTEGER]3

IV.

I

in order to provide upward compatibility with FORTRAN IV User Codes. That
is, character data can be assigned to INTEGER type variables under FORTRAN
IV, but a CHARACTER type declaration is required with FORTRAN 77 (although
some compilers are ‘forgiving” in this regard). When converting User Codes
from EGS3 to EGS4, one can simply change all INTEGER types involving character data to STYPE and the above macro will guarantee that either the 1966
or the 1977 standard will work.
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from EGS3 to EGS4, one can simply change all INTEGER types involving character data to STYPE and the above macro will guarantee that either the 1966
or the 1977 standard will work.
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III

MAIN
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l--i?-

+

HATCH.

I HOWFAR

I
11

AUSGAB

I ----v

1

SHOWER

I
I
+

I
ELECTR

PHOTON

&
-(-SC-)

BHABHA

1 PAIR

MOLLER

1 PHOTO 14

BREMS
UPHI

k

+

‘1.

I
.

.

KEY FOR EGS4 FLOW DIAGRAMS
Beginning of subprogram.

Statement.

Condltionol statement.

[ SRANDBMSET RNN~OI ]

: ECUT DISCARD:

Statement with macro.

Lobel.

$&;q
DO IOOP.

Call to external wbprogrom.

Call to external subprogram. The dashes lndlcote that
this toll is not normally done, but co” be “swtched-on”
by means of the array IAUSFL (see Section AZ.6 of
Appendtx 21.

Doto statement.

Return statement.

OUTPUT A, 8, c

0

ST0P

output lor Input) Stolement.

Stop statement.

Circled numbers to identify connections between
subprogram parts.

10-83

Jump over flow chart line.

4481831

+
PAVIP= E(NP) + PRM
AVIP = PAVIP
A=AVIP/RM
AI = I.O/A
G=A-I.0
T=G-1.0
P = SORT(A*T)
P0T = P/T
EPO = I.O/(A+P)

.-5

t
01

+
/ REJF = 1.0 -EP+AI

* AI *(2.0

*G-I.O/EP)

1

c?

EP = AMAXI
(EP, !.O-EP)
ESGl = AVIP*
EP
PESGI = ESGI
E (NP) = PESGI
PESG2 = PAVIP - PESGI
E(NP+l)
= PESG2
ESG2 = PESG2
IQ(NP)
=O
C0STHE=(ESGl-RM)*P0T/ESGt
SINTHE =SORT(I.O-C0STHE*C@THE)
4
CALL
UPHT(2,i

1

4
NP= NP+l
IO(NP)
=0
C0STHE = (ESGZ-RM)*P0T/ESG2
SINTHE=-SQRT(f.O-C0STHE*C0STHE)
c
CALL
UPHI(3,2)
4

J

-

EKIN
= PEKIN
TO = EKIN/RM
E O = T O + 1.
Y Y = 1./(10+2.1
EO2=EO*EO
BETAIE=E02/(E02-1.1
EPO=TElMEDIUMI/EKIN
E P O C = I.-EPO
Y2=YY*YY

_o
7

4
[ BR=E~~/(I.-EPOC*RNN~O~~

a

4
[ JRAND~MSET

5
m

~~~0041

4
REJF~~EPOC*(BETAII~-BR*(EI-BR*(B~-BR~(~~-BR~~~])))

6
;
:
3
a
l

“P ”!

e - O ” top
O f Stock”

IOINP+I)=-1

IO(NP)
=-I
IO(NP+l
i= I
BR=!.-8R
I4

“P ”r e + o n
,op of S , O C k ”

PEKSE2:BR*EKIN
PESEI = PEIP-PEKSE2
PESEZ=PEKSE2+PRM
ESEI : PESEI
ESE2 = PESE2
E(NP1 = PESEI
E(NP+II
: PESEZ
HI = l P E I P +
PRMI/PEKIN
D C 0 S T H = H l r l P E S E I - P R M ) ‘( P E S E l + P R h l l
SINTHE:
DSORT(I.DO-DC0STHI
C0STHE i DSORT (DCOSTH)

NP=NP+I
DC0STH:HlrcPESE2-PRMI/(PESE2+Pf?M)
SINTHE=-DSORT(I.DO-DC0STH)
CQSTHE =DSORT(DC0STHl
i
CALL
UPHIi3,2)
i
RETURN
(to E L E C T R )

*

:

I

N
ISUBRBUTINE
BREMS

“B-H

+

1 SRANDOMSET

Coulomb

RNN006

1

N0

l

/ER Dlslrlbullon”
[ ~RANO~MSET
~~~0071
4
IDISTR=ABREMS*RNN007
P: PWR2I(IDISTR
+ I)
LVL = LVLO + I
c
[ SRANOBMSET
I

~~~0061

+
[~RAND~MSET

“2 BR
Distrlbutlon”
,
~~~013)

J
1 ~RAND~MSET

LvL=LvLo+z

l

[

BR=RNr 4012 *0.5

9-81
4481C14

ALQG(DELTA+DL6(LVL,hlEDIUM))

DL3 (LVL,MEDIUM))

I

YES”y-energy

[ &SET-BREMS-ANGLE

occepled”
] “Default:

THETA=RM/EIE”

4
CALL
UPHI(1,3)

“Determine orimuth ond
direction cosines for new y”

YES

IO(NP) = IO(NP-1)
IO(NP-I)
=O
E(NP) = PESE
E(NP-1)
= PESG
T= U(NP)
U(NP)=U(NP-I)
U(NP-1)
=T
T=V(NP)
V(NP) =V(NP-1)
V(NP-1)
=T
T=W(NP)
WlNP)=W(NP-I)
W(NP-1)
=T
1

1

“Y
IOWeS
energy”

IO(NP)=O
EINP) = PESG
E(NP-1) = PESE

<-i%z->

4481C15

I

.

:

PEIG=E(NP)
EIG= PEIG
EGP= EIG/RM
BROI = l.+2.*EGP
ALPHt =AL0G(BROI)
ALPH2=EGP*(BROI+I.)/(BROItBROI)
SUMALP= ALPHI + ALPH2

+
$RAND~MSET

1

~~~015

“E distribution”
$RAND~MSET
[

4
$RAND~MSET
I

BRP

v”l/E
distribution”
1 SRAND~MSET RNNtil6
1

]

~~~018

4
BR=EXP(ALPHI*RNN016)/BROI

]

1

f

4
BR=( (BROI-l.)*BRP+l.)/BROI
I
ESG= BR*E IG
AlMIBR
=l.-BR
TEMP= RM*AlMIBR/ESG
SINTHE=AMAXl(O.O,TEMP*(2.01

4
$RANDBMSET

I

“Determine secondary y energy
and polar angle from kinematics”
TEMP
RNN020

1)

1

+
REJF3=1.0-BR*SINTHE/(I.O+BR*BR)

“Calculate

“y

rejection function”

energy accepted”
4481C35

10-83

SINTHE= SORT (SINTHE)
C@STHE = l.O-TEMP
PESG = ESG
4
PESE= PEIG- PESG+PRM
ESE = PESE

“Determine e-energy
from kinematics”

4
CALL
UPHI(2,l)
I

“Determine azimuth and direction
cosines for scattered y”

YES
h
“To ovoid divrsion
by zero”
C@STHE= (ESE+ESG)

*AlMIBR/SQRT

(PSQ)

“Determine aziTl-]th and direction
cosines for e

IQ(NP)=O
IQ(NP-1
)=-1
E(NP)=PESG
E(NP-l)=PESE
T=U( NP)
U(NP)=U(NP-I)
U(NP-1 )= T
T=V(NP)
V(NP)=V(NP-1
V(NP-l)=T
T= W(NP)
W(.NP)=W(NP-1
W(NP-1 1-T

6-63

1

“e- lowest energy”

1
1

IQ(NP)=-I
E(NP)= PESE
E( NP-I)=PESG

l-

4481C19

I

:

p-/

: NEWELECTRBN

: 3

LELEC =IOlNP)
PEIE = E(NP)
EIE = PEIE

4
EKE:EIE-RM
ELKE = ALOGIEKEI

SEVALUATE
SIG0
USING PSIG(ELKE)

BEVALUATE
SIG0
USING ESIGCELKEI

D

I

:

TSTEP=VACDST
USTEPxTSTEP
TUSTEP = USTEP

SSET1

RH0F

]

4
SIG:SIGO*RHBF

USING
1 (TMXS-

i

TMXSIELKE)
4
OVER-

RIDE

4
TMXS = TMXS/RHQF
TUSTEP:
AMINIlTSTEP,TMXS)
I

SEVALUATE

DEDXO

r,
c
C

SEVALUATE
DEDxo
USING EDEDXCELKE)
DEDX:RH0F*DEDXO
RANGE=(EIE-ECUT(IRLl+SENEPSl/DEDX

BETAZ=AMAXI(I.E-El,!.-RMSO/EIE**Zl
TSCAT=RLDU(MEDIUMl*tEIE
TSCAT = TSCAT/RHBF
1
SSET-TUSTEP

[

4
SSET-uSTEP
.

1

*BETA2*0.0943151**2

1
1

IRNEW = IRtNPl
IDISC = 0
USTEPO = USTEP

CALL
H0WFAR
1
)“sER

)

- RANGE - DISCARD

$uSER -C0NTR0LSNEGATIVE - uSTEP
I

-..

_

VSTEP : USTEP
EDEP = PZERQ

6
[
[

SAUSCALLlSTRANAUSB1
ICHARGED-TRANSPORT
I
6
DNEAR(NP)=DNEAR(NPI-VSTEP
IRBLD = IR(NP)

EKEF = EKE- DE
EQLD = EIE
ENEW = EBLD -DE

CALL
UPHI~2.1~
&
PEIE = PEIEETE = PEIE
E(NP) = PEIE

EDEP

ELKE:
“Vowurn”

N0

ALBG(EKE)

I

SSET INTERVAL

c

1

43

ELKE.EKE

)
1

‘1.

I
.

.

: USER-ELECTRBN-DISCARD:
dmcordlan

H0WFARl”

lN0

N0
DEMFP

= AMAX!IO.,DEMFP-TVSTEP+SIt)

1

USING

EBRt(ELKE)

,
/

f

“Moytw
fwer?”

RNN024
-

\

I

N01”Bhobha
t LEVALdTE
PBRZ
IJSING PBRZ(ELKE)

0, annlh-an-tllqhl”
1

E
2
w
.?

‘!i-__-

-_
h

a’

ISPARTICLE-sELECTIBN-BREMS]

~~~---!tMBLLAUSB~

s

I----

SPARTICLE-SELECTION-MILLER

----T~~?c~~(~EREMAusA~~
L---------d
SPARTICLE-SELECTIBN

/I
1

I-----r---

>~~c~C(SANNIHFA~WJ

SPARTICLE

----

- SELECTI0N

-----

@J~C~L+~HABAUSA(J

(CONTINUED FROM ELECTR)

,, (EsAESECUT)

1 EDEP:PEIE-PRM
I

I$P~SITRQN-ECUT-DISCARDS

1

1 EDEPs

.
PEIE-PRM

]

1

k

“G”
$AUSCALL

IIDRI

J

&a
N04SINTHE = SORT(I.Oi;NPj
= PRM
IO(NP1 = 0
U(NP) = 0.0
V(NPI = 0.0

a
2
.-cn
LL

CBSTHE*.Z)j

NP=NP+I
E(NP) = P R M
IO(NP) = 0
“Second

7,’

(TRANSFER
PRBPERTIES
T0 INPI FRBt.4 (NP-1)
1
U(NPI*-U(NP-I)
V(NP)=-V(NP-I)
W(NP).-W(NP-I)
1
1 $AuSCALL~$ANNIHRAUSA)
I

)

_.

I

(CONTINUED

: USER -ELECTRBN-

DISCARD

:

i
EDEP = PEIE + PRM

IRCBDE
NP=NP-I
I

(to

NORMAL

(DEFAULT)

: 2

RETURN
SHBWER)

VERSION)

4
1 PEIG

co.
h
a
5
.-ul
LL

= E(NPl

EDEP*EBINDA(MEDIUMI
EINP) = EDEP
IELBBE
=0

-~~~

[ SAUSCALL

(SPHdTXAUSI)

FROM ELECTR)

+
GH-USER-INPUT-INIT

I

PRMTZ = 2.DO * PRM
4
NISUB = MXSINC-2
FNSSS: NSINSS
wID = PISDZ/FL0AT
INISUB)
WSS=WID/(FNSSS-t.0)
ZERQS(tI =O.
ZERBS(2) = PI
L ZERQS (3) : TWBPI
I

Piecewise lincor fit (PWLF)
to sine functoon 8 cfcott table”

sx =o.
SYZO.
sxx :o.
SXYZO.

XSO = WID*FL0AT(ISUB-2)
XSI =XSO+WID
1z:o

.-. -_

WSS*FLBAT(ISS-I)-XSI
YS=SIN(XS+XSI)

&siTxyKl

SINO(ISUB)=-SINt(ISUB)*XSI

SINI IISUB).(FNSSS*SXY-SY*SX)/DEL
SINO(ISUB):lSY*SXX-SX*SXY)/DELSIN1 (ISUB)+XSI

I

“End of PWLF tosmt function”

SINCI = I.O/WID

N0
ISUB i IsuB+t
“Test precomputed potnts”
N0

ISS: t
ISS:ISS+1
YES

I

+
THETA=WID*FL0AT(ISUB-O+WSS*FLBAT(ISS-I)
CTHET : PI5D2-THETA
I
II SSET INTERVAL

THETA. SING I

1
SSET INTERVAL

CTHET, SINC

1
SEVALUATE SINTHE

Q,.
2.
a
5
.-CJI
LL

._. ._ _

ISEVALUATE

USING

1

COSTHE USING

SINITHETA)
SIN(CTHET)

1
SINT= SIN(THETA)
C0ST: C0StTHETA)
ASD :ABStSINTHE-SINT)
ACD :ABS(C0STHE-C0ST)
ADEV =AMAXl IADEV, ASD, ACD)

&yY

RDEV=AMAXt(RDEV,ASD/ABS(SINT))

RDEV=AMAXI(RDEV,ACD/AEtStC0ST))
1

1 NQ

+

/OUTPUT

hfXSINC.NSINSS/

1
0U TPu T ADO’,

RDE V, SZCZMN,
I

sZC2h-f~

r-l
ADEv = 0.
RDEV:O.

S2C2MN:lO.
S2C2MX
= 0.

,
“Test randomlv”
4 YES
4

SRANDBMSETTHETA
1
THETA=THETA*PI5D2
CTHET = P15D2 -THETA
1
$SET INTERVAL THETA, SINC
1
SSET INTERVAL CTHET,

SING

1

SEVALUATE SINTHE USING
I

SIN~THETA)

+

ISEVALUATE

CBSTHE USING
I

SIN(CTHET)j

+

SINT= SINtTHETA)
C0ST= CQS(THETA)
ASD = ABStSINTHE-SINT)

RDEV:AMAXI(RDEV,ASD/ABS(SINT))
I

RDEV=AMAXI(RDEV,ACD/ABS(C(LIST))
1
S2C2: SINTHE **Z+CBSTHE**2
S2C2MN=AMINllS2C2MN,S2C2)
S2C2MX=AMAXI(S2C2MX,S2C2)
I

OUTPUT

ADEv,

RDE V, SZCZMN,

S2CZhfX

“End ot Sine Table Test”

1

IRAYLM:J!:I

’

i

IM :I

N0

IMlNMED
t

I

>

t

1

IM:IM+I
YES
“Inltiallzc
found-llag”

YES
OUTPUT
IM;
FL+? ME#IUM

f’ RAYL EIGH 0PTl0N
NUMBER
‘, 13,/j
I

1

: MEDIUM

:

REOUESTED

“Search
PEGS-crcoted
material file (on
Unit KMPI)
for requested
material
”

1
A
1
REAO/KMPI,:BYTE:I
1,

MB&=
1,

N0

IL = LMDL
I

Al-21

+ IB

NM=NM

“Set

+ 1

IE=l

found-flop

ond medium

IESNE

IE=IE+I

YES
READIKMPI,

.‘BVJE.‘JMBUF
1

WRIJEfKMPG?.

.‘BYJE.‘jMBUF
I
and THRESH

“MEDIA
/#ECH@

READIKMPI,

:FL

J:J$LGNIRLC,

data”

AE, AF: UE, UPIIMJI

i
TE(IM)
:AE(IM)-RM
THM0LL(IM):TE(IM)*2.+RM

SECHd
MEKE.

REAO/Kh4PI,.‘~NT.‘J$LGN/MSG~,hfGE,hfSEK~,
ML EKE, MCMFP,
MRANGEfIMJJ.IRAVL
1

NSEKE = M;EK;(IMl
NEKE:
MEKE(It.41
NLEKE
= MLEKE(IM)
NCMFP = MCMFP(IM1
NRANGE
: MRANGE(IM)

.
$ECtfti
DEL P0S

REAO/KMPI,.‘FLJ.7OELCM
II. m/J. I = 1.2J

“EREMPR

IIMJ,
1 “ELECIN

bECtf0

IWAD

IKMP&:FL

T:J SLGN 1~~0.

doto”

/$LGN(AL

c9
0
nl

READIKMPI,

.‘FL

BPAR.

doto”
TEFF~,

BL cc, XCCIIMJ)/

k
/SEW0

PHI,

T.‘J $LGN/EKE~IMJ/O,I/J

counter”

/

SEW0
EBRI.

REAO~KMPI.
.‘FLT.‘j fSLGNIESIG.
PER!.
PBR2,TMXS~I,IMJ/O,I/J.

SEW0

READIKMPI,

PSIG. EOEDX,
I=l.NEKE/

PDEOX,

” PH0TIN doto”
:FL T:JEBINDA

(Ih4J,

CLGNfGEIIhfJ/O,

l/J

4
I

~ECH~REAOIKMPI,
GBR2/I.IMJ/O.I/J.I=

:FL
,.

T:JSLGN(G~~FP,G~RJ,
1. NGE)

I

OUTPUT IM: (’ STdPPED IN
HATCH: REOUESTED RAYLEIGH
0PTI0N FQR MEDIUM’.I3,/,
’ BUT RAYLEIGH DATA NBT
INCLUDED IN DATA CREATE
BY PEGS.’ 1
,

6

STBP

YES
lECH0

REAOIKh4PI,:INJ:JNGRIIMJ/
1

NGRIM:

+
NGR(IM)
1

(JECH~READIKMPI,:FLJ:J$LGN~RC~~IMJ/O.I/~/
1
I$LGN~RsCJII,~MJ/~,I/~,~=I.

/~E~H~REAO(KMPI,:FLT:J

($Ec~0

READ~KMPI,

:FLJ.~

1
~JLGN~C~HE~I.

IMJ/o,I//,

“All

NGRIMJI

I=I,

NGE/

moteriols were found”

“Now. convert from
rodiotlon length un,tS
(PEGS) to unftf used
in EGS (c&cm),
0)
dlctoted by DUNIT.”

DUNITR

: DUNIT

ID=MAXO(t,MINO(SMXMED.IFIX~-DUNIT)))
DUNLT=RLC(ID)
1

NQ

*SCALE

$LGN(ESIG.PSIG,EDEDX,PDEDX(I,IM)

0
U
Q,.

N0

2

La
.-ZJ
u

1

.
tSCALE

tLGN(ERANG.PRANGII,IM)/O,t/)BY

DFACT

+
I$scALETEFFO(IM)

BY DFACT]

1
ISSCALE BLCC(IM1 BY DFACTI
$SCALE XCC(IM)
RLDU(IM)

1
BY SORT(DFACT1)

1
.RLC(IM)/DUNIT
t

*rcs
SSCALE SLGN(GMFP(I.IM,/O,t/)BY

636

DFACT]

9-83
448V.29

Q36
4
VACDST = VACDST* DUNITQ/DUh:T
DUNIT
= DUNIT

r

*
t
+

*
f

~uJPuJ:~
‘EGS SUCCESSFULLY
ATCHED”F0R
0NE MEDIUM.
‘J

4:

PR0GRAM

MDN0MBRE :‘,

S J0PPED IN SUBR0UTINE
HATCH
F~L i OWING NAMES WERE NOT

JYES
OUTPUT
IMEDIA/I,IMl,
“‘: 2441, ““,

0

I:I,LMDNJ:

ST0P

Al-25

4481C30

IRCBDE = I
PEIE = E(NP)
EIE = PEIE
PEKIN
= PEIE-PRM
EKIN
= PEKIN
TO= EKIN/RM
EO = TO + 1.0

0
_o
.-,”
a

+
BR=TE( MEDIUM)/(EKIN
R = RR/cl.-ER)
1

t
s

6
;
.%
i?

-EXTRAE

[ SRAND~MSET
REJF4

~~~0281

c
=Gi*(l.+G2*BR*BR+R*(R-G3))

PEKSE2 = E?R+EKIN
PESEl = PEIEPEKSE2
PESE2=PEKSE2+PRM
ESEI = PESEI
ESE2 = PESE2
E(NP) = PESEI
E(NP+i)
= PESEZ
HI = (PEIE+PRM)/PEKIN
DC0STH = HI*(PESEl-PRM)/(PESEI+PRM)
SINTHE
= DSQRT( LOO-DCBSTH)
C0STHE = DSQRT(DC0STH)

NP=NP+I
IO(NP)
= -1
DC0STH=Hi*(PESE2-PRM)/(PESE2+PRM)
SINTHE=-DSORT(f.DO-DC0STH)
CQSTHE =DSQRT(DC0STH)
4
CALL
UPHI(3,2)
I

* RNN027)

VSTEFF = TVSTEP * RH0F
0MEGAO=BLCC(MEDIUM)WSTEFF/BETA2

1
“Below tronscendentol

+--

+
B=BGBO(IB)+BLC*(BGBI(IB)+BLC*BGBZ(IB))

- .lUU

XR=XCC(MEDIUM)*SORT(VSTEFF*B~/($EMS*BETA~)

.
[$m~D0rdsET

Rh4sl

“Central

$RANDP)MSET
$RAND~MSET

RMS3
RMs4

correction,

limlt

1

$RAND~MSET

,QQ

4
THR= A M %
I21 = BOG21 +THRIBI
G21
G21=G2!0(121)+THR*(G21t(121)+THR*G212(121))
122= BOG22+THR*BlG22
G22=G220(122)+THR*(G221(122)+THR*G222(122))
G2=G21+G22*BI

1 @ET

INTERVAL

THETA, SINCl

+
1

SEVALUATE

SINTHE

USING

SIN(THETA

)

]

+
[

BRAND~MSET
I

RMSB )

+
($54~~ INTERVAL

4

SEVALUATE

6-63

CTHET, SINCl

COSTHE USING

SINlCTHETI

4481C17

I

-

4
PEIG = E(NP)
EIG = PEIG

“Use

opproximotion”
ESE2=PRM

t
LVX =l
LVLO = 0

LVX=2
LVLO = 3
It
ILRANDQMsET
RNN~~O

c

I

+

1
1 JlRAND0MSET

RNN031

1

” Uniform
N0

distribution”

LVL= LVLO +3
BR=RNN030*0.5
cv
v.
i

LVL= LvLo+l

a
a
zi
m
.LL

“12(BR-0.5j2
distribution”

~ElR=0.5*(t.O-AMAXl(RNN032,RNN033,RNN030))]
I

4

1 DEL=l.O/(EIG*BR*(l.O-BR))

lo-83

1

4481633

;;

:

I

IVES

I

PESEI -PEIG-PESEZ
E(NP) = PESEI

h
4-l
0’

“Set up new 4eleclrOn”’
“Average angle of emcsston”
“Defaull:THETA:RM/ElG”

ICI-83

-

.

1

IRCQDE = I
PEIG= E(NP)
EIG = PEIG
IRL = Ii?
M E D I U M = MEDtIRLl

IDR=SPEGSCUTAUS

1

EDEP:PEIG

IRBLD~IRINP)

i
1 IAUSCALL(IDR1)

I

4
IRCBDE=Z
NP = NP-1

1

YES
8SET INTERVAL GLE, G E
I
SEVALUATE GMFPRO
USING G M F P IGLE)

2 Z iV A, C D S T
6
SRAYLEIGH- C0RRECTI0N
4
TSTEP = GMFP*DPMFP

I R N E W : IRtNP)
IDISC : 0
USTEP i TSTEP
TUSTEP = USTEP
1

cstc4 immediate discord (in HQWFAR)”
:usER-

PHQT~N - DISCARD
1
EDEP = PEIG

VSTEP : USTEP
TVSTEP = VSTEP
EDEP = PZERB

4
SAU~CALL(SUSERDAU~)

4
ISAU~CALL(STRANAUSEI

/

4
X(Npl=X(NP)+U(NP)*USTEP
Y(Np) =Y(NP) + V(NP)+USTEP
ZLNp)=Z(NPl
+ W(NP)*USTEP
DNEAR(NP) : DNEARCNP) -USTEP

.

DPMFP=AMAXI(O.,DPMFP-USTEP/GMFP)

IRL:

IRNEW

r$aU;?-AiL:$:R~;;S;;,7
L-----,----J

YES
“User requested deferred discord (in HQWFAR)”

YES

1NQ

J

51
?

50
9
4

ORAYLEIGH-SCATTERING
1
[$RANDBMSET R~~036j

‘u
5

1
1 $EVALUATE GBRI USING GBRI (GLE) 1

.L.
P
5
ln
‘;
k
3
x
..

.

+
~PARTICLE-SELECTIQN-

I

Pti0T0

1 SPARTICLE-sELECTIBN-C0MPT
I
_--r-----L
)
SAUSCALL~SC~MPAUSAI

L-----r----J

J

YES
IIe- on top”

0

PEIG-

E(NP)

(to SnBWERl

4481623

.-

_^
-.

.

co
cv
cv
SUER0UTINE
SH0WER~IOI,EI.XI.YI,ZI,UI,VI,WI,IRI.WTI
1
NP=I
DNEARIzO.0
IQ(I)=IQI
E(I I =EI
U(I)=UI
V(I)=VI
w(I)=wI

~~7l~-decoy” 1 YES

1

SRAND~M;ET

CSTH

I

DPI.DSORT(DEI*DEI-l.e21541604)

DEG=DEI+DPI*DCSTH
DPGL = DPI +DEI*DCSTH
DC0STH = DPGL/DEG
C0STHE= DC0STH
SINTHE=DSORT (1. DO-DC0STH*DC0STH)
10(1l=0
E(I)=DEG/2.

NP=2
DEG=DEI-DPI*DCSTH
DPGL = DPI - DEI*DCSTH
DCQSTH=DPGL/DEG
C0STHE= DCQSTH
SINTHE=-DSPRT Il. DO-DC0STMDCQSTH)
19(2)=0
E(2) =DEG/Z.

Q
52

---b(

: TOPSTACK

:

)

r---.L--7
L

# KERMA- INSERT
--T---J

-!
..
?
L
F..

YES

CALL
PH@T@N(IRC@DE)

10-83

4481C20

“Sin6

and case already calculated”
N0
sin8 and case ”
(
I$sET
,

)

:UPHI:

INTERvALTHETA.SINC

I

I

1

1 $EvALuATE
i

SINTHE

CTHET=

USING
4
PISD2-THETA

SINCTHETA)

1

I

, jlSETINTERYX;L,

YES

$EvALuATEC~STHEUSINGSIN(CTHET)

t

(:UPHI2:)

“Determine

sin+ and co+”

+
$RANDBMSET
1

1

c
PHI=RNN038*TW0PI

+
INTERVAL
4
$EVALUATE
SINPHI
1 $SET

1

RNN038

PHI,SINC
USING

1
SIN(PHI)

4
CPHI=PISD2-PHI
+
1 $sET INTERVAL
CPHI,SINC

I

1

1
1

&
1 BEVALUATE

*

COSPHI
/

USING
4

SIN(CPHI)

1

.

“Sin+ and cas+ already calcul
10-83

9

4481C38

-

~XGARTICLE

\

:J

/

b

4
A= U(NP)
B = V(NP)
C= W(NP)

: NEW-PARTICLE:
1

1
#TRANSFER
PR0PERTIES
T@(NP) FR0M (NP-1)

1

Ir

4

SINPS2=A*A+B*B

A = U(NP-1)
B=V(NP-1)
C= W(NP-1)

1

&No
SINPSI
= SQRT(SINPS2)
US = SINTHE*CBSPHI
VS = SINTHE*SINPHI
SINDEL = B/SINPSI
C0SDEL = A/SINPSI

4
U(NP)=SINTHE*C0SPHI
V(NP) =SINTHE*
SINPHI
W( NP) = C* C0STHE

1
u(NP) =C*CBSDEL*US-SINDEL*VS+A*C0STHE
v(NP)=C*SINDEL*US+C0SDEL*VS+B*C0STHE
W(NP) =-SINPSI
* US+C*CBSTHE
w

r-----L--, $AuSCALL($UPHIAUSA)T
L----I-------

<&K->

OUTPUT
IENTRY,LVL
(’ ST0PPED
IN
UPHI
LVL = ‘, 216)

9~83
--

WITH

IENTRY,

44EilCl

SPECIAL

K - EDGE VERSION

(==>

1
EDEP: PEIG 1
IBLBB
YES
~RAN~~MSET BR
I
NO
YES

L

YES
I
E N E W =EKALPH

EDEP=EBINDA(MEDIUM~-ENEW
E(NP1 = EDEP
IBL0EE:O

E(NP)-PEIG-EBINDA~MEDIIJM~+PRM
I
YES

I,

N0

YES

1

NP: NP+I
E(NP)=ENEW
IO(NP):O
I

RETURN
CT0 PHBT0N)

l;zEi&:RN1yo
j
SINTHE.SOkfT(I.-C0STHi*C0STHE)

l
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AZ.1 Introduction
----------------Starting
with Version 2. the ECS Code System has been
written
in an extended FORTRAN language known as Mortran **.
The reasons ior converting
to Mortran include the following:

APPENDIX 2

’ ‘i.)

EGS4 User Manual

ii.)
iii.)

BY
Walter R. Nelson
Linear Accelerator
Center
Stanford University
Stanford,
CA 94306.
U.S.A.

Stanford

Hideo Hirayama
National
Laboratory
for High Energy
Oho-machi, Tsukuba-gun,
Ibaraki,

National

Physic8

iv.)

(KEK)

Japan

David W. 0. Rogers
Research Council of Canada
Ottawa KlA OR6. Canada

Flexibility
of user interaction
with EGS by meana
of the Mortran input unit number stack
and macro
facility
.
The possibility
gram parameters
dimension8 for

of using Mortran macros for prowhich might need changing (e.g.,
various
arraye).

The poaaibility
of using macros to define the
method used to approximate
functions---the
main
code of EGS then becomes independent
of the
approximate
method used.
For example, to change
from piecewiee
linear
fita
to piecewise
quadratic
fita
only require8
a change in.the
definition
of
a few macros, and does not req,uire any changes in
the main code.
In the past, with the form of output and geometry
fixed within
EGS. anyone who wanted to make some
non-standard
use of EGS had to get “their
fingers”
in the inner workinas of the code.
Often thev
did not want the form of output already provided,
so they either
had to take out Borne of the code,
at the-peril
of throwing
out too much, or else
keep the “dead vood.”
All of this tended to
introduce
bugs into the code---and
bugs are not
easy to spot when looking
at the output of a
Monte Carlo program!

31 December 1985
*

This manual is kept up-to-date
SLAC and ie distributed
along
EGS4 Distribution
Tape.

on the EGS account at
vith other files
on the

** A. .I. Cook, Wortran3
User’s Guide”. SLAC Computation
Research Group Technical
Memorandum CGTM-209 (1983)
[see also APPENDIX 4: “EGS4 Users Guide to Mortran3”].
[This EGS4 User Manual is Appendix 2 of a document called
SLAC-265, which can be obtained from the SLAC Publications
Office.]
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For these reasons it was decided’to
remove all old output and ueometrv checking.
and to make well defined
soote in
EGS wherz interaction
with the user is allowed.
The use of
macro8 allowe EGS to be ‘flexible
in various
waya without
danger of having the internal
logic of EGS inahvertantly
changed.
In addition,
Mortran is a structured
programming
language.
It is implemented bv means of a set of macros
whiEh &e used by a-macro processor
to translate
the
language into FORTRAN. The resulting
FORTRAN ie then run
like Gy other FORTRAN code.
Because the language is
structured,
the codes that are written
tend to be more
logical
in appearance and much easier to read---especially
to an outsider,
or the author himself
at a later
time.
Another feature
ia that one can switch back and forth
between Mortran and FORTRAN with ease by means of the m
and XF control
statements.
Although there might be ‘some resistance
by users of EGS
to learn another language,
we would like to make two points:
1.1

The Mortran language (excluding
macros) is trivial
to learn by those who program in FORTRAN.

2.1

EGS can be set-up and run by writing
FORTRAN should the user 80 desire.

entirely

in

We would encourage EGS users not to do the latter,
however,
for this would truly
defeat the real purpose for using
Mortran---namely.
the macro facility.
Admittedly,
Mortran
macroa can be difficult
to read and understand,
depending on
their
complexity.
In most casea. however, the user should
not have to understand
the more complicated
ones, and should
be
able to master the few that will be used in each problem.

A2.1-2
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----------------------------~------------A2.2 General Description
of Implementation
-----_-_________________________________-As described
in Chapter 2 of SLAC-266 (“The EGS4 Code
Systemam), the EGS code itself
consists
of two User-Callable
subroutines,
HATCH and SHOWER, which in turn call the other
subroutines
in the EGS code, some of which call two userwribten
subroutines,
HOWFARand AUSGAB. This is best illuatrated
with the aid of Fig. A2.2.1.

’

To use EGS the user muet write a “User Code. u This
consiete
of a MAIN program and the aubroutinee
HOWFAR and
AUSGAB, the latter
two determining
the geometry and output
(scoring),
respectively.
Additional
auxiliary
subprograms
might be included
in the User Code to facilitate
matters.
The user can communicate with EGS by means of various
COMMON
variables.
Usually MAIN will perform any initialization
needed for the geometry routine,
HOWFAR, and sets the values
of certain
EGS COMMONvarfablee
which specify
such things
as names of the media to be used, the desired
cutoff
energies,
and the distance
unit to be used (e.g..
inches,
centimeters,
radiation
lengths,
etc .) . MAIN then calla the
HATCH subroutine
which “hatches EGS” by doing necessary
once-only
initialization
and by reading material
data for
the media from a data set that had been previously
created
by PEGS. This initialization
completed,
MAIN will
then call
SHOWERwhen required.
Each call to SHOWERresults
in the
generation
of one history
(often referred
to aa a “case”).
The arguments to SHOWERspecify
the parameters
of the
incident
particle
initiating
the cascade.
In addition,
macro definitions
can be included
in MAIN
in order to control
or override
various
functions
in EGS
aa well as in the user-written
codes.

A2.2-1
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In summary, the user
+-------------+
I Information
I
I Extracted
1
I From Shower I
+------..----..-+
*
***
*****
***
***
***
+--------+
1 AUSGAB I<--- -- +
+-v-----w+
I
A
A
i

+-----mm--+

1 User
I Control
I Data
+---------+
***
***
***
*****
***
*
+---------+
1 MAIN
+-..-------+

1
I
I

+--------+
1 HOWFAR I
+--------+

1

A

A
I
+-----------+
I
’
I
===== I====== EEEE====P====,1========IEI I= I= i ========
?
?
+ - - - - - - - + +--------+

I

1 HATCH I
+-- -- -- - +

I
+ -------

*
***
*****
***
***
t**
***
***
***
+------m-m+

+ -------

I

+ -------

I

+ -------

+-->I

+---------+
I E:” I
I(Default)l

ANNIH I--+

I

+-->I
I
1

+-->I

A2.2.1

+

BHABHAI--+

+

MOLLERI--+

+
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I

with

EGS by means of:'

HATCH ---

to establish

SHOWER---

to initiate

the cascade

HOWFAR---

to specify

the geometry

AUSGAB ---

to score

media data

and output

I

the

results
2.)

COMMONblocks

---

3.)

Macro definitions

by changing
---

values

of variables

re-definition
features.

of pre-defined

To reiterate,
we shall refer to the MAIN/HOWFAR/AUSGAB
combination
(plus auxiliary
subprograms and macros) as the
sections
discuss these things in
User Code. The following
greater detail.
-------------_________
A2.3 The COMMONBlocks
---------------------Listed here are the names of the COMMONblocks important
to the user (and relevant
variables
contained
in them) with a
Their useage will
be
brief
description
of their
functions.
discussed in more detail
in subsequent sections.
The easiest
way to declare any of the COMMONblocks is with the COMIN macro.
For example, COMIN/STACK,BOUNDS/will
automatically
expand to
the correct
COMMON/STACK/ and COMMON/BOUNDS/forms [Note: An
asterisk
(*) in the left
column indicates
a change from EGS3].

1
Table
I
+
I
+

FUNCTION
COMMONBLOCK VARIABLE
----------------------------------------------------------------Array of regions'
charged
BOUNDS
ECUT
cutoff
energies in MeV.

EGS

APPENDIX 2

A2.3.1

-----------------------------------------------------------------

PCUT

Array of regions'
energies in MeV.

VACDST

Distance
to transport
(default=l.E8).

(continued

A2.2-2

communicates

A2.3-1

on next

photon

particle
cutoff

in vacuum

page)
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Table’A2.3.11
(continued)

_______----------------------------------------------------------

!

COMMONBLOCK VARIABLE
FUNCTION
----------------------------------------------------------------EPCONT
EDEF
Energy de osited in MeV (Double
Precision 7 .
TSTEP

Distance

TUSTEP

Total (curved)
requested.

USTEP
TVSTEP

*

to next

interaction
step

(cm)

______--___------------------------------------------------------

I

COMMONBLOCK VARIABLE
FUNCTION
---___----------------------------------------------------------EPCONT
ELKE
Natural
logarithm
of EKE.
(continued)
0
GLE
Natural
logarithm
of photon

energy.

TSCAT

See Eq. 2.14.82

in SLAC-266.

NMED

Number of media being
(default-l)
.

MEDIA

Array containin
names of media
(default
is NaI k.

IRAYLM

Array of flags for turning
on (=1)
coherent
(Rayleigh)
scattering
in
various
media.
Set in HATCH based
on values of IRAYLR.
Array containing
radiation
lengths
of the media in

length
MEDIA

User (straight
line)
step
requested
and granted.
Actual total
(curved)
to be transported.

length

step

length

*

used

VSTEP

Actual
length

IDISC

User discard
request flag (to be set
in HOWFAR). IDISC > 0 means user requests immediate discard,
IDISC C Omeans user requests discard
after
completion
of transport,
and IDISC=O (default)
means no user discard
requested.

RLC
RLDU

Array containing
radiation
lengths
of the media in distance
units established
by DUNIT.

IROLD

Index

of previous

RHO

density

IRNEW

Index

of new region.

Array containing
media in g/cm**3.

RHOF

Value

of density

MED

Array containing
each region.

medium index

EOLD

Charged particle
(total)
energy
at beginning
of step in MeV.

DUNIT

The distance
unit to be used.
DUNIT=l (default)
establishes
distances
in cm; whereas,
DUNIT= .64 establishes
all
distances
in inches.

(straight
line)
step
to be transported.

region.

correction

ENEW

Charged particle
at end of step

BETA2

Beta squared for present
(Note: BETA is no longer

IAUSFL

Array of flags for turning
various
calls to AUSGAB.

EKE

Kinetic
particle

(continued

A2.3-2

Table A2.3.1
(continued)

1

on next

(total)
in MeV.

,
(default=l)

MISC

energy
particle.
included).
on

energy of charged
in MeV.

cm.

of the
for

all

KMPI

FORTRAN unit number (default=12)
from which to read material
data.

KMFO

FORTRAN unit number (default=8)
on
which to “echo” material
data (e.g.,
printed
output,
“du.mmyw output,
etc. ) _

(continued

on next

page)

page)
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Table’A2.3.1
(conti,nued)

Table A2.3.1
(continued)

,

-__--______-________--------------------------------------------COMMONBLOCK VARIABLE
FUNCTION
___--______-______----------------------------------------------MISC
RHOR
Array containin
the density for each
(continued)
region
(g/cm**3 F . If this is different than the default
density for the
medium for that region,
the cross
sections
and stopping powers (with
the exception
of the density
effect)
are scaled appropriately.

*

*

RANDOM

NOSCAT

!
!

COMMONBLOCK VARIABLE
FUNCTION
-----------------------------------------------------------~----STACK
WT
Statistical
weight of current
particle
(defaultel.0).
To be used in conjunc(continued)
tion with variance
reduction
techniques as determined
by user.

Number of times multiple
scattering
has been bypassed in subroutine
MSCAT
(initialized
to 0 in BLOCK DATA).

IRAYLR

Array of flags for turning
on (=l)
coherent
(Raylei
h) scattering
in
various
regions
f def ault=O) .

IXX

Random number generator
(def ault=123466789)
.

THRESH

seed

.a

--------__------_------------------------------------------------

19

Integer
charge
(+1,0.-l).

of particle

IR

Index

NP

The stack pointer
(i.e.,
the
{t;ticle
currently
being pointed
Also, the number of particles
on the stack.

RMTZ

Twice the electron
energy in MeV.

of particle’s

current

rest

region.

mass

This COMMONblock contains
the
information
about the particles
currently
in the shower.
All
of the following
variables
are
arrays except NP.

RMsq

Electron
rest mass energy
in MeV-squared.

AP

Array
cutoff
MeV .

containing
PEGS lower photon
energy for each medium in

E

Total energy
Precision).

UP

containing
PEGS upper photon
energy for each medium in

X.Y.2

Position
of particle
in units
established
by DUNIT.

Array
cutoff
MeV .

AE

Array containing
particle
cutoff
medium in MeV.

PEGS lower charged
energy for each

UE

Array containing
particle
cutoff
medium in MeV.

PEGS upper charged
energy for each

TE

Same as AE except
rather
than total

THMOLL

Array

STACK

Note:

u.v.w

DNEAR

(continued

in MeV (Double

Direction
cosines of particle
necessarily
normalized---see
Section A2.4.1~).
A lower
(X,Y,Z)
current

on next

(not

bound of distance
from
to nearest surface of
region.

page)

containing

kinetic
energy.
the Moller

squared

energy
thresh-

hold energy (THMOLL=AE+TE) for
each medium in MeV.

(continued
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Table A2.3.1
(continued)

’

The following
operations:

________-_--_--_----__i_________________------------------------FUNCTION
COMMONBLOCK VARIABLE
________________------------------------------------------------THETA
UPHIOT
Collision
scattering
angle

USEFUL

*

SINTHE

Sine of THETA.

COSTHE

Cosine

SINPHI

Sine of PHI (the
scattering
angle

COSPHI

Cosine

PI

Pi.

TWOPI

Twice pi.

MEDIUM

Index of current
medium.
vacuum, then MEDIUM=O.

(polar).

of THETA.
azimuthal
of the collision).

order

of these

are given

in the following

--------------------------------------------

EGS macros which
include
the following:

MEDOLD

Index

RM

Electron

PRM

“Precision”
electron
rest mass
energy in MeV (Double Precision).

PRMT2

Twice PRM (Double

IBLOBE

Flag indicating
if photon is below
binding
energy (EBINDA) after
a
photoelectric
interaction
(yes=l).

of previous
rest

The sequence of operations
needed for
operation
of EGS is shown below along with
appendix for additional
details.

(Step

I)

If
the user

might

want to override

medium.

mass energy

a.)

in MeV.

Array

Dimensions

$MXMED
$MXREG

Maximum number of media (default=lO)
.
Maximum number of regions
(default=2000)

For example, to extend
include
the statement

Precision).

the number of media to 26,

REPLACE <$MXMED} WITH (26)
in the User Code.
b.)

A2.4 The Sequence of Operations
-------___-_-__----------------

Pseudo-Random

Number Generation

Whenever EGS (or the User Code) requires
a floating
oint random number uniform
in the interval
say RNUMBR, the following
(OJP in a variable,
statement
type is included:

the correct
sections
in this

SRANDOMSETRNUMBR;

User-Over-Ride-Of-EGS-Macros(A2.4.1).
Pre-HATCH-Call-Initialization(A2.4.2).
HATCH-Call (A2.4.3).
Initialization-For-HOWFAR
(A2.4.4).
Initialization-For-AUSGAB
(A2.4.6).
Determination-Of-Incident-Particle-Parameters
(~2.4.6).
Step 7. SHOWER-Call (A2.4.7).
Step 8. Output-Of-Results
(A2.4.8).

A2.4-1

the above steps

A2.4.1 User-Over-Ride-Of-EGS-Macros
--------------------------------------------

________________---------------

Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step

on the

Step 1 must precede use of EGS macros by user.
I.1
ii.)
Step 2 must precede Step 3.
iii .) Steps 3 through 6 must precede Step 7.
iv.)
Step 6 may be repeated as often as desired,
depending on whether information
on single
8
showers or many showers is desired
(e.g.,
for
shower fluctuation
or conversion
efficiency
calculations).
At least one Step 7 must precede the first
v.>
Step 8.
Details
for
sub-sections.

of PHI.

are restrictions

1.
2.
3.
4.
6.
6.

For efficiency
purposes,
EGS currently
uses an
“in-line”
simulation
of the SLAC system routine
to use some
called
RAN6. If the user desires
other random number generator
(e.g.,
RANlO),
this can be most easily
accomplished
by including

APPENDIX 2

A2.4-2

APPENDIX 2

the

override

Depending on the problem at hand, this can lead
to incorrect
results---such
as when two direction
cosines are simultaneously
involved
in an
The problem can
angular sort of particles.
generally
be remedied by renormalizingthe
direction
cosines prior to using them.

macro

REPLACE {$RANDOMSET#;) WITH {{~i)=~A~10(0);)
in the User Code at Step 1 (prior
to any correeponding pattern).
Note, however, that not using
an in-line
random number generator
slows EGS down
significantly.
Of course, the user must make
sure that the random number generator
is properly
initialized.
As an example, suppose we wish to
“seed” the random number generator
in the User
Code by the statement

a.1

Charged Particle

~$CHARGED-TRANSPORT;)WITH Ccm

mum

which could be included
at any step prior to
Step 7. To properly
initialize,
however, the
associated
COMMONblock,
RANDOM, would have to be
included
in the declaration
section of the User
Code. This is best done with the statement

bfrmm;)

could be included
in Step 1 of the User Code, and
an appropriate
subroutine
MYTRAN would need to be
provided by the user.
Another pattern
that has been included
in ELECTR
is $TMXS-OVER-RIDE, which is there in case the
user wants to impose an additional
constraint
on
the electron
transport
step size. It can be used,
for example, to revert
back to the method used in
EGSl in which step sizes were taken discretely
(rather
than randomly as is done in subsequent EGS
To do this one uses the macro
versions).

CQMIN/RANDOM/;
If no initialization
is orovided.
EGS automatically seeds with IXX=1234’s678Q In-BLOCK DATA
(default)
. SLAC users should note that RAN6 must
be re-seeded
(with an odd integer
number) for any
new run of the same problem in order to avoid
getting
identical
statistical
results.
Sines

Transport

The pattern
(CHARGED-TRANSPORThas been included
in subroutine
ELECTR in order to allow transport
of the charged particles
by means other than used
in this version.
For example,

1xX=987664321;

c.)

/

REPLACE {$TMXS-OVER-RIDE;)
WITH {;IF(E(NP)
.GT.6.0) [TMXS=O.Ol*RLDU(MEDIUM) ;I
ELSE [TMXS=O.O01*RLDU(MEDIUM) ;I)

and Cosines

To increase
calculational
speed, sines and cosines
are not determined by function
(e.g.,
SINTHE=
SIN(THETA)) in EGS. Instead,
the sine is looked
up in a sine-table
and the cosine is determined
from the sine.
However, it is quite easy to
revert back to the standard method (such as was
done in EGSl) by means of the macros

(Note:

Always prefix
an additional
semicolon to IFstatements
that begin replacement
strings).

The macro
REPLACE {STMXS-OVER-RIDE;)
WITH {TP=1.336E-3*EKE**2*RLDU(MEDIUM);
TMXS=AMINl(TMXS,TP);}

REPLACE <$EVALUATE#USING SIN(~);)
WITH {<Pl}=SIN({P2));}
REPLACE {$SET INTERVAL#,SINC;) WITH {;)

ath length corrections
(see
can be used to limit
Chapter 2 of SLAC-266 P to values less than 16 per
cent (whether or not this is important
depends on
the problem being solved).
On the other hand, to
remove the path length correction
entirely
(as
in EGSl and EGSZ), one can use the macro-pair

which are thereby included
at Step 1 of the User Code.
[The reader is referred
to the Mortran3 User’s Guide
as an aid in understanding
the macros].
It should be pointed out that due to the precision
involved
in the table look-up method, the direction
cosines can become slightly
unnormalized.

A2.4-3
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;252

251,

REPLACE WET-USTEP;)
EPLA~E <$SET-TVSTEP;)
Finally,

A temporary
MAIN by

WITH {u~TE~=TUSTEP;)
WITH {TV~TEP=VSTW;)

is

declared

and initialized

$TYPE TEMP(24,3)/$S’PB’,
22*’
$S*STEE~L’,
lQ*’
@*AIR AT NTP’,~~*’

the macro

iwbm
{$TMXS-OVER-RIDE;}
WITH <TP=2OO.O*TEFFO(MEOIUM);TMXS=AMINl(TMXS.TP);)

(Note:

limits
the step size essentially
in the manner done in
EGS2, and we use this as the default
macro for EGSB,
and now for EGS4, for reasons discussed
and demonstrated
at the end of Section 3.6 of SLAC-210.
For
low ener y problems,
other step size algorithms
should
be used f see end of Section 2.14 of SLAC-266).

A2.4.2 Pre-HATCH-Call-Initialization(Step
-----------------------------------------------

2)

This step consists
of setting
EGS COMMONvariables
that
are used by HATCH in its initialization
operations.
All of
these variables
are initialized
to some reasonable
value in
the BLOCK DATA subprogram.
Therefore,
if different
values
are desired they should be set with executable
code (as
opposed to another BLOCK DATA). Concurrently,
the various
COMMONblocks (i.e.,
BOUNDS, MEDIA, MISC) will have to be
included
in the declaration
section
of the MAIN program of
the User Code. These variables
are:

b.)

the names of the
MEDIA --- This array contains
media required
and is dimensioned
MEDIA(24 ,$MXMED) ,
where $MXMED is an EGS macro that is currently
defined to be 10 (default),
and whose value is the
maximum number of media for which arrav space has
been allocated
(see Section A2.4.la
above).
The
media names are stored in MEDIA in alphameric
field
specification
Al to ensure transportability.
Each medium name is 24 characters
long.
For the
convenience
of users compiling
vith EES’ macros,
there is a macro to generate Al strings.
For
example,
to

$TYPE is recognized
as a macro template
and gets expanded to CHARACTER*4 for
FORTRAN 77 and to INTEGER for FORTRAN IV)

which is dimensioned
MED($MXREG) ,
MED --- This array,
contains
the medium indices
for each region
(default
values are 1 for all $MXREG). A medium index of zero
means a region is filled
with a vacuum. For instance,
if we consider
the three media example above along
with vacuum to define four regions,
we might have
Ei;;=;;
Mll)(3)ZOi
MED(4)=2:

“FIRST REGION IS AIR AT NTP”
“SECOND REGION IS LEAD”
“THIRD REGION IS VACUUM”
“FOURTH REGION IS STEEL”

in Step 2 of the User Code.
d.)

to the number of
NMED --- This must be initialized
media to be used in the shower generation
(def ault=l)
.

‘,
‘,
‘1;

NMED=3;
“NUMBER OF MEDIA USED”
DO J=l.NMED [DO 1=1,24 [MEDIA(I,J)=TEMP(I,J);~~
c.)

a.)

in

Then at Step 2 one puts

___________---__-----------------------------

$S*STR~NG* expands

array

the cutoff
ECUT and PCUT --- These arrays contain
energies
(in MeV) for charged particles
and photons,
resnectivelv.
for each reaion.
Thev are dimensioned ECUT($MXREG) and P&T($MXREG) and are given
temporary
(default)
values of 0.0 in BLOCK DATA.
At the time that data for each medium are gencode (PEGS), two paraerated in the pre recessing
meters (AE and APP are set to the lowest energies
at which it will be desired to transport
electrons
and photons.
When the EGS subroutine
HATCH is
called,
these AE and AP values are read in and
HATCH upgrades the values of ECUT and PCUT such
that the maxima of the current
(ECUT.AE) as well
as (PCUT,AP) are chosen.
Therefore,
by assigning
values of ECUT and PCUT prior
to the HATCH call,
the user can raise
(but not lower) the cutoff
energies
in this manner.
For instance,
consider
the four region example from above.
The statement

‘S’,‘T~.‘R’;I~,‘N’;G’.
DO 1=1,3

[ECUT(I)=lO.O;

PCUT(I)=lOO.O;]

One nay of implementing
this in the User Code is
demonstrated
in the next example, which is for
three media: lead, steel,
and air at NTP.

A2.4-6
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when put in Step 2‘of the User Code results
in
charged particle
historiesbeing
terminated
at
10.0 MeV (total
energy) and photon histories
being terminated
at 100.0 MeV in the first
three
regions
only.
In the fourth
region the respective
cutoffs
are set by AE and AP as established
by
PEGS. Of course COMMON/BOUNDS/will have to be
declared
in the routine
that calls HATCH in order
to pass ECUT and PCUT to HATCH. Combined with
COMMON/MEDIA/ and COMMON/MISC/, the macro declaration might look like

f.)

has no arguments,

so
,

CALL HATCH;
Thh,efollowing
been changed

is a typical
(and Rayleigh

output message when DUNIT has not
data is included
in the file):

EGS SUCCESSFULLY 'HATCHED' FOR ONE MEDIUM.

DUNIT --- This narameter determines
the unit of
distance
to be bsed in the shover simulation
(the
default
is cm if DUNIT=l.O).
On inout to HATCH.
this parameter will be interpreted
'as follows:

Failure

DUNIT > 0 means that DUNIT is the length
of the distance
unit expressed in centiFor example, setting
DUNIT=2.64
meters.
would mean that the distance
unit would
be one inch.
DUNIT < 0 means that the absolute
value
of DUNIT will
be interpreted
as a medium
index.
The distance
unit used will then
be the radiation
length for this medium,
and on exit from HATCH, DUNIT will be
equal to the radiation-length
of that
medium in centimeters.
The obvious use
of this feature
is for the case of only
one medium with DUNIT=-1.
Then the
shover is expressed entirely
in radiation
lengths
of the first
medium.

The distance
unit used by PEGS is the radiation
length.
After HATCH interorets
DUNIT. it scales all distancetype data from PEGS in the proper way. so that
all subsequent operations
in EGS will be correctly
performed with all distances
in units of DUNIT (default
value:
1.0 cm).

I

simple---HATCH

However. if the user has set DUNIT=2.64 prior
to calling
HATCH, the
message will
look like the following
(two media, no Rayleigh data):

2.1

253

This step is very
one has to do is:

IRAYLR --- The elements of this array (dimensioned
IRAYLR($MXREG) and passed in COMMON/MISC/), are to
be set to 1 prior
to calling
HATCH if coherent
(Rayleigh)
scattering
is to be done in a particular
region.
Execution
is terminated
if Rayleigh data
is not included
in the PEGS data, however.

I.1

A2.4-7

all

RAYLEIGH DATA AVAILABLE FOR MEDIUM 1 BUT OPTION NOT REqUESTED

COMIN/BOUNDS,MEDIA,MISC/;
e.)

-------------_____________

A2.4.3 HATCH-Call (Step 3)
-------___________________

APPENDIX 2

2.64000E+OO
2.64000E+OO(CM.)
DUNIT REQUESTED&USEDARE:
EGS SUCCESSFULLY 'HATCHED' FOR
2 MEDIA.
to "hatchv.

on the

other

hand,

will

result

in the message:

END OF FILE ON UNIT 12
PROGRAMSTOPPED IN HATCH BECAUSE THE
FOLLOWING NAMES WERE NOT RECOGNIZED:
(list

of names)

followed
by a STOP in HATCH.
same medium twice].

[Note:

one cannot

ask for

the

------------------_---------------------A2.4.4 Initialization-For-HOWFAR(Step
---------------_---_---------------------

4)

As stated previously,
HOWFARis the routine
that deterAlthough initialization
mines the aeometrv of the regions.
for items Ehat ari taken up &.I HOWFARcan ge done at any step
prior
to calling
SHOWER(Sten 7). Step 4 allows a snace in
MAIN to conside;
if such-initializatibnneed
be periormed.
For example, if regions
are defined by semi-infinite
planes,
data defining
each plane (e.g.,
coordinates
and unit normal
The data may be referred
vectors)
can be established
here.
to in HOWFARor by user-written
subprograms called by HOWFAR.
It may be that some of the dimensions
of the regions
are determined
at run-time,
or the geometry may be so complex
that it is desirable
to use executable
code to generate
tables for use by HOWFAR. In such cases, initialization
for
HOWFARwill probably
consist
of filling
up some user-written
COMMONblocks for HOWFAR.
A2.4-8
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---------------------------

----------------------------------------A2.4.6 Initialization-For-AU&B
-----------------------------------------

(Step

6)
!

This step is similar
to Step 4 above in that it provides
a specified
location
in the MAIN code where quantities
used
For example, suppose that we
in AUSGAB can be initialized.
wished to create an array,
ESUM. to keep track of the total
We could declare
energy deposited
in each of the regions.
COMMON/TOTALS/ESUM($MXREG);
in both

the MAIN code and in AUSGAB, and we could

DO I=l,$MXREG

add

[ESUM(I)=O.O;]

to the MAIN code (at

Step 6).

Then the

A2.4.7 SHOWER-Call (Step
---------------------------

!

The calling

SHOWERis :

,

The types of the arguments are given by their
starting
letter
in
accordance with standard FORTRAN convention.
These arguments
speci.fy the charge, total
energy, position,
direction,
region
index, and statistical
weight of the incident
particle,
and are
used to fill
the corresponding
stack variables
(see COMMON/STACK/
in Section A2.3).
Section A2.4.6 above might be of some aid in
understanding
the parameter list.
The subroutine
may be called
repeatedly
by means of statements
like
[CALL SHOWER(IqI,EI.XI,....,etc.);]

+ EDEP;

This would be a good time to point out that EDEP is a
double precision
variable---establishedas
such via a macro.
Therefore,
one might wish to establish
ESUM as double precision
as well (in both MAIN and AUSGAB). We have experienced
situations
whereby energy balancing
could not be attained
due
to round-off
error difficulties.
This was particularly
evident
for large shover-history
problems involving
the addition
of
As a
small energy values to large numbers in various
regions.
result
of this experience,
certain
key
energy variables
in the
EGS code have been defined as double precision.
Users may
take advantage of this at their
discretion.

-------__-_____---------------------------------------------A2.4.6 Determination-Of-Incident-Particle-Parsmeters(Step
------------___----------------------------------------------

6)

self -explanatory---particularly
when
with Step 7 below.
A specfic
exambe useful and is given as follows:

The statistical
weight,
WTI, is generally
taken as unity unless
variance
reduction
techniques
are employed by the user.
It should
noted, however, that if ID1 is assigned the value of 2. subroutine
SHOWERrecognizes
this as a pi-zero
meson decay event, and two
photons are added to the stack with energies
and direction
cosines
appropriately
obtained
by sampling.
------_-_--_-___----------------A2.4.8 Output-Of-Results
-_-_____________----------------This

step

(Step

has been added for

8)

completeness

and is

self-explanatory.

---_--_________----_---------A2.6 Specifications
for HOWFAR
______________________________
On entry to the geometry subprogram,
HOWFAR, EGS has determined that it would like to transport
the top particle
on the stack
by a straight
line distance
USTEP. All of the parameters
of the
particle
are available
to the user via COMMON/STACK/ as described
earlier.
The user controls
the transport
by setting
the following
variables
:
USTEP, IDISC,

IRNEW, and DNEAR(NP).

Except for the last variable
(which is in COMMON/STACK/), these are
available
to the user via COMMON/EPCONT/. The ways in which these
may be changed, and the way EGS will
interpret
these changes, will
now be discussed
in detail.
[Note, flow diagrams for subroutines
ELECTR and PHOTON have been included
in Appendix 1 of SLAC-266 for
the user who requires
a more complete understanding
of what actually takes place during particle
transport}.

191=-l;
“INCIDENT PARTICLE IS AN ELECTRON”
EI=lOOO.O;
“TOTAL ENERGY (MEV)”
X1=0.0; YI=O.O; ZI=O.O;
“PARTICLE COORDINATES”
UI=O.O; VI=O.O; WI=1 .O; “DIRECTION COSINES”
IRI=2;
“REGION NUMBER 2 IS THE INCIDENT REGION”
WTI=i .o;
“WEIGHT FACTOR IN IMPORTANCE SAMPLING”
1xX=987664321;
“RANDOM NUMBERGENERATORSEED”
NCASES=lO; “NUMBER OF HISTORIES TO RUN”
A2.4-0

for

statement

in AUSGAB could keep a running total
of the energy deposited
in each region under consideration
(Note: the EGS utility
subroutines,
ECNSVl and NTALLY, have been developed to facilitate
keeping track of where the energy is deposited
and how many events
are scored, respectively).

This step is really
looked at in conjunction
ple of such coding might

.L

CALL SHOWER(IqI,EI,XI,YI,ZI,UI,VI,WI,IRI.WTI);

DO I=l,NCASES
ESUM(IR(NP))=ESUM(IR(NP))

sequence

7)
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a.)

If the user decides that the current
particle
should be discarded,
then IDISC must be set nonzero
(the usual convention
is to set IDISC=l).
A positive
value for IDISC will
cause the particle
to be
discarded
immediately.
A negative
value for IDISC will
cause EGS to discard
the particle
when it completes the
transport.
EGS initializes
IDISC to zero, and if left
zero no user requested
discard
will
take place.
For
example, the easiest
way to define an infinite,
homogeneous medium is with the HOWFARroutine:

on each transport
is a waste of time. In order to avoid
this ineffici&cy.
each particle
has stored on the stack
a variable
called DNEAR, which is used by EGS to store
a lover bound to the distance
from the particle’s
current
position
to the nearest region boundary.
This variable
is used by EGS in the following
ways: -

i
!

1.1
0
ii.)

SUBROUTINE HOWFAR;
RETURN;
END;
In this case, particle
transport
will
continue
to take
place until
energy cutoffs
are reached. However, a common
procedure
is to set IDISC=l whenever the particle
reaches
a discard
region.
b.)

c.)

A2.6-2
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If immediate discard has not been requested,
then the user
should check to see whether transport
by distance
USTEP
will
cause a region boundary to be crossed.
The Dresence
of the region i:dex for the-current
particle,
IR(‘NP) ,
should make this task much easier than if only the position of the particle
were known.
If no boundary vii1 be
crossed,
then USTEP and IRNEW may be left
as they are.
If a boundary will be crossed,
then USTEP should be set
to the distance
to the boundary from the current position
along the current
direction.
and IRNEW should be set to
the Fegion index of the region on the other side of the
boundary.
For sophisticated
geometries,
this is the most
complex part of the User Code.

the

incident

particle

is

f

initialized

Whenever a particle
is actually
moved (by a
straight
line distance
VSTEP) the path length
transported
is deducted from the DkEAR for-the
particle.

iii.)

Whenever a particle
interacts,
the DNEAR values
for the product particles
are set from the DNEAR
value of the parent particle.

iv.)

When EGS has decided it would like to transport
the current
particle
by a distance
USTEP (which
will be the distance
to the next interaction),
subroutine
HOWFARwill be called to get the
user’s permission
to go that far only if USTEP
is larger
than DNEAR.

In conclusion,
to take advantage of these efficiency
features,
the user should set DNRAR(NP) equal to the
distance
to the nearest region boundary from the
If it is easier for the
particle’s
current
position.
user to compute som’e quick lover bound to the actual
nearest distance,
this could be used to set DNEAR
with time savings depending on how close the lover
bound is to the actual nearest distance
on the average.
It should be understood,
however. that if the boundary
separations
are smaller
than the mean step size, subroutine
HOWFARwill
still
be called
and the overall
efficiency
will
decrease as a result
of having to perform the DNEAR
Finallv.
if the medium for
calculation
so manv times.
a region is vacuum: the user need not bother computing
DNEAR, as EGS will
always transport
to the next boundary
in only one step in this case.

The setting
of DNEAR(NP) by the user is optional.
However,
in many situations
a significant
gain in efficiency
will
result
by defining
DNEAR in HOWFAR. First
of all,
it is
clear that boundary checking takes time and should be
avoided whenever possible.
If EGS had no way of lmoving
how far it was from a boundary,
then it would have to ask
the user how far to go every time it wanted to transport
a
particle.
This would not be too serious for photons since
they usually
go relatively
far on each transport.
However,
the transport
of a charged particle
from one interaction
to the next requires
the path length to be split
up into
smaller
lengths
in order to simulate
properly
the multiple
scattering
process.
If, relative
to the small steps being
taken, the particle
is a fairly
good distance from the
nearest boundary,
then checking for boundary crossings

APPENDIX 2

DNEAR for
to zero.

*
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Region

Region

Consider,
as an example.of
how to write a HOWFARsubprogram, the three region geometry in Fig. A2.6.1.
A particle
is shown in Re ion 2 with coordinates
(X,Y,Z) and direction
assume that the slab of thickness
cosines (U,V,W f . We will
ZTHICK is semi-infinite
(x and y-directions),
and that
particles
are immediately
discarded
whenever they go into
HOWFARcode is then
Region 1 or Region 3. The following
applicable:

Region

1

'

_

3
SUBROUTINE HOWFAR;
COMIN/EPCONT.STACK/; “C O M M O N BLOCKS NEEDED IN CALCULATIONS"
COMMON/PASSIT/ZTHICK; "SLAB THICKNESS DEFINED IN MAIN"
IF(IR(NP).NE.2)
[IDISC=l;
RETURN;]
"MIGHT A S WELL SET DNEAR NEXT"
DNEAR(NP)=AMINl(Z(NP).ZTHICK-Z(NP));
IF(W(NP).ECI.O.O)
[RETURN; "PARTICLE GOING PARALLEL TO PLANES"]
"CHECK FORWARDPtiNE FIRST SINCE SHOWERHEADING THAT WAY"
"MOST OF THE TIME"
IF(W(NP).GT.~.O)
[D=TA~=(~THIcK-z(NP))/W(NP);IRNEXT=~;I
"OTHERWISE, PARTICLE MUST BE HEADING IN BACKWARDSDIRECTION"
ELSE [DELTAZ=-Z(NP)/W(NP);
IRNEXT=~; 1
"NOW
CHECK WITH USTEP AND RESET THINGS IF NECESSARY"
IF(DELTAZ.LE.USTEP)
[USTEP=DELTAZ; IRNEW=IRNEXT;I
RETURN; END;
- -

(X.Y.Z)
Vacuum

Air

at NTP

---------------->

z

Iron

&.W)
m-1

ZTHICK

[Note:
A number of geometry subprograms and their
alents are distributed
with the EGS Code System in
it easier to write HOWFAR. For example, subroutine
equivalent
macro $PLANSP. could have been used in
lines above and the program would have been easier

<--

macro equivorder to make
PLAN2P. or its
place of several
to read].

____________________---------AZ.6 Specifications
for
_____________-----------------

AUSGAB

X
(Y into

The subroutine
statement:

paper)

AUSGAB is

called

by EGS with

the

CALL AUSGAB(IARG);
Fig.

A2.6-4

A2.6.1

A Three Region

Geometry

Example for

HOWFAR

APPENDIX 2

The argument IARG indicates
the situation
under which AUSGAB
is beins called.
IARG can take on 26 values starting
from zero
?ARG=O through IARG=24), although
only the f&t
five
(i.e.,
are called
in the default
version
of EGS. The remaining
20 IARG
values must be 88svitched-on"
by means of the array IAUSFL.
The value for IARG and the corresponding
situations
are given
in Table A2.6.1.

A2.6-1
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Table

Table

A2.6.1
i
I

--------------____-----------------------------------------------

IARG
Situation
--------------_-------------------------------------------------0
Particle
is going to be transported
1

by distance

Particle
is going to be discarded
because its energy
is below the cutoff
ECUT (for charged particles)
#or PCUT (for photons)---but
ite energy is larger
than the corresponding
PEGS cutoff
AE or Ap.
respectively.

2

Particle
is going to be discarded
because its
is below both ECUT and AE (or PCUT and AP).

3

Particle
is going to be discarded
requested it (in HOWFARusually).

4

TVSTEP.

because

261
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TVSTEP.’

6

7

A bremsstrahlunginteraction
is to occur
to BREMS is about to be made in ELECTR.

7

8

Returned

8

9

A Moller interaction
is to occur and a call
MOLLER is about to be made in ELECTR.

9

10

Returned

10

11

A Bhabha interaction
is to occur and a call
BHABHA is about to be made in ELECTR.

11

12

Returned

12

13

An in-flight
annihilation
of the positron
is to
occur and a call to ANNIH is about to be made
in KLECTR.

13

14

Returned

14

16

A positron

16

16

A pair production
interaction
is to occur and a
call to PAIR is about to be made in PHOTON.

16

17

Returned

17

18

A Compton interaction
is to occur and a call
COMPT is about to be made in PHOTON.

18

19

Returned

19

20

A photoelectric
interaction
is to occur and a call
to PHOTO is about to be made in PHOTON.

20

21

Returned to PHOTON after a call
(assuming NP is non-zero).

21

22

Subroutine

UPHI was just

entered.

22

23

Subroutine

UPHI was just

exited.

23

24

A coherent

(Rayleigh)

interaction

la about

to occur.

24

26

A coherent

(Rayleigh)

interaction

has just

occurred.

the user

The above IARG values are the ones generally
required
in the majority
of situations
in which EGS is used to simulate
electromagnetic
cascade shover development.
In particular,
IARG=O is useful whenever track lengths
are being calculated
or when charged particle
ionization
loss is needed.
Also,
as a check on energy conservation,
EDEP can be summed in
AUSGAB for all IARG values less than 6. The extended IARG
range allows the user to extract
additional
information
without
making changes to the EGS coding.
To do this we have created
the integer
flag array, IAUSFL(J) , for J=l through 26. It takes
on values of 1 or 0 depending on whether AUSGAB is called or not,
respectively.
For J=l through 6, which corresponds
to IARG=O
through 4, IAUSFL(J)=l
(default).
In other words, AUSGAB is
always called for the situations
listed
in Table A2.6.1.
For
the remainin
values of J, corresponding
to IARC- through 24,
The value for IARG and the correspondIAUSFL(J)=O t default).
ing situations
for this upper set of IARG values are shovn in
Table A2.6.2.

A2.62

____________________--------------------------------------------Situation
IARG IAUSFL
____________________--------------------------------------------Particle
has been transported
by distance
6
6

energy

A photoelectric
interaction
ha8 occurred and either:
a) the energy of the incident
photon was below
the K-edge binding
energy and it is going to
be discarded,
or
b) a (fluorescent)
photon is going to be discarded with the K-edge binding
energy.

A2.6.2

A2.6-3

to ELECTR after

to ELECTR after

to ELECTR after

to ELECTR after
has annihilated

to PHOTON after

to PHOTON after

a call

a call

a call

a call

and a call

to BREMS was made.
to

to MOLLER was made.
to

to BHABHA was made.

to AHHIH was made.

at rest.

a call

a call

to PAIR was made.
to

to COMPT was made.

to PHOTO was made
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As an example of how to write an AUSGAB subprogram,
consider the previous
three re ion geometry (Fig. A2.6.1).
print
out on the line
Suppose that we wish to score fi.e
printer)
only photons that emanate'from
Region 2 into
Region 3. The AUSGAB subprogram that will
accomplish
this
In this example we print
out the stack
is given below.
variables
plus IARG.
SUBROUTINE AUSGAB(IARG);
COMIN/STACd/;
"ONLY OUTPUT INFORMATION FOR PHOTONS THAT ARE DISCARDED"
"(BY THE USER) IN REGION 3"
IF(IARG.EO.3.AND.IO(NP).EO.O.AND.IR(NP).EO.3)[
OUTPUT E(NP),X(NP),Y(NP),Z(NP),U(NP),V(NP),W(NP),
IO(NP),IR(NP).IARG;
(7~16.7.316);]
RETURN; END;
______-_____---____________c____________------------------A2.7 UCSAMPL4 --- An Example of a UComplete" EGS4 User Code
---___---___----------------------------------------------The following
User Code, called UCSAMPM, simulates
electromagnetic cascade shovers initiated
by 1 GeV electrons
that are
incident
(normally)
on a 3 cm, semi-infinite
slab of iron.
The
upstream region of the slab is vacuum and the downstream region is
air at NTP. A article
is discarded
whenever it leaves the slab
(on either
side P or whenever its total
energy falls
below a
preset cutoff
en&gy of 100 MeV [Note: the medium assigned to
Region 3 is really
not important
in this example, and was
included
solely
for purposes of illustration].
Some of the stack
variable
information
E(NP), Z(NP), W(NP), IQ(NP). IR(NP), plus the
IARG value, is printed
out on the line printer
(first
16 lines
only) for photons reaching
Region 3.
The maximum number of regions
is changed from 2000 (default)
to 20 by means of an override
macro at Step 1 in the User Code.
Furthermore,
the distance
unit (DUNIT) is changed (at Step 2) so
that distances
are in radiation
lengths
of iron rather than in
centimeters.
A total
of 10 cases of incident
electrons
is run
and the total
energy fraction
for each region is summed and
printed
out at the end of the run for an energy balance check.
Finally,
the last random number generator
(integer)
that was
used is printed
out for possible
use in avoiding
statistically
identical
results
in future
runs of the same problem.

U*****************************************~***$********************~
u***************************
STANFORDLINEAR ACCELERATORCENTER"
***
u***
UCSAMPLI
"***************************
EGS4 USER CODE -- 23 NOV 1986,183O:'

"STEP 1.

USER-OVER-RIDE-OF-EGS-MACROS"

" THE FOLOWING RANDOM NUMBERGENERATORCAN BE USED ON A VAX. IT IS"
* COMMENTEDOUT BELOW BECAUSE THE DEFAULT ONE PROVIDED WITH THE EGS4"
* MACROS (IBM COMPATIBLE) WAS THE ONE ACTUALLY USED IN THIS EXAMPLE."
"REPLACE <;COMIN/RANDOM/;) WITH <;COMM~N/RANDOM/IXX;]U
"REPLACE {SRAND~MSETI;) WITH"
~{IXX=I~~*66360894i;<~i)=0.6+
IXX*0.23283064E-09;)"
REPLACE{$MXREG) WITH {20]

"OVER-RIDE MAXIMUM NO. OF REGIONS"

;COMIN/BOUNDS,MEDIA,MISC.USEFUL/;
"COMMONSNEEDED"
COMMON/PASSIT/ZTHICK; "SLAB THICKNESS....NEEDED IN HOWFAR"
COMMON/LINES/NLINES,NWRITE; "TO KEEP TRACK OF LINES-PRINTED"
COMMON/TOTALS/ESUM($MXREG); "FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION CHECK"
SENERGY PRECISION EI,ESUM,EKIN,TOTKE.ETOT;
"DOUBLE PRECISION"
"CREATE A TEMPORARYARRAY AND DEFINE THE MEDIA, NEXT"
STYPE ~~~~(24,2)/$s'FE',22**
',$S*AIR AT NTP',~~*'
'/;
COMIN/RANDOM/; "LOCATED HERE TO AVOID FORTRAN 77 DIAGNOSTIC"
"STEP 2.

PRE-HATCH-CALL-INITIALIZATION"

NREG=3; "THE NUMBER OF REGIONS---A LOCAL VARIABLE ONLY"
NMFD=2;
"TWO MEDIA WILL BE USED"
DO J=~,NMED [DO I=1,24
[MEDIA(I,J)=TEMP(I,J);~~

Ei;;I;;

"REGION 1 IS VACUUM"
"REGION 2 IS IRON"
"REGION 3 IS AIR AT NTP"

;

MELI(3)=2;

"SET ENERGY CUTOFFS FOR EACH REGION NEXT"
DO I=l,NREG [ECUT(I)=lOO.O;
PCUT(I)=lOO.O;]
"STEP 3.

HATCH-CALL"

CALL HATCH;
The UCSAMPL4 User Code (FORTRAN 77 compatible)

is given

below.
"STEP 4.
ZTHICK=3.0;

A2.7-1
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INITIALIZATION-FOR-HOWFAR"
"SLAB THICKNESS IN CENTIMETERS"

APPENDIX 2

"STEP 6.

DO I=~,$MXREG [ESUM(I)=O.DO;]
NLINES=O;
NWRITE=l6;
"STEP 6.

"CALCULATE AND PRINT OUT THE FRACTION OF ENERGY"
"DEPOSITED IN EACH REGION"

INITIALIZATION-FOR-AilSGAB"
"ZERO THE ENERGY BALANCE ARRAY"

ETOT=O.DO;
DO I=l.NREG [
ETOT=ETOT+ESUM(I);
ESUM(I)=ESUM(I)/TOTKE;

"INITIALIZE
THE NLINES-COUNTER"
"THE NUMBEROF LINES TO PRINT OUT"
DETERMINATION-OF-INCIDENT-PARTICLE-PROPERTIES"

IqI=-1;
"INCIDENT PARTICLE IS AN ELECTRON"
EI=lOOO.DO; '"INCIDENT ENERGY (TOTAL) IN MEV"
EKIN=EI-PRM;
"K.E. OF ELECTRON---PRM IS THE REST MASS"
x1=0.0; YI=O.O; ZI=O.O;
"COORDINATES OF INCIDENT PARTICLE"
UI=O.O: VI=O.O: WI=l.O:
"DIRECTION COSINES---ALONG Z=AXIS"
IRI=2;.
"INCIDIkNT PARTICLE STARTS OUT IN REGION 2---IRON"
WTI=l.O:
"WEIGHT FACTOR---NOT USED IN CALCULATION. BUT"
I
IS A PARAMETER IN SUBROUTINE SHOWER; HENCE DEFINE"
AS UNITY"
:xX=987664321 ; "RANDOM NUMBER GENERATORSEED"
NCASES=lO: "NUMBER OF HISTORIES (CASES) TO RUN"
ICODE=-l;"AN OUTPUTING PARAMETER, INVENTED TO MARK THE"
"
INCIDENT PARTICLES"
"STEP 7.

SHOWER-CALL"

OUTPUT; (/,'
SHOWERRESULTS:',///,7X.'E',l4X,
'Z',l4X,'W',lOX,'Iq',3X,'IR'.2X,'IARG',/);

ETOT=ETOT/TOTKE;

('

FRACTION IN REGION',I3,'='.Fl0.7);

"THE TOTAL FRACTION OF ENERGY IN RUN"

OUTPUT ETOT; (//,'
TOTAL ENERGY FRACTION IN RUN=',Gl6.7,/,
.
WHICH SHOULD BE CLOSE TO UNITY');
STOP;
END: "LAST STATEMENT OF MAIN"

SUBROUTINE AUSGAB(IARG);
COMIN/EPCONT;STACK/; "COMMONSNEEDED IN AUSGAB"
COMMON/LINES/NLINES,NWRITE; "TO KEEP TRACK OF LINES-PRINTED"
COMMON/TOTALS/ESUM($MXREG); "FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION CHECK"
$ENERGY PRECISION ESUM; "DOUBLE PRECISION"

IF (NLINES.LT.NWRITE)
[
IF (IARG.EQ.3.AND.Iq(NP).Eo.O.AND.IR(NP).EU.3)[
OUTPUT E(NP),Z(NP),W(NP),
ICJ(NP),IR(NP).IARG;
(3Gl6.7.316);

"END OF SHOWER-CALL LOOP"]

NLINES=NLINES+l;

OUTPUT-OF-RESULTS"
"TOTAL K.E.

ESUM(1);

"PRINT OUT THE FIRST NLINES OF STACK INFORMATION, ETC."
"BUT, ONLY FOR PHOTONSTHAT ARE DISCARDED IN REGION 3"

CALL SHOWER(IoI,EI,XI,YI.ZI,UI,VI.WI,IRI,WTI);

TOTKE=NCASES*EKIN;

OUTPUT I,
I

"KEEP A RUNNING SUM OF THE ENERGY DEPOSITED IN EACH REGION"
ESUM(IR(NP))=ESUM(IR(NP))
+ EDEP;

DO I=l,NCASES [
IF (NLINEs.LT.NWRITE)
[
OUTPUT EI,ZI,WI,IqI,IRI,ICODE;
(3~16.7.316);
NLINES=NLINES+l;]

"STEP 8.

1

I

"FRACTION IN EACH REGION"

]]

RETURN;
END; "LAST STATEMENT OF SUBROUTINE AUSGAB"

INVOLVED IN RUN"

OUTPUT EI.ZTHICK,NCASES.IXX;
(//,'
INCIDENT TOTAL ENERGY OF ELECTRON=',Fl2.l,'MEV',/,
' IRON SLAB THICKNESS='.F6.3,'
CM',/,
' NUMBER OF CASES IN RUN=',I3,/,'
LAST RANDOMNUMBER=',
112,//,'
ENERGY DEPOSITION SUMMARY:',//);
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1000.000
133.4546
1000.000
339.6281
448.6772
1000.000

SUBROUTINEHOWFAR;
COMIN/EPCONT,STACK/; "COMMONNEEDEDIN HOWFAR"
COMMON/PASSIT/ZTHICK;"SLAB THICKNESSDEFINED IN MAIN"
IF (IR(NP).NE.~)

[IDISC=~; RETURN;]

"MIGHT AS WELL SET DNEARNEXT"
DNEAR(NP)=AMINl(Z(NP).ZTHICK-Z(NP));
IF (w(Np).Eq.o.o)

[RETURN; "PARTICLE GOING PARALLELTO PLANES~~I

"CHECKFORWARD
PLANE FIRST SINCE SHOWER
HEADINGTHAT WAY"
"MOSTOF THE TIME"
IF (W(NP).GT.O.O) [DELTAZ=(ZTHICK-~(NP))/w(NP); IRNxT=3;1
"OTHERWISE,PARTICLE MUSTBE HEADINGIN BACKWARDS
DIRECTION"
msE [DELTAZ=-Z(NP)/W(NP); IRNxT=l;l
"NOWCHECKWITH USTEP AND RESET THINGS IF NECESSARY"
IF (DELTA~.LE.uSTEP) [USTEP=DELTAZ;IRNEw=IRNxT;l
RETURN;

0.0000000E+00
2.999999
0.0000000E+00
2.999999
2.999999
0.0000000E+00

1.000000
0.9977404
1.000000
0.9993687
0.9997988
1.000000

INCIDENT TOTAL ENERGYOF ELECTRON=
IRON SLAB THICKNESS=3.000 CM
NUMBEROF CASESIN RUN= 10
LAST RANDOMNUMBER= 1903436093

-1
0
-1
0
-:

2
3

-1
3

3
3
2

-i

1000.0 MEV

ENERGYDEPOSITIONSUMMARY:
FRACTIONIN REGION l= 0.0000000
FRACTIONIN REGION 2= 0.3319190
FRACTIONIN REGION 3= 0.6680810
TOTAL ENERGYFRACTIONIN RUN= 1.000000
WHICH SHOULDBE CLOSETO UNITY

END; "LAST STATEMENTOF EGS4 USER CODEUCSAMPL4"
The reeulte of running
at SLAC are given below:

this

EGS SUCCESSFULLY'HATCHED' FOR

User Code on the IBM-3081
2 MEDIA.

SHOWER
RESULTS:
E
1000.000
163.9946
236.1791
147.1071
123.6069
194.9122
1000.000
107.8616
113.2713
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Z
0.0000000E+00
2.999998
2.999999
2.999999
2.999999
2.999999
0.0000000E+00
2.999999
2.999999

W

1.000000
0.9999203
0.9993726
0.9993142
0.9997734
0.9987941
1.000000
0.9981139
0.9998847

19

IR

IARG

-1
0

2
3

-1
3

0
0
-Y

3
3
3

:
3
-13

0

3z

i:
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Stanford
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National
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for High Energy Physics (KEK)
Oho-machi, Tsukuba-gun.
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[This PEGS4 User Manual is Appendix 3 of a document called
SLAC-266, which can be obtained
from the SLAC Publications
Office.]
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A3.

PEGS4 USER MANUAL *

i

----------------A3.1 Introduction
____-____________
The PEGS code (Preprocessor
for EGS) is a stand-alone
utility
program written
in Mortran **.
PEGS’ purpose is to
generate material
data for the EGS code, and to provide other
services
for the user who is studying
or simulating
electromagnetic interactions.
The active operations
of PEGS are
functionala;
that is, they are operations
whose arguments are
functions
(the functions
related
to physics interactions).
Included among these operations
are:
-

Fitting

-

Production

of print

-

Evaluation

of functions

-

Comparision

Associated
namely,

[Note:

with

of functions

by means of piecevise
‘plots

of selected
at selected

of functions

these

functional8

to which

Selection

of material

-

Selection

of energy

-

Punching

cutoffs

linear

fits.

functions.
points.

sampled spectra.

active

-

of fit

with

are other

for

the functions

operations;

refer.

fits.

data.

Those interested
in preparing
directly
to Section A3.31

This manual is kept up-to-date
SLAC and is distributed
along
EGS4 Distribution
Tape.

data

sets

for

EGS4 can go

on the EGS account at
with other files
on the

A. .I. Cook, “Mortran3 User’s Guide”, SLAC Computation
Research Group Technical
Memorandum CGTM-209 (1983)
[see also APPENDIX 4: “EGS4 Users Guide to Mortran3”].

A3.1-1

A3.2 Structural

Organization

of PEGS

.a

!

APPENDIX 3

The PEGS code contains
over 4200 Mortran source lines
’
which are the source for a MAIN program. BLOCK DATA subprogram, 12 subroutines,
and 86 fun&i&s.
Despite the large
number of subprograms, PEGS has a simple structure.
Fig.
A312.1 shows a flowchart
of the MAIN program of PEGS. After
the once-only initializations
an option loop is entered,
Each time through the option loop, an option is read (option
names are four characters
and are read as 4Al). numeric control parameters are read (using NAMELIST/INP/),
and then the
option name is looked up in the option table.
If not found,
the iob is aborted.
If found. the aoorooriate
code is executed-and return is passed to the beg&&g
of the option
loop.
Normal exit from the loop is by selection
of the STOP
option,
or detection
of an End of File condition
on the control
input file.
The details
for the use of the options are
contained in Section A3.3.
Fig. A3.2.2 shows the subprogram relationships
of PEGS.
Boxed items are subprograms,
and labels for option names
(e.g.,
:CALL:) are used to show which subprograms correspond to
which options.
It can be seen that the physical
routines
are
accessed directly
for the PWLF option.
For utility
options
(TEST, PLTN. PLTI. HPLT, and CALL) the physical
routines
are
referenced
usinn the function
FI---the
so-called
“function
multiplexer”.
Function FI has five arguments.
The first
argument (I) tells
which physical
function
to invoke, and the
other four arguments (Xl, X2. X3, X4) are used as needed as
arguments for the called function.
FI then returns the value
returned by the called function.
This method of implementing
options that are functional8
was selected
to avoid the necessity
of having a separate call
to the associated
utility
routines
for each physical
function
on which it might be desired to operate.
It was also desired
to be able to refer to the particular
function
symbolically,
both at compile time and at run-time,
and to know the number
of arguments to each function.
In order to have these
conveniences and also allow easy insertion
or deletion
of
functions
to the list
of functions
accessible
to FI. a
Mortran macro (SFUNCTIONS) was written
which takes a
list
of names of functions
(each of which is immediately
preceded by the number of arguments it has) and generates other
macros containing
the desired information.
In particular,

A3.2-1
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+---m-m+

i

1 PEGS 1
+------+

I

initialize

I

I

+--e-v--------+

I

+------>I

OPTION LOOP I<------

+-------------+

*1*
* *
*

t-----------------------t
t-->:ELEM:

1

I Set Up Element

+-----------------------+
+-----------------------+

I

+------------------------+
I Read Pair Production,
I
Photoelectric.
and
i
Rayleigh Data-from
! PGS4PEPR and PGS4FORM

+------------------------

Read Control
Parameters
I (NAMELIST/INP/)
+-----------------t

I

I

+-----------------+---------------

I

I

t-->:COMP:

I

I
,I
i
I

t-->:ENER:

-t

Yes
I<------------

+-------.-------t
I End of File?
t--------------t

+-----------------------+

+<----------------------------------------t

I<-----

V
+---------------+
I Select Option

t---------------t

--mm--+
--------+
1 Histogram Theoretical
I ------------------->
vs Sampled Spectrum
I
It----------------------+
+-------------------------+

t-->:HPLT:

I
I

t-->:CALL:
I
i
t-->:TEST:

I
i
V

I Evaluate Named Function
I ----------------->
t-------------------------+
+-----------------------------+
I Plot Functions
To Be Fitted
I ------------->
--mm--+
+------------------------m-v-+
+---------------I Piecevise
Linear Fit I -------------------->

I
t-->:PWLF:

?
*

* *

I

+---------------m-v---+
+------------------------+

I

+------------------------+
+-v---m+

+-->:DECK:

*1*
* *
*

+-->:STOP:
Fig.

A3.2-2
273
I

A3.2.1

Flowchart
of the MAIN Program
(continued
on next page)

of PEGS

APPENDIX 3

I
-mm---+
-m-v--+

+----------------+---------------

I

I

and I ------------------>

I Plot Named Function
I --------------------->
+---------------------+
+----------------------+
I Plot Indexed Function
I -----------..------->

I
t-->:PLTI:

I

j No
+-----------------------t
I Illegal
Option---Stop

I Set Energy Cutoffs
I Compute Thresholds

t-->:PLTN:

Fig.

A3.2-3

.A

Medium I ------------------->

I Set Up Mixture Medium I -------------------)
-------+
t---------------+------------------------t
1 Set Up Compound Medium I --------..--------->
+------------------------+
+---..-------------------+

t-->:MIXT:
I

t------t
I Stop
+------+

*

,/

+------------------------+
I
Compute Physical
B
I Mathematical
Constants
+------------------------+

*
**
*2*
* *
*

*
*

I Punch Deck of Material
I Dependent Data

I ------------------>
I

4

I Stop 1
+--v--m+

A3.2.1

Flowchart
of the MAIN Program of PEGS
(continued
from previous
page)
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+------------+

+------+

l BLOCK DATA l
+------------+

I MAIN 1
+-em---+

+ ---

+ --

+ _----

+ -----

i
+ -----

I

I

: PWLF :

I
I
+------+

/

1I

I
+---+----+

IPMDCON~I

+------+

I
+--me-+

1

IEBINDI

+-----+

I
:ELEM:
: MIXT :
:coMP:

+I -----

+ ----I +------+
I
+---+

+
I
+------+

+------+

I
+-m-m+

+
I

:HPLT: :CALL: :ENER:
I
+-----+
l HPLTl l
+-----+

IPLOT
+----+

+ ----------------------+
1 "Function ktiplexer"
+ _________________-_---

I

i
I
I ADDMOL
I ALOG
AREC
I EXP
1
I
I
I
I
I

COMPFM PAIRTE
BHABDM COMPRM PAIRTM
BHABFM COMPTM PAIRTR
ADFMOL BHABRM CRATIO PAIRTU
ADIMOL
BHABTM EBIND
PAIRTZ
BREMDR EBRl
PBRl
BREMFR EDEDX PBR2
BREMDZ ESIG
PDEDX
BRMSDZ FCOULC PHOTTZ
BREMFZ GBRl
PHOTTE
ALKE
BRMSFZ GBR2
PSIG
ALKEI
AMOLDM BREMRR GMFP
SPIONE
AMOLFM BREMRM PAIRDR SPIONP
AMOLRM BREMRZ PAIRFR SPTOTE
AMOLTM BREMTM PAIRDZ SPTOTP
BREMTR PAIRFZ
ANIHDM
TMXB
ANIHFM
BRMSRM PAIRRM TMXS
ANIHRM
BRMSRZ PAIRRR TMXDE2
ANIHTM
BRMSTM PAIRRZ
XSIF
COHETM
COHETZ
COMPDM
I
+ -------------------------------------+
ALIN
ALINI

I
I
I
+ --

+ _______--------

+

+-----+

I
+-----+

I
+-----+

IEFUNSI
+-----+

1GFUNS1
+-----+

ImNSl
+-----+

l
1
I IBHABTMI I
1 +------+
1

I
1

+------+

+--- IPHOTTEI
+-WV---+
1
+---e-m+
I
+---ICO~T),fl

I
+------ + 1 +------ + 1 +---^ --+ i i

I
+-v--m+
IAINTP I
+-w-q-+

+------+
+------+

IAMOLTMI-+ IBREMTMI-+ ;---JPAfRIl
+------+
+------+
+
+------+
I
+---lCOHETMl
+-e-e--+

Fig. A3.2.2

!
+

I
+ ---- ---------------------------------+

+----+
I

I
+-----+----+-----+--+---+---+
I
I1 +------+
I
I1 +------+ I
+------+

A3.2-4

:pLTI:

+ ---I

I

IPWLFl I

+ -I

ISPTOTEI-+
+---e-v+

:TEST:
:PLTN:

+ ----

+--w-m+
I
+----+
1WIT 1

+------+

ISPTOTP~ I IANIHTMI
+------+
1 +------+

+ ----I

I
+-----+

1~1x1 ISPINIT~ IDIFFERI

+---+

*3*
* *
*

: DECK :
I

+---+
ILAY
+---+

I

*
* *

Fig. A3.2.2

APRIM

Subprogram Relationships
(continued from previous

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
/

of PEGS
page)

Subprogram Relationships
of PEGS
(continued on next page)
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the following
SNFUNS -

macros
Gives

are defined:
the number of functions.

$FLIST$DATA(FNAME) - Generates a data statement
initalizing
the array FNAME(G,$NFUNS) so that FNAME(1.j) has
the ith character
of the name of the jth function.
$FLIST$NARGS - Gives a list
of the number of arguments
for each function,
which is used to initialize
the runtime array NFARG($NFUNS) .
$FLIST$FNUMS
SNFUNS, which
in FI.

$FLIsT$FCALLS
- Generates the function
calls
in FI with
the proper number of arguments for each function
taken
from the list
Xl, X2, X3, X4.
-

$NA(function
name) the specif led function.

Gives
Gives

the function

index

of the

the number of arguments

8

V
+------+

+---w-e+

1 qD I< _____________ IBR~ZI
+--e-m-+
+------+

- Gives a list
of numbers from 1 to
is used to generate the computed GO TO

$FN (f unction
name)
specified
function.

+------+
IB-I
+------+
I

for

?

+------+
IBREMFZI-----+---e-e+

------->

+---------------+
I
+------+
1DCADRE1
t------t
A

1

+------+
IBRMSFZ~<------------+------+
A

I
t--m---+

+----IBRMSRZI
+------+
A
I

I
+------+
1 DD I<--+
+-me..--+

t------t

I

+---em-+
IB~SDZI
+------+

+-w--v-+
!I
I +-->IAPRIM
1
+-----..+

initialize

--------------BRMSFZ

I
+------+

IBRMSRMI
+----mm+

I
+-e--e-+

>i

/
+-->I

+------+
XSIF

i

t------t

ISPTOTP~
+-m-w--+
I

+------+
I SPIONE I ----------->
+------+

+----me+
IsPIoNB~<----------+---.-mm+

+---m-w+
ISPIONP~
+----v-t

A3.2-7

1

+-mm---+

IBRMSTM~C----------+---e-v+

A3.2.3a

+----em+

+-->IFCOULCI
+------+

ISPTOTEI----------->
+------+
I

Fig.

277

BREMFZ

I

+------+

APPENDIX 3

+------+

?
+---we-+
1DCADRE1
+------+

It should also be noted that there are relationships
between the functions
shovn in Fig. A3.2.2 that are not
indicated
there.
We show the most complicated
of these in
Figs. A3.2.3a.b
(Bremsstrahlung
Related Functions)
and in
Figs. A3.2.4a.b
(Pair Production
Related Functions).
One
reason for the complexity
of these is that the higher level
forms of the cross sections
must be obtained by numerical
integration
of the more differential
forms.

A3.2-6

initialize

_____________ > IBREJ,~DZI

Related Functions---Most
Bremsstrahlun
Accurate Form t Used to Produce the Total
Cross Sections
and Stopping Power).

APPENDIX 3

278

279

280

+------+
IB=RI
+------+
I

8

+---..--+
IPAIRTUI
+----mm+

/

I I
+ + ------------------->

+ <-------------------

+

I

V
IPAIRTMI
+------+
initialize
V
+ <---------t-------->

+

I
V
+------+

I

IPAIRRMI

IPAIRTZ~

+------+

+------+

IBREMDRI

1 W’

I
!
i
I
I

+ ---->

1

+------+

initialize
IPAIRRZI- ------------>
+---me-+
PAIRFZ

+------+

1 91, 1

I
+

Bremsstrahlung
Related
Run-Time Approximations
with Sampled Spectra).

1 XSIF
+----mm+

l

+------+

V

+---->

IFCOULCI
+------+

-> IPAIRFZI

Functions---With
(For Comparison

Fig.

A3.2-8

IPAIRDZ)-----+---->
+------+

I

IDCADREI--+------+
A3.2.3b

I

V
+------+

i
t------t

Fig.

+------+

I

I

I
+------+
IBREMFRI <---+-..----+

+-T----t
IAINTP

+

I

1DCADRE
I
+------+

I

IPAIRTEI

+------+
I
V
+-m-e--+

APPENDIX 3

A3.2-9

A3.2.4a

Pair Production
Related Functions---Most
Accurate Form (Used to Produce the Total
Cross Sections
and Stopping Power).

APPENDIX 3

Table
description
discussion

+------+

?
+------+
IPAIRRRI
t------t

i

V

+ <-------- + -------) +
I PAIRFR
V
i

+-mm---+
IPAIRDRI

+------+

I 9D I
+------+

+---..--+

i

t ---->

ir
+------+

AMOLDMis the differential

1DCADRE1

BREMDR is the differentialbremsstrahlung
cross
for a 9un-timev
mixture
of elements.

+------+
IPAIRFRI
+------+

<----

)

Table A3.2.2 lists
the FUNCTIONS used in PEGS along with
their
mathematical
symbols, definitions,
and locations
in thYs
report for a fuller
discussion.
The names of most of the
functions
have been chosen in a rather mnemonic way.
The
first
three or four letters
suggest the process being considered.
The last letter
designates
the form of the cross
sect,ion (Z for element.
M for mixture.
and R for “run-time”
mixture):
The next to-last
letter
describes
either
the particular
form of the cross section
(such as D for differential,
T for total
or R for range-integrated),
or it indicates
that
only the secondary energy is to vary, with other data being
passed through a common. The letter
F is used in such cases
and the data in common is initialized
using the corresponding
function
that has a next to last letter
of D. If the function
word begins with an I through N (i.e.,
the FORTRAN inp$E;
convention)
the word is prefixed
with the letter
A.
examples are given below:

1PAIRTR 1
+------+

initialize

A3.2.1 lists
the SUBROUTINES used in PEGS. A brief
of their
use and page references
for a fuller
is given.

mixture

Moller

BREMRM is the bremsstrahlung
cross
over some energy range, for

i

t

cross

section

for

a

of elements.
section

section,
integrated
a mixture
of elements.

BRMSTM is the soft bremsstrahlungtotal
a mixture
of elements.

cross

section

for

PAIRRR is the pair production
cross section,
integrated
mixture
over some energy range, for a %wn-time”
of elements.
Fig.

A3.2.4b

Pair Production
Related Functions---With
Run-Time Approximations
(For Comparison
with Sampled Spectra).

PAIRTZ is the total
cross
for an element.

section

for

pair

production

This method of naminrr is not strictlv
adhered to.
For example, SPYONE is the ionization
stopping
however.
power for an electron,
PBRl and PBR2 are positron
branching
ratios,
and GMFP is the gamma-ray mean free path.

A3.2-10

281
I
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A3.2-11
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1

Table A3.2.1

’

Table
i
!

SUBROUTINES Used In PEGS

---_------------------------------------------------------------DESCRIPTION
NAME

PAGES

_____--_____----____--------------------------------------------Determinea the various parameters
DIFFER
needed for bremsstrahlung
and pair
production
energy sampling.
EFUNS

GFUNS

A3.2-4.
A3.3-11

Subprogram to compute electron
functions
to be fit
in a way
that avoids repetition.

A3.2-4

Subprogram to compute photon
functions
to be fit
in a way
that avoid6 repetition.

A3.2-4

HPLTl

Creates line printer
of ECS-sampled data
Code) and theoretical

plot comparisons
A3.2-4,
(UCTESTSR User
A3.3-20,21
functions
of PEGS.

LAY

Subprogram to produce a deck of
material
dependent data (for subsequent use by EGS).

A3.2-4,
A3.3-17

MIX

Computes Z-dependent paramatera
that reside in COMMON/MOLVAR/.

A3.2-4.
A3.3-11

MOLIER

Computes material
multiple
scattering
EGS2 only).

A3.2-4

independent
data (for

PLOT

Subprogram to plot a iven
(referenced
by number f .

PMDCON

Determines the physical,
mathematical,
and derived constants
in a very
mnemonic way.

A3.2-4

PWLFl

Subprogram to piecewise
linearly
up to 10 functions
eimultaneously
an interval
(XL.XU) .

A3.2-4.19.
A3.3-14

RFUNS

SPINIT

A3.2-12

function

Subprogram to compute Rayleigh
scattering
functions
to be fit
a way that avoids repetition.

A3.2-4

fit
on

A3.2.2

FUNCTIONS Used In PEGS

---------__-----------------------------------------------------DESCRIPTION
NAME

PAGES

----------_-----------------------------------------------------‘AFFACT
Atomic form factor
(squared) for
element or mixture
of elements.
or log

interpolation

an

AINTP

Linear

function.

ALKE

Log of kinetic
energy (ALOG(E-RM)) ,
used as a cumulative
distribution
function
for fits
and plots.

A3.2-6.
A3.3-20

ALKEI

Inverse

A3.2-6

ALIN

Linear cumulative
distribution
tion for plota
(ALIN(X)=X).

ALINI

Inverse of ALIN (=same as ALIN).
Used a8 inverse cumulative
distribution function
in plots.

A3.2-6

ADFMOL

Approximate cumulative
distribution
function
for Moller and Bhabha cross
sections
(ADFMOL(E)=-i/(~-RM)).

A3.2-6.
A3.3-20

ADIMOL

Inverse

A3.2-6

ADDMOL

Derivative

AMOLDM

Moller differential
cross
a mixture of elements.

of ALKE (=EXP(X)+RM).
func-

of ADFMOL.

on next

A3.2-6.
A3.3-20

A3.2-6

of ADFMOL.

(continued

A3.2-4.9

section

for

A3.2-6.11.14

page)

A3.2-4
in

Initializes
stopping power functions
for a particular
medium.

A3.2-4.
A3.3-11

APPENDIX 3

A3.2-13

APPENDIX 3

Table A3 .‘2.2
(continued)

‘8
FUNCTIONS Used In PEGS

FUNCTIONS Used In PEGS
PAGES

______-_-_______-------------------------------------------*One argument” form of AMOLDM.
AMOLFM
AMOLRM

AMOLTM

for

ANIHDM

Annihilation
section for

ANIHFM

UOne argument”

ANIHRM

Annihilation
cross section,
over tvome energy range, for
of elementa.

over
of
a

form

A3.2-6

A3.2-6

integrated
a mixture

Annihilation
total
cross
a mixture of elements.

for

APRIM

Empirical
correction
bremsstrahlung
crotw

AREC

Reciprocal
function
(=derivative
of
ALOG(X
Used as probabilit
density
function
in log plots
(AREC(X 3 =1/X).

A3.2-6

BHABDM

Bhabha differential
crostv section
a mixture of elements.

A3.2-6

BHABFM

“One argument”

factor
in
section.

form of BHABDM.

A3.2-4.6
A3.2-6.7

for

BREMPR

“One argument”

BREMDZ

Bremsatrahlung
differential
section for an element.

BREMFZ

“One argument II form

BREMRM

Bremastrahlung
cross section,
integrated over some energy range, for a
mixture of elements.

A3.2-6.7.11

BREMRR

Bremsstrahlung
cross section,
integrated over some energy range, for a
Vun-time”
mixture of elements.

A3.2-6.8

BREMRZ

Bremastrahlung
cross section,
integrated over some energy range, for an
element.

A3.2-6.7

BREMTM

Bremeatrahlung
for a mixture

A3.2-4,6.7

A3.2-6

on next

page)

285

a

cross
mixture

of BREMDR.
cross

of BREMDZ.

total
crostv section
of elements.

cross
section
Bremsstrahlung
total
a Vun-time”
mixture of elemente.

A3.2,6.8,11

A3.2-6,8
A3.2-6.7
A3.2-6.7

A3.2-6,8

for

(continued

A3.2-14

’

A3.2-4.6

Bremsatrahlung
differential
section for a “run-time”
of elements.

BREMTR
(continued

A3.2-6

of

BREMDR

form

for

over

Bhabha total
cross section
mixture of elements.

A3.2-6

ANIHTM

Bhabha cross section,
integrated
some energy range, for a mixture
elements.

bHABTM

A3.2-6

of ANIHDM.

eection

BHABRM

A3.2-4,6

differential
cross
a mixture of elements.

PAGES

DESCRIPTION

-----

A3.2-6

Moller cross section,
integrated
some energy range, for a mixture
elements.
Moller total
cross eection
mixture of elements.

-_---___-_-____-----------------

_____-____-______-__-------------

________________-_----------------------------------------------DESCRIPTION
NAME

APPENDIX 3

A3.2-16

on next

page)

APPENDIX 3
286

:288

287
1

Table A3.2.2
(continued)

i
!

FUNCTIONS Used In PEGS
----_---__---___-___--------------------------------------------DESCRIPTION
NAME
--------------__------------------------------------------------Soft bremestrahlung
differential
BRMSDZ
cross section for an element.

PAGES
A3.2-6.7

“One argument I8 form

of BRMSDZ.

BRMSRM

Soft bremeetrahlung
crostv section,
integrated
over some energy range,
a mixture
of elements.

A3.2-6.7

Soft bremsstrahlung
croaa section
integrated
over some energy range,
for an element..

A3.2-6.7,
A3.3-19.20

BRMSTM

Soft bremsatrahlung
total
cross
section for a mixture
of elementa.

A3.2-6,7,11

COHETM

Coherent (Rayleigh)
total
cross
section for a mixture
of elements.

A3.2-4,6

COHETZ

Coherent (Rayleigh)
total
section for an element.

A3.2-6

COMPDM

Compton differential
cross
for a mixture
of elements.

COMPFM

“One argument ‘I form

COMPRM

Compton cross section,
some energy range, for
elements.

COMPTM

Compton total
cross
mixture of elements.

section

CRATIO

Coherent

cross

DCADRE

Quadrature routine
to integrate
f(x) between a and b using cautious
Romberg extrapolation.

A3.2-7-10.19

EBIND

Function
electric

A3.2-4.6

to get
binding

(continued

A3.2-16

cross

for

section

A3.2-6

COMPDM.

A3.2-6

integrated
a mixture

over
of
a

section

an average
energy.
on next

for

photo-

FUNCTIONS Used In PEGS

A3.2-6

A3.2-4.6
ratio

PAGES

--___---__--________--------------------------------------------6

EBRl

Function to determine
the electron(-)
branching
ratio
(Brem/Total).

A3.2-6

EDEDX

Evaluates
SPTOTE with
of AE and AP.

A3.2-6

ESIG

Determines the total
electron(-)
interaction
croaa section
(probability
per radiation
length).

A3.2-6

FCOULC

Coulomb correction
term in pair
production
and bremrtstrahlung
crow
sections.

A3.2-6.7.9

FI

Function

multiplexer.

A3.2-1,6,6

GBRl

Function
branching

to determine
the gamma-ray
ratio
(Pair/Total).

A3.2-6

GBR2

Function
branching

to determine
the gamma-ray
ratio
((Pair+Compton)/TotalJ.

A3.2-6

GMFP

Function
to determine
mean free path.

IFUNT

Given PEGS function
name, it looks it
up name in table and returns
the
Used by options
that
function
index.
specify
functions
by name.

PAIRDR

Pair production
differential
cross
section
for a %ui-time”
mixture
of
elements.

A3.2-6.10.18

PAIRDZ

Pair production
differential
section
for an element.

A3.2-6.9.18

for

BRMSRZ

..

--__________________--------------------------------------------NAME
DESCRIPTION

A3.2-6.7

BRMSFZ

(Rayleigh)

Table A3.2.2
(continued)

,

A3.2-6

(continued

on next

cutoff

energies

the gamma-ray

cross

A3.2-6.11,
A3.3-18.19

page)

page)
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A3.2-17

APPENDIX 3

Table A3.2.2
(continued)

Table A3.2.2
(continued)

,
i

FUNCTIONS Ueed In PEGS
-----_

-------____________---------------------------------------DESCRIPTION
NAME
-------_____---__-----------------------------------------------“One argument” form of PAIRDR.
PAIRFR

A3.2-6.11

PAIRRM

Pair production
croaa section,
grated over some energy range,
mixture
of elements.

intefor a

A3.2-6.9

PAIRRR

Pair production
croaa section,
grated over some energy range,
9un-time8*
mixture
of elements.

intefor a

A3.2-6,10,11

PAIRRZ

Pair production’crosa
section,
ffi;zztOver
some energy range,

intefor an

A3.2-6.9

PAIRTE

“EmpiricalH
total
pair production
production
cross section
for a
mixture
(=suR(Pz(I)*PAIRTz(z(I))).

A3.2-6.9

PAIRTM

Pair production
total
cross section
for a mixture
of elemente,
obtained
by numerical
integration
of differential
cross section.

A3.2-6.9

QFIT

A3.2-4.
Utility
logical
function
for the
piecewise
linear
fit
subroutine,
PWLFl. A3.3-14.16
It returns
.TRUE. if a given partition gives a good fit.

PAIRTR

Pair production
for a “run-time”

total
croaa section
mixture
of elements.

A3.2-6.10

SPIONB

Does the work for SPIONE and SPIONP.
One argument tells
whether to comoute
or poktron.
stopping
power for electron

PAIRTU

Pair production
total
cross section
actually
“used”.
Same as PAIRTE for
primary
energy lese than 60 HeV;
otherwise,
same a8 PAIRTM.

A3.2-4.6.9

SPIONE

Calculates
ionization

the
for

stopping
electrons

power due to
(-) .

A3.2-6,7

SPIONP

Computes contribution
to empirical
pair production
total
cro#tv section
for an element asBurning one atom per
molecule.
It ie obtained by log-linear
interpolation
of Israel-Storm
data.

A3.2-6,9,11

Calculates
ionization

the
for

stopping power due to
positrona.

A3.2-6.7

PAIRTZ

SPTOTE

Calculates
the total
stopping
power
(ionization
plus soft bremsatrahlung)
for electrons(-)
for specified
cutoffs.

Function
branching

A3.2-6.11

A3.2-18

I

A3.2-6.10

of PAIRDZ.

PAGES

“One argument”

to determine
the positron
ratio
(Brem/Total).

(continued

289

A3.2-6.10

------------------------------------------------------------~---DESCRIPTION
NAME
______---_--------__--------------------------------------------Function
to determine
the positron
PBR2
,
branching
ratio
((Brem+Bhabha)/Total).

PAIRFZ

PBRl

form

PAGES

FUNCTIONS Used In PEGS

on next

ETOTP with

f;ival$e;

PHOTTE

Determines
the proper
for a mixture.

PHOTTZ

Determines
the interpolated
photoelectric
cross section
tabulated
data.

total
from

A3.2-6

PSIG

Determines the total
positron
interaction
cross section
(probability
per radiation
length).

A3.2-6

Driver function
for
numerical
integration

A3.2-7-10

(continued

cutoff

energies

A3.2-6

PDEDX

mix of PHOTTZ’e

DCADRE, the
routine.

on next

A3.2-4.6

A3.2-7

A3.2-4.6.7

page)

page)
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A3.2-19
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Table A3.2.2
(continued)

A3.3 PEGS Options and Input Specifications
_---________________----------------------

FUNCTIONS Used In PEGS
-----------------_----------------------------------------------DESCRIPTION
NAME
_______-______-_____--------------------------------------------SPTOTP
Calculates
the total
stopping
power
(ionization
plus soft bremaetrahlung)
for positrons
for specified
cutoffs.

------------------------------------PAGES
A3.2-4,6,7,19

TMXB

Determines
the maximum total
step
length consistent
with Bethe’s
criterion.

A3.2-6

TMXS

Determines
the minimum of TMXB and
10 radiation
lengths.

A3.2-6

TMXDE2

Included for possible
future
modification purposes (=TMXB/(E**2*BETA**4)).
It might be easier to fit
this quantity
than to fit
TMXB and then apply the
the denominator
in EGS at run-time.

A3.2-6

XSIF

Function
to account
and pair production
the atomic electrons.

A3.2-6,7,9

ZTBL

Given the
it returns

for bremsstrahlung
in the field
of

atomic symbol for an element,
the atomic number.

A3.3.1 Interrelations
Between Options
------------------------------------Fig. A3.3.1 illustrates
the logical
relationship
between
options
of PEGS. For example, in order to be able to use the
PLTN option,
one of the material
specification
options
(ELEM,
MIXT. COMP) must have already been processed.
The PWLF option
requires
that both the ENER option and one of the material
To use the DECK option,
it
specification
options precede it.
is sufficient
to have validly
invoked the PWLF option.
The
STOP and MIMS options
are seen to be independent
of the
others.
In the following
sections,
for each option we will
give
its function,
parameters
which control
it, the format of cards
of the routines
(if
needed to invoke it, and an explanation
The cards for a given
any) that are used to implement it.
option are named with the first
part of their
name being the
For example,
opt ion name, and the last part the card number.
MIXT2 is the name of the second card needed for the MIXT
option.
The information
is summarized in Table A3.3.1.
It
should be noted that IBM and CDC require
different
formats
Also, the single
card referred
to as
for NAMELIST data.
being read by NAMELIST may in fact be several
cards, provided
that the proper convention
for continuing
NAMELIST cards is
followed.
Once the first
card (indicating
the option)
has
been read in, however, the second card (i.e.,
NAMELIST/INP/)
must follow
(see examples at the end of Section A3.3.2).
We
will use the IBM form of NAMELIST in our examples.

----------------------------------A3.3.2 The ELEM, MIXT,
-----------------------------------

COMP Options

The purpose of the ELEMent, MIXTure, and COMPound options
The
is to specify
the material
used by the PEGS functions.
parameters
needed to specify
a material
are its density
(RHO),
the number of different
kinds of atoms (NE), and, for each
different
kind of atom, its atomic number (Z(I)),
its atomic
weight (WA(I)).
and its proportion
either
by number (PZ(1))
for a compound or by weight (RHOZ(1)) for a mixture.
PEGS
has tables for the atomic symbol (ASYMT(l:lOO))
and the atomic
weight (WATBL(l:lOO))
for elements I=1 through I=lOO, so the
type of atom is specified
by giving
its atomic symbol (ASYM(I)).
PEGS also has a table of the densities
of the elements
(RHOTBL(l:lOO)).
Rayleigh
(coherent)
scattering
data will
be appended to the normal output data if the IRAYL flag is
set to 1 in NAMELIST/INP/.
A3.2-20

APPENDIX 3

A3.3-1

APPENDIX 3

Table
+------+
I :ELEM:

+------+

I

PEGS Control

+--e--m+

+..---mm+

+--w-v-+

I:MIXT:I
+------+

I:COMP:I
+------+

):ENER:I
+-e---e+

I

I

I

?
I
+ ---m-s> OR <--------

A3.3.1

!

________________________________________-------------------------’

VARIABLES READ
CARD
FORMAT
COMMENTS
,
__________________----------------------------------------------OPT(l:4)
Means
Oiselect matELEMI
‘ELEM’
.
(4A1)
erial
that is an element.'

I
I

+I

F&42

NAMELIST/INP/

RHO

Optional.
overrides
density
element.

I

V

I

+--------------------------->AND
I

W A (l)

e--e+

Ii

+ -------+----+----+-------+

+------+

+------+

+------+

+------+

+------+

I:PLTN:I
+------+

I :PLTI:I
+------+

I:HPLT:I
+------+

I:CALL:I
+------+

I:TEsT:I+--!
+------+

I

I

I

i

i

I

I

Optional.
element.
overrides

Atomic weight of
If given, thin
the PEGS default.
Set to unity to
Rayleigh output.

IRAYL

Optional.
included

IUNRST

Optional.
Set to unity for
unrestricted
collision
stopping power.

i

ISSB

Optional.
Set to unity to
use own density
effect
parameters (see text below).

+------+

l:PWLF:I
+-mm---+

ELEM3 (24Al.
6X,24Al)

I
V

+------+
I:STOP:I
+---m-e+

If given, this
the PEGS default
(g/cm**3)
for the

i

V
+------+
1 :MIMS:I
+------+

Carda

+--em--+
l:DECK:l
+-w---m+

MEDIUM(l:24)

Identifier
assigned
set to be produced.

IDSTRN(l:24)

Optional.
Identifer
of
medium name under which
desired Sternheimer-SeltzerBerger coeffcients
are given
in PEGS. If not specified.
the identifier
in MEDIUM(l:24)
is used.

ELEM4 (24(A2,lX))

ASYM(1)

Atomic

symbol for

COMPI

OPT(l:4)

'COMP' . Means
erial
that is

to data

element.

____________________--------------------------------------Fig.

A3.3.1

Logical Relationship
the Options of PEGS

Between

(4Al)

COMPZ NAMELIST/INP/

NE
RHO

(continued

A3.3-2
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I
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A3.3-3

-m-w--

“select
mata compound.W

Number
of elements
compound.

in

Density
(g/cm**31 of compound
(at NTP for gases).
on next

page)
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Table A3.3.1
(continued)
PEGS. Control

,

Table A3.3.1
(continued)
PEGS Control

Cards

_--___---__----_----_______c____________------------------------COMMENTS
CARD FORMAT VARIABLES READ

___________--___-___--------------------------------------------numbers
(PZ(1) , I=1 , NE) Relative
in compound.
GASP

COMP3 (24Al.
6X, 24Al)

Cards

_--___-_____________---------------------------------------------

of atoms

Optional.
Defines state of
compound: zero (default)
for
solid or liquid,
otherwise
value gives gas pressure
(atm).

(WA(I) .I=1 .NE)

..

CARD
FORMAT VARIABLES READ
COMMENTS
----------_---___-__--------------------------------------------GASP
Optional.
Definee state of
mixture:
zero (default)
for
solid or liquid,
otherwise
value gives gas pressure
(atm).
(WA(I) , I=1 .NE)

Optional.
override
weights.

May be used to
default
atomic

IRAYL

Optional.
included

Set to unity to
Rayleigh
output.

IUNRST

Same as for

ELEMZ.

ISSB

Same a8 for

ELEM2.

MEDIUM,IDSTRN

Same as for

ELEM3.

(ASYM(1) ,I=1 ,NE)

Same as for

COMP4.

Optional.
May be used to
override
default
atomic
weights
(e.g.,
to allow
for special
isotopes).

IRAYL

Same as for

ELEM2.

IUNRST

Same as for

ELEMZ.

ISSB

Same as for

ELEM2.

MIXT3 (24Al.
6X, 24Al)

MEDIUM,IDSTRN

Same as for

ELEM3.

MIXTI

(24$,

__-____-_-__-___________________________-------------------------

COMP4 ‘2$,

(ASYM(1) , I=1 , NE)

Atomic symbols for the atoms
in the compound.
Duplicates
are allowed if several ieotopea of the same element
are present,
or may be required
for diatomic
molecules
(e.g.
nitrogen
gas).

ENERI

ENERZ NAMELIST/INP/

__-_________________________________^___-------------------------

MIXTI

OPT(l:4)

(4Al)

MIXTZ NAMELIST/INP/

‘MIXT’ . Means
erial
that is

in

Density
(g/cm**3)
of mixture
(at NTP for gases).

RHO
(RHOZ(1) ,I=l.NE)
(continued

“select
mata mixture. Ifi

Number of elements
mixture.

NE

Relative
mixture

on next

amount of atom in
(by weight).

OPT(l:4)

(4Ai)

Note:

page)

APPENDIX 3

A3.3-6

“select
w

AE

Lower cutoff
for charged
port (MeV).

UE

Upper limit
energy
for charged particle
port (MeV) .

AP

Lower cutoff
ener y for
photon transport
t MeV) .

UP

Upper limit
energy for
photon transport
(MeV) .

energy
particle

(total)
trane(total)
trans-

If the user suppliee
negative
values for the energy limits
above, the absolute
values given will be interpreted
as in
units
of the electron
rest mass energy.
Thus, AE=-1 is
equivalent
to AE=O .611 MeV .
(continued

A3.3-4

‘ENER’ . Means
energy limits.

on next

page)
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Table A3.3.1
(continued)
PEGSControl

Table A3.3.1
(continued)

Cards

----____________-_-----------------------------------------------

CARD FORMAT VARIABLESREAD
COMMENTS
------_________-------------------------------------------------OPT(1:4)
PWLFi (4Al)
'PWLF'. Meaue "select
piecewiee linear fit."
PWLFZ

NAMEUST/INP/

Note:

The following PWLFparmeters (see Section A3.3.4)
are optional and may be
overriddenby
the user.
The default values (in BLOCK
DATA) are indicated below.

EPE/O.Ol/

Electron

EPC/O.Ol/

GammaEP parameter.

ZTHRE(l:8)/8*0./

Electron

ZTHRG(1:3)/0.,

ZTHR parameter.

.l,O./Gemma ZTHR parameter.

ZEPE(l:8)/8*0./
ZEpG(1:3)/0.,
NIPE/20/

EP parameter.

Electron

ZEP parameter.

.Ol,O./Gemma ZEP parameter.
Electron NIP parameter.

NIPG/IO/

GammaNIP parmeter.

NALE/$MXEKE/

Electron

NIMX parameter.

GammaNIMX parameter.
NALG/$MXGE/
_______________-------------------------------------------------OPT(1:4)
'DECK'. Means *punch fit
DECK1 (4Al)
data and other useful parenetere.*
DECK2 NAMEUST/INP/

No paremeters.

PEGSControl Cards
_______----_________--------------------------------------------COMMENTS
CARD FORMAT VARIABLESREAD
____________________--------------------------------------------'MIMS'. Meana nCalculate
MIMSl
OPT(1:4)
(4Al)
Material Independent Multiple Scattering Data" (for
EGS2 only).
MIMS ie controlled by macro
settings and by data in
BLOCKDATA that ie not
accessible to the NAMELIST.
____________________--------------------------------------------'TEST'. Means "Plot the
TEST1 (4Al)
OPT(l:I)
fitted
functione.n
MIMSZ NAMELIST/INP/

Number of points
Optional.
to plot per function
,
(Default=60).
------_____--____----_____-------------------------------------'CALL'. Means "Call the
OPT(1:4)
CALL1 (4Al)
designated function end
print value."
TEST2 NAMELIST/INP/

NPTS

CALL2 NAMELIST/INP/ XP(l:4)

Name of function to be
NAME(1:6)
CALL3
(6Al)
evaluated.
-------____--_______--------------------------------------------Meena *Plot func'PLTI'.
OPT(1:4)
PLTIl
(4Al)
tion given its index and the
index of the distribution
function."
PLTI2 NAMELIST/INP/ INN
XP(1:4)

(continued

on next page)
(continued

A3.3-6
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Values for up to four arguments of the function.

A3.3-7

The index of the function
to be plotted.
Valuer for the etatic
arguments (parameters).

on next page)
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Table A3.3.1
(continued)
PEGS Control

1

Table A3.3.1
(continued)

Cards

PEGS Control

----------------------------------------------------------------CARD FORMAT VARIABLES READ

-_____________-__-__---------------------------------------------

COMMENTS
-____----------_-_______________________------------------------IV
Variable
telling
which argument is to be varied
(e.g.,
IV=2 means plot function
vs.
its second argument).
Lower limit for
being varied.

argument

VHI

Upper limit
for
being varied.

argument

NPTS

Number of points

to plot.

VLO

COMMENTS
CARD
FORMAT VARIABLES READ
----------------------------------------------------------------'HPLT'.
Means "Plot histoHP&T1
OPT(l:I)
(4AI)
gram to compare the sampled
spectrum with the rangeintegrated
and the differential
theoretical
values."
HPLT2 NAMELIST/INP/

EI
ISUB

IDF

Index of distribution
function used to select
independent variable.
----------------------------------------------------------------PLTNI
OPT(l:4)
'PLTN'.
Means "Plot the
(4Al)
named function."
PLTNI NAMELIST/INP/

PLTNB

(2(6Ai))

XP(1:4),IV.
VLO.VHI,NPTS,
IDF,MP
NAME(l:6)
IDFNAM(1:6)

HPLT3 ('

Same as PLTIZ.

NAMESB(l:12)
Name (6 characters)
of
function
to be plotted.
Name of distribution
function
to be used.

HPLTI ('

A3.3-8

A3.3-9

energy

(MeV).

Variable
telling
which
function
is being tested:
l=PAIR
2=COMPT
3=BREMS
4=MOLLER
6=BHABHA
6=ANNIH
7=MSCAT (not implemented).

IQI=',IZ;

(918)

Name of subroutine

NBINS

Number of histogram

tested.

bins.

,RNLO,RNHI=',2Fl2.8,',IRNFLG=',I2)

page)

APPENDIX 3

total

Number of samples.

IRNFLG

HPLT6...etc.

particle

NTIMES

RNLO,RNHI

on next

Teat

TEST DATA FOR ROUTINE=',l2Al.',#SAMPLES=',
110,'. NBINS=',I6)

w

(continued

..

Cards

NH(l:NBINS)

Charge

of tint

particle.

Lower and upper limits
random number preceding
call to test function.

to

Non-zero means to "apply
above limits
to preceding
random number to test for
correlation."
Zero value
means "don't
do this."
Sampled data (from
Code UCTESTSR).

User

APPENDIX 3

(text

continued

from page k3.3-1)

The ELEMent option is used if the material
in question
has only one type of atom.
In this case PEGS knows
that
NE=l, ha8 the density
in a table,
sets PZ(l)=l,
and deduces
Z(1) and WA(l) from ASTM(l).
Thus the atomic symbol (ASYM(1))
is the only information
that the user need supply.
Before
each option,
RHO and the WA(I) are Saved and then cleared so
that it can be determined
whether these have been set by the
user.
If so, they override
the table values in PEGS. This
allowe the ‘different
atoms to be non-standard isotopes
and/or
allows the overall
density
to be adjusted
to the experimental
state.
For options
other than ELEM, MIXT. or COMP, RHO and
WA(I) are restored
after
reading the NAMELIST.
The COMPound option is used when there is more than
one different
kind of atom and it is desired to give the
proportions
by relative
number of atome (PZ(1)).
The only
required
data is NE, ASTM(I), and PZ(1) (for I=l,NE).
Optionally,
any of the WA(I). can be overridden.
except
weight

The MIXTure option
that the relative
(RHOZ(1)) rather

is similar
to the COMPound option
atomic proportions
are given by
than by number.

When the PZ(1) values have been specified,
PEGS obtains
the RHOZ(1) using RHOZ(I)=PZ(I)*WA(I);
otherwise,
the PZ(1)
are obtained from PZ(I)=RHOZ(I)/WA(I).
The absolute
normalization
of the PZ(1) and RHOZ(1) values is not important
because of the way the quantities
are used.
For
example,
the macroscopic
cross sections
contain
factors
like
PZ(I>/SUM(PZ(I)*WA(I>)
where the

denominator

is

the

@ ‘molecular

so1
I

After reading the input data for these options,
subroutine
MIX is called
in order to corn ute the Z-related
parameters
that reside in COMMON/MOLVAR
SPINIT
P , subroutine
is called
to initialize
the stopping
power routines
for this
material,
and subroutine
DIFFER is called to compute run-time
parameters
for the pair production
and bremsstrahlung
sampling
routines.
The reader might find the comments in subroutine
MIX useful .
The following
are example8 of sets of data cards
can be used with the FJEM, MIXT, and COMP options:
(Note:

weight”.

In addition
to physically
specifying
the material
being
(MEDIUM(l:24))
for identused, a name for it must be supplied
ification
purposes.
This name is included
in the output deck
when the DECK option is selected,.
The name can be different
for any two data sets that are created,
even though the same
material
has been used.
For example, one might produce PEGS
output using a particular
material
but different
energy limits
(or fit
tolerances,
density
effect
parameters,
etc .) , with
separate identification
names for each (e.g.,
FEI. FE2, etc.).

A3.3-10

The quantity
IDSTRN(l:24)
is
used to identify
the Sternheimer-Seltzer-Bergerdensity
effect
parameters
that are tabulated in BLOCK DATA (see Table 2.13.2 of SLAC-266 for a complete list
of identifer
names).
If IDSTRN(1) is blank,
then
IDSTRN is given the same value as MEDIUM. If this name is not
identifiable
with any of those in BLOCK DATA, the Sternheimer
density
effect
scheme is replaced
with a general formula by
Sternheimer
and Peierls.
Although not recommended, setting
IUNRST to unity causes the unrestricted
collision
stopping
power to be used (instead
of the sum of the restricted
and
An option is available
to allow
radiative
stopping
powers).
users to supply their
own values for the various parameters
used to calculate
the density
effect
correction
(see Section
2.13 of SLAC-266 for a discussion).
To initiate
this option,
all six parameters
(AFACT. SK, X0. Xl, CBAR, and IEV)) must
be read in the NAMELIST input in ELEM, MIXT. or COMP, and
ISSB must be set to non-zero as a flag.
Note that if one
only wants to override
IEV, one must still
input all six
parameters
(see Table 2.13.2 of SLAC-266).

APPENDIX 3

The NAMELIST data

(i.e.,

&INP...&END)

starts

that
in column

2).

-__________-----------------------------------------------------taken.
A. Material
- Element is Iron with defaults
___________-----------------------------------------------------Column
Card
123466789112346678921234667893123466789412346678..etc.
ELEMI
ELEMZ
ELEMS
ELEM4

A3.3-11

ELEM
BINP BEND
IRON
FE

FE

APPENDIX 3

302

SOS

so4

)

i
_/

,,_,---------------------------,-------------------------------~---

-----------------_______________________------------------------F. Material
- Mixture
is U-236, U-238, and carbon

is Helium-3 with the density
and
atomic
weight overridden
by user.
_______---------------------------------------------------------Column
123466789112346678921234667893123466789412346678..etc.
Card

(not a real
Sternheimer-Peierla
default.
material).
--_-____________________________________------------------------Column
Card
123466789112346678921234667893123466789412346678..etc!

ELEMI
ELEMZ
ELEm3
ELM4

MIXTI
MIXTZ
MIXTS
MIXTI

B. Material

- Element

ELEM
&INP RHO=l.E-2,WA(l)=3&END
HELIUM-3
HE

HE

..

MIXT
BINP NE=3.RHO=l6,WA=236,238,RHOZ=60.30.10kEND
JUNK
U U C

----------------------------------------------------------------- Compound is sodium iodide with
IDSTRN(l:24)
defaulting
to MF,DIUM(l:24).
----------------------------------------------------------------Column
123466789112346678921234667893123466789412346678..etc.
Card

C. Material

COMPI
COMPZ
coMP3
COMPI

COMP
BINP NE=2,RHO=3.667,PZ(1)=l,PZ(2)=l&END
NAI
NA I

----------------------------------------------------------------rene scintiIIator
(e.g.,
- Compound is polyat
PILOT-B or NE-102A 3 with data taken from:
1982"
"Particle
Properties
Data Booklet,
April
(Physics Letters
IIIB,
April
1982).
Sternheimer-Peierle
default.
----------------------------------------------------------------Column
123466789112346678921234667893123466789412346678..etc.
Card
D. Material

COMPI
COMPZ
COMPB
COMPI

COMP
BINP NE=2.RHO=l.032,PZ(l)=l,PZ(2)=l.1&END
POLYSTYRENE SCINTILLATOR
C H

A3.3-12

The ENERgy option is used to define the electron
and
photon energy intervals
over which it is desired
to transport
particles,
and hence, over which fits
to total
cross sections
energy interend branching
ratios
must be made. The electron
val is (AE,UE) and the photon interval18
(AP,UP).
If any
of these is entered negative,
it is multiplied
by -RM=-0.611
MeV; that is, the absolute magnitude is assumed to be the
energy in units of the electron
rest mass energy.
The
quantities
TE=AE-RM, TET2=2*TE, and TEM=TE/RM, as well as the
bremaetrahlung
and Moller thresholds
(RM+AP and AE+TM, respectively),
are then computed and printed
out.
The following
are examples of sets
can be used with the ENER option:
The NAMELIST data

(i.e.,

of data

&INP...&END)

cards

starts

that
in column

2).

-----------------------------------------------------------------

is lead glass,
consisting
of five
- Mixture
specified
elements (end 1 per cent of the trace
elements unspecified).
Sternheimer-Peierla
default.
----------------------------------------------------------------Column
Card
123466789112346678921234667893123466789412346678..etc.
MIXTI
MIXT2
MIXTB
MIXTI

_-_____--_--___________
A3.3.3
The ENER Option
_-__-__-_______________

(Note:

E. Material

A. Electron
and photon cutoff
energies
are 1.6 MeV and
10 keV,
respectively.
The upper energy limit
for both
is set at 100 GeV.
(Note: All energies
are in MeV and
are total
energies).
----------------------------------------------------------------Column
Card
123466789112346678921234667893123466789412346678..etc.
ENERI
ENERZ

ENER
OINP AE=l.6,UE=l00000.,AP=0.0l,UP=l00000.&END

MIXT
BINP NE=6,RH0=3.61,RH0Z=41.8,21.0,29.0,6.0,2.2&END
LEADGLA.S
PB SI 0 K NA

APPENDIX 3
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APPENDIX 3

----------__________________

Let NFUh be the number of components to the vector function F(IFUN,E(J))
(where IFUN=l,NFUN),
and let E(J) be a
sequence of points
(J=l,NI)
covering the interval
being
fitted.
The number of points
(NI) is about ten times the
number of fit
intervals
(NINT) in order that the fit
will
be
well tested in the interiors
of the intervals.
If
FFXACT(1FUN.J) and FFIT(1FUN.J)
are the exact and fitted
’
values of the IFUN-th component at E(J), then the logical
function
QFIT may be given as follows:

~-----------------------‘--------------

B. Same as above, except AE=3*RM.
-----,----------,-------------------L---------------------------Column
Card
123466789112346678921234667893123466789412346678..etc.
ENERI
ENER2

ENER
BINP AE=-3,UE=l00000.,AP=O.0l,UP=l00000.kEND

-----__----_____------A3.3.4
The PW LF Option
-----__-----____------The PieceW ise Linear Fit option performs a s imultaneous
piecewise
linear
(vs.
ln(E-RM))
fit
of eight electron
functions over the energy interval
(AE,UE) and a s imultaneous
piecewise
linear
(vs.
ln E) fit
of three or four photon functions over the energy interval
(AP,UP).
Each s imultaneous
fit
over several functions
iB accomplished
by a s ingle
call
to subroutine
PW LFI---once for the electrons
and once for the
photons.
By s imultaneous
fit
we mean that the same energy subintervals
are used for all of the functions
of a set.
Alternately,
we could describe
it as fitting
a vector function.
The PW LFI subroutine
is an executive
routine
that calls
the
function
QFIT.
Function
QFIT, which does moat of the work,
tries
to perform a fit
to the vector function
by doing a
linear
fit
with a Riven number of subintervals.
It returns
the value .TRUE. I? the fit
satisfies
all tolerances
and
.FALSE. otherwise.
Subroutine
PW LFI starts
out doubling
the
number of SUbinterValS
until
a successful
fit
is found.
Additional
calls
to QFIT are then made to determine
the
minimum number of subintervals
needed to give a good fit.
Sometimes, because of diacontinuitiea
in the functions
being
fitted,
a fit
satisfying
the specified
tolerances
cannot be
obtained
within
the constraints
of the number of subintervals
allowed by the array s izes of EGS. W hen this happens, PEGS
prints
out the warning message (for example):

LOGICAL FUNCTION QFIT(NINT) ;
COMMON.......etc.
QFIT=.TRUE.;
REM=O.O: “RELATIVE ERROR MAXIMUM”
NI=lO*NiNT;
D O J=l,NI
[
D O IFUN=l.NFUN [
AER=ABS(FEXACT(IFUN,J)-FFIT(1FUN.J));
AF=ABS(FEXACT(IFUN,J));
IF(AF.GE.ZTHR(IFUN))[IF(AF.NE.O.O)REM=AMAXl(REM,AER/AF);]
-ELSE [IF(AER.GT.ZEP(IFUN))
QFIT=.FALSE.;]

I’

~FIT=QFIT.AND.REM.LE.EP;
RETURN; END;
Thus we see that EP is the largest
allowed
relative
error
for those points
where the absolute
computed value iS above
ZTHR(IFUN), and ZEP(IFUN) is the largest
allowed
absolute
error for those points
where the absolute
computed value is
less than ZTHR(IFUN) .
O ther features
of the QFIT routine
include
provisions
for
aligning
a subinterval
boundary at a specified
point
in the
overall
interval
(in case the fitted
function
has a discontinuous
s lope such as at the pair production
or Moller
thresholds),
and computation
of fit
parameters
in bins flanking
the main interval
to guard against
truncation
errors in subinterval
index computations.

NUMBER O F ALLOCATED INTERVALS(=
160) W AS INSUFFICIENT
T O GET MAXIMUM RELATIVE ERROR LESS THAN
0.01
Even in this
of the time.

A3.3-14
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case a fit

is

produced

which

is

sufficient
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t

f
The net result
of the fit
BX. AF(1FUN.J).
and BF(IFUN,J)

is to obtain
such that

FVALUE(E)=AF(IFUN,INTERV)*XFUN(E)+
the value

is

of the

IFUN-th

INTERV=INT(AX*XFUN(E)+

cofficiente

AX,

BF(IFUN,INTERV)

function,

and where

BX).

XFUN is called
the distribution
function
electrons
and In(E) for photons.

and is

ln(E-RM)

for

The coding of EGS and its original
$NALUATE macros are
designed to allow a "mapped PWLF" in which we have AX, BX,
and M(I),
such that when
AF(1FUN.J).
BF(1FUN.J).

and
J=M(I),
then

DECK should be invoked when either
ELEM, MIXT, or COMP
and ENER and PWLF have been run for the current
material
and
before any of these have been executed for the next material
(see Fig. 3.3.1).

BF(1FUN.J)

This
kind of fit has the advantage
for the IFUN-th function.
that it could get a better
fit
with a smaller
amount of stored
However, this fitting
scheme has never been impledata.
mented in PEGS. With the present
scheme more data than
necessary
is used in describing
the functions
at the higher
energies
where they vary quite smoothly.

The following
is an example
used with the PWLF option:

1
The DECK option.
with the aid of subroutine
LAY, prints
and punches the data needed to specify
the current
material,
the energy intervals
specified,
various
computed molecular
parameters
(e.g.,
the radiation
length),
the run-time
parameters
for #pair production
and bremsstrahlung,
and the fit
data
produced by the PWLF option.
In other words, DECK prints
and
punches anything
that might be of use to EGS in simulating
showers, or to the user in analysis
routines.
The macros
ECHOREAD and ECHOWRITE have been written
to give nicely
captioned
print-outs
of data (read or written)
and to eliminate
the need
for creating
separate write statements
to echo the values.
Subroutines
LAY (in PEGS) and HATCH (in EGS) are a
matched pair in that HATCH reads what LAY writes
(PEGS wlaysw
and EGS "hatches“).
Thus,
if the users would like to get more
information
at EGS run-time,
they need only modify LAY and
HATCH accordingly.

I=INT(AX*XFUN(E)+BX)

FVALUE(E)=AF(IFUN.J)*XFUN(E)+

-_-_________________--A3.3.6
The DECK Option
------___-_____________

of the data

cards

that

can be

Card

Column
123466789112346678921234667893123466789412346678..etc.

PWLFI
PWLF2

PWLF
BINP &END

The following
is an example
used with the DECK option:

cards

that

can be

Card

Column
123466789112346678921234667893123466789412346678..etc.

DECK1
DECK2

DECK
BINP BEND

_-----------------------------------------A3.3.6
The MIMS Option and the EGSCMS Code
------------------------------------------The MIMS option
only) that contains
data.
A stand-alone
Scattering),
performs
except that the data
the EGS code itself

A3.3-16

of the data

APPENDIX 3

A3.3-17

produces a data set for EGS (Version
2
Material
Independent
Multiple
Scattering
program, EGSCMS (EGS Continuous
Multiple
an analogous function
for
EGS3/EGS4,
is held in a BLOCK DATA subprogram in
rather
than in an external
data set.

APPENDIX 3

In the sense that these data set&v are produced already,
the MIMS ontion and EGSCMScode are now disueneible.
However.
as documeniation
for the origin
of the present data, they arevaluable
and they will .be maintained
with the EGS Code System.
(Note: EGSCMSwai originally
written
in Mortran2 and will
remain that way since it is not expected to be used again).

__-_-_---_-_-----------

Card
ELEM!

ELEM2
ELEMB
ELEM4
CALL1
CALL2
CALL3

&INP XP(l)=60.01
2e:
CALL
CALL3
GMFP

The TEST ontion is used as an easv wav to obtain nlots
of all the functions
(not the fits)
that the PWLF optibn fits.
These plots are valuable
in getting
a feel for the magnitudes
and variations
of the functions
to be fitted.

The resulting

of the

data

cards

that

can be

Card

Column
123466789112346678921234667893123466789412346678..etc.

TEST1
TEST2

TEST
BINP NPTS=SO &END

output

OPT=CALL
FUNCTION CALL :
OPT=CALL
FUNCTION CALL :
(Note:

This

&END
&END

from PEGS is :
1.96622

= GMFP

OF

49.9900

1.97486

= GMFP

OF

60

calculation

was done on the IBM-3081

.OlOO

computer).

--------------------------------A3.3.9
The PLTI and PLTN Options
--------------------------------The PLTI and PLTN options may be used to obtain printer--end with some work, possibly
graphic---plots
of any of the
functions
in the PEGS function
table.
The PLTI option is
rather primitive
in that the functions
involved
must be apecby number, so we Shall instead
concentrate
on the PLTN
ified
option in which the functions
are Specified
by name.

----------------------A3.3.8
The CALL Option

___________________----

The CALL option is used whenever one desires to have
PEGS evaluate a particular
function
and print
out the results.

I

ELEM
BINP &END
PB
PB
CALL
BINP XP(l)=49.99
GMFP

A3.3.7
The TEST Option
-----------------------

The following
is an example
used with the TEST option:

309

Column
123466789112346678921~34667893123466789412346678..etc.

The following
is an example of the data cards that can be
used with the CALL option in order to test for diBCOntinUitie8
in GMFP (Gamma Mean Free
Path) near 60 MeV.
(Note: In this
example we have included
the (necessary)
ELEM option cards
for Lead).

Consider the function
BRMSRZ(Z,E,Kl,KZ)
which is the soft
bremBBtrahlULtg cross section
(for an electron
of total
energy
energy E and element Z) integrated
over the photon energy
range (Kl ,K2) . Su pose we would like to see a plot of
BRMSRZ(2,E,O.0,1.6 ‘i for values of E from 6 to 100 MeV. Also
Then
assume we want the data points
evenly spaced in In(E).
(see Table 3.3.1)
the function
name is ‘BRMSRZ’. the distribution function
name is IDFNAM=‘ALOG’, the static
arguments are

A3.3-18
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,312

311

XP(1)=2:,
XP(3)=0.0,
XP(4)=1.6,,
the ipdependent
variable
is
the second argument (i.e.,
IV=2), and its limits
are VLO=6.0
and VHI=lOO.O.
If we want 100 points
on the plot we let
NPTS=lOO.

The cards
Card

necessary

to accomplish

this

plot

are:

with,increasing
X. tie will
not get
If PDF(X) drops sharply
many samples in the bins with large X unlees we make the
larger
in such regions.
bins themselves
We accomplish
another p.d.f.and
c.d.f..
PDG(X) and -~~ ,...
thie by finding
_~~.
CDG(X), respectively,
such that PDG(X) approximates
PDF(X).
If we want N bins. we then pick the X(1) such that

PLTN3

Distribution

For'all

Column
123466789112346678921234667893123466789412346678..etc.
PLTN
OINP XP(1)=2.,XP(3)=0.0,XP(4)=1.6,1V=2,VL0=6.,
VHI=l00..NPTS=lOO
&END
BRMSRZALOG

functions

that

are available

,

cDG(X(I+l))-CDG(X(I))=(CDG(X(N+l))-CDG(X(I)))/N.
I.

this

implies

that

X(I)=CDGI((CDG(X(N+l))-CDG(X(l)))*I/(N+l)+
PLTNI
PLTNZ

..

are indicated

below:

----------------__----------------------------------------------IDFNAM
Purpose
--------_-------------------------------------------------------'ALIN'
Linear plot.
'ALOG'
Natural
log plot.
'ALKE'
Natural
log of electron
kinetic
energy plot.
'ADFMOL'
Approximation
to Moller
and Bhabha distributions
(i.e.,
t/K.E.
distribution).

CDG(X(I)))

where CDGI is the inverse
function
of CDG. Thus.
if PDG(X) is
a reasonable
approximation,
the histogram
bins at large X
should have the same order of magnitude of counts as those
CDG(X) is called
the "distribution
at lower X. The function
function"
in the context
of the HPLT option.
CDG(X). CDGI(X),
If we
and PDG(X) are Used by the UCTESTSR and HPLTl programs.
let SPDF(X) and SCDF(X) be the UsampledU data, end PDF(X) and
CDF(X) be the theoretical
data, then the routine
HPLTl can be
summarized by the pseudo-code:
DO I=l,N
[
PLOT((SCDF(X(I+l))-SCDF(X(I)))/(CDG(X(I+i))-CDG(X(I))));
PLOT((CDF(X(I+l))-CDF(X(I)))/(CDG(X(I+l))-CDG(X(I))));
X(1) at 10 oints in the
DO
I+d(SCDF)/d&DG)=PDF(X)/PDG(X));I

1

RETURN;

interval

(X(1),X(1+1))

[

END;

the theoretical
and
Sampled distributions
can be compared
and problem8
with the sampling routine
(or the random number
generator,
for example) can be detected.

Thus

------------------_----A3.3.10
The HPLT Option
--------_------____----The Histogram
PLOT option is designed to be used in
conjunction
with UCTESTSR (User Code to TEST Sampling
Routine),
which la provided
on the EGSJ Distribution
Tape .
(Note: UCTESTSR was simply referred
to as TESTSR in the
the EGS3 User Manual (see Section 2.6 of SLAC-210)).

All of the control
cards for the HPLT option are punched
directly
by UCTESTSR. The reader should refer to the listing
for UCTESTSR and comments therein
for a better
understanding
of the HPLT option
(see also Chapter 6 of SLAC-210).

The
basic
idea is that a probability
density
function,
PDF(X) (see Section 2.2 of SLAC-266). is to be Sampled
by EGS (note: PDF(X) will
have other static
ar
ente
which we ignore for this discussion).
Let CDFY X) be the
cumulative
distribution
function
aeeociated
with PDF(X).
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1
-------------__________

Concluding
Remarks
--------------_________

A3.4

t

In the previous
sections
we have seen the various
for PEGS. We summarize by giving
the option sequences
generally
used.

uses
most

---------------^-------------------------------------------------

A. Minimal material
data set creation
----------------------------------------------------------------ELEM (or MIXT, or COMP)
::
ENER

(for

use by EGS).

PWLF
43: DECK

---------------_------------------------------------------------B. Same an A. with default
plots
of all
that the PWLF option fits.
--------------__------------------------------------------------ELEM (or HIXT. or COMP)
:.
3:
4.
6.

the functions

El
PWLF

DECK

----------------------------------------------------------------C. Comparison of theoretical
and sampled distributions
by meana of the HPLT option.
----------------------------------------------------------------1. ELEM (or MIXT, or COMP)
Note: Data carda should agree with those
with the UCTESTSR run.
2.
HPLT
Note: Output data from UCTESTSR run.

used

------------------______________________------------------------D. Selective
plotting
of va.risue functions.
-------------------_--------------------------------------------1. ELEM (or MIXT, or COMP) - for material
PLTN - for function
1
3: PLTN - for function
2,....etc.
4.
ELEM (or MIXT, or COMP) - for material
6.
PLTN - for function
1
6. PLTN - for function
2,....etc.

A3.4-1
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1
2,....etc.
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PREFACE

EGS4 is written
in a structured
language called Mortran3’
which has been developed at SLAC by A. James Cook and L. J.
The Mortran3 precompiler
is written
in 1966 ANSI
Shustek.
standard FORTRAN IV and 1977 ANSI standard FORTRAN 77, and
both are included
on the EGS4 Distribution
Tape.
This guide,
which,is
also maintained
on the EGS4 Distribution
Tape, is
meant to be a brief
introduction
to Mortran3 to allow EGS4
users to use it.
For a complete description,
the user is
referred
to the "Mortran3
User’s Guide” by A. J. Cook, SLAC
Computation
Research Technical
Memorandum CGTM-209 (1983).

APPENDIX 4
EGS4 User Guide to Mortran3

31 December 1986

Although it is possible
to write EGS4 User Codes entirely
in
FORTRAN, we strongly
urge you to use Mortran because of the ease
with which one can write readable
(and therefore
more likely
correct)
code. because of its flexibility,
and because of its
ability
to improve execution
time by allowing
for in-line
code
generation.
[Note:

[This EGS4 User Guide to Mortran3 is Appendix 4
called SLAC-266, which can be obtained from the
Office.
It was excerpted
from SLAC Computation
Report CGTM No. 166 (June 1976): “A User’s Guide
A. James Cook and L. J. Shustek (modified
by the
to represent
Hortran3.1

The user is referred
discussion
of system
MortranB] .

to Appendix 6 of SLAC-266 for a
considerations
concerning
using

of a document
SLAC Publications
Research Group
to Mortran2” by
SLAC-266 authors
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Users need not concern themselves
with the method of
implementation
or the macro facility
in order to take advantage
language which is-provided
by the standard
of the structured
set of macros.
The features
of this language include:

Features............................A4.4-

1

Multiple
Assignment
Statement..................................A4.4-

1

A4.4.2

I/O Abbreviations..........................A4.4-

2

A4.4.3

Operators..................................A4.4-

2

A4.6 User-DefinedMacros...............................A4.6A4.6.1

String

A4.6.2

Parameters

Replacement.........................A4.6-

1

in Macros.......................A4.6-
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A4.6.1

Column-One-RestrictedDirectives

A4.6.2

Free-FormDirectives.......................A4.6-

Free-field
(column and card boundaries
may be ignored).
Alphanumeric
labels of arbitrary
length.
Comments inserted
anywhere in the text.
Nested block structure.
Conditional
statements
which may be nested (IF, IF-ELSE,
and ELSEIF).
Loops (repetitively
executed blocks of statements)
which
test for termination
at the beginning
or end or both or
neither
(WHILE, UNTIL, FOR-BY-TO, LOOP and DO).
EXIT (jump out of) any loo
NEXT (no to NEXT iteration
7’ of any loop.
Multiple
assignment statements.
Conditional
(alternate)
compilation.
Program listing
features
include:
- Automatic
printing
of the nesting
level.
- Automatic
indentation
(optional)
according
to nesting
level.
Abbreviations
for simple I/O statements.
Interspersion
of FORTRAN text with Mortran text.

1

2

A4.6 ControlCards.....................................A4.6-

A4-iii

The structured
language is implemented
as a set of macros
which are used by the macro processor
to translate
the language
FORTRAN program is then run like
into FORTRAN. The resulting
User-defined
macros are easily
added
any other FORTRAN program.
to the standard
(language-defining)
set of macros so that the
in the sense that extensions
to the
language is “open-ended”
Extensions
have
language may be made at any time by the user.
ranged from very simple ones like matrix multiplication,
to
complex ones like those which define new data types.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . A4.3-1
....

The term Mortran.
like FORTRAN, has several meanings,
depending upon the context
in which-the
term is used.
Mortrap
has come to mean:
- A Structured
Language.
, - A Translator
for that language.
- A Macro-processor.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . A4.3-1

................

----------------A4.1 Introduction
---------________

1
...........

A4.6-1
3
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The user may elect to override
the standard set of macros
and write a set which defines
another,
perhaps “problem oriented”,
language.

Summary of coding
- Terminate

The Mortrsn3 processor
is a FORTRAN program of approximately
2000 statements.
The 1966 ANSI standard has been observed
throughout,
so that trsnsportability
of the processor
is assured.
,

---___---___----_

Mortrsn programs may be written
without
regard to column
Statements
may begin anywhere on the input
or card boundaries.
line (card image), and may end anywhere on the same line or on
The end of a statement
is determined
by a
a succeeding
line.
semicolon
( ; ) . This feature
permits
sf ree-f ield” or “free-forms
only the first
72 columns of the input
rogramming . Normally,
as progrsm text,
but this can be changed
P ine are intepreted
(see Section A4.6).
Character
strings
comprising
Hollerith
fields
are enclosed
in apostrophes
(as in ‘THIS IS HOLLERITH DATA’).
If an embedded
apostrophe
is desired as a character
within
a quoted string,
use a pair of apostrophes
to represent
each such embedded apostrophe (as in ‘DON”T’).

rules:
statements

uith

a semicolon

- Enclose

comments in quotation

- Enclose

labels

- Enclose

character

- Blanks
strings

Coding Rules
-----_-----e-----

A4.2

in colons

,

(*I).

(:).

strings

may be inserted
and user-defined

marks

.L

(;> .

in apostrophes
freely
except
macros.

(‘) .

in labels,

character

It should be pointed
out that any extensions
provided
by a
particular
FORTRAN compiler
mav be used. provided
that thev do
6ot conflict
with Mortran’s
coding conven’tions . However, if
transportability
of the programs being vritten
in Mortrsn is
a consideration,
the ANSI FORTRAN standard should be adhered to.
The standard
set of macros vhich define the language described
in this Guide do not generate non-ANSI FORTRAN.

----__----__-A4.3 Structure
-----_--------

----------------Statementa
---___----__-----

A4.3.1

Comments in Mortran are enclosed in quotation
marks (as in
LCOMMENT*) and may be inserted
anyvhere in the program (except
in character
strings
or macros).
In Mortrsn,
an alphanumeric
label is a character
se uence
of arbitrary
length enclosed in colons (as in :TOMATOES:4 . The
characters
vhich comprise the sequence may be any combination
of
An alphanumeric
label nay be used anywhere
letters
and digits.
a FORTRAN statement
label is alloved.
Multinle
blanks (a seauente of tvo or more blanks)
in a
Mortran p&gram are equivalent
to a single blank except in quoted
strings,
vhere all blanks are preserved.
and in macros (discussed
in Section A4.6).

FORTRAN may be regarded as a subset of Mortran.
since (vith
the exception
of multiple
blanks in a Hollerith
string)
any valid
FORTRAN statement
becomes a valid Mortran statement
vhen
- it

is

terminated

- continuation

by a semicolon,

marks

(if

any)

Sl;

APPENDIX 4

are deleted.

------e-----A Mortran block is a sequence
in the special
characters
[ and 1,
(or vsquare brackets”)
. The left
and the right
bracket
may be read

A4.2-1

and

A4.3.2 Blocks
_---__-----_-

be a sequence

A4.3-1
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of Mortran statements
enclosed
which ve vi11 call
“brackets”
bracket may be read 8’beginv
vend”.
Let

S2; S3;...Sk;...Sn;

of statements.

The sequence

(A4.3-1)
becomes a block

when

APPENDIX 4

It

ia enclosed

in brackets
[ Sl;

S2; S3;. . .Sk;.

. .Sn; ]

.

(A4.3-2)

are meta-symbole
Indicating
are not meta-symbols;
they
language).

(Note: the ellipse8
(...)
The brackets
repetition.
delimiter8 in the Mortran

IF A.LTS;

arbitrary
are

S2; S3;...[

Tl;

T2; T3;...Tm;

]...Sn;

]

If A is leas than B the statements
C=D and E=F are executed after
which control
ie transferred
to the statement K=L. If A is not
lees than B the statements
G-H and I=J are executed after which
control
is transferred
to the statement K=L.

(A4.3-3)

The block containing
the sequence Tl;...Tm;
ie completely
contained,
or nested. within
the block containing
the sequence
We will frequently
write an ellipsis
enclosed in
Sl;. ..Sn;.
brackets
[...I
to denote a block.
Example of a block:

[ X=Y; CALL SUB(A);

B=l;

]

IF A.EQ.B

of a conditional

statement

in Mortran

X=Y;

ia
p. q. r.

[...I

(A4.3-4)

where e is an arbitrary
logical
expression,
end the ellipsis
If e
enclosed in brackets
denotea a block as described
above.
If e
is true then the statements
in the block are executed.
is false,
control
is transferred
to the firet
statement following
the block.
For example:
IF A.LT.B

(A.EG.B)

Even 80,
IF-ELSE etatemente may be nested to any depth.
the IF-ELSE is not really
adequate (in terms of clarity)
for
For example, consider
the following
some problems that arise.
Suppose that we have four logical
vcaae analyeiew
problem.
expreeaions

written
IF e

[ X=Y;]

Here the block to be executed,
whenever A ie equal to B, conslste
An alternate
form acceptable
in
of the single statement X=Y;.
Mortran is the standard FORTKAN logical
IF:
IF

A4.3.3 Conditional
Statements
___----_____________--------form

Consider

.

_------_____________---------

The simplest

[C=D; E=F;]
[C-H; I=J;]

K=L ;

That is, any of the statements
in
Blocks may be nested.
a block may be replaced by a block.
For example, in sequence
(A4.3-2)
we could replace Sk by a block and write
[ Sl;

If e is false then the statements
in the second block
block.
are executed and control
ie transferred
to the etatement following
the second block.
For example, conaider

[ C-D; E=F; ] C=H;

and five

blockr

and II.

of statements
A. B. C, D, and E.

Now suppose that p, q, r, and
When the first
TRUE expreseion
statements
in the corresponding
q to B, etc.)
and then tranefer
following
block E. If none of
block E. Using nested IF-ELSE

s are to be tested sequentially.
ie found we want to execute the
block (p corresponds
to A.
control
to the statement
them la true we want to execute
statements
we could write

If A ie less than B then the statements
C=D and E=F are executed
If A ia not lean than B control
after which C=H is executed.
ie transferred
directly
to the statement
G=H.
Next in complexity

is the

IF e [...I

IF-ELSE
ELSE [...I

statement,

which

is written
(A4.3-6)

If e ie true then the statements
in the first
block are executed
and control
la transferred
to the statement following
the second

A4.3-2
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The logical
i&P,

p!F q [B]
’
ELSE [ IF r [Cl
ELSE [ g,;

1

While this does vhat ve want. it
increases
the level of nesting.
statement
as an alternative:

loop.

[Al
[Bl

Using ELSEIF instead
of ELSE.allows
at the same nest level.

Tests for loop
For example,

all

the tests

----------------

UNTIL e [...I
WHILE f
UNTIL e [. . .] UNTIL f

;
;

[...I

phrase
instead

is w LOOP Il. If
of the beginning,

LOOP [. . .] WHILE e ;

,

The iteration
control
phrases discussed
above do not involve
that is, variables
whose values are
Vontrol
variables”;
automatically
changed for each execution
of the loop.
The f olloving
loop involves
a control
variable:

(A4.3-7)

we wanted to test
ve could write

TO

f

BY

g

(A4.3-10)

[...I

vhere v is the control
variable
and e, f, and g are arbitrary
arithmetic
expressions.
The control
variable
v must be of type
REAL or INTEGER, and may be an array element (subscripted
variable).
The value of any of the arithmetic
expressions
may
Moreover, the magnitudes
as well as the
be positve
or negative.
signs of f and g may change during the execution.of
the loop.

is
is

The logical
expression
e is tested first.
If e is true the block
is executed and then control
is returned
to test e again.
When e becomes f alae, control
is transferred
to the first
statement
f olloving
the block.
at

(A4.3-8)

The
for loop
then the
value of
block is
logical

In (A4.3-8)
the block is executed f irat.
Then, if the logical
expression
e is true,
the block is executed again.
When e becomes
false control
is transferred
to the statement following
the loop
(that is, the statement
following
the II WHILE e ;I’ ) .

A4.3-4

;
;

FOR v = e

A Mortran loop is a.block
which is preceded by, and
ipGt.i;;liy
followed
by, a “control
phrase”.
One such phrase
q
. One of the loops ve may vrite
vith this phrase

Another control
end of the loop

UNTIL f
WHILE f

all test at both the beginning
and the end.
The above list
is by
no means exhaustive,
but ve must develop other “control
phrases”
in order to complete the discussion.

A4.3.4 Iteration
----c-----------

the

termination
may be made at both ends of a
if e and f are logical
expressions

to be written

In summary, an IF statement
may be optionally
followed
by any
number of ELSEIF clauses vhich in turn may be optionally
folloved
by a single ELSE clause.

WHILE e

(A4.3-9)

[...I

WHILEe [...I
WHILE e [...I

(A4.3-6)

El
[El

is the UNTIL loop.

The logical
expression
e is tested first.
If e is false the block
When
is executed and then control
is returned
to test e again.
the logical
expression
becomes true,
control
is transferred
to
Similarly,
the logical
the first
statement
folloving
the block.
conyerse of (A4.3-8)
may be written
by replacing
the WHILE in
(A4.3-8)
by UNTIL.

is awkward because each ELSE
Mortran offers
the ELSEIF

IF
ELSEIF ;
ELSEIF r
ELSEIF s
ELSE

of .the WHILE loop
UNTIL e

I;]

1
J

1

converse

APPENDIX 4

control
variable
v is set to the
termination
(see belov) is made.
block is executed,
after
vhich v
g and control
is returned
to the
never executed if the test fails

The “test”
for
expression

the termination
g + (v-f)

A4.3-6

value of e and the test
If the test is passed
is incremented
by the
Note that the
test.
the first
time.

of a FOR-loop

.GT. 0

refers

to the
(A4.3-11)

APPENDIX 4

’

If the value of (A4.3-11)
is true,
then the test is said to have
failed
and control
is transferred
to ‘the statement
following
the
loop.
Multiplication
by g in (A4.3-11)
assures that loops in
which the increment
is (or becomes) negative
will
terminate
properly.
The “FOR-loop”

and
In (A4.3-13)

(A4.3-10)

has two alternate

FOR v = e

BY

FOR v = e

TO f

no increment

g TO f

is given,

forms
(A4.3-12)

[...I

(A4.3- 13)
is

assumed to be one.

The iteration
control
phrase “DO I=J ,K,N” also involves
a control
variable.
In this case 1,J.K.
and N must all be of
type INTEGER and may not be array elements or expressions
(these
are the standard FORTRAN rules for DO-loops).
The following
generates
a standard FORTRAN DO-loop:
DO I=J.K;N
There is one exception
preceded by control
phrases;

[...I

(A4.3-14)

loop?
obvious

“How do you get out of Ia
question
might be:
Or, for that matter,
any of the 10ops?~’ . One
way is to vrite
GO TO :CHICAGO : ;

a

where the label
:CHICAGO: is on some statement
(or block) outside
the loop.
If a convenient
label doesn’t
already exist,
creating
one for the sole purpose of jumping out of the loop can be
For the case in which the jump is to
annoying and distracting.
the statement
folloving
the loop, the GO TO may be replaced by.
the Mortran 88EXIT.80
which is written
, statement,
EXIT;
or,

with

a conditional

to the rule that loops must be
namely, the compact DO-loop notation
or

[I=J.K,N;.
which generates
compact notation
[I=l.Nl;

a standard
for nests

. .]

[K=l,N3;

(A4.3-18)

statement
IF (e) EXIT;

(A4.3-19)

IF

(A4.3-20)

e

[...EXIT;]

(A4.3-16)

FORTRAN DO-loop.
like

[J=l,N2;

’

A reasonable

forever
rather

[...I

so it

1
!

The block is executed and control
is transferred
back to the
beginning
of the loop.
The optional
phrase “REPEAT” in (A4.3-16)
is sometimes useful
as a visual
aid in locating
the ends of
deeply nested loops.

This

A(I.J.K)=exp;

form permits

In any Mortran loop, the occurrence
of the statement
nEXIT;U
causes a transfer
of control
to the first
statement
following
the loop in which it occurs.
A companion
statement,
which

I]].

(The use of the compact DO-loop notation
is controversial;
some people feel that it obscures the loop control.
If desired,
it can be be removed from the language by deleting
a single macro
from the standard set).
The Mortran FOR- and DO-loops apply only to blocks of
statements,
not to I/O lists.
The usual FORTRAN implied
DO
should be used within
READ or WRITE statements.

to the “EXIT;”
is vritten

statement

NEXT;
or,

with

or

a conditional

is

the

“NEXT;”
(A4.3-21)

statement
IF (e)

NEXT;

(A4.3-22)

IF

[...NExT;]

(A4.3-23)

e

There remains one more type of loop to be discussed.
This
loop is sometimes referred
to as the “forever
loop”.
One writes
the forever
loop in Mortrsn by preceding
a block with the phrase
"LOOP":
LOOP [...I
or simply

A4.3-6
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I

LOOP [...I

REPEAT

(A4.3-16)
(A4.3- 17)
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The occurrence
of a “NEXT; ‘I statement
(which is short-hand
for
“go to the next iteration
of this loopw) in any Mortran loop
causes a transfer
of control
to the beginning
of the loop in which
it occurs,
incrementing
the control
variable
(if any) before making the test for continuation
in the loop.
In loops which test
at both ends of the loop, only the test at the beginning
of the
loop is made; tests at the end of the loop are made only when the
end of the loop is reached.
The tests of control
variables
in
FOR- and DO-loops are considered
to be at the beginning
of the
loop.

We can now summarize
1 WHILE a
I:label:l
8

:label:

;

NEXT :label:
transfers
statement.

control

in the manner described

vhen the transfer

or

above for

NEXT :COLDMN: ;

involves

more than
or

NEXT;
when only

one nest

level

is

EXIT
may also

be used to exit

or

one level

. ..I

I I

indicates

wchoose anew,

[I

indicates

Uoptional”,

and

...

indicates

a (possibly

null)

sequence

of statements.

the NEXT;

EXIT

___-----------------------A4.4 Miscellaneous
___---____-----------------

Features

__________--------

- - - - - - _-

A4.4.1 Multiple
Assignment
___________----__---------

:SEARCH: ;

of nesting,

or

It is sometimes useful
to be able to assign the value of some
expression
or variable
to several
variables
in a single
statement.
In Mortran one vrites

EXIT;

involved.

Of course,

the form

:label:;

a single

t
1 WHILE c;
1 zkTd;

(A4.3-26)

Suppose ve have a nest of loops which search some arrays.
The outer loop has been labeled
:SEARCH:, and tvo of the inner
loops have been labeled
:COLDMN: and :ROW:. Now we may vrite
NEXT :ROW: ;

I

:

a, b, c, and d are arbitrary
logical
expressions,
x, y, and z are arbitrary
arithmetic
expressions,
v is a subscripted
or non-subscripted
variable
of
type INTEGER or REAL,
j, k. and n are non-subscripted
INTEGER variables
or INTEGER constants,
and
1 is a non-subscripted
INTEGER variable.

(A4.3-24)

;

chart

b

where

vhich transfers
control
to the first
statement
following
the
labeled
loop.
For example EXIT :ALPHA:; would transfer
control
to the statement
following
the loop which had been labeled
:ALPHA:
This transfer
of control
takes place regardless
of nesting,
and
thus provides
a “multi-level*
EXIT capability.
The statement

in the following

1 NEXT;
1 EXIT;
FOR v=x BY y TO z [...I
EXIT :label:;l
i FORv=xTOvBYzi
] NEXT :label:;l
i FOR v=x TO jr
( DO I-j.k.n
I

1 ;;;;L

Any Mortran loop may be optionally
preceded by a label.
We
vi11 call loops vhich are preceded by labels
“labeled
loopaw.
Any EXIT or NEXT statement
may be optionally
folloved
by a label.
Any labeled
loop may contain
one or more
statements
of
the form
EXIT

Mortranloops

level

if

/ p.9.r..

(A4.4-1)

. ,z / = e

,z are variables
and e is an expression.
The
vhere p,q,r,...
expression
e assigned to each variable
in turn,
For example,
/ I,

desired.
produces

A(1.K).

the folloving

J / = SQRT(X/2.0);
FORTRAN statements:

= SQRT(X/S.O)
:(I
K) = SQRT(X/2.0)
J ='SQRT(X/2.0)
(Note:

A4.3-8

APPENDIX 4

A4.4-1

This represents
in Mortran2).

a change from

the way things

vere

done

APPENDIX 4

1
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-----,,~-,,,,,,,,--,---,

---c--------------------

I/O Abbreviations
------------------------

A4.6

A4.4.2

!
!

Another instance
in which the creation
of a label can be
annoying because it is used only once and contains
no mnemonic
information
is the following:
READ (6,:NONSENSE:)
In Mortran

i/o

list;

:NONSENSE: FORMAT(format

list)

;

)

Macro definitions

(format list)
;
(format list);

pi

.y;
. -

whenever the input or output is to the standard FORTRAN input or
output units
(6 and 6, respectively).
(If your FORTRAN compiler
is already
*extended”
to allov the keyvorda INPUT and OUTPUT or
if these keywords are already used in other contexts,
the macros
defining
these statements
may be removed or modified
to use other
keywords.
Similarly,
the input and output units may be easily
changed to units
other than 6 and 6.)

..
t

are written

REPLACE (pattern)

INPUT i-o list;
OUTPUT i-o list;

in the following

form:
(~4.6-1)

WITH <replacement)

Macro definitions
are not statements
and therefore
need not be
terminatedby
semicolons
(if you put one in it will
be ignored).
Macro definitions
are wfree field”
in the sense that you may
vrite
more than one definition
on one line,
or extend one
definition
to several
lines.
The pattern
and replacement
parts of a macro definition
are
character
strings
in the sense described
in Section A4.2.
Since
embedded strings
are permitted
in macro definitions,
the usual
rules regarding
the doubling
of apostrophes
apply.
The simplest
kind of macro is one which contains
neither
parameters
nor embedded strings.
For example, one could vrite

_-_____________A4.4 .3 Operators
-------_-_----__
Relational
may be denoted

Macros

------------------------A4.6.i
String Replacement
-------------------------

one may write

or

(A4.6-2)

REPLACE {ARRAYSIZE} WITH <60)
operators
by:

<, <=, =<, =, -=,
Logical

User-Defined
------------------------

operators
P (and),

(e.g.,

etc.

in FORTRAN notation)

after vhich all occurrences
of the characters
ARRAYSIZE in the
program text vould be replaced
by 60.
For example,

=>, >=, and >.

may be denoted
I (or),

.LT.

’

DIMENSION X(ARRAYSIZE) ; . . . DO J=l ,ARRAYSIZE [. . .] . . .

by:

vould

produce

the same FORTRAN program

DIMENSION X(60);.

and - (not).

The usual FORTRAN notation
is still
valid,
but one must NOT mix
modes vithin
a single
statement
(i.e.,
(A>B.AND.C>D) vi11 be
translated
incorrectly.

..

as if

DO J=l,SO

[. . .I..

.

had been written.
Blanks
occurrences
the macro

are generally
of the pattern

not significant
in the progrsm

REPLACE <SIGMA(l))
vould

match the program

when searching
for
text.
For example,

WITH (SIGMAI)

text

SIGMA (1)
as vell

as
SIGMA(l)

A4.4-2
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In ‘some cases it is desirable
to reauire
that one or more
blanks be present in the program text in-order
that a match occur;
this can be done by writing
a single blank in the pattern
part of
the macro.
For example the macro
REPLACE {DUMP X;}

WITH {OUTPUT X;

(FlO.2);)

i
!

The replacement
part may contain
an arbitrary
number of
occurrences
of formal parameters
of the form {Pi) (i=l,2....,9).
During expansion,
each formal parameter (Pi} of the replacement
part is replaced
by the I-th actual parameter.
A given formal
parameter may appear zero or more times in the replacement
part.
For example, the pattern
part of the macro definition

would match

REPLACE (PLUS #;)
DUMP X;

would match the program

but not

----------_-------_--------

A(I,J,K)=A(I,J,K)+l;

A4.6.2 Parameters
in Macros
-___--______-______-_______

{EXAMPLE#PATTERN#DEFINITION)

a
by

(A4.6-3)

(A4.6-7)

Note that the single
formal parameter (PI} occurs twice in the
replacement
part and therefore
the single
actual parameter
A(1,J.K)
occurs tvice
in the resulting
string.
The program text vhich may be substituted
for the formal
arameter is arbitrary
except for the following
!ZZLPions
:
1. It may not be text containing
an end-of-statement
semicolon.
This restriction
prevents
“run-away”
from consuming large parts of the program.

contains
two formal parameters.
The formal Parameters are
“positionalU
. That is, the first
formal par-meter
is the
first
t encountered
(reading
left
to right),
the second formal
parameter is the second # encountered
and so on. The corresponding actual parameters
are detected
and saved during the
matching process.
For example, in the string
EXAMPLE OF A PATTERN IN A MACRO DEFINITION

(A4.6-6)

During the matching process the actual parameter A(1,J.K)
is
saved in the holding
buffer.
Upon completion
of the matching
process (that is when the semicolon
in the program text matches
the semicolon
in the pattern
part),
the wexpansion*O of the macro
takes place,
during which the actual parameter A(I,J,K)
replaces
all occurrences
of the corresponding
formal parameter,
producing

the text generated by a macro is itself
elegible
by other macros, or even by the the same macro
the text.

The pattern
Dart Of a macro definition
may COntain
up t0
nine formi
(or %mmyw) parameters,
each of vhich represents
variable
length character
string.
The parameters
are denoted
the symbol t . For example,

(~4.6-6)

text

PLUS A(1,J.K);
Y = DUMPX;

Normally,
for replacement
that generated

WITH {~Pl}={Pl)+l;}

2. Parentheses
(balanced).
which treat

(A4.6-4)

macros

and brackets
must be correctly
matched
This facilitates
the construction
of macros
expressions
as indivisible
units.

3. Quoted character
strings
are considered
to be indivisible
units.
If the opening apostrophe
of a character
string
is
part of the actual parameter,
then the entire
string
must
be vithin
the actual parameter.

(assuming (A4.6-3)
is the pattern
to be matched),
the first
actual parameter
is the string
uOF AU, and the second actual
parameter is the string
“IN A MACRO”. The parameters
are saved
in a “holding
buffers
until
the match is completed.
After a macro is matched, it is Uexpandedw.
The expansion
process consists
of deleting
the program text vhich matched the
pattern
part of the macro Gd substi?uting
for it the replacement
part of the macro.

A4.6-2
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-_-----_----------

A4.0 Control

%In

Cards

More properly

called “processor
control
directiveam,
control
cards may appear anywhere within
the program
into two categories:

Mortran3
and fall

1. Column-one-restricteddirectives
2. Free-form directives
Column-one-restricteddirectives
MUST begin in column one and
only one directive
per line is recognized.
Free-form directives,
on the other hand, may appear anywhere on a line and are not
Some of both types have been found to be
limited
by number.
useful with the EGS4 Code System and they will be presented next
[additional
information
is provided in A. J. Cook, “Mortran3
User 8 Guide” , SLAC Computation Research Group Technical
Memorandum CGTM-209 (1983)].

Indent n places per nest level in Mortran listing,
n=O,l,S,...
,QQ (initally
0). (Note: leading blanks
automatically
suppressed when n>O so that Vagged”
vi11 be “straightened”
by Mortran) .

t
%Cn Set input line vidth to n, where n=10,11,...,80
(initially
n=72).
Characters
in columns n+l thru 80 will
appear in the Mortran listing,
but will be ignored by the
processor.
Controls
the generation
of Mortran
%An Annotation
mode svitch.
source as comments in the generated FORTRAN as follows:
n=O Suppress
n=l

l

---------------------------------------

Each of these control
cards begins with a I’% ” in column 1,
and should not contain embedded blanks or program text.

333

in FORTRANfile

(initially

n=O).

(initally

n=O) .

Controls

Mortran

comments as

I
n=O Comments must be fully

Signals end of Mortran input
This is the ONLY control
card
that is required.
All others are ontional.
Unlike Mortran2.
% % signals-the
final
end of input &d must not be used to
signal end of input from this particular
unit.

%F

Switch to FORTRAN mode (initial
mode is Mortran).
While
in FORTRAN mode, cards are read and vritten
without any
processing.
This feature
allows the interspersion
of FORTRAN
and Mortran text.
If this feature
is used, all FORTRAN
statement labels should be restricted
to four digits
(or less) in order to avoid possible
conflict
with Mortran
generated statement labels,
all of which are five digits
long (in the default
mode).

%M

Switch

%E

Eject

XL

List

%N

Nolist

A4.6-1

text

Interleave
Mortran text as comments in the FORTRAN
program starting
in column 2 and extending through
If column 80 of the Mortran source line is
column 80.
not blank, a second comment line is generated containing
the 80th character.

%Qn f~;;~w;~itch

i%

Mortran

n-2 Interleave
the Mortran text as comments in the FORTRAN
program in columns 40 thru 80. Each Mortran source line
will
appear as two comment lines in the FORTRAN listing,
each of which contains
one half of the Mortrsn source
line.

A4.6.1 Column-One-Restricted
Directives
------_-----_-------___________________

Y-

where
are
programs

back to Mortran
(start
(i.e.,
(i.e..

new page)
turn
turn

mode (initial
in Mortran

on Mortran
off

mode is Mortran)

All comments not closed
closed by Mortran.

in quotation

marks (‘I).

at the end of each line

will

be

Causes Mortran to switch to FORTRAN input
%Un Unit switch.
unit n for further
input,
where n=l,2,3...99.
When an
end-of-file
is read from unit n, input is switched back
If another
again to the unit from which the %Un was read.
%Un is read before an end-of-file,
the current input unit
is stacked and the Mortrsn input unit is again switched.
This control
statement provides a facility
similar
to that
implemented in other languages by “COPY’@or “INCLUDE”
statements.
It is particularly
convenient
for introducing
standard declarations,
common blocks,
or macro definitions
from a predef ined external
file .

listing.

listing

Mortran

_

n=l

enclosed

(initally

ON)).

listing).
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--------------------Free-Form
__--------------------------

A4.6.2

Directives

Free-form
directives
begin vith
(*bang!*)
and end vith a semicolon.
particular
use vith U;SI/PEGSQ:

an exclamation
The folloving

point
are of

!ANNOTATE;

Interleave
Mortran source in FORTRAN output.
Mortran statements
become COMMENTSin FORTRAN
output.
[ !NoANNOTATE; means spurn
off IANNoTATEwI.

!COMMENTS;

Print Nortran comments as FORTRAN comments.
Mortran comments are output to FORTRAN file
with
'C' in column one.
[!NOCOMMENTS; means *Turn
Off !COMMENTS*].

!INDENT Mn;

Set automatic
indentation
of Nortran
listing
to
n columns per nesting
level
(same as XIn above).

!INDENT Fn;

Set automatic
indentation
of FORTRAN source to
n columns per nesting
level
(like
!INDENT Mn;).

!INDENT Cn;

Set automatic
indentation
of FORTRAN comments to
n columns per nesting
level
(but the 'C' remains
in column one).

!LIST;

Turn on Nortran listing.
[!NoLIsT;
means q TUII off

!LABELS n;

Reset

A4.0-3

FORTRAN statement

Same as u

!~T;u].

label

generator

above.
to n.
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EGS4 System Considerations

Walter R. Nelson
Linear Accelerator
Center
Stanford University
Stanford,
CA 94306, U.S.A.

Stanford

Physics
, Japan

David W. 0. Rogers
National
Research Council of Canada
Ottawa KIA OR6, Canada

(KEK)

The user vrites
an EGS4 User Code in.Mortran3
lanauaae which.
along with the EGS4 system, is turned into FORTRAN. E&h-FORTRANversion
of EGS4 is associated
vith a particular
User Code since the
latter
can and should contain macro-o\errides
which affect
the EGS4
system as applied
to the problem at hand (e.g.,
the number of materials
and/or regions that are used).
Alternative1
one can write
it begins vith a loF and ends with
macro-overrides
cannot be included
One then compiles
created,
which requires
PEGS4 code.
The latter
section
data for any of

a User Code in FORTRAN provided
a % M (see A4.6.1)
(however, the
in the FORTRAN).

and %uns* the FORTRAN code that has been
as input a file
previously
prepared by the
contains
the electron
and photon cross
the materials
appearing
in the problem.

The follovingtwo
tutorials
provide
information
for setting
up
Mortran3/EGS4
at a VAX or IBM facility.
and the reader only needs to
-Those interested
in other types
consult
the one that is appropriate.
of computers might benefit
from studying both tutorials,
hovever .

--------------* This file
(SLAC266 APPENDXS) is kept up-to-date
on the EGS account
at SLAC and is distributed
along with other files
on the EGS4 distribution
tape.
A6-2
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The EGS4 Code System is very flexible.
This means that the
overall
structure
can get quite complex.
However, each step is
straightforward
and once familiar
with the system, it can be quite
user-friendly.
EGS4 is written
in an extended FORTRAN called
Mortran3.
The EGS4 Distribution
Tape includes
a Mortran3 preprocessor (i.e.,
%tring
proceaaorw)
vhich takes Mortran3 source code and
is written
in ANSI FORTRAN
converts
it into FORTRAN. Mortran3 itself
so that the code is highly portable.
By appropriate
choice of files ,
Mortran3 can be used in FORTRAN 77 or FORTRAN IV environments.

. BY

31 December 1986

.1

The purpose of this appendix is to demonstrate
how one qan install
and use the Mortran3 lanuuaae facilitv
tonether
with the EGS4
Code System.
To accomplish
th&,-ve
have provided
two independently
vritten
tutorials--one for a VAX running under VMS at the NRCC and
one, for an IBM-3081 running under System Product/%!
at SLAC. The
following
provides
a general idea of hov the Mortran3/EGS4
system
works.

APPENDIX 6

Hideo Hirayama
National
Laboratory
for High Energy
Oho-machi, Tsukuba-gun,
Ibaraki
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,

(continuation

A6.1 Running EGS4 Under VAX/VMS
___----____-______--------------

r

!

--------------------------------------------A6.1.1
Creation
of the Mortran3
----------------___--------------------------

Preprocessor

To ensure portability
between machines, it is necessary to "boot
The first
stage requires
editing
strap" the,Mortran3
preprocessor.
the Mortran3 source code (either
the FORTRAN 77 version
or the FORTRAN IV version which are called MORNEW77.FORand MORNEW.FOR, respecof the code, several parameters
must be
tively)
. Near the beginning
O(6) should be set to the input record length
(100 is OK for a
set.
VAX) . O(6) is the initial
value of the FORTRAN label generator
(use
Now
a value larger
than any statement
label in your EGS4 User Code).
create a Mortran3 execute module from the FORTRAN source.
The next stage is to transform
the macros used by Mortranb from
non-hexadecimal)
format into a machine-dependent
their
RAW (i.e.,
hexadecimal
format.
This is a one-time procedure vhich speeds up
execution
in all future
runs.
For this stage the following
UNIT
assignments must be made:
UNIT 1
UNIT 6
UNIT 7

Mortran3 macros in RAW format (e.g.,
MORNEW77.RAW)
Output listing
file
(junk)
Output file
of Mortran3 macros in hexadecimal
MORTRANS.DAT)
format (e.g.,

Before using the DAT file
one must delete the first
two lines
One can then archive
file
(file
descriptors)
and re-save it.
format file
since it is no longer needed.

in the
the RAW

$DEAssIGN/ALL
SASSIGN rDAVE4.MORTRAN]MORNEW77.RAW
$ASSIGN .im
.LsT
$ASSIGN MORTRANS.DAT
~;H~W/L~G/PROCESS

RAWTOHEX.COM
PROCEDURETO TURN RAW DATA FILE INTO HEX DATA FILE ON VAX

g

THIS VERSION IS SET TO PICK UP FORTRAN77 MACRO SET

t;

NOTE MUST DELETE TWO LINES FROM THE

ii
$i

AS-3

UNIT 1
UNIT 6
UNIT 7

START OF HEX FILE

FOR001
FOR006
FOR007

$RUN [DAVE4. MORTRAN]MORTRAN3
SDEASSIGN /ALL

____________________----------------------------------A6.1.2
Conversion
of a Mortran3 Source
_-_____________-____-----------------------------------

File

to FORTRAN

To convert a Mortran3 source code which is contained
"single
filew
into FORTRAN, the following
UNIT assignments
necessary prior
to executing
Mortran3.
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT

1
6
6
7

Mortran3 macros in HEX format (e.g.,
User's Mortran3 source input file
Mortran3 output listing
file
FORTRAN output file

-

APPENDIX 6

MORNEW77.DAT)

EGS4 macros (i.e.,
EGS4MAC.MOR)
User's macros (i.e.,
any override
or auxiliary
macros)
EGS4 User Code
BLOCK DATA source code for EGS4 (i.e.,
EGS4BLOK.MOR)
EGS4 source code (i.e.,
EGSI.MOR)

If this technique
is used, all the %Un commands (e.g.,
see
A4.6.1 of SLAC266 APPENDX4) near the beginning
of the EGS4 source
code must be commented out.
This is the method usually
employed at
SLAC where most commonly the user override
macros are not put in a
special
file
as suggested above, but are simply placed at the very
beginning
of the User Code itself.
Alternatively,
to "Mortranfii an EGS4 User Code,
of the %Un commands which switch the input stream to
within
the EGS4 source code itself.
Mortranb looks
tially
and in this case we assign the EGS4 source to

MORTRANMACROS IN RAW FORMAT
OUTPUT LISTING (JUNK)
OUTPUT MORTRANMACROS IN HEX

in a
are

The above assignments
are all that are needed for a stand-alone
Mortran3 source code (i.e.,
a "single
file")
. Things are somewhat
more complex when one is dealing
with a group of separate files,
such
One way to "Mortrsnw an EGS User Code is to
as the EGS4 Code System.
combine all the relevant
files
into one file
and assign it to UNIT 6
as done above.
When combining,
however, the order is very important
since the last macro definition
is the one that will be used.
The
correct
order is:

Note that the RAW file,
and the subsequent DAT file
that is
created,
must correspond
to the FORTRAN version
of Mortrsn3 being
used (the FORTRAN 77 file
is called
MORNEW77.RAWand the FORTRAN IV
file
is MORNEW.RAW). A VAX procedure
to perform this stage, called
RAWTOHEX.COM(listed
below),
is provided
along with the other files
on the EGS4 Distribution
Tape (see SLAC266 APPENDXG).
fi
$i

of RAWTOHEX.COM)

A6-4

one can
UNIT n
to UNIT
UNIT 6

make use
from
6 iniand make

APPENDIX 6

,

sure the XUn statements
within
EGS4 are active.
They are set up expectingthe
following
UNIT assignments
to have been made:

EMORTRANB.COM
t;

UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
as well

2
3
4
5
8

EGS4 macros (i.e.,
EGS4MAC.MOR)
EGS4 User Code
BLOCK DATA source code for EGS4 (i.e.,
EGS4BLOK.MOR)
EGS4 source code (i.e.,
EGS4.MOR)
User's macros (i.e.,
any override
or auxiliary
macros)

THIS PROCEDURE RUNS THE PREPROCESSORMORTRANBWITH EGS4
FIRST PARAMETER IS NAME OF USERCODE (.MOR)

$!

UNIT 1
MORTRANMACROS
UNIT 2
EGS4 MACROS
UNIT 3
USERCODEMORTRANSOURCE
UNIT 4
EGS4 BLOCKDATA
UNIT 5
EGS4 SOURCE(INPUT)
UNIT 6
MORTRANLISTING LOOKING PRETTY
UNIT 7
OUTPUT FORTRAN SOURCE CODE
UNIT 8
NRCC MACROS
UNIT 10
NRCC AUXILIARY ROUTINES PICKED UP BY EGS4
OTHER UNITS AS REQUIRED BY THE MORTRANSOURCE

as
$! ’

UNIT 1
UNIT 6
UNIT 7

Mortran3 macros in HEX format
Mortran3 output listing
file
FORTRAN output file

(e.g.,

MORNEW77.DAT)

The VAX command procedures
MORTRAN3.COM (for stand-alone
codes) end
EMORTRANB.COM(for EGS4 User Codes) accomplish
the above tasks and
are provided
on the EGS4 Distribution
Tape for those who are interested (see SLAC265 APPENDXB). Both are also listed
below.
t;
t!

MORTRANS.COH
THIS PROCEDURE RUNS THE PREPROCESSORMORTRAN3FOR A STAND ALONE
CODE WHICH MAY USE THE EGS4 MACROSBY INSERTING
%U2 AT THE BEGINNING OF THE MORTRANSOURCE AND THE
NRC MACROS BY INSERTING A XV8
FIRST PARAMETER IS NAME OF

i!
ti
*I

i!

STAND ALONE CODE

1:
$!

i;
t!
$DEASSIGN/ALL
$ASSIGN [DAVE4.MORTRAN]MORTRAN3.DAT
$ASSIGN [DAVE4.EGSI]EGS4MAC.MOR
SASSIGN l pi*.Mo~
$ASSIGN [DAVE4.EGS4]EGS4BLOK.MOR
$ASSIGN [DAVE4.EGS4]EGS4.MOR

SASSIGN
;Pi s .wr

-

$ASSIGN 'P~*.FoR
gASSIGN [DAVUI.EGSI]NRCCllMAC.MOR
$ASSIGN [DAVE4.EGSI]NRCCAUX.MOR

I

FOR001
FOR002
FOR003
FOR004
FOR005
FOR006
FOR007
FOR008
FOR010

f&N [DAVE4 MORTRAN]MORTRANS
$DEASSIGN /ALL

UNIT 1
MORTRANMACROS
UNIT 2
EGS4 MACROS
UNIT 5
STAND ALONE MORTRANSOURCE
UNIT 6
MORTRANLISTING LOOKING PRETTY
UNIT 7
OUTPUT FORTRAN SOURCE CODE
UNIT 8
NRCC MACROS IF NEEDED
OTHER UNITS AS REQUIRED BY THE MORTRANSOURCE

xi
$DEAsSIGN/ALL
$ASSIGN [DAVEI.MORTRAN]MORTRANB.DAT
$ASSIGN [DAVE4.EGSI]EGSllMAC.MOR
~ASSIGN l PL*.MOR
$ASS~G~ *P~'.LST
~ASSIGN l PI'.FOR
~ASSIGN [DAVE~.EGS~]NRCC~MAC.MOR
~SHOW/LOG/PROCESS

.a

:i

--------------------______________^____
A5.1.3
Creating
a PEGS4 Execute
____________________-------------------

Module

This is a straightforwardprocedure.
First,
a macro must be
edited in the PEGS4.MOR file
in order to select either
FORTRAN 77 or
FORTRAN IV compatibility.
The macro is near the beginning
of the
PEGS4 source

FOROGl
FOR002
FORGO5
FOR006
FOR007
FOR008

REPLACE {SFORTVER} WITH 11977)
where it is already
set up to reduce FORTRAN 77 code (using
FORTRAN 77 version
of Mortran3 P . It should be changed to

the

REPLACE (SFORTVER) WITH {i966)

$RUN [DAVE4.MORTRAN]MORTRAN3
$D~SSIGN /Au

in order

to produce

FORTRAN IV code.

The next step is simply to convert the stand-alone
Mortran3
source code for PEGS4 to FORTRAN as described
above for a stand-alone
The VAX command procedure MAKEPEGS4.COM. which is provided
on
code.
the EGS4 Distribution
Tape, can be used in order to create the PEGS4
A6-5
341
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544

343

execute module.
The FORTRAN 77,aource,code
preferred
over ite FORTRAN IV counterpart
will be embedded within
the FORTRAN itself,
readable.
MAKEPEGSI.COM,is listed
below.

that ia produced ie to be
since the Mortran3 commente
and hence is more

MAKEPEGS
__-- ----$! THIS PROCEDURE RUNS THE PREPROCESSORMORTRAN3FOR PEGS4 AND THEN
COMPILES AND LINKS THE CODE
ii
&ET DEF [DAVE~.PEGSI]
$PURGE PEGS~.MOR

(continuation

SSET DEFAULT [DAVE~.PEGSQI
$DEASSIGN/ALL
$AssIGN 'P~'.INP
SASSIGN l P~'.LsT
$ASSIGN [DAVE~.PEGS~.DAT]'P~'.DAT
$ASSIGN [DAVEI:PEGS4]PGSIPEPR.DAT
$ASSIGN [DAVE4.PEGS4]PGSQFORM.DAT
iSHOW LOGICAL/PROCESS

A6.1.6

UNIT 8
UNIT 9

UNIT assignments

are needed in order

i!

AS-7

UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT
UNIT

6
6
7
8
9

Module

to execute

The VAX command procedure
PEGSII.COM (listed
below) executes PEGS4
and is provided
on the EGSI Distribution
Tape (see SLAC266 APPENDX6).

$!

an EGS4 Execute

This has already been covered in Section A6.1.2 above.
The
essential
point is that EGSI does not "stand on its own".
It is a
system of subroutines
with several
important
macros which should be
defined by the user in order to override
default
values.

PEGS4

User input file
(e.g.,
P4IELEM.INP) aa describedin
the PEGS4 User Manual (SLAC266 APPENDX3)
Output listing
file
Output file
for data eet created by PEGS4 (to be used
subsequently
by EGS4)
Input croee section
data for photoelectric,
pair production,
and Rayleigh
scattering
(i.e.,
PGS4PEPR.DAT)
Input data for the Rayleigh scattering
form factor
PGS4FORM.DAT)
(i.e.,

UNIT 6
UNIT 7

Creating

----------,-___I------__-----------------

------__--_______--____

UNIT 6

PEGS4

fSHOW DAYTIME
$DEAssIGN/ALL
SSET NOVERIFY

$FORTRAN/F77/NOLIST PEGS4
tLINK/NOMAP/EXECUTABLE=PEGS4PEGSl
$SHOW.DAYTIME
SPURGE PEGSI.*
SDIR PEGSI.*

The following
PEGS4:

FOR006
FOR006
FOR007
FOR008
FOR009

$SHOW DAYTIME
t&N

A6.1.4
Executing
--------------___------

of PEGSQ.COM)

Note that when compiling
EGSI codes, one must ensure that
overflow
checking is euitched
off since the in-line
random number
generator
overflowa
everytime
it ie called.
The default
random
number generator
used by the EGSI system ie written
for IBM equipment . A VAX version
of a macro to implement the same random number
enerator
ia given in NRCC4MAC.MORor any of the tutorial
programe
TUTORl.MOR).
'f e.g.,

A6.1.6

Executing

The following
UNIT assignments
EGS4 User Code (the ueer may require

PEGSI.COM
__-----__

UNIT n
UNIT 6

INPUT FILE 'Pl'.INP
OUTPUT LISTING FILE 'Pl'.LST
OUTPUT FILE FOR EGS [DAVE4.PEGSI.DAT]'Pl'.DAT
STORM AND ISREAL CROSSECTION FILE
ATOMIC FORM FACTOR DATA FILE

UNIT 6

APPENDIX 6

an EGS4 User Code

-----------------------------------

UNIT 8
UNIT 12

AS-8

are needed in order to execute
other files
as well):

User'8 listing
file
Input control
file
(terminal
-the INPUT statements
in Mortran read from thia UNIT)
- Mortran OUTPUT statements
Output file
(terminal
go to this UNIT and EGS aends diagnostics
here)
File which "echoes" the input cross section
data
(we normally
use a null file)
Input croea section
file
created by PEGS4 and read
in by subroutine
HATCH.
APPENDIX 6

an

,~~~~~~~~~~~_______~_____----------c----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A6.1.7
A General Purpose VAX Command Procedure
------_______________L---------------------------

(continuation
-P31;

The command urocedure EGS4.COM is a general purpose procedure
which handles moat of the normal tasks reiuired
when*using or writing
parameter passed is the name of the
an EGS4 User Code. The first
User Code (use less than 6 characters)
which is assumed to be in
file
'Pl'.MOR.
The second parameter defines what is to be done; for example,
execute the code, s8Mortrann the source code either
with or without
the EGS4 system, FORTRAN the output from the Mortran compiler,
or
Link the code.
One time saving approach is just to compile the EGS4
svstem whenever anv of the EGS4 defaults
are being charmed.
Once
this is done, a d&y
code can be used to nMortra%* the-User Code.
This dummy code acts like a main routine
and calls in the EGS4 macros
The compiled version of the EGS4 system is
and the user's macros.
just used at the link stage.
The third parameter specifies
the nsme of the user's control
input file
which is assumed to be on UNIT 6. If this is blank on an
execute run, the input comes from the terminal.
The fourth parameter
accessed for this run.

is used to specify

what data

set

should

be

The disk areas in this procedure reflect
the directory
structure
used at NRCC and vi11 need to be changed to reflect
the user's own
environment.
Also, at NRCC a set of auxiliary
routines
(e.g.,
WATCH,
FIXTMX, geometry) are considered
as part of the EGS system by using a
#.I10 statement
at the end of the EGSl.MOR source code.
The unit
assignment for this is reflected
in the procedure.
This is done to
avoid recompiling
those pieces of code which are never changed except
when EGS is.
EGS4.COM is listed
below.
$!

-Pl-P2_-

345
I

WHEN DOING AN EX, THE USERS INPUT IS ASSUMED IN
IF P3 IS BLANK, INPUT FROM KEYBOARD
'P3'.INP
WHEN DOING AN EX, THE PEGS4 CROSSECTIONDATA IS,TAKEN
FROM [DAVE4.PEGSI.DAT]'P4'.DAT

i
!SET VERIFY
$DEAssIGN/ALL
$1 (P2.EQS."COMPILE")
$1 F (PZ.EGS."LINKA")
$IF(PZ.EGS."LINKU")
~;F(PZ.EDS."EX")

THEN
THEN
THEN
THEN

GOT0
GOT0
GOT0
GOT0

COMPILE
LINKA
LINKU
EXECUTE

iASSIGN [DAVE4.MORTRAN]MORTRANS.DAT
$ASSIGN [DAVE4.EGS4]EGS4MAC.MOR
SASSIGN l pl*.MoR
$ASSIGN [DAVE4.EGSQ]EGS4BLOK.MOR
$IF(PZ.EQS.*MORA")THENASSIGN [DAVE4.EGSI]EGS4.MOR
$IF(P2.EQS.*MORU*)THENASSIGN [DAvE~.EGsI]DUMMYU;~~ .MOR
$AssIGN w*.LsT
SASSIGN l Pl*.FoR
$ASSIGN [DAVE4.EGS4]NRCC4MAC.MOR
$ASSIGN [DAVE4.EGS4]NRCCAUX.MOR
$RUN [DAVE4.MORTRAN]MORTRANS

FOR001
FOR002
FOR003
FOR004
FOR006
FOR006
FOR006
FOR007
FOR008
FOR010

!NRCC AUXILIARY SUBS

::OMPILE:
$FORTRAN/F77 'Pl'/LIST/NOSHOW/NOCHECK
iiF(P2.EQS."MORA")
THEN GOT0 LINKA
!USER MAY INCLUDE SOME MORE MODULESHERE
$LINKU:
$LINK/EXECUTABLE=~~~~/~/~L~P~*,EG~*~~~.~BJ,[DAVE4.EGS4]CPUTIME,IA12O.DRPLT
8~0~0 mmrrE

EGSI.COM
===LrEEI
A GENERAL PURPOSE PROCEDUREFOR USING THE EGS4 SYSTEM.
THERE ARE 4 PARAMETERSPASSED TO IT,

AS-9

-P4-

of EGS4.COM)

Pl,P2.P3

AND P4

THE NAME OF THE USERS CODE - <= 6 CHARACTERS
CODE ASSUMEDTO BE 'Pl'.MOR
Ex
EXECUTE THE USER CODE Pl. ASSUMING EXECUTE
-_
MODULE EXISTS
LINKA
LINK THE CODE ASSUMING THE ENTIRE
SYSTEM IS IN 'Pl'.OBJ
LINK WITH JUST A NEW USERS CODE, ASSUME USERS
LINKU
CODE
AND THE EGS4 SYSTEM
---- IS
-- IN
-.. 'Pl'.OBJ
IS IN EGS'Pl'.OBJ
COMPILE FORTRAN COMPILE 'Pl'.FOR AND THEN DO A LINKU
MORTRANJUST THE USER CODE THEN COMPILE
MORU
MORTRANTHE ENTIRE EGS4/USERS CODE SYSTEM,
MOIU
COMPILE AND DO A LINKA
APPENDIX 6

jI+UTE:
$DEASSIGN/ALL
FOR001 !NRC USER CODES OUTPUT TO UNIT 1
SASSIGN 'p3*.LsT
FOR006
$IF(P3.NES."")
THEN ASSIGN 'P3'.INP
$IF(P3.EQS."")
THEN ASSIGN SYS$;;%ND
FOR006
!OUTPUT LISTING ON TERMINAL
$AsSIGN TT:
!DUMMYFILE TO ECHO INPUT DATA
FOR008
$AsSIGN NL :
$IF(P4.EQS."")
THEN !CROSSECTION DATA
ASSIGN [DAVE4.PEGSII.DAT]EGSIIHI.DAT
FOR012
!FROM PEGS4
tIF(P4.NES."")
THEN FOR012
ASSIGN [DAVE4.PEGSQ.DAT]'P4'.DAT
$RUN *pi'
jDEASSIGN/ALL

AS-10
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----------------------------~-A6.2 Running EGS4 Under IBM/VM
---------------------------------------------------------A6.2.1
Introductory
----------------------------

t

the GLOBAL statement.
r
!

Remarks

This tutorial
illustrates
the steps necessary for setting
up
Nortran3 under VM on an IBM computer.
The FORTRAN 77 standard is
used throughout
(including
the step referred
to as *boot strap"),
but
the methods apply to FORTRAN IV as well.
Four files
are required:
-

To create

the module

one simply

enters

’

'

..

MAKMOD77NQRNEW77
The NQRNEW77NODULE file
that is subsequently
created is
one necessary to keep (toes out the LISTING file
and save
ginal NQRNEU77 FORTRAN file
somewhere for possible
future
Henceforth,
when we refer to MQRNEV77, we will be talking
MODULE
form.

thelonly
the oriuse).
about the

----------_-------------------------------

A6.2.3
Creation
of
the MQRNEW77DATA File
------------------------------------------

MAKMOD77EXEC
NQRNEW77FORTRAN
RAwHEX77EXEc
NQRNFl177HAW

[Note: One should be aware that IBM has two EBCDIC definitions
for
braces (sometimes called
%urly
brackets").
and some files
might
require
modification
accordingly
(e.g.,
SLAC uses (CO,DO) for
(Left-brace,Right-brace),
vhereas CERN uses (8B,QB))].
All of the files
discussed
in the following
tutorial
the EGS4 Distribution
Tape (see SLAC266 APPENDX6).

are included

on

This step is commonly referred
to as the *boot strap"
step
because we are going to use NQRNEW77in order to create its own HEX
file,
vhich will
subsequently
be read in as wDATAw during future
Mortran-to-FORTRAN
conversions
(hence. the name "boot strap").
We
will
illustrate
how to create the file,
and will
explain
its use
later
on.
Again, to facilitate
matters,
in this case RAWHEX EXEC:

we make use of an EXECZ routine.

&TRACE ALL

*

-------------------------------------------A6.2.2
Creation
of the MQRNEW77MODULE File
-------------------------------------------MQRNEW77FORTRAN is a FORTRAN 77 file
that can be
be the Mortran3 string
processor
(sometimes erroneously
Nortran3
compiler).
The first
step is to create a nev
MQRNEY77 FORTRAN called NQRNEW77MODULE. This is most
using the EXFC2 routine
called MAKMOD77EKEC, vhich is

*******

r Exec to convert
considered
to
called the
file
from
easily
done
listed
below:

&TRACE *
*
*+*****
MA&MOD77EXEC ******a*
r Exec to create

RAwHEX

NQRNEW77NODULE from MQRNEW77FORTRAN

EORTVS 01 (NOLIST
GLOBAL TXTLIB VFORTLIB
LOAD e1
GENMOD01 MODULE A
ERASE 01 TEXT
ERASE LOAD MAP

EXEC *******
NQRNEW77RAW to MQRNEV77 DATA

IILEDEF 1 DISK MQRNEU77 RAW A (RECFM F LRECL 116 BLOCK 116
FILEDEF 6 DISK MQRNEW77LIST A (RECFM F LRECL 133 BLOCK 133
FILEDEF 7 DISK MQRNEW77DATA A (RECFM F LRECL 80 BLOCK 80
MQRNEW77
&EXIT ORETCODE
This is a very simple routine
in which MORNEW77, upon
reads in a file
on UNIT 1 called MQRNEW77RAW (on the
case).
The object is to create the hexadecimal
file
called MORNEW77DATA and a listing
(on UNIT 6) called
(vhich can also be tossed).

being called,
A disk in this
(on UNIT 7)
MQRNEW77LIST

At this point one should use an Editor
(e.g.,
XEDIT or WILBUR)
in order to remove the first
line in MORNW7 DATA, and to then
re-save the file
(with the same name).
You are then ready to *usen
the MortranS system, which really
requires
only the two files:
MQRNEW77MODULE
NQRNEW77DATA

This file
vi11 have to be modified,
of course, at each facility.
CERN, for example, FORTVS might be replaced by JFORT (the SiemenaFujitsu
equivalent),
with appropriate
changes in the options
and in

At
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______c------_---------------

A6.2.4 Mortran3 Test Program
______________---------------

Ai.2.6

'

Interactive

Mortrari3

EXEC2 File
L

The following program (CHECK77MORTRAN)provides
testing the Mortran3 system:

an example for

!COMMENTS;
!INDENT C6;
!INDENT M4;
!INDENT F2;

"THIS IS A SIMPLE EXAMPLEOF A MORTRAN3
PROGRAM"
"IT IS WRITTENTO TEST THAT CORRECTFORTRAN77 CODEIS CREATED"
"FOURGOODIESARE IMPLEMENTED:"
II 1) MORTRANB
COMMENTS
ARE MAINTAINEDIN THE FORTRANOUTPUT"
II 2) COMMENTS
START IN COLUMN6 OF THE FORTRANLISTING"
II 3) THE MORTRAN
NESTINGLEVEL IS INDENTED4"
II 3) THE FORTRANNESTINGLEVEL IS INDENTED2"
"DECLARATIONCOMESNEXT"

The routine called INTMORTEXEC can be used in order to run
stand-alone Mortran3 programs such as CHECK77MORTRAN
above’. When
prompted for the 'MORTRANCODE', simply enter CHECK77and take
It is assumed
carriage returns (CR) for the rest of the prompts.
that the files
8
MQRNEW77
MODULEA
MORNEW77
DATA A
CHECK77MORTRAN
A
INTMORTEXEC A
are readily

accessible

(on the A disk,

for example).

---_____________________________________-------A6.2.6 Executing Interactive
EGSI or PEGS4 Runs
--------________________________________-------Two FXEC2 routines, EGS4INT EXEC end PEGSllINT EXEC, have been
included on the EGS4 Distribution
Tape in order to illustrate
how to
run the EGSI Code System at an IBM/VM facility.
The M@RNEW77
MODULE
and MORNEW77
DATA files (or their equivalent FORTRANIV counterparts)
are required end should be created as shown in the previous sections.

CHARACTER*4ODD/' ODD'/,EVEN/'EVEN'/;
"EXECUTABLESTATEMENTS
COMENEXT"
OUTPUT; (' THE FIRST TEN INTEGERSAND THEIR SQUARES:'./);
"THE ABOVEOUTPUTSTATEMENTSHOULDBEGIN IN COLUMN7 OF THE FORTRAN"
"THE COMMENTS
SHOULDBE IN COLUMN6 (EXCEPTFOR THE C IN COLUMN1)"
"THE FOLLOWINGDO-LOOPSHOULDSTART IN COLUMN9 OF THE FORTRAN"
DO I=l,lO [
1sq=1**2;
J=MOD(I,S);
IF(J.EQ.l)
[OUTPUTI.ODD,ISQ; (' 1=',13;
(',A4;
INTEGER)',I4);]
ELSE [OUTPUTI,EVEN,ISQ; (' 1=',13,'
(',A4;
INTEGER)',I4);]
"THE ABOVEIF-ELSE SHOULDBE NESTEDIN COLUMN11 OF THE FORTRAN"

1

STOP;
END;
xx
[Note the xx line
A6-13
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I

that

acts as an ‘end-of-file'

statement].
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_--------------------------------A6.1 GROUP1: Documentation Files
_______---------------------------

A6. CONTENTSOF THE ECS4 DISTRIBUTION TAPE *
__________________------A6.0 General Information
____________------------The files listed below are maintained bv W. Il. Nelson (SLAC Radiation Physics Group) on the lE4 disk of the-EGS$RP account-at SLAC
(VM Userid EGS). The EGS4 Distribution
Tape is normally generated on.
the IBM-3081 at SIAC (operating under VM) using the TAPEIT utility
(Defaults: EBCDIC, 6260 BPI, SL, LRECL=80, BLOCK=4000). Upon request
the tape can also be created in a form more compatible with a VAX
(e.g., ASCII, 1600 BPI, NL. LRECL=80, BLOCK=4000). which can be read '
directly
by a VAX using the command procedure (READTAPE.COM)given
at the end of this appendix.
A 2400 foot tape is required.
The number associated with each file is its position on the tape.
Each file can be mnemonicallv recormized bv an IBM/VM file identification given by <filename> &d <fiyetype> 1e.g.. EGSlMACMORTRANor
EGS4IBMDATA). The VAX/VMS name ie aleo listed (e.g., EGS4MAC.MOR
or
EGSIVAX.DAT) since Borne tapes may originate
from the NRCC.
There are eleven groups of files.
The first
group contain8
Appendices 2 through 7 of SLAC-266, each of which has been designed
:
to facilitate
printing
on virtually
any printer.
That ie, the text
begins in column 2 with a '1 eject nnnn' located in column 1 in order
I
to senarate each naae (60 lines/Dane).
This was done for two
reasons.
First, ihe moat heavily <aed part of SLAC-265 is expected
to be the User Manuals themselves, and the files have been put on the
tape so that they can be printed in more readable form by each user.
Second, as changes and additions are made to the EGS4 Code System, we
intend to update these User Manuals atv required (but not necessarily
SLAC-266 itself).

1

SLAC266 APPENDX6 - Contents of the EGS4 Distribution
SLAC266.AP6
this file).
(i.e.,

2

SLAC266 APPENDX6 - EGS4 System Considerations.
SLAC266.APS

3

SLAC266 APPENDXZ - EGS4 User Manual.
SLAC266.AP2

4

SLAC266 APPENDXB - PEGS4User Manual.
SLAC266.AP3

6

SLAC265 APPENDX4 - EGS4 User Guide to Mortran3.
SLAC265.AP4

6

SLAC266 APPENDXJ - An Annotated Bibliography
SLAC266.AP7

Groups 6 through 9 provide a number of auxiliary
routines,
as
well as IBM/VM and VAX/VMS procedures, that have been found to be
of use at SLAC and the NRCC. Groups 10 and 11 contain various
User Codes discussed in SLAC-266.
--------------* This file (SLAC266 APPENDX6)is kept up-to-date on the EGS account
at SLAC and is distributed
along with other files on the EGS4 Distribution
Tape.
A6-2
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of EGS Papers.

_________-_------------------------A6.2 GROUP2: Mortran Related Files
_____________----------------------7

MORNEW77
FORTRAN - 1977 ANSI Standard FORTRAN rogram (i.e.,
@'Mortran3 string processor 3 that inputs
MORNEW77.FOR
(FILEDEF 1) a set of rules (i.e.,
MQRNEW77
DATA), along with a program written by the
user in Mortran3 notation (FILEDEF 5). and
outputs (FILEDEF 7) the user program in
FORTRAN77 notation.
[Note: MORNW7 DATA
file must be created for each facility
using
the 81boot strap" procedure outlined in Appendix 6 of SLAC-265 (or see SLACZBSAPPENDX6)l.

8

MQRNEW77
RAW
MORNEW77.RAW

- Input data (non-hexadecimal or wraw" form)
required in order to create MORNW7 DATA
(see SLAC265 APPENDX6).

9

MQRNEW
FORTRAN
MORNEW.
FOR

- 1966 ANSI Standard FORTRANIV equivalent
MORNW7 FORTRANabove.

The second group containa the Mortran3 processor files that
will be required in order to convert the EGS4 Code System (and
related files)
from Mortran3 language into either the 1977 ANSI
standard (FORTRAN77) or the 1966 Am standard (FORTRANIV).
The third and fourth groups contain the PEGS4 and EGS4 files,
respectively,
and Group 5 contains various media data created by
PEGS4 on both the IBM-3081 at SLAC and a VAX at the NRCC(since the
VAX carries one extra bit there are slight differences
in the data,
and we present two files for comparison purposes).

Tape

10 MQRNEW
RAW
MORNEW.RAW

to

Input data (non-hexadecimal or wrawH form)
reauired in order to create MQRNEW
DATA
(&e SLAC266 APPENDX6).

Note: We use the VM filenames MORNW7 and MORNEUT
on the EGS4 Distribution
Tape (and the EGS Account at SLAC) in order to make
a distinction
between the official
set of Mortran3 files that
are maintained on the SLAC computer. The latter are denoted
by MORNEW77
and MORNEW
and may be subject to change without
our knowledge and approval.
A6-3
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’

A6.3 GROUP3: PEGS4Related Files
---__
____-----_-__-----__---------

i

~~~~~~~~-~~~-~~-----------~--~~
A6.6 GROUP6: Media Data Files
________________---------------

!

11 PEGS4MORTRAN
PEGSJ.MOR

Stand-alone preprocessor code for creating
(FILEDEF 7) media data for subsequent use by
the EGSI program.

23 EGSIIBM DATA
EGSIIBN.DAT

- PEGS4 output generated on the SLAC IBM-3081
for water and lead (AE=0.7 MeV, APrO. MeV.
UE=UP=60.0 MeV).

12 PGSIPEPRDATA
PGSIPEPR.DAT

PEGS4 input data (FILEDEF 8) for photoelectric,
pair production,
and Rayleigh acattering (from Storm and Israel).

24 EGS4VAXDATA
,EGSIVAX.DAT

- Same as above except generated on a VAX at
the NRCC.

13 PGSlFORH DATA
PGSQFORM.DAT

PEGS4 input data (FILEDEF 9) for the Rayleigh
scattering
form factor.

14 PF.GS4FORTRAN
PEGSQ.FOR

FORTRAN77 version of PEGS4 (with MortranS
comments embedded).

16 PIIELEM DATA
PQIELEM.INP

Sample input data (FILEDEF 6) for the ELEM
option of PEGS4.

16 PlICOMP DATA
P4ICOMP.INP

Sample input data (FILEDEF 6) for the COMP
option of PEGS4.

17 P4INIXT DATA
PQINIXT.INP

Sample input data (FILEDEF 6) for the MIXT
option of PEGS4.

18 PIICALL DATA
P4ICALL.INP

Sample input data (FILEDEF 6) for the CALL
option of PEGS4.

- EGS4 source code.

20 EGSlMACMORTRAN - Set of macros required
EGS4MAC.MOR

by EGS4.

21 EGSQBLOK
NORTRAN - BLOCKDATA source code for EGSQ.
EGSIBLOK.MOR
22 EGS4 FORTRAN
EGSI.FOR

A6-4

Representative set of media data created by
PEGS4 on the SLAC-3081, all with AE=1.6 NeV.
AP=O.l NeV, UE=UP=100000.0NeV.

_______-_-______-----------------------A6.6 GROUP6: Auxiliary
Codes from SLAC
_______-----_--_-----------------------26 GEOMAUX
MORTRAN - File containing 11 geometry subroutines that
can be called by HOWFAR(CHGTR,CONE,CONZ,
'
GEOMAUX.MOR
CYLNDR,CYL2,FINVAL,PLANEl.PLAN2P,PLANW.
SPHERE,SPH2]. These routines have their
macro equivalents located in EGSlMACMORTRAN.
27 ECNSVl MORTRAN - Subroutine for keeping track of where the
ECNSVl.MOR
energy goes in a shower. The energy summing
array (ESUM) is subscripted by particle
type,
region, end IARG-value.

---__-------_--------------------A6.4
GROUP4: EGSI Related Files
---------------------------------19 EGSI MORTRAN
EGS4.MOR

26 EGS4 DATA
EGS4.DAT

- FORTRAN77 version of EGS4 (with MortranS
comments embedded). Default parameter
values (e.g., array sizes) and the IBM
in-line
random number generator might
place serious restrictions
on the use of
this file.
The MortranS version is therefore recommended instead.

APPENDIX6

28 NTALLY MORTRAN - Subroutine for keeping score of the number
of times data is entered into the ESUM
NTALLY.MOR
array (see ECNSVl MORTRAN
above).
29 TRACEMAC
MORTRAN- A few macros that can be used in order to
*trace" what is happening in a particular
TRACEMAC.MOR
shower (for debugging purposes only).
30 CHECK77MORTRAN - A simple example program for testing the
CHECK77.MOR
Mortran3 system after it has been set up.

A6-6
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----------~~~~~~~~~~___------------~--~---A6.7 GROUP7: Auxiliary Codes from NRCC
________________________________________

r

--------------------------------A6.9 GROUP9: VAX/VMSProcedures
---___-_____---------------------

.a

!

31 FIXTMX MORTRAN - Subroutine to produce fixed maximum energy
loss per step (see Section 3.4 of SLAC-266).
FIXTMX.MOR

46 RAWTOHEXVAX
RAWTOHEX.COM

Bootstraps Mortran3 macro file
SLAC266 APPENDX6).

32 WATCH,MORTRAN - Subroutine
events.
WATCH.MOR

47 MORTRANB
VAX
) MORTRANB.COM

Runs Mortran3 for a stand-alone

48 EMORTRNB
VAX
EMORTRAN3.COM

Runs Mortran3 for an EGS4 User Code.

49 MAKPEGS4VAX
MAKEPEGSI.COM

Creates a PEGS4execute module.

to print

33 EXAMINMORTFLAN - User Code to display
EXAMIN.MOR
data.

information

on the shower

PEGS4cross section

- General purpose User Code for energy depoeition studies in slab geometry.

code.

INHOMMORTRAN
INHOM.MOR

36

NRCC4MAC
MORTRAN- General purpose macros used at NRCCto run
EGSI on a VAX for medical physics problems
NRCCIMAC.MOR

60 PEGS4VAX
PEGSI.COM

Runs PEGS4.

36

NRCCAUXMORTRAN - NRCCversions
NRCCAUX.MOR

61 EGS4 VAX
EGSI.COM

General purpose procedure for running EGS4
system, including Mortran-ing a User Code,
linking it, or running it.

of geometry routines.

37 LA120 FORTRAN
LA120.FOR

- Utility
routine for setting
(DECWRITER)line printer.

38 CPUTIMEMAR
CPUTIME.MAR

- VAX assembler routine
used by task.

up an LA120

to provide CPUTIME

- EXECZfile for creating MQRNEW77
MODULEfrom
MORNEW77
FORTRAN(see SLAC266 APPENDXS).

40 RAWHEX EXEC
RAWHEX77.IBM

- EXEC2file for creating MORNEW77
DATA from
MORNEW77
RAW (see SLAC266 APPENDXS).

41 MAKMODEXEC
MAKMOD.IBM

- EXECZfile for creating MQRNEW
MODULEfrom
MORNEW
FORTRAN(see SLAC266 APPENDX6).

42 RAWHEXEXEC
RAWHEX.IBM

-EXECZ file for creating MQRNEW
DATA from
MQRNEW
RAW (see SLACZST,APPENDX6).

43 EGSlINT EXEC
EGS4INT.IBM

- EXECZfile
jobs.

for running interactive

EGS4

44 PEGS4INT EXEC
PEGS4INT.IBM

- EXECZfile
jobs.

for running interactive

PEGS4

46

stand- EXECZfile for running interactive
alone Mortran3 jobs (see SLAC266 APPENDX6).

INTMORTEXEC
INTMORT.IBM

62 DUMYEGS4
MORTRAN- DummyEGS code to allow just the User Code
to be put through the Mortrsn processor.
DUMMYEGS4.MOR
____________----------------------A6.10 GROUP10: User Code Examples
____________________---------------

39 MAKMOD77EXEC
MAKMOD77.IBM

A6-6
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34

-------------------------------A6.8 GROUP8: IBM/V&! Procedures
--------------------------------

357

(see

APPENDIX6

63 UCSAMPL4MORTRAN User Code example described in Appendix 2
of SLAC-266 (EGS4 User Manual).
UCSAMPL4.MOR
Used
64 UCTESTSRMORTRAN User Code to Test Sampling Routine.
in conjunction with HPLT option in PEGS4.
UCTESTSR.MOR
66 UCCYSLMORTRAN
UCCYSL.MOR

Cylinder-slab
User Code example discussed
in Section 4.1 of SLAC-266.

66 UCBENDMORTRAN
UCBEND.MOR

Magnetic field User Code example discussed
in Section 4.2 of SLAC-266.

67 UCEDGEMORTRAN
UCEDGE.MOR

Fluorescent photon User Code example discussed in Section 4.3 of SLAC-266.

68 UCSAMPCG
MORTRAN Combinatorial geometry User Code example
discussed in Section 4.4 of SLAC-266.
UCSAMPCG.MOR

A6-7
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-----------------------------------------------GROUP11: Tutorial programs (User Codes)
-----------------------------------------------

A6.11

code for TUTOR1.

69 TUTOR1NORTRAN
TUTORl.NOR

1 Nortran3

8ource

60 TUTORl.NORTLIST
TUTORl.LST

- Nortran3

listing

61 TUTOR1FORTRAN
TUTORl.FOR

- FORTRAN77 version

62 TUTOR2NORTRAN
TUTORl.NOR

- NortranS source code for TUTOR2.

63 TUTOR2NORTLIST
TUTORl.LST

- Nortran3

64 TUTOR2FORTRAN
TlITORl.FOR

- FORTHAN77 version

66 TUTORSNORTRAN
TUTORS.WR

- Norfran

source code for TUTORS.

66 TUTOR3NORTLIST
TUTOR3.LST

- Nortran3

listing

67 TUTORSFORTRAN
TUTORS.FOR

- FORTRAN77 version

68 TUTOR4MORTRAN
TUTORQ.MOR

- NortranS source code for TUTOR4.

69 TUTOR4NORT'LIST - Nortran3
TUTORO.LST

listing

listing

for TUTORl.
of TlJTORl.

for TUTORZ.

74. TUTOR6MORTRAN
TUTOR6.MOR

- Mortran3 source code for TUTOR6.

76

Z'UTE MO;TLIST

- Mortran3

76

TUTOR6FORTRAN
TUTOR6.FOR

- FORTRAN77 version

77

TUTOR7NORTRAN
TUTOR7.NOR

- Nortran3

source code for TUTOR7.

78

TUTOR7NORTLIST
TUTOR7.LST

- Nortran3

listing

79

TUTOR7 FORTRAN
TUTOR7.FOR

- FORTRAN77 version

listing

for TUTOR6.
of TUTOR6.

TUTOR7.

for

of

TUTOR7.

--------------------------------------------------------------A6.12 VAX CommandProcedure for Reading EGS4 Distribution
---------L-----------------------------------------------------

of TUTORS.

$!

for TUTOR3.

Tape

READTAPE.CON
THIS PROCEDURE
CAN BE USED TO READ AN ASCII FILE FROM AN
UNLABELEDMAGTAPEWRITTEN ON AN IBM MACHINE

of TUTOR3.

for TUTOR4.

i!
$!
i!
fi
,i
gi
$i

70 TUTOR4FORTRAN
TUTOR4.FOR

- FORTRAN77 version

71 TUTOR6NORTRAN
TUTORS.NOR

- NortranS aonrce code for TUTORS.

72 TUTOR6NORTLIST
TUTORL.LST

- MortranS listing

73 TUTOR8FORTRAN
TUTORS.FOR

- FORTRAN77 version

A6-8
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!
!

of TUTOR4.

FIRST MOUNTTHE TAPE WITH
NOUNT/FOREIGN/DEN=16OO/REC=8O/BLOCK=4OOO
MTAO:
AND THEN USE THIS PROCEDURE.ONCEFOR EACH FILE, PASSING
THE FILE NAMETO THE PROCEDURE.
I.E. @READTAPE
FILEl.NOR
ETC
NOTE THAT THE SYSTEMPARAMETERMAXBUFAND THE USER PARAMETER
BYLTLM MAY NEEDTO BEINCREASED.
NOTE ALSO THAT THIS IS SET UP FOR SOURCEFILES AND DATA
FILES, ONE SHOULDREAD THE DOCUMENTATION
FILES
WITH CARRIAGE-CONTROL
FORTRAN

ii
$i
~~;~;/FDL=$sYs$INPUTMTAO:

'~1'

SCARRIAGE-CONTROL
CARRIAGE-RETURN

for TUTORS.
of TUTORS.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------Bh78 V. K. Bharaduaj et al, “An Inexpensive Large Area Shover
Detector With High Spatial and Energy Resolution*,
Nucl.
Instr. Meth. 166 (1978) 411.

AN ANNOTATEDBIBLIOGRAPHYOF EGS PAPERS*

EGS has been used in a wide range of applications.
In this
appendix ve have drawn together a list of those papers which will
be of interest
to other EGS users either because they provide
examples of different
applications
and techniques which can be
used with EGS or because they provide benchmark comparisons
between results calculated with EGS and experimental data or other
calculations.
We would appreciate
generally available

receiving information
and/or copies of other
papers which should be added to this list.

-----------------------------------------------------------------Al83 E. Albrecht. M. Berggren. A. Cattai. G. Cerutti.
II. G. Fischer, N. Flammier, P. G. Innocenti,
P. S. Iversen.
J. C. Legrand, G. Lenzen, E. Lillethun,
G. Mourgue, and
0. Ullaland,
“A Study of Electromagnetic
Showers In The High
Density Projection Chamber@@,
IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci. NS-30,
No. 1 (February 1983) 142.
Initial
beam tests of a prototype module of a High Density
Projection Chamber (HPC) are presented along with various
EGS simulations.
The effect of the electron and photon
cutoff energies is particularly
noted.
(See also Be84 and
Ca86) .

The performance of a lead-liquid
scintillation
shover detecSpatial and energy resolution
calculations
tor is reported.
were done using EGS and compared vith the experimental data.
-----------------------------------------------------------------Bi86 A. F .Bielajeu,
D. W. 0. Rogers, and A. E. Nahum,
“The Monte Carlo Simulation of Ion Chamber Response to
6OCo - Resolution
of Anomalies Associated with Interfacesw,
Phye. Med. and Biol. 30 (1986) 419.
Discusses several variance reduction techniques which can be
to occur,
used with EGS (e.g., forcing photon interactions
range re ‘ection of electrons,
etc) . Also, discusses a
problem ?common to all electron transport Monte Carlo codes)
related to the crossing of interfaces
between regions, vhere
there is a difference
betveen the straight
line path used in
the electron transport simulation and the true or curved
path that the electrons follow.
-------_____-____------------------------------------------------Bj84 J. D. Bjorken, S. Ecklund, W. R. Nelson, A. Abashian, L. MO.
P. Rassman, C. Church, and T. Nunamaker, wSearch for Neutral,
Penetrating,
Metaetable Particles
Produced in the SLAC
Beam Dump”, presented at the Fourth Moriond Workshop on Naseive Neutrinos in Particle
and Astrophysics,
LaPlagne,
France (16-21 January 1984).
Presentation of results of a SLAC beam dump experiment
to look for axion-like.
paeudo-lambudesigned primaril
Goldstone-bosons i the experiment turned out to set useful
bounds on the production of photinoe as well).
EGS was
used in order to obtain energy-angle photon and charged
particle
track length distributions
in the water beam dump,
which were then used with the experimental data to determine
the limits presented.

-----------------------------------------------------------------Be84 M. Berggren, A. Cattai, H. G. Fischer, P. S. Iveraen,
E. Lillethun,
M. Panter, 0. Ullaland,
and J. R. Urain,
*Performance of a High Density Projection
Chamber”, Nucl.
Instr. Math. 226 (1984) 477.
Overview of the performance capability
of the HPC---a large
volume, gas sampling, high density projection
chamber. EGS
calculations
compared favorably with longitudinal
shower
Beasurements. Track length studies vith and without ap lied
8agnetic field vere also done. (See also Al83 and Ca86P .
------------------------------------------------------------------

* This file (SLAC266 APPENDX7) is kept up-to-date on the EGS account
at SLAC and is distributed
along with other files on the EGS4 Dietribution
Tape.
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Br81

-----------------------------------------------------------.-------

J:E. Brau et al, “The Lead Glass Columns: A Large Shower
Detector At The SLAC Hybrid Facility”,
Nucl. Instr. Meth.
197 (1982) 403.
The performance of a large lead glass detector, designed for
a photo reduction experiment at the SLAC Hybrid (Bubble
ChamberP Facility,
is described.
EGS was used in order to
determine systematic meaaurement errors for low energy
photons produced in the high-energy photon showers.

-----------_-____------------------------------------------------Bu84 H. Burmeiater, P. Sonderegger, J. M. Gago, A. Maio,
M. Pimenta, D. Perrin.
and J. C. Thevenin, @‘Electromagnetic
Calorimetr
Using Scintillating
Plastic Fibreew, Nucl. Inatr.
Meth. 226 i 1984) 630.
A new detector technology using scintillating
optical fibres
wan used in order to construct a lead-scintillator
sandwich
calorimeter.
EGS reproduced the experimental results and
suggested that improved Pb-fibre calorimeters
might rival
Pb glass in energy resolution.
--------_________------------------------------------------------Ca79 R. L. Carrington
et al, “On The Detection of 60 MeV GammaRays With A Large Modularized NaI(T1) Detector”, Nucl.
In&r.
Meth. 163 (1979) 203.
An
as
of
in

De80 H. DeStaebler, “Temperature Calculations
for The Positron
Target”, SLAC Linear Collider
Note Number CN-21 (March 1980)’
This note contains information
necessary to estimate failure
1
mechanisms in the positron production target of the SLAC
Linear Collider
(SLC) . EGS was used in order to obtain’the
spatial distribution
of energy deposition in showers initiated by 7 and 33 GeV electrons in high-Z targets.
Two other
papers [CN-23 (May 1980) and CN-24 (June ISSO)] extend this
a work.
-----------------------------------------------------------------De82 A. Del Guerra, C. B. Lim, G. K. Lum, D. Ortendahl, and
V. Perez-Mendez. wMedica1 Positron Imaging With A Dense
Drift Space Multiwire
Proportional
Chamber”, Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory Report Number LBL-14043 (March 1982).
The performance of a dense drift
space MWPCtest module for
611 keV gamma-rays is presented.
The gamma interaction
probability
and the electron yield have been calculated
using EGS.
-----------------------------------------------------------------Di77 H. Dinter and K. Teach, “Dose and Shielding Parameters of
Electron-Photon
Stray Radiation From A High-Energy Electron
Meth. 143 (1977) 349.
BeamU, Nucl. In&r.

array of 46 NaI(T1) hexagonal crystal modules was used
a detector of 60 MeV gamma-rays in a search for the decay
a positive muon into positron and a gamma. EGS was used
order to study energy leakage fluctuations.

-------------_-__------------------------------------------------Ca86 A. Cattai, H. G. Fischer, P. S. Ivereen, M. Panter.
0. Ullalend,
J. R. Urain, F. Navarria. S. Ragazzi, and
M. Berggren, “The High Density Projection
Chamber for the
DELPHI Experiment at LEP”. IEEE Trans. Nucl. Sci . NS-32,
No. 1 (February 1986) 706.

Results are given for an experiment designed to measure
stray radiation
from electromagnetic
cascades in iron targets struck by 3 and 7 GeV electrons.
Shielding parameters
are presented for several target geometriell and for five
shielding materials.
The results are compared with EGS
calculations.
_____________----------------------------------------------------C. Dreecher. B. Grave, W. Hofmann, A. Markees, U. Matth-

Dr82

This is a status report on the HPC pro ‘ect for the DELPHI
electromagnetic
shower counter at LEP t see also Al83 and
Be84). Most notable in this paper ia the remarkably good
agreement between measurements and EGS simulations.
A
pre-release version of EGS4 was used with a very low electron energy cutoff (40 KeV) in order to obtain charge diatributiona
that agreed with experiment.
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ieaen, D. Pollmann, J . Spengler, and D. Wegener, “The ARGUS
Electron-Photon
Calorimeter.
I) Detection of Low-Energy
Electromagnetic
Showers”, Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron
Report Number DESY 82-030 (May 1982).

The performance of the ARGUSshower counters in detecting
electromagnetic
showers in the energy range lo-46 MeV is
Characteristics
of low-energy EM showers. such
reported.
as the longitudinal
shower profile
and the fraction
of
energy visible
in the scintillator
were measured and compared with EGS calculations.
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En83 J. Engler. *Electromagnetic
Calorimeters using Wire Chambersw , invited talk at the Vienna Wire Chamber Conference
(16-18 February.1983).
[RernforschungazentrumKarlsruhe
Report Number Kf K 36411.
Review of the state of the art of electromagnetic
caloriusing wire chambers or wire tubes.
The use of EGS
to construct Ypictures* of cascades, as well as other uses,
is described.

meters

-----------------------------------------------------------------En84 J. Engler. wStatus and Perspectives of Liquid
meters’ , Nucl. Instr.
Math. 226 (1984) 626.

Argon Calori-

This is a review of the state of the art of liquid argon
calorimetry
in which EGS is recommended to be used in order
to interpret
experimental data on resolution.
-----------------------------------------------------------------Fi82 D. 8. Fitzgerald,
F. 0. Borcherding, W. J. Briscoe,
B. N. I(. Nefkens, and D. I. Sober, %fficiency
of a SingleConverter Detector for Monochromatic Photons Between 26 end
234 NeV*, Nucl. Instr.
Neth. 192 (1982) 193.
The detection efficiency
of a large solid angle photon
detector (MWPCwith lead and ecintillators)
was measured
using tagged, monochromatic photon beams at eleven energies
between 26 and 234 NeV. Excellent agreement was found with
EGS calculations.
-----------------------------------------------------------------R. L. Ford and W. R. Nelson. *The EGS Code System: Computer
Programs for the Nonte Carlo Simulation of Electromagnetic
Cascade Showers (Version 3)“. Stanford Linear Accelerator
Center Report Number SLAC-210 (1978).

Fo78

This is the primary report and user manual for EGS3. the
precursor to the EGS4 code that is documented by SLAC-266.
Chapter 3 in SLAC-210 contains many comparisons between
EGS3 simulations and both experiments and other Monte Carlo
studies.
All of the results still
agree with those obtained
with the new EGSI/PEGSI system.
------------------------------------------------------------------
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F. Fujii,
J. Fujimoto, If. Hayashii,

R. Kajikava.
Y. Maaatani, H. Ozaki, A. Sugiyama, R. Suzaki.
T. Y. Tsukamoto, T. F. Tsukamoto, and 8. Uno, *A Cathode
;;;tut
Gas Sampling Calorimeter with Conductive Plastic
l , Nucl. Instr. Meth. A236 (1986) 66.

’

gas sampling shover calorimeter
of the Pb-proportional
tube sandwich type is described and measurements are
presented.
EGS was used in the design of this detector.
-----------------------------------------------------------------Ga79 R. A. Gabriel and B. L. Bishop, YCalculated Res onse of a
Total Liquid Argon Calorimeter to Protons and EP ectrons in
the 0.6- to 6 .O- GeV Energy Range”. Oak Ridge National
Laboratory Report Number ORNL/TM-6889 (July 1979).
A

,

EGS was used for the spatial and energy resolution
studies
of a segmented total liquid argon calorimeter.
-----------------------------------------------------------------Hi84 H. Hirayama. W. R. Nelson, A. Del Guerra, T. Mulera, and
V.. Perez-Nendez, *Monte Carlo Studies for the Design of a
Lead Glass Drift Calorimeter’,
Nucl. In&r.
Meth. 220
(1984) 327.
A drift

collection
calorimeter having a combined radiator
and field shaping structure
made of lead glass tubing is
described.
EGS was used in the design of the calorimeter.
In addition to leading particle
biasing and weighting techniques, track
length restriction
and Landau sampling were
employed for the first
time in an EGS simulation.
-----------------------------------------------------------------Ka74 K. R. Kase, Walter R. Nelson, and L. Keller,
*Radiation
Measurements in Secondary Electron Beam and Comparison with
Calculations*,
Health Physics 27 (1974) 243.
high energy particle
beamline is described which is capable of transporting
a high intensity
electron beam to
potentially
occupied areas.
Ionization
chamber measurements
of electron beam intensity
are reported, the results of
which are compared with a Monte Carlo calculation.
[The
Monte Carlo program that was used for this calculation
became knovn as EGS shortly after this work].
-----------------------------------------------------------------A
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Ko82 D. Koltick and L. K. Rangan, wProposed Use of BGO in a Small
Angle Detector at the Stanford SLC”, presented at the International Workshop on Bismuth Germanate. Princton University
(1982) and SLAC PEP/HRSDetector Group Report Number HRS 261
(December 1982). [See also: L. K. Rsngan, “Electromagnetic
Showers in BGO”, SLAC PEP/HRS Detector Group Report Number
HRS 246 (September 198211.
The design of a small angle luminosity monitor made of BGO,
to be used at the SLAC Linear Collider,
is reported.
EGS
was used in order to study the energy resolution of BGO
crystals in a segmented geometry and to obtain wpictureew
of the showers themselves.
--------________________________________-------------------------Ko86 W. Kozanecki, “MomentumAcceptance of SLC Optics for Secondary Showers”, SLAC Linear Collider Note Number CN-307
(July 1986).
This is a study of the background induced at the interaction
point (IP) of the SLAC Linear Collider by secondary showers.
EGS is used in order to model the shover production on the
edges of masks and collimators.
This information is then
used as input to the magnetic transport program TURTLEin
order to “ray-trace the shover debris’ to the IP.
--------_____--_____--------------------------------------------Lo84 E. Lorenz. %Status of BGODevelopment and Perspectives of
BGOCalorimeters in High Energy Physics*, Nucl. Instr. Meth.
226 (1984) 600.
The current state of the art of BGOcalorimetry is reviewed,
vh,ue specific reference is made to the use of EGS in determining both the rear end side leakage of energy from a
device.
__--_--_____________---------------------------------------------Lu82 T. Ludlem, R. Bellazzini.
D. Kraue. end J. Renardy, *A High
Density Proportional W ire Calorimeter”,
Nucl. Instr. Math.
198 (1982) 233.
A total absorption calorimeter,
consisting of an iron StNCture penetrated by a fine-grain
pattern of small proporThe response of a test module
tional tubes, is described.
to electron beams is found to be in good agreement with EGS,
which is then used in order to parameterize the performance
as a function of the number and size of sampling channels.
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T. Maruyama,
wElectromagnetic Shower Simulation In The
SLAC PEP/MACDetector Group Report
Central Shower Chamber”,
Number MAC-661 (July 1981).
EGS was used in order to study the electromagnetic ehowqr
characteristics
of the MAC detector located at Interaction
Region 4 of the PEP facility
at SLAC.

----------_______--_---------------------------------------------Mash.

H. Mach and D. W. 0. Rogers, *A Measurement of Absorbed
Dose to Water er Unit Incident 7 MeV Photon Fluencew, Phys.
Med. Biol. 29 ‘I 1984) 1666.
Presents an experimental study of the transport of 7 MeV
photons. Compariaone are given for the calculated and
measured dose behind a series of iron plates, and for
depth-dose curves in a water phantom irradiated
by a
point 7 NeV photon source. The measured and calculated
dose at 6 cm depth per unit incident photon fluence agree
within the 3 % experimental uncertainty.

Ml84 U. Micke,
D. Trines, and W. Wallraff.
W ith a Lead Liquid Argon Calorimeter*,
221 (1984) 496.

“Pi/e Discrimination
Nucl. Instr. Meth.

EGS was used in order to study the energy resolution of a
lead liquid argon calorimeter designed specifically
to have
good discrimination
of electrons against hadrons in jets.
The EGS results agree favorably with experimental data.
-----_______________----------------------------------------------

of
No86 R. Mohan and C . Chui , “Energy and Angular Distributions
Med. Phys . 12
Photons From Medical Linear Accelerators*,
(1986) 692.
EGS was used to calculate the photon spectra from medical
accelerators and the corresponding depth-dose curves in
water were shown to be in good agreement with measurements.
--------________________----------------------------------------Ne84 W . R. Nelson, P. D. LaRiviere, *Primary and Leakage Radiation Calculations at 6.10 and 26 MeVH, Health Physics 47
(1984) 811.
EGS was used in order to determine primary and leakage x-ray
spectra for typical clinical
accelerators (at 6, 10, and
26 MeV). Broad-beam trensmission curves were then obtained
using both MORSEand a simple analytical
model. The results
compared favorably with data presented in the paper followthis one in the journal (P. D. LaRiviere, Health Physics 47
(1984) 819).
____---_____________--------__-____-________--------------------A7-9
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Pa79 C. de1 Papa and R. J. Hollebeek, YA Monte Carlo to Simulate
UP;;l;;;Q;tc
. . . ‘I, internal report number CCORMEMO379
.[Available upon request from R. J. Hollebeek, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center] .

Ro82 D. W. 0. Rogers, HMore Realistic
Monte Carlo Calculationa
of Photon Detector Response Functions”, Nucl. Inetr. Meth.
199 (1982) 631.

EGS calculations
are compared with lead-glass response
meaeurenente made at CERN. The importance of properly including Cerenkov
light production and collectionie
diacussed.

a

------------------------------------------------------------------

Pe83a P. L. Petti,
M. S. Goodman, T. A. Gabriel, and R. Mohan,
YInveetigation
of Buildup Dose from Electron Contamination
of Clinical
Photon Beams”. Med. Phys. 10 (1983) 18.
Pe83b P. L. Petti,
M. S. Goodman, .I. M. Sieterson,
P. J. Biggs,
T. A. Gabriel,
and R. Mohan. “Sources of Electron Contamination for the Clinac-36 26 MeV Photon Beam”, Med. Phye.
10 (1983) 866.
Tvo papers that describe the we of EGS in the complex
geometry of a medical accelerator’s
head.
------_----------------------------------------------------------Ra84 J. A. Rawlineon, A. F. Bielajew, D. M. Galbraith,
and
P. Nunro, *Theoretical
and Experimental Investigation
of
Dose Enhancement Due to Charge Storage in Electron-Irradiated
PhantomaM, Med. Phya. 11 (1984) 814.
Describes the use of
a plastic phantom in
field which varies in
electron transport in
neceeeary macro entry

EGS to calculate charge deposition in
the presence of a strong electric
space. The algorithm presented for
an electric
field ia general and the
point8 are included in EGS4.

-----------------------------------------------------------------Ra86 R. Rameika. B. Cox, C. M. Jenkins, D. J. Judd, G. Hale,
P. 0. Mazur, C. T. Murphy, F. Turkot. D. E. Wagoner,
S. Conetti, H. Haire, P. Lebrun, C. Leroy, T. Ryan,
L. Turnbull, R. A. Gearhart, and C. Shen, YMeasurement of
Electromagnetic
Shower Position and Size with a Saturated
Avalanche Tube Hodoecope and a Fine Grained Scintillation
Hodoecope@, Nucl. Inetr. Meth. A236 (1986) 42.
Shower position and aize measurements, made with both a
saturated avalance tube hodoscope and a fine grained
scintillation
hodoscope, are presented.
Good agreement
ie found between EGS eimulations and measurements for the
total Ionization
in either device as a function of energy.

Gives a brief overviev of the physics of electron and
photon transport as done in EGS. Presents a broad range
of photon detector response functions calculated by EGS,
which are compared with experimental data as well ae vith
the results of many other calculations.
Reeulte are given
for NaI, Ge(Li) , BGO and Si detectors for photons from
100 keV to 60 MeV.

------------------------------------------------------------------

Ro84a D. W. 0. Rogers, UFluence to Dose Equivalent Conversion
Factors Calculated with EGS3 for Electrons from 100 keV to
20 GeV and Photone from 20 keV to 20 GeV”, Health Physics
46

(1984)

891.

Presents a broad range of comparieone between depth-dose
curves in tiea,ue calculated with EGS and many other
calculations.
Demonstrates the we of path length biasing
to improve calculational
efficiency
and presents an example
of the effect of the glitch in the photon crow section at
60 MeV ae generated by PEGS.
------------------------------------------------------------------

Ro84b D. W. 0. Rogers, ‘Low Energy Electron
Nucl. Inatr. Meth. A227 (1984) 636.

Transport

with EGSY,

Presents a detailed discussion of the effect of the stepsize algorithm on low energy electron transport with EGS.
Subroutine FIXTMX ia presented which allows the user to
change the step-size to a fixed fractional
energy loss per
step.
The effects of the step-eize algorithm can be
dramatic and must be taken into account for any calculations
below about 6 or 10 MeV. With an appropriate step-size,
the
paper demonstrates that EGS4 gives accurate result.9 at
energies down to a f ev hundred keV. A series of benchmarks
are presented for electronr
incident on Si detectors and
passing through thin foils.
Calculations
are presented
which demonstrate the difference between electron and
positron transport in detectors.
------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------
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______c_____________--------------------------------------,-------Ro84c D. W. 0. Rogers and A.*. Bielajeu,
“The Use of EGS for Monte
Carlo Calculations
in Medical Physics”, National Research
Council of Canada Report Number PXNR-2692 (June 1984).
This report was the text for a refresher course at the AAPM
meeting in 1984. It presents an overview of EGS. a detailed
discussion of parameter aelectionfor
problems in the energy
range below 20 MeV, a diacurtsion with examples of the use of
various variance reduction techniques with EGS (e.g., a general purpose macro to allow the forcing of photon interactions with any ECS user code), and a series of examples from
benchmark calculations
done with ECS (available from authors)

__-_____________________________________--------------------------

Sh80 D . Sherden. “Tapered Solenoid for SPC Positron
Linear Collider Note Number CN-22 (May ISSO).

___________________-----------------------------------------------

Ro86b K. R. Shortt, C. K. Ross. A. F. Bielajew, and D. W. 0.
Near
Standard
Rogers, “Electron Beam Dose Distributions
Inhomogeneities”,
in press, Phy. Med. Bio. (April 1986).
Presents detailed comparisons between calculated and
measured depth-dose curves in inhomogeneous media irradiated by 10 and 20 MeV electron beams. The data show
dramatic structures
and agree remarkably with EGS.
____________________---------------------------------------------Se78 S. M. Seltzer, M. J. Berger, “Monte Carlo Studies of Electron And Photon Transport At Energies Up To 1000 MeV”,
National Bureau of Standards Report Number NBSIR 78-1634
(July 1978).

SLAC
..

of
posi- ’
A tapered solenoid associated with the collection
trone from the target of the SLAC Linear Collider
(SLC) is
atudied.
EGS was used in order to create input data for
this study.
-r---------------------------------------------------------------SL80 ?U.AC Linear Collider Conceptual Design Report”, Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center Report Number SLAC-229 (June 1980)

EGS was used in order to determine the target size and
material composition necessary in order to obtain the
optimum production of positrons for the SLAC Linear Collider
(SLC) . Temperature rise calculatione,
obtained from the
energy deposition per pulse of very small beams, was aleo
determined.

________________________________________-------------------------Ro86a D. W. 0. Rogers, A. F. Bielajew,
and A. E. Nahum, “Ion
Chamber Response and Awall Correction Factors in a 60-Co
Beam by Monte Carlo Simulationl’,
Phys. Med. and Biol. 30
(1986) 429.
Calculation
of the response of an ion chamber in a Co-60
beam. The calculated results are shown to be in good
agreement with accepted cavity theory and with experimental
data.

Source”,

--------_______--___---------------------------------------------TA82 R. Brandelik et al (TASS0 Collaboration),
*Pi-zero Production by Positron-Electron
Annihilation
at 14 and 34 GeV c.m.
Energy”, Phys. Letters,
108B (1982) 71.
Using the TASS0 detector in the PETRA storage ring at DESY.
measurements are reported for the process:
positron +
electron ---> pi-zero + anything.
EGS was used in order to
understand the resolution
of the shower counters and to
determine various correction
factors to apply to the data.
--------__________^_________------------------------------------Vi84 II. Videau, “The Aleph Pictorial
Electromagnetic
Calorimeter
- A High Granularity
Gaseous Calorimeter Operated in a High
Magnetic Field”,
Nucl. Instr. Meth. 226 (1984) 481.

’

This is an overview of the Aleph detector for LEP. EGS is
used together with a local saturation
response in order to
reproduce a non-linearity
effect observed above a certain
operating voltage.

This report describes calculations
of electron-photon
shower8 initiated
by electron beams with energies from 60 to
1000 MeV using the Monte Carlo program called ETRAN. The
energy deposition per unit depth in a water target irradiated by 1000 MeV electrons are is compared with experimental data by Crannell and with similar a similar calculation done ueing EGS.
------------------------------------------------------------------
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Ya8la C. Yamaguchi, Vomparieon of Absorbed Dose to RPL Glass
Doeimeter, Calculated by EGS, and KERNA”, Deutschee Elektronen-Synchrotron
Internal Report Number DESY D3/40
(October 1981).
EGS vae used in order to calculate the absorbed dose to a
radiophtolumineecent
(RPL) glass doeimeter.
The results
are c,oapared with calculations
obtained using the KERNA
concept.
------------------------------------------------------------------

Ya8lb C. Yamaguchi. *A Manual for EGS3 User Codes at DESY for
Synchrotron Radiation ProblemsY, Deutschea ElektronenSynchrotron Internal Report Number DESY D3/39. (October
the
lQ81). The author has prepared a manual to facilitate
use of EGS at DESY in the solution of eynchrotron radiation
problems.
-------------_-_____---------------------------------------------Ya83 C. Yamaguchi. T. Yamamoto, H. Terada, and N. Akieada,
“Effect of Tungsten Absorption Edge Filter
on Diagnostic
X-ray Spectra, Image Quality and Absorbed Dose To The
Patient*,
Phye. Ned. Biol. 28 (1983) 223.
The x-ray spectra from a tungsten-target diagnostic
tube
vere measured vith a lithium-drifted
silicon detector.
The effect of an abeorbtion edge filter
on image quality and
on the absorbed dose were investigated
by both experiment
and using the EGS Monte Carlo program.
------------------------------------------------------------------
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INDEX
The authors have provided as complete an index as they could, so that readers can find things that are tucked away in obscure corners of this long report.
Therefore the index itself is rather long.
When an entry has a particular significance, such as a common block name,
we show this right in the entry, so that the index is as self-explanatory as possible.
In particular, an entry appearing in COMPUTERTYPE signifies that it is the name
of a Mortran-FORTRAN
variable. $MACROdenotes a Mortran macro template,
although not all macros in the EGS4 Code System necessarily begin with $ (e.g.,
ECHOREADdoes not). An entry surrounded by /SLASH MARKS/ is the name of a
common block. PEGS4 options are delimited by colons (e.g., :MIXT:). CAPITALS are used for names of functions or subroutines, which are generally PEGS4
subprograms unless specifically indicated otherwise.

To quote the Grand Wizard himself:
“Any accuracies or inaccuracies in this index may be explained by the
fact that it was prepared with the help of a computer, but not blindly.“*

* Donald E. Knuth,
merical Algorithms

The Art

of Computer

(Addison-Wesley,

Programming

Reading, MA, 1981).
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2: Seminu-

Absorbed dose, 124, 372, (also see
INHOM)
Accelerator, 124, 142
target, 121
i ADDMOL, 284
; ADFMOL, 284, 311
ADIMOL, 284
Advanced EGS4 User Codes, Chap
,ter 4, 358
AE, v, 1617, 24, 153, 246, 252, 261,
296, 304-305
AFACT, 25, 302
AFFACT, 284
AINTP, 92,94, 284
ALIN, 284, 311
ALINI, 284
ALKE, 284, 311
ALKEI, 284
AMOLDM, 58,284
AMOLFM, 285
AMOLRM, 58, 285
AMOLTM, 58, 285
Analog Monte Carlo, 13, 124, 126
Angle:
azimuthal, 17, 50
brackets, 144
COSPHI, 247
COSTHE, 150, 247
polar, 49, 150
reduced, 2, 78
secondary, 49-50, 52, 56, 59, 61,
65, 94
sine-cosine (by table) macro, 249
SINPHI;
SINTRR, 247
small, 148, 154
ANIHDM, 62, 285
ANIHFM, 285
ANIHRM, 62, 285
ANIHTM, 62,285
ANNIH
(EGSI subroutine),
Sec-

(floy3$

tion 5.3.1, 152, 167
agram), 241, 262
Annihilation, Section 2.12, i, 15-16,
50, 61, 153, 161
Annotated EGS bibliography, iii, v;,
2, Appendix 7
ANSI (American
National’ Standards Institute), 103, 161
AP, 16, 24, 246, 252, 261, 296, 304305
Approximation
A, 7
APRIM, 31, 285
AREC, 285
ASYM, 292, 294-296, 301-304
ASYMT, 292
Atomic number, 23, 69, 292, 295296, 301-304, (also see Z(I))
Atomic symbol, 69, 292, 294, 301304
Atomic weight, 23,69, 292,294296,
301-304, (aLso see WA(I))
Auger electron, v, 3, 136
AUSGAB (EGS4 subroutine), 4, 19,
93, 103-105, 108, 112, 132,
151,240-242,255,260-263
Auxiliary routines, 4, 108, 119, 122,
356357
Average shower behavior, 7, 13
Azimuthal angle, 17, 50
Backscatter, 105, 111, 138
Beam (particle), 126
Benchmark, iii, 1, Appendix 7
BETA (see BETAP)
BETAZ, 149,243
Bethe-Bloch, 3, 67-68
BHABDM, 60, 285
BHABFM, 285
BHABHA (EGSI subroutine), Section 5.3.2, 169 (flow diagram), 241, 262

Bhabha scattering, Section 2.11, 3,
32, 50, 56, 59
radiative, 32
BHABRM, 60, 286
BHABTM, 60, 286
Biasing (see Variance reduction, biasing)
Bibliography (EGS), iii, v, 2, Ap
pendix 7
Binding energy, 136, 156 (also see
Electron binding)
BKR1,136
BLC,154

Block data (see EGS4BLOK)
Blunck-Leisegang modification,
Boltzmann transport equation,
Bookkeeping (see AUSGAB)
Born approximation, 26
Boundary, v, 15
/BOUNDS/,160,

:CALL:,272,274,293,298,309-310

75
13

242,253

Braces (“curly brackets”), 145-146
Brackets
angle, 144
curly (“braces”), 145-146
square, 144
Branching ratio, 3-4, 17-18, 134
BREMDR, 48, 286
BREMDZ, 36, 48, 286
BREMFR, 286
BREMFZ, 286
/BREWR/, 49, 160
BREMRM, 286
BREMRR, 286
BREMRZ, 286
BREMS (EGS4 subroutine),
151,
171 (flow diagram), 241, 262
Bremsstrahlung, v, 2-3, 6-7, 15-16,
24, 125, 151, Section 2.7
cutoff, 26-27
functions in PEGS4, 278-279
high frequency limit, 34
385
I

in field of electron, 32
Migdal, 16, 26-28
soft, 16
Ter-Mikaelyan, 28
thick target, 92
BREMTM, 286
BREMTR, 286
BRMSDZ, 36, 287
BRMSFZ, 36, 287
BRMSRM, 287
BRMSRZ, 287, 310-311
BRMSTM, 287
Calorimeter, 142
Cascade (see Shower)
Case (see Event (Monte Carlo))
Cavity, 123
RF, 128
CBAR,25,302

CDF (cumulative distribution function), 8, 14, 17, 19
conditional, 9
joint, 8
plotting of, (see :PLTI: or :PLTN:
or :HPLT:)
Character string, 103
CHARACTER*4,16O-161
$CHARGED-TRANSPORT,250

Charged particle transport
(see
Transport, charged particle)
CHGTR (EGS4 geometry subroutine), 119
Coherent scattering (see Scattering,
Rayleigh)
COHETM, 94,287
COHETZ, 93-94, 287
Collision loss (see Energy, loss)
Column-One-Restricted-Directive,
146, 239, 333-334
Combinatorialgeometry,
4, 121-122,
139, 144

COMIN, 103, 125, Section 5.3.24, 242
Command
procedures,
338-346,
‘357-358
COMMON, 19, 103, 242-247,
(also
see specific COMMONby name,
e.g., /EPCONT/)

: COMP:, 274, 292-304, 313
Compatibility,
160
COMPDM, 54, 287
COMPFM, 287
Composition sampling, 11, 35
Compound (see : COMP: )
COMPRM, 54,287
COMPT (EGS4 subroutine),
157,
175 (flow diagram), 241, 262
COMPTM, 54, 287
Compton scattering, Section 2.9, 3,
6, 15, 50-52, 111-112
Computer system:
IBM, 96, 102, 160, 347-350
installation of EGS4 Code Systern, Appendix 5
VAX, 96, 102, 160, 338-346
Conditional PDF, 9
Conditional CDF, 9
Cone (geometry), 4
Conservation of energy, 4, 143, (also
see ECNSVl)
Constants, 21
Control statements (see Directives)
Correction, 2, 6, 15-17, 24, 26-27,
30-31, 33-35, 48, 74, 85, 8891, 94, 143, 147, 150, 157
COSPHI,247
COSTHE,150,247

Coulomb correction (see Correction)
Coulomb scattering, 2, 6, 16, (also
see Scattering, multiple)
Coupling, 141-142, 144
CRATIO, 287
Critical energy, 6

Cumulative
distribution
(see CDF)
Curly brackets (“braces”),
Cutoff (see Energy, cutoff)
Cylinder
(geometry),
4,
4.1.1, 121-122
$CYLNDR, 122, 146
CYLNDR (EGS4 geometry
tine), 122

function
145-146
Sectioh
’
subrou-

Data files, 356
Data input (PEGS4), 302-313
DCADRE, 287
$DE-FLUCTUATION, 75, Section 5.3.8
:DECK:,274,293,297,301,308,313

Decompostion (see Sampling,
position)

com-

DEDX,151

Delimiter, 144
Delta-ray, 6, 16 (also see Scattering,
Bhabha (and Meller))
Density, 15, 21, 23, 67, 88, 148, 150,
243-245, 292, 294-295
electron, 27
Density effect, 3, 25, 68-74, 143,
294296, 301-302
DELTA,25

Sternheimer, 3, 25, 67,71-74,143,
294296, 302-304
Density function (see PDF)
Detector, 13
response function, 105, 372
NaI, 7, 105, 372
scintillator, 75
thin, 151
Determination-Of-IncidentParticle-Parameters (Step 6),
108, 255
Diatomic molecule, 295
DIFFER, 49, 283, 302
Direct sampling, 10, 15
386

387

Ftives

(‘control

statements”),

145-146,333-335

Column-One-Restricted,

146,

239, 333-334
TRACE 11,145

unit switching, 239, 334, 340
Distance unit (see Units and DUNIT)
Distribution, 2-3
angular, 5
energy, 5, (aIs see : HPLT : )
Gaussian, 152
Landau, 75, 151-152
Blunck-Leisegang modification,

/EDGE/,

134

EDGSET (EGSI ‘auxiliary subroutine), 134
Efficiency of simulation, 4, 13, 18,
103, 124, 126, 143, 153, 158
EFUNS, 283
EGS (acronym), 1
EGS Code System, 1
EGSl, 250
EGSP, 90,308
EGSS, iii-iv, l-2, 50, 68, 75, 90, 93,
308

conversion to EGS4, iv, Chapter

75

restricted, 75
spatial, 5
uniform, 9
VaviIov, 152
Distribution function (see CDF)
Distribution tape (see EGS4 Distribution Tape)
DNEYR(NP), 103, 256258
Documentation Files, 354
Dose, 124, 372, (also see INHOM)
Double counting, v
DUNIT,19,21,244,253

E (NP) , 245
EBIND, 287
RRINDA,132,136,156,

247

EBRl, 288
EBRl, 151
ECHOREAD,308
ECHOWRITE,

ECNSVl (EGS4 auxiliary
tine), 4, 123, 255

subrou-

ECUT,150,153,242,252,261

EDEDX,

288

EDEN,25,27
EDEP, 104, 123, 151-153,

UsersManual (see SLAG210)
EGSSMAC (see Macro, EGSSMAC)
EGS4 Distribution Tape, iv, 4, 19,
91, 96, 121-122, 128, 139,
146, Appendix 6, 352-360
EGS4 operations:
restrictions, 247-248
Step 1, 104,248-251
Step 2, 104,251-253
Step 3, 254
Step 4, 254
Step 5, 255
Step 6, 108, 255
Step 7, 105,108, 256
Step 8, 104-105,108, 256
EGS4 related source files, 355
EGS4BLOK, 158
EGS4MAC (see Macro, EGS4MAC)
EGSCMS code, 308-309
EI, 300
Eject (page), iv
EKE, 243
Elastic scattering (see Scattering,
Rayleigh)
/ELEc1~/,160

243, 255,

(also see Energy, deposition)

ELECTR
(EGS4 subroutine),
4,
124125, 139, 144, Sections

5.3.3-5.3.11,

156158,

179

(fiow diagram), 241, 256, 262
Electric field, 4, 131, 371
Electromagnetic
cascade shower
(see Shower)
Electron binding, v, 16
Electron density (see EDEN)
Electron transport (see Transport,
electron)
:ELEM: ,, 274, 292-304, 313
Element (see :ELEM:)

388

units, 20-21, 29
:ENER:,274,293,

(

304305,313

_:t

EOF (see End of file)
EOLD,243
ENEW,243
/EPCCINT/, 104, 112, 149, 158, 160,
243-244,256
(

Elwert, 2, 34
EM cascade (see Shower)

EPE, 297
EPC, 297
ESCORE,104
ESIG, 288
ESTEPE, 91-92, (also see FIXTMX)
ESUM, 255 (also see ECNSVl)
ETRAN, 2,91

BEND (see NAMELIST)

$EVALUATE,145

End of file, 146, 254, 333
Energy:
bremsstrahlung (cutoff), 2627
conservation, 4, 143, (also see ECNSVl)
critical, 6
cutoff, v, 1-2, 13-14, 16, 18-19,
27, 50, 75, 124, 143, 148-149,
151-153, 155, (aIs see AE or

Event (Monte Carlo), 14, 18-19,103,
105, 111, 240
counter, 4, 123, 143
EXAMIN (User Code), 357
EXEC routines, 347-350
Excitation, 6, 16

ELKE,244

AP or UE or Up or

:ENER:)

deposition, 104, 121, 123-125
distribution, 5
loss, v, 3, 6, 16, Section 2.13, 80,
91
iixed fractional, 91, 143, (see
FIXTMX)
fluctuations, 75, 151-152
radiative, 6
straggling, v, 75 (also see Energy, loss, fluctuations)
response function (detector), 105,
372

sampling, 34, 49
secondary particle, 49, 52, 54, 56,
59, 61, 65
threshold, 24, 151

Faraday cup, 128
FCOULC, 24, 31, 288
Fermi-Eyges scattering, 89
FI, 272, 288
Fictitious interaction, 1617
Field:
electric, 4, 131, 371
magnetic field, iii, Section 4.2, 4,
121, 127, 144
File naming convention, 96
Fitting, 3-4, 19, (also see :PWLP:)
Fixed fractional energy loss (see
Fractional energy loss)
FIXTMX
(EGSI auxiliary subroutine), 91, 108, 357, 372
Flag, 112, 123, 125, 136, 243-245,
247,260-262

Flow diagram, iv, 4, 19, 125, 136
137, 143, 147, 149, 156, Ap
pendix 1, 256

L

EGS4:

I

flow of control, 163
key, 165
subroutine:
ANNIH, 167
BHABHA, 169
BREMS, 171
COMPT, 175
ELECTR, 179
HATCH, 193
MOLLER, 211
MSCAT, 213
PAIR, 217
PHOTO, 191 (default version),
235 (K-edge version)
PHOTON, 221
SHOWER, 227
UPHI, 231
PEGS4:
flow of control, 273-274
subprogram relationships, 275
Fluctuations, 7, 13, 16, 75, 142, 151152
Landau, 75, 151-152
Fluence, 13
FLUKA82, Section 4.5, 121, 142
Fluorescence, v, 3, 93, 121, Section
4.3, 144, 155-156

K-edge, iii, 3, 93, 136, 155, 261
L-edge, 3, 136
Form factor, 30, 94-95
FORTRAN, 3, 103, 144, 238-239,
338

1966 standard (FORTRAN IV),
96, 103, 160, 342
1977 standard (FORTRAN
77),
96, 160, 342
input unit number (see KMPI), 329
operator, 144
output unit number (see KMPO),
103, 329
389

UNIT 5 (see KMPI)
UNIT 6 (see KMPO), 103
’ UNIT 12, 254
version, 160-161, 342

HfiTCH-Cail(Step
3), 254
$HATCH-USER-INPUT-INIT,
5.3.13

Heating effects, 122, 124
High ,frequency limit (bremsstrahl-

$FORTVER, ~~~-161,342

Fractional energy loss, 91, 143, 372
fixed, 143, 372
Function multiplexer (see FI)
$FUNCTIONS,~~~
Gases, 74-75

pressure correction factor (GASP),
74-75, 295-296
GASP, 74-75, 295-296

Gaussian distribution, 152
GBRl, 288
GBRS, 288
Geometry, v, 4,19,96, 104-105,118,
239
combinatorial,
4, 121-122, 139,
144
cone, 4
cylinder, 4, Section 4.1.1, 121-122
plane, 4 (also see PLANE1 or
PLANSP)
sphere, 4
subprograms, 143, 260
multi-cylinder,
Section 4.1.1,
121-122
multi-slab, Section 4.1.1, 121122
GFUNS, 283
GLE,244

GMFP, 288, 304310
Graphics (shower “pictures”),
121, 128

i,

Hadronic cascade, Section 4.5, 121,
142, 144
HATCH (EGS4 subroutine), 19, 21,
154, 157, 193 (flow diagram),
240-242,251-254,308

Section

Histogram (see : HPLT : )
of EGS,

l-2, (also see Event

’ (Monte Carlo))
How to read this report, (read the
Preface, p. iv)
HOWFAR (EGS4 subroutine), 4,
19, 103, 112, 118-120, 122124, 128, 130, 139, 141, Sections 5.3.12-5.3.13, 240-242,
254,256261
:HPLT:,272,274,293,300,311-313

HPLTl,

283

1ARG,93,104,112,132,151,260-262
IAUSFL,112,243,260-262
IBLOBE,156,247

IBM, 96, 102, 160, 347-350

Interaction probability, 14
Interactions, Section 2.5
Interface (see User Code)
Ionization, 6, 16, 128, 151, (also see
Energy, loss)
Ionization energy (potential, IEV),
25, 68-69, 302
IQ(NP),246
IQI,159,
300
IR(NP),246,257
IRAYL,292,294-296
IRAYLM,244
IRAYLR,245,253
IROLD,123,243
IRNEW,243,256257
IRNFLG,300
IRSPLT,123
ISSB,294-296,302
ISuB,
IUNRST,294-296,302
IV,299, 311
1xX,244

IFUNT, 288
Importance sampling (see Variance
reduction)
Incident particle properties (Step 6),
108, 255

(Step

5), 255

Initialization-For-HOWFAR

,

Isotope, 295, 304

IDF,299
IDFNAM,299,310-311
IDISC,243,256257
IDSTRN, 294-296, 302-304
IEDGFL,136
IEV, 25, 68-69, 302
IFUN,

Infrared catastrophe, 16, 27
INHOM (User Code), 357
Initialization,
19
Initialization-For-AUSGAB

'

Installation of EGS4 Code System,
Appendix 5
INTEGER,160-161

unfit), 34
History

4), 254
&INP (see NAMELIST)
INPUT statement, 329

(Step

Joint PDF, 9, 18
Joint CDF, 8
JOMIN (MORSECG
139

subprogram),

K-edge, iii, 3, 93, 136, 155, 261
Kaons, 142
Key for EGS4 flow diagrams, 165
Klein-Nishina formula, 52
KMPI, 244
KMPO,244
Knock-on electron (see Delta-ray)
390

L-edge, 3, 136
Landau distribution
(fluctuations),
75, 151-152
LATCH, 111
Lateral defiection, 17, 76
Lateral spread, 6
LAY, 283,308
Leading particle biasing, 4, 121, Section 4.1.3, 143, 152, 157
LIFO (stack), 13
Limitation (see Restriction)
Liquids, 295-296
Logical operator, 108, 144
Lorents force, 127
Low energy transport (see Transport, low energy)
LF’BIAS, 124125
Macro, 4, 13, 103, ill-112,118,
121123,124125,141,143,
Chap
ter 5, 238-239, 242, 330-332
COMIN, 103, 125, Section 5.3.24,
242
EGSSMAC, 160
EGSIMAC, 4, 122, 124, 146, 160
local, 112
null, 152, 158
override, 111, 146, 152, 240, (also
see EGS4 operations, Step 1)
parameters in, 331-332
P&, iii
replacement, 103, 330-332
sine-cosine (by table), 249
template, 4, 13, 103, 149
Magnetic field, iii, Section 4.2, 4,
121, 127, 144
Marginal PDF, 12
Mass absorption coefficient, 6
Material (see Options in PEGS4)
Materialization
(see Pair production)
Maximum:

media (see SNXHED)
regions (see $NXFtBG)
Mean free path, 14-15, 24, 153, 157
Mean ionization energy (see Ionization energy)
MHD, 244, 252
/MEDIA/,
160,244
MEDIAarray, 103, 244, 251
Media data, 2-3, 19, 356, (also see
Options in PEGSI)
NHDIUH, 247,294296,301-304
NEDOLD,

MigdaI

(bremsstrahlung
sion), 16, 2628

suppres-

:MIMS:,293,298,30&309
/MISC/,92,155,160,244245,253

MIX, 21, 283, 302
: MIXT: ,274, 292-304,313
Mixed sampling, 12
Mixture (see :MIXT: )
Mnemonics used in PEGS4, 282
Molecular Rayleigh scattering, 94
Molecular weight, 23
MOLIER, 283
MoIi&e scattering, 2, 22, Section
2.14, 148
MOLLER (EGS4 subroutine), 151,
Section 5.3.14, 211 (Now diagram), 241, 262
MORSECG,
4, 121-122, 139, 141142
Mortran2, 143-145
Mortran3, iii-iv, 1, 3-4, 13, 9697,
112, 238, Appendix 4
related files on tape, 354
unit number stack, 239, 334, 340
unit switching, 239, 334, 340
M&ler scattering, Section 2.10, 3,
32, 50, 56
radiative, 32
MP, 299

$MSCAT-OVER-RIDE, Section 5.3.15
MSCAT (EGS4 subroutine),
Sec,tion 5.3.15, 213 (fIow diagram), 241
Multi-cylinder
(geometry),
multi‘cylinder, Section 4.1.1, 12l122
Multiple assignments (in Mortran3),
, 328
Multiple scattering (see Scattering,
multiple)
/MULTS/, 160
SHXHHD,103, 248, 251
SMXREG,248, 252-253, 255

NaI, 7, 105, 244
NALE, 297
NALG, 297
NAME, 298-299
NAMELIST, 3, 19, 272-273, 292-304
NAMHSB,300
NBINS, 300
NE, 22, 292, 294295, 301-304
Negative USTW, 148149,155
Neutron (photo-), 7
NH, 300
NIPE,297
NIPG,297
NMJZD,244, 251
NOSCAT,92,154-155,245
NP, 245-246
NPTS,298-299,311

NTALLY (EGSI auxiliary
tine), 4, 123, 255
NTIMHS, 300
NuII macro, 152, 158
Operator:
logical, 108, 144
relational, 108, 144, 329
OPT, 294300

subrou-

Options

in PEGS4, 272-274, 2T 2
v
313
OUTPUT statements, 329
(
Output of PEGS4 data, 356, (also
see :DECK:)

Output-Of-Results
(Step 4), 104
105, 108, 256
Override macro, 111, 146, 152, 240,
(also see EGS4 operations,
Step 1)
Page eject, iv
PAIR (EGS4 subroutine), 125, Section 5.3.16, 217 (flow diagram), 241, 262
Pair production, v, 3, 67, 15, 24,
26, 32, 125, Section 2.7
functions in PEGS& 280-281
in field of electron, 32
PAIRDR, 48,288
PAIRDZ, 48, 288
PAIRFR, 289
PAIRFZ, 289
PAIRRM, 289
PAIRRR, 289
PAIRRZ, 289
PAIRTE, 289
PAIRTM, 289
PAIRTR, 289
PAIRTU, 289
PAIRTZ, 289
$P~TIC~-SE~CTION,
125, Sections 5.3.9 and 5.3.19
SPARTICLESPLITTINGJ~~

Particle:
beam, 126
secondary beam line, 142
trajectories, 128
Path length:
biasing, 4, 153
correction, 17, 89, 91, 150
restriction, 90

Path

length stretching (see Path
length, biasing)
/PATHcM/, 160
Pattern (macro template),’ 4, 13,
103, 149
PBRl, 289
PBR2, 290

PCUT,242,252,261

PDEDX, 290
PDF (probability density function),
8, 18-19
conditional, 9
joint, 9, 18
marginal, 12
plotting of, (see : PLTI : or : PLTN :
or :HPLT:)
PEGS (acronym), 1
PEGSJ, 33, 144
PEGS4, Appendix 3
data:
input (examples), 302-313
output (examples), 356 (also
see :DECK:)

function evaluation (see : CALL : )
general, 1-4, 16, 18-21
mnemonics, 282
related files on tape, 355
PET (Positron Emission Tomography), 150
/pHOTIN/,160

PHOTO (EGS4 subroutine), iii, 3,
93, 132-139, Section 5.3.17,
191 (flow diagram), 235 (flow
diagram), 241, 262
Photoelectric
effect, Sections 2.15
and 4.3, 3, 6, 15, 92-93, 132,
155
K-edge, iii, 3, 93, 155, 261-262
L-edge, 3
PHOTON (EGS4 subroutine), 93,
124-125, 136, 139, 148, Sec393
I

tions 5.3.18 through 5.3.21,
221 (flow diagram), 2.41, 256,
262
Photon transport
(see Transport,
photon)
Photoneutron, 7
Photoproduction,
142
PHOTTE, 92, 290
PHOTTZ, 92, 290
PI, 22, 247
Pi-zero decay, i, 5, 143, 159, 256
Pictures (graphics), i, 121, 128
Piecewise-linear fit, 3, 238, 272, 274,
(also see : PWLF: )
Pions, 142 (also see Pi-zero decay)
/PLADTA/, 120
Plane (geometry),
4 (also see
PLANE1 or PLANZP)
$PLANZP, 120, 122, 260
PLAN2P (EGS4 geometry subprogram), 114120, 122, 260
$PLANE~, 122
PLANE1 (EGS4 geometry subprogram), 119, 122
$PLANEZ, 146
Plot, 3, 19, 274, (also see :TEST: or
:PLTI: or :PLTN: or:HPLT:)
PLOT, 283
:PLTI:,274,293,298-299,310-311
:PLTN:,272,274,293,310-311,313

PMDCON,

21, 283

PNEWMEDIUM loop, Section 5.3.18

Polar angle, 49, 150
Polarization, 25-26 (also see Density
effect)
Positron annihilation, Section 2.12,
2, 15-16, 50, 61, 153, 161
Positron discard option, 143
Positron
Emission
Tomography
(PET), 150
Positron transport (see Transport,

positron)
$POSITRON-ECUT-DISCARD,153

Preprocessor code (see PEGS4)
Pressure correction factor (GASP),
74-75, 295-296
Pre-HATCH-Gall-Initialization
(Step
2), 104, 251-253
PRM, 247
PRMT2,247

Probability
density function
(see
PDF)
Probability theory, 7, Section 2.2
Processor control, 145
Progeny, 111, 123, 126
Pseudo-random number generator,
155, (also see $RANDOMSET)
seed (IXX), 244
PSIG, 290
P,i( TEXmacro package), iii
Punch PEGS4 output (see : DECK: )
:PWLF: ,274, 293, 297, 305-309,313
PWLFl, 283
PZ(I), 292, 295, 301-304
QD, 290
QFIT, 290, 305-306
Radiation
damage, 122, 124
integral, 32
length, 1420, 23, 34, 143, 244,
253
synchrotron, 5, 155
Radiation length, 1920,23, 34, 143,
244, 253
Radiation loss, 6, (also see Bremsstrahlung or Energy, loss)
Radiation transport (see Transport)
Radiative Bhabha scattering, 32
Radiative Mprller scattering, 32
Radiobiological dose, 124, 372, (also
see INHOM)

/RANDOM/, 160, 245, 249
1
’
Random number generator, 155,
(also see $RANDOMSET)
'
seed (1xX), 244
Random variable, Section 2.2, 7, 14,
,
17
$RANDO~~SET,
125, 150, 248-249
Rayleigh scattering,
3, 15, Section 2.16, Section 3.5, 139,
143-144, Section 5.3.12 and
5.3.21, 244, 254, 262, 273,
(also see IRAYL)
@AYLEIGH-CORR.ECTION,
Section
5.3.21
$RAYLEIGR-SCATTERING,
Section
5.3.21
Reduced angle, 2, 78
Reflection coefficient, 105, 111, 138139
Rejection sampling, 11-12, 35
Relational operator, 108, 144, 329
Replacement macro, 103, 330-332
Response function (detector), 105,
372
Restricted stopping power, 3, 67,
148, 151
Restriction, 34, 83, 88-90 (also see
Step, size, restriction)
on EGS4 operations (see EGS4
operations)
RF cavity, 128
RFUNS, 283
RHO, 23, 244, 292-295, 301-304
RHOF, 158, 243
RHOR,158,

245

RHOSET (EGS4 subroutine),
150, Section 5.3.22
RHOTBL,292
RHOZ(I),23,
RLC,22,244
RLDU,244

149

292, 295, 301-304

394

396

395

RN, 22, 247
RNS2, 155
RMSQ,22, 246
RNT2,22, 246
RNHI, 300
RNLO, 300
Run-time, 48, 93, 272, 279, 281
Russian roulette, 4, 152

1

Sampling:
composition,’ 11, 35
direct, 10, 15
mixed, 12
rejection, 11-12, 35
spectrun (see : HPLT : )
theory, Section 2.2, 7
Scattering:
Bhabha, Section 2.11, 3, 32, 50,
56, 59
radiative, 32
Compton, Section 2.9, 3, 6, 15,
50-52,111-112
electron binding, v
electron stack position, 143
Klein-Nishina formula, 52
Coulomb, 2, 6, 16
Fermi-Eyges theory, 89
Moli&e, 2, 22, Section 2.14, 148
M$IIer, Section 2.10, 3, 32, 50, 56
radiative, 32
multiple, v, Section 2.14, 2, 6, 16
17, 23, 49, 75, 128, 139, 148,
154
material independent data (see
:MIMs: or EGSCMS)
turning off, 86, 92, 155
Rayleigh, 3, 15, Section 2.16,
Section 3.5, 139, 143-144,
Section 5.3.12 and 5.3.21,
244, 254, 262, 273, (also see
IRAYL)
form factor, 94-95, 273

molecular. 94
single (tail),‘85
soft electron, 16
straight-ahead, 16
Scintillator, 75 (also see NaI)

/scam/,104
Scoring, 4, 19, 96, 103, 105, 112,
123, 126 (also see AUSGAB)
Screening, 16, 24, 30, 32, 35
Secondary beam line, 142
Secondary particle:
angle, 4950,52, 56, 59,61,65,94
energy, 49, 52, 54, 56, 59, 61, 65
Seed (random number (IXX)), 244
$SELRCT-ELECTRON-MPP, Section
5.3.10
$SELRCT-PHOTON-HPP,
Section 5.3.20, (also Section
5.3.21)
Sequence of operations (see EGS4
operations)
$SET-RHOF, 149, Section 5.3.22
$sET-T~STEP, Section 5.3.4
#ET-USTRP, Section 5.3.4
Shielding, 13, 142
SHOWER (EGS4 subroutine),
5,
19, 103, Section 5.3.23, 227
(flow diagram), 240242,254,

256
Shower, 1-2, 5-7, 13-14, 16, 18, 124,
126, 142, 144, 151
average behavior, 7, 13
book (the “Shower Book”), 26,28
graphics (“pictures”), i, 121, 128
SHOWER-Call(Step 7), 105, 108, 256
Sine-cosine (by table) macro, 249
Single scattering tail, 85
SINPHI, 247
SINTHH, 247
SK, 25, 302
SLAC-210, iii-iv, 1

Sodium iodide (NaI) crystal, 7, 105,

244

i
;

3

Soft bremsstrahlung, 16
Soft electron scattering, 16
Solids, 295-296
Spectrum, 5, (also see : HPLT:)
Speed (see Efficiency of simulation)
Sphere (geometry), 4
SPINIT, 75, 283, 302
SPIOfiB, 75, 290
SPIONE, 290
SPIONP, 290
Splitting,
Section 4.1.2, 4, 121122, 152, 157, (also see
$PART~O~-SPLITTINO)
SPTOTE, 290
SPTOTP, 291
Square brackets, 144
/STACK/, 111,124,160,245-246,256
Stack, 13-14, 18, 48, 61, 111, 124,
138, 159
Compton electron stack position,

143
LIFO, 13
pointer (see NP)
Statistics, 123-124
Step:
discrete, 2
random, 2
size, 2, 17, 91-92, 108, 111, 155
maximum (TNKS), 88, 90-91,
(also see $TMXS-OVER-RIDE)
restriction (TM~), 88-90
Steps (see EGS4 operations)
Sternheimer, 25,67, 71-74, 143,294-

296, 302-304
: STOP: ,274, 293
Stopping power, Section 2.13, 3, 66,
148, 294
restricted, 3, 67, 148, 151
Straggling, v, 75 (also see Energy,

loss, fluctuations)
Straight-ahead scattering, 16
Suppression effect (Migdal), 16, 26

28
Symbol (see Atomic symbol)
Symbols in EGS and PEGS,, 22 (Table 2.6.1)
Synchrotron radiation, 5, 155
System considerations
(see Computer system), Appendix 5
Tabs, 146
Tape (see EGS4 Distribution
Target (accelerator), 122

Tape)

TE,246,304
Temperature rise, 122, 124
Template, 4, 13, 103, 149
Ter-Mikaelyan, 28
: TEST:, 272,274, 293,298,309, 313
TEX, iii
THETA, 247
THMOLL, 151,246
Thomas-Fermi, 30
/THRESH/, 160, 246
Threshold, 24, 151304, (also see Energy, cutoff)
Mgller (see THMOLL)
pair production, 49
Time (see Efficiency of simulation)
TMXB, 291
TMXEI(see Step, size, restriction)
TMXDEP, 291
TMXS, 291
TNXS (see Step, size, maximum)
$THI~~-~~R-RTDH, 250-251
TRACE II directive, 145
Tracking, 4, 111
$TRANSPHRPROPERTIES, 123-124
Transformation rules (see Macro)
Transport, Section 2.4, 256
charged particle, iii, 2, 15, 250

I

251

electron, 2, 15
initiation of, 5
low energy, v, 108
photon, 2, 15
positron, 153
Trick (see Fictitious interaction)
Triplet production, 32
TSCAT, Section 5.3.5, 244

I

TSTEP,148,243
TUSTEP,149-150,243

Tutorials, iv, Chapter 3, 96, 121
TUTORl.MOR,
Section 3.1, 96,
104, 108, 359
TUTORP.MOR, Section 3.2, 104,
359
TUTORS.MOR, Section 3.3, 105,
359
TUTOR4.MOR,
Section 3.4, 108,
359
TUTOR5.MOR,
Section 3.5, 111,
359
TUTORG.MOR, Section 3.6, 118,
120, 122, 359
TUTOR7.MOR,
Section 3.7, 120,
122, 359
TVSTEP,151,243,
TWOPI,
$TYPE, ~~O-161

261-262

U(NP),245

UCBEND (User Code), Section
358
UCCYSL (User Code), Section
358
UCEDGE (User Code), 3, 93,
tion 4.3, 358
UCSAMPCG (U ser Code), 4,
tion 4.4, 358
UCSAMPL4 (U ser Code), 139,
263-268, 358
UCTESTSR (User Code), 3,
397

4.2,
4.1,
SecSec141,
19,

311-312,358

UE, ,24, 246,252, 296, 304-305
Uniform distribution, 9
Units, 19-21, 29
Unit switching, 239, 334, 340
Unit assignments, Appendix 5
UP, 24, 246, 252, 296,304305
UPHI (EGS4 subroutine), 52, 56,
59, 65, 76, 231 (flow diagram), 241, 262
/WHIN/, 160
/UPHIOT/,160,247
/~~~~~~/,156,160,247
/USER/,124-125,160

User Code, iv, 1, 3, 50, 93, 9697,
102-103, 146147, 158, 357360
advanced, Chapter 4, 358
examples:
EXAMIN, 357
INHOM, 357
UCBEND, Section 4.2, 358
UCCYSL, Section 4.1, 358
UCEDGE, 3, 93, Section 4.3,
358
UCSAMPCG,
4, Section 4.4,
358
UCSAMPL4,139,141,263-268,
358
UCTESTSR,
3, 19, 311-312,
358
tutorials, iv, Chapter 3, 359-360
User Guide (see User Manual)
User interface (see User Code)
User Manual (Guide), 1, 20, 96, 103
EGS3 (see SLAC-210)
EGS4, iv, Appendix 2
Mortran3, Appendix 4
PEGS4, iv, Appendix 3
User-callable, 19
User-Over-Ride-Of-EGS-

Macros (,Step l), Step 1, 104,
248-251.

User-written,
i
!

3-4, 19

USTEP,130,243,256257

X-ray, v, (also see Fluorescence).
X(NP), 245
X0,25, 302
X1,25, 302
XP,298,311

negative, 148-149, 155

XSIF, 33, 291
V(NP),245
VACDST,242

Vacuum region, 15
Variance, 126
Variance reduction, 4, 13, 121-122,
124, 127, 152, 156
biasing, 121-122, 126, 143
importance sampling, 4, 122,
124, 126, 152, 156
leading particle, 4, 121, Section
4.1.3, 143, 152, 157
path length biasing, 4, 153
Russian roulette, 4, 152
splitting, Section 4.1.2, 4, 121122, 152, 157, (also see

,

Y(NP),245

Z(I), 22, 292, 301-304
Z (NP) ,245
ZEPE,297
ZEPG,297

ZTBL, 291
ZTHRE,297
ZTHRG,297

$pARTICLR-SPLITTING)

weighting, 126, 143
Vavilov distribution
(see Distribution, Vavilov)
VAX, 96, 102, 160, 338-346
VHI,299,311
VLO,299,311

VM, 96, 102, 160, 347-350
VMS, 96, 102, 160, 338-346
VSTEP,243,258
W(NP),245
WA(I),22,294-296,301-304

WATCH (EGS4 auxiliary
tine), 4, 357

subrou-

WATBL,292

Weight (see Atomic weight or Variance reduction, weighting)
Weighting, 126, 143
WM,23
WT(NP),246
*U.S.

m

FTIWING
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